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Agnès Maillot

Introduction: Humour and Irreverence as
Subversive Weapons in Irish Culture

In January 2015, a proposed Channel 4 sitcom on the Irish famine sparked
widespread controversy, with Tim Pat Coogan pointing to the ‘unsavoury’
nature of such a project.1 Within days, a petition circulating on the internet
gathered more than 30,000 signatures, and a handful of protesters picketed
Channel 4’s headquarters in London with banners reading ‘Mass murder
is not comedy’.2 The outcry focussed on the offensiveness of the underlying concept. But was it offensive? Decidedly not, accordingly to Diarmuid
Ferriter, who reminded the Irish Times readership that this had definitely
been done in the past, not least by Jonathan Swift in his notorious A Modest
Proposal, where humour served an essential function.3 The controversy over
the proposed series, which Channel 4 eventually decided not to produce,4
raised interesting questions about the role that humour, by its very nature
controversial, plays in social interaction but also about its power to question and challenge assumptions, thus becoming a weapon of subversion.
Its meaning and interpretation are complex and embedded in the culture
that generates them. In order to understand laughter, as French philosopher
Henri Bergson wrote, ‘we must put it back into its natural environment,
which is society, and above all we must determine the utility of its function,

1
2
3
4

Nick Bramhill, ‘Channel 4 scraps plans for controversial comedy set during Great
Famine’, The Irish Examiner (16 January 2016).
BBC online (17 January 2015). Accessed 20 January 2018.
Diarmaid Ferriter, ‘There is no shame in laughing at famine satire’, The Irish Times
(10 January 2015).
Nick Bramhill, ‘Channel 4 scraps plans for controversial comedy set during Great
Famine’, The Irish Examiner (16 January 2016).
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which is a social one. Laughter must answer to certain requirements of life
in common. It must have a social signification’.5
The scrutiny of Irish culture through the lens of humour is fundamental, as it contributes to an alternative reading of events, albeit an irreverent and controversial one. As John Updike wrote of Sally Mara’s, AKA
Raymond Queneau’s, witty re-imagining of the Easter Rising, humour can
for instance bring ‘casual ambivalence’ to the fore.
This volume explores the many ways in which writers, playwrights, politicians, historians, filmmakers, artists, and activists have used irreverence and
humour to look at aspects of Irish culture, and have succeeded in showing
the contradictions and the shortcomings of the society in which they live.
The first part of this book looks at the role played by satire in the media,
on many different levels and through an array of tools, be they caricatures,
cartoons or digital media. Starting this section is Marie-Violaine Louvet’s
‘From Belfast to Jerusalem via Rio de Janeiro: Imaginary Geographies and
Anti-Imperialism in Carlos Latuff ’s Political Cartoons’, which analyses the
anti-imperialist pictorial discourse that this Brazilian cartoonist uses to
comment on the political situations in Palestine and in Northern Ireland,
through the use of symbols, references, and historical milestones. Latuff
has painted a number of murals in Belfast and Derry, more often than
not to express solidarity with political prisoners in Ireland and Palestine.
Quite interestingly, he has published cartoons which criticised the current line taken by Sinn Féin and undermined Martin McGuinness, then
Deputy First Minister of Northern Ireland. Some of his cartoons seem to
advocate armed resistance not only in Palestine, but also in Ireland. This
article highlights his use of satire to connect the Irish myth of resistance
to British imperialism with that of Palestinian resistance to Israel, as well
as his subversive position as a hard-line political cartoonist.
Felix Larkin then examines how Dublin Opinion, the self-styled
‘national humorous journal of Ireland’, fits comfortably into what the late
Professor Vivian Mercier has called the ‘Irish comic tradition’. Published

5

Henri Bergson, Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic (Temple of Earth
Publishing), <www.templeofearth.com/books/laughter.pdf>, 5b. Accessed 3
September 2018.
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monthly between 1922 and 1968, it was a miscellany of quips, short articles,
poems, and cartoons – all in a humorous vein, but with serious intent. The
journal, without sacrificing its humour, had the capacity to convey a serious
message – and the message had greater impact because it was delivered in a
humorous way. More generally, however, its editorial team saw humour as
an inherently serious matter. This chapter outlines the history of the journal
over its forty-six years of continuous publication, with special focus on the
role it played in 1959 in defeating Éamon de Valera’s attempt to abolish the
proportional representation system of voting in Ireland. The referendum
necessary to effect the change was lost by a narrow margin – less than
4 per cent – and two memorable cartoons in Dublin Opinion are credited
with turning public opinion against the proposal. Arguably, that was the
journal’s finest hour.
In the last chapter of this section, Dónal Mulligan analyses the extent
to which satire and irreverence from activists on either side entered the
online discourse around Ireland’s 2015 Marriage Referendum. ‘Humour,
Satire and Counter-Discourse Around Ireland’s 2015 Marriage Referendum
Online: An Analysis of #marref ’ focuses on the mediated conversation
space of Twitter, to identify patterns of interaction and influence in order
to assess the role of humour in advancing and reacting to the discourse
around this social change. This research uncovers patterns of communication, interaction, reciprocity and influence during the extensive period
leading up to the vote, during the process and count, and in the aftermath
of the result. It thus contributes to our knowledge of the mediation of
political action and discourse around change-making broadly, as well as of
the specific nature of the online discourse and counter-discourse around
this historic event in Ireland.
The next section of this book deals with Northern Ireland. While it
is not often that humour is used as a discursive tool or even as a strategy to
delve into the darkest aspects of the conflict, all four papers show the impact
that irreverence can have on changing perspectives on and approaches to
violence and division, and how it has been used as a mechanism to counter
the mainstream discourse and analysis of the conflict.
In ‘Rather Sex than Pistols: Good Vibrations and the Punk Scene in
Northern Ireland’, Agnès Maillot revisits an episode of the conflict which
has recently been of much interest to music lovers and academics alike,

4
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that of the punk scene in Northern Ireland. Good Vibrations (Lisa Barros
D’Santos and Glenn Leyburn, 2013) is the account of those alternative years
seen through the biopic of Terri Hooley, ‘Belfast’s chaotic godfather of
punk’.6 Through the meandering life of its main character, the film depicts
with humour and sometimes bleak sarcasm the darkest aspects of the conflict, in contrast with the potential that punk offered, for a short period
of time, to unite, to uncover talents, to enable working-class disaffected
youths to come out of their ghettos. This chapter shows how sectarianism,
civil strife and missed opportunities were temporarily set aside when punk,
through the character of Terri Hooley, became the irreverent and hopeful
voice of the first generation of teenagers who grew up with the conflict.
During the same period, the anarchist collective and their flagship bookshop Just Books located in the same building as Terri Hooley’s record shop
were thriving. Fabrice Mourlon, in ‘Counter-Discourses during the Conflict
in Northern Ireland: The Case of Just Books, an Alternative Bookstore in
Belfast’, examines how the post-Good Friday Agreement period has opened
up spaces for alternative discourses and practices that developed during the
conflict. Mourlon looks back at the dynamics of the anarchist movement in
Belfast by focussing on the activities of Just Books, a bookstore that became
a hub for minority groups that wanted to challenge dominant politics from
1978 to 1994. Relying on the testimonies of the people who founded the
bookstore and who are still active in reviving it ( Just Books was re-opened
in April 2016), this research represents a co-construction of a narrative
between the researcher and the object of his research and shows the power
of a discourse which was entirely at odds with its surroundings and which
aimed at subverting the main political narrative of the conflict.
The third chapter in this section is dedicated to Seán Hillen’s work.
While Irelantis and the subsequent series of images have become extraordinarily popular, the Troubles photomontages have never been truly accepted
on account of their sharp attack on war-related violence and Irish sectarianism. Nevertheless, they are as comical as the Irelantis series but much
more irreverent and satirical. 4 Ideas for a New Town (1982), Jesus Appears in
Newry (1991–1992), Londonnewry, A Mythical Town (1983–1992), Northern
Sunsets, and Newry Gagarin (1992) are sets of photomontages in a postcard
6

Peter Bradshow, ‘Good Vibrations Review’, The Guardian (28 March 2013).
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format which mix black and white photographs of the Troubles, popular
images related to American movies or the space Odyssey, kitsch icons of
Jesus, and romantic Irish landscapes. Valérie Morisson’s article thus shows
how Hillen, a fine postmodern satirist, offers a provocative interpretation
of the conflict by pasting together real and fictitious, serious and comical,
Irish and English or American images. Though the hybrid scenes which he
composes play on the utopian genre that is dear to him and are irresistibly
humorous, they convey a fierce criticism of the Northern Irish conflict and
its representations. His montages castigate the dramatization of violence in
the mass media but they also mock Catholic icons by using kitsch aesthetics. Hillen’s œuvre interrogates the power of visual images in our society
of the spectacle, to use Guy Debord’s expression.7
Concluding this section, Wesley Hutchinson’s ‘“A Remnant in the
Land”: The Ulster Scot, Writing and Resistance’ shows how, since the
‘revival’ of the 1990s, Ulster-Scots culture has been the butt of concerted,
often virulent criticism from a variety of quarters, especially from within
the broad nationalist community, but also from within unionism. However,
hostility to the Ulster-Scots community due to suspicion of the political
and cultural motives of its members is by no means a recent phenomenon.
Hutchinson looks at evidence within the tradition indicating the ways
the Scots in Ulster have not only responded to outside pressures but have
also challenged rigidities within their own ranks. With examples of writing from the seventeenth century up to the present day, this paper sheds
light on the Ulster Scot vision of the Ulster Scots themselves, offering an
image which challenges the stereotypes their detractors – and some of
their defenders – have sought to foist upon them. Indeed, what appears
today as a predominantly conservative strand of the cultural landscape
has historically been closely associated with a radical discourse and with
forms of resistance that articulated independent readings of events and
challenged dominant norms – including those forged by the community
itself.
The next part of the volume looks at how Irish literature has tackled the
cultural and political landscape through parody and satire. Sylvie Mikowski

7

Guy Debord, The Society of Spectacle (New York: Zone Books, 1994).
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opens this section with a meticulous study of Molly Keane’s trilogy – Good
Behaviour (1981), Time after Time (1983), and Loving and Giving (1988) –
which was published at a later stage in her career and started under the
name of M. J. Farrell. While some situate it in the tradition of the Big
House novel, others prefer that of the Anglo-Irish satire or of the comedy
of manners. This article ponders whether these novels qualify for one or
other of these categorisations. Often defined as ‘black’, Keane’s comedy
relentlessly focuses attention on the most gruesome, grotesque, and even
repulsive elements of bodily life, to such a point that several critics have
based their readings of her works on Kristeva’s definition of the ‘abject’.8
This article shows how Keane can be traced back to a number of Anglo-Irish
writers, as well as to the writings of some of her contemporaries, including
Samuel Beckett, himself an Anglo-Irish writer and as such heir to the same
tradition of scathing satire and black comedy.
In a daring yet highly pertinent parallel, Anne Goarzin bridges the
400-year gap between two Irish authors, Jonathan Swift (in Gulliver’s
Travels, A Modest Proposal or in his later verse) and Paul Durcan (particularly in his recent collection, The Days of Surprise), examining how
both expose and fight their own hubristic times in which Yahoos seem to
have taken over. As ‘King(s) of the mob and monarch(s) of the liberties’,
both authors are committed to a nation which has yet to define itself, or
which is looking back on itself with bitter irony, most notably as Durcan
addresses the 1916 commemorations. Both authors point their finger at
the forgotten bodies and voices that are being denied an existence by the
political and economic machine crushing them, whether it be the colonial
machine for Swift or the violence of the global economy and the ensuing
recession for Durcan. Here, rhetoric serves the purpose of an indignation
that constantly verges on irreverence.
Vito Carrassi’s essay, ‘Deconstructing and Reconstructing Irish
Folklore: The Irreverent Parody of An Béal Bocht’, examines this classic by
Flann O’Brien, one of the most irreverent observers of the cultural phenomena of twentieth-century Ireland and chiefly of those concerned with
8

Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror (New York: Columbia University Press, 1982).
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the rediscovery, enhancement and exploitation of Gaelic literature and
folklore. Carrassi shows how Flann O’Brien’s approach to the traditional
heritage was ‘performative’, as his works, in particular At Swim-Two-Birds,
yield innovative as well as hilarious, mocking, subversive results. In doing
so, he reflects the factual nature of folklore as a ceaseless process, recreating
a given tradition, but also undermining and deconstructing an idea of Irish
folklore claimed by most of his contemporaries who were committed to
the (re)construction of a Nation. Through An Béal Bocht, his Gaelic novel,
Myles na gCopaleen (alias Flann O’Brien) provides a grotesque, sarcastic,
surreal parody of an ‘exotic’, fabricated, neo-colonialist view of Irish folklore.
Francois Sablayrolles concludes this section with an article on Seán Ó
Faoláin and de Valera. Arguably one of the most prominent intellectuals of
his time, Seán Ó Faoláin was also one of the most irreverent and provocative, who tackled head on the totems of what he called ‘de Valera’s dreary
Eden’. In his youth, however, Ó Faoláin had been profoundly affected by
the brutality of the British repression of the 1916 Rising and was swept
along by the wave of idealism that led him to join the ranks of the antitreaty armed resistance movement. However, his hopes were dashed by the
emergence in the 1920s and 1930s of a morally repressive as well as ideologically and politically conservative Ireland. Ó Faoláin’s decision to return to
live in Ireland and to confront the power of the Censorship Board which
had already banned his first collection of short stories, Midsummer Night
Madness (1932), bears witness to his engagement and to his conception of
writing, whether it be fiction, biography, or essay, as an act of resistance.
This article examines how, by providing an outlet to bypass the Censor,
his biographies of Constance Markievicz, Éamon de Valera, and Daniel
O’Connell enabled Ó Faoláin to challenge the dominant nationalist discourse and to promote an alternative reading of modern Ireland’s history
and identity. Ó Faoláin’s experiments in biography and fiction gave rise to
numerous mutually enriching stylistic exchanges. Indeed, the presence of
the grotesque, of irony, and also of caricature, allows for the construction
of an irreverent, and at times subversive, discourse designed to push icons
‘off their pedestal’.
The final section of this volume is dedicated to the performance of
irreverence on the stage. It starts off with an essay by Eugene McNulty

8
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entitled ‘Once More With Feeling: Restaging History in the Work of
Gerald McNamara’ (Gerald MacNamara being the penname of Harry
Morrow, one of the most successful writers to emerge from the nationalist cultural revival in early twentieth-century Belfast). McNulty not only
shows how he was the most innovative and creatively ambitious playwright
to be associated with the Ulster Literary Theatre, but also how his parodic
works (such as Suzanne and the Sovereigns [1907], The Mist that does be
on the Bog [1909], and Thompson in Tir-na-nOg [1912]) represent some
of the most fascinating responses of northern cultural nationalism to the
emergence of an increasingly Ulster-centric Unionism in the years before
partition. By way of his extraordinary satiric sensibility, MacNamara sought
to unpack, and resist, the pretensions and politically repressive mythologies
of Ulster politics during one of its formative historical phases. His work for
the Ulster Literary Theatre in particular marks one of the high points of
Northern Irish parody and carnivalesque oppositional cultural energy. This
essay traces these oppositional energies in their various political, social, and
cultural contexts, and in so doing reveals MacNamara as a crucial, but often
overlooked, progenitor of the modern Northern Irish satirical tradition.
The final two articles are dedicated to Brian Friel (1929–2015), the
leading Irish playwright of the second half of the twentieth century, not
only for the all-pervading presence of his drama on the Irish stage, but
also because of his intellectual inquisitiveness, which led him to tackle an
unparalleled variety of themes. In ‘Mr Emmet Will Never Have an Epitaph:
Brian Friel’s The Mundy Scheme’, Maria Gaviña Costero analyses how this
farce (1969) represents an irreverent political satire on a possible government of the Republic of Ireland. At the time of its opening, its characters
were described as simple caricatures and the driving idea was defined as
tinted with the blackest of humours. Seen today, after the collapse of the
Celtic Tiger and the property bubble, the play stands out as one of Friel’s
very well-aimed denunciations due to its unforgiving picture of the crass
materialism that corroded the political class of his time. This play, postcolonialist avant la lettre, prophetic, and frequently hilarious, continues
to be of significance in our modern-day Western society.
Virginie Roche-Tiengo then examines ‘Violence and the Catharsis of
Beyond-the-Grave Counter-Discourse in the Theatre of Brian Friel’. Paying
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tribute to Friel in October 2015, Thomas Kilroy spoke of ‘the irreverent
voice, the marvellous mimicry of the man behind the plays’,9 whom he
first met in 1969. Indeed, in the midst of an ocean of violence in Northern
Ireland during the Troubles from 1968 onwards, Brian Friel explored and
exposed the Irish psyche to social, economic, religious, and state violence,
digging his pen into the mythical and transformative relationship between
violence and the human soul. Roche-Tiengo analyses how the playwright’s
beyond-the-grave counter-discourse juxtaposes the metamorphic and
cathartic energy of imagination and memory with the pitiless tyranny of
life-threatening violence in The Freedom of the City (1973), Faith Healer
(1979), Living Quarters: After Hippolytus (1979), and Translations (1980).
This collection of essays, in a volume unparalleled in Irish Studies,
takes a highly original view on multiple aspects of Irish culture and offers
a range of alternative and novel interpretations of episodes in Irish history and society. These interpretations challenge accepted and sometimes
fixed views on aspects of Irish political, economic, and social life in literature, film, and the media, among others. They show how irreverence, by
deconstructing preconceived concepts and narratives, can help to further
our understanding of some of the most iconic figures in Ireland’s past, for
example de Valera, of violent episodes, such as the Troubles in Northern
Ireland, and of economic crises, as well as contributing to the reconstruction of alternative yet pertinent narratives.

9

Thomas Kilroy, ‘I have lost a close friend’, The Irish Times (2 October 2015).

Part I

Satire in the Media

Marie-Violaine Louvet

1 From Belfast to Jerusalem Via Rio de Janeiro:
Imaginary Geographies and Anti-Imperialism in
Carlos Latuff ’s Political Cartoons

Drawing an irreverent political cartoon, that is to say a cartoon which
ridicules an entity claiming some kind of respectability usually connected
with a symbolic representation of power is, by nature, a subversive act. It
is a way to undermine what Max Weber refers to as leaders’ ‘charismatic
authority’1 which arouses acceptance and devotion in the people. As soon as
a political cartoon is published, the cartoonist has a responsibility because
of the impact he may have on the public mind – Bourdieu underlines the
fact that within the political field, politicians are vulnerable to scandals
because their political capital is in fact their reputation.2 More than that,
the cartoonist has accomplished a political action because irreverence is
a type of subversion which goes hand in hand with a destabilization of
the current order of things, what Crozier and Friedberg designate as ‘a
process of change which implies action and reactions, negotiations and
cooperation’.3 By challenging the provisional state of the world, the political
cartoonist aims at provoking a response and exposes himself to retaliation
by the target of the cartoon. The notion of risk is always present on the

1
2
3

Weber makes a distinction between legal authority, traditional authority and charismatic authority. See Max Weber, Economy and Society: An Outline of Interpretive
Sociology, Volume 1 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1978), 215.
Pierre Bourdieu, Propos sur le champ politique, op. cit., 39.
Michel Crozier, and Erhard Friedberg, L’Acteur et le système (Paris: Seuil. 1977), 391.
‘Un processus de changement qui implique action et réactions, négociation et
coopération’
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mind of committed political cartoonists who select powerful targets with
a susceptibility to strike back.
Carlos Latuff, a contemporary Brazilian political cartoonist, is not
easily dissuaded as shown by the long list of targets of his irreverence,
including Barack Obama, Benjamin Netanyahu, Recep Erdogan, Hosni
Mubarak and many more. As a consequence of his work, he is persona
non grata in several countries such as Israel and Turkey, and has even been
questioned by the police when landing in Belfast in 2012.4 The reason for
this is what he calls his ‘artistic activism’.5 Indeed, Latuff ’s cartoons are not
only meant as mere commentary, they are designed to be used as tools by
activists to help them in their campaigns: ‘My cartoons are directly geared
towards activists who can share them and use them for free. They have a
message, they support a cause, and they’re designed to be spread widely’,6
Latuff stated in 2011.
Latuff has published many cartoons promoting the Boycott Divestment
Sanctions (BDS) policy against Israel, which originated from Palestinian
civil society in 2005 and is currently advocated by pro-Palestinian transnational advocacy networks all around the world, including in Ireland.7 He
has also shown deep interest in the Northern Ireland issue, and has used
his skills as a cartoonist to support movements advocating a united Ireland
in Belfast and Derry. In these cities, where murals have been important
ways of expressing one’s political ambitions since the Troubles,8 his work
has appeared on walls, more often than not to express solidarity between
republican prisoners in Ireland and Palestinian prisoners in Israeli jails.

4
5
6
7
8

Interview with Marie-Violaine Louvet February 2016.
Ibid.
Jack Shenker, ‘Carlos Latuff: The voice of Tripoli – live from Rio’, The Guardian
(22 August 2011).
Latuff, who is of Lebanese descent, has a particular interest in commenting the political crises in the Arab world. He was quite prolific during the Arab Spring in 2011.
The Troubles opposed republican to loyalist paramilitaries and security forces on
both sides of the border between the late 1960s and the late 1990s. Bill Rolston has
commented extensively on the use of murals by the Catholic and Protestant communities see Bill Rolston, Politics and Painting: Murals and Conflict in Northern
Ireland (London: Associated University Presses, 1991).
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Latuff has published a series of cartoons commenting on the support
of a layer of Irish civil society for the Palestinian cause.9 He has collaborated with pro-Palestinian civil associations in the Republic of Ireland
and Northern Ireland, among which is the organization Irish Friends of
Palestine (2008), a Northern Irish group close to the republican movement which has benefited greatly from his work. Sinn Féin has been a
consistent advocate of the Palestinian cause since the 1970s.10 However,
and quite interestingly, Latuff published some cartoons criticizing Sinn
Féin’s line and undermining one of its late leaders Martin McGuinness,
former deputy First Minister of Northern Ireland (2007–2017). Latuff
reproaches the present-day republican party for a stance he considers to
be sometimes too compromising regarding the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
and also regarding relationships with the United Kingdom. In fact, some
of his cartoons could be interpreted as advocating armed resistance both
in Palestine and Northern Ireland.
This article will analyse the anti-imperialist pictorial discourse used by
Latuff to comment on the political situations in Palestine and in Northern
Ireland, thanks to the use of symbols.11 references and historical milestones.
It will highlight his use of satire to connect the Irish myth of resistance
against British imperialism with that of Palestinian resistance against Israel
as well as his subversive position as a hard-line political cartoonist.12 The

9
10
11

12

The Irish Congress of Trade Unions was the first national federation of trade unions
to declare a boycott of Israeli goods and services in 2007.
See Marie-Violaine Louvet, Civil Society, Post-colonialism and Transnational Solidarity:
The Irish and the Middle East Conflict (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), Part II:
‘Republicanism and the colonial reading of the Middle East Conflict’, 93–165.
The notion of symbol is understood in the sense defined by Peirce, that is to say
a signifier whose relation to their objects is an ‘imputed character’. See Charles
Sanders Peirce, Peirce on Signs: Writings on Semiotic (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1991), 30 (edited by James Hoopes from the Collected Papers
of Charles Sanders Peirce [Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1931–1958]).
‘Myth’ is used here as a ‘semiological system’, in the line of Roland Barthes defined
as follows: ‘a myth cannot possibly be an object, a concept, or an idea; it is a mode
of signification, a form.’ See Roland Barthes, Mythologies (New York: The Nooday
Press, 1991), 111–12 (trans. by Annette Lavers from Mythologies [Paris: Edition du
Seuil, 1957]).
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first part of the article will explore the connections between Latuff and
Northern Ireland. The second part will focus on Latuff ’s work alongside
pro-Palestinian Irish organizations and the final section will question the
controversial stance of the political cartoonist on the thorny political issues
on which he chooses to comment.

From Rio de Janeiro to Belfast: Latuff and
Imaginary Geographies
Latuff lives in Rio de Janeiro and, contrary to what his interest in international geopolitics could lead one to believe, he has not spent years travelling
around the world to gain a first-hand account of the situations he describes
in his work. Latuff visited Northern Ireland once in 2012, and he did not
then go to the Republic of Ireland. He visited Palestine once in 1998. The
cartoonist freely acknowledges the fact that he is mostly acquainted with
the two territories through television and the internet. A documentary
film prompted him to support Zapatistas, one of the first causes he felt
compelled to endorse. As a consequence, his perspective on the conflicts
and social unrest he depicts is not so much derived from first-hand experience as it is from ideology, based on an anti-imperialist analysis in which
he feels a moral obligation to side with those who he perceives to be the
downtrodden, which leads him to support civil rights movements all around
the world. In this long-distance commitment, transnational networks of
activists and social media play an important role – Latuff has 82 000 followers on Facebook and 65 000 followers on Twitter.13
Latuff ’s cartoons, which deal with many conflicts around the world,
create an ‘imaginary geography’,14 in the sense that he methodically illustrates the connections between struggles in different geographical areas,

13
14

Figures of 26 October 2017.
Edward W. Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1994 [1979]), 5.
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thus highlighting potential support between different activist movements.
His world map is one of general resistance to oppression and imperialism, regardless of the form they take. His sympathy goes to the figure of
the rebellious activist, who has no individual identity, no nationality, no
gender, but is a prototype characterised by a number of recurring attributes
including weapons, balaclavas, and flags.

Sympathy for Irish Nationalists and Republicans
Latuff ’s cartoons show his deep interest in the Northern Ireland Troubles
and his instinctive support for the republican cause. He has used his skills
to support groups in civil society, such as the Bloody Sunday March
Committee. The committee, which works hand in hand with the Bloody
Sunday Commemorative Committee,15 organises the yearly marches to
commemorate the victims of Bloody Sunday, killed by English paratroopers in 1972. Like Latuff himself, it has a globalist ideology, feeding on the
idea that the Northern Ireland experience is shared by many victims of
state violence all around the world. Under the slogan ‘One World, One
Struggle’, the committee seeks to show solidarity with what they see as comparable situations on ‘both sides of the Atlantic, from Africa to the Middle
East and elsewhere’.16 The Bloody Sunday Commemorative Committee
commissions artists to work with them on the annual events. In 2013 the
Bloody Sunday March Committee reinstated the march ‘[…] to keep the
pressure on to secure prosecutions of soldiers and to give a voice to others
fighting injustice’’17 Latuff, who has staunchly denounced police violence

15
16
17

Brian Evans Conway, Commemoration and Bloody Sunday: Pathways of Memory
(London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 86.
See Bloody Sunday March organizations website, <bloodysundaymarch.org/for_
justice>, accessed 15 February.
Brendan McDaid, ‘Families continue Bloody Sunday march for justice’, Belfast
Telegraph (28 November 2012).
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in his own country of Brazil18 through his cartoons, was solicited to draw
a poster, which he felt was an ‘honour’ (‘honoured’19). He created the following design (Figures 1.1 and 1.2):

Figure 1.1. ‘End Impunity’
poster, Carlos Latuff, 2013.

Figure 1.2. Members of Bloody Sunday March for
Justice Committee, 26 January 2013. Source: https://
latuffcartoons.wordpress.com.

In the cartoon (Figure 1.1) state violence against civil rights activists is shown
by the use of the colour red appearing both on the beret of the paratrooper
and in the headline ‘Bloody Sunday’, written in letters that seem to have
blood dripping from them. Here, as explained by Roland Barthes, additionally to the ‘visual substance’, ‘the meaning is confirmed by being duplicated
in a linguistic message […] so that at least a part of the iconic message is,
in terms of structural relationship, […] taken up by the linguistic system’.20
18

19
20

‘From the #ArabSpring to #BlackLivesMatter, cartoonist Carlos Latuff uses art as
a weapon’, Aj+ (5 March 2015), <medium.com/@ajplus/from-blacklivesmatter-toarabspring-carlos-latuff-uses-art-as-a-weapon-7e1fde9c1689#.i0d95i4gc>, accessed
3 September 2018.
Interview with Marie-Violaine Louvet, February 2016.
The full quotation is ‘Where there is a visual substance, for example, the meaning is
confirmed by being duplicated in a linguistic message (which happens in the case of
the cinema, advertising, comic strips, press photography, etc.) so that at least a part of
the iconic message is, in terms of structural relationship, either redundant or taken
up by the linguistic system.’ See Roland Barthes, Elements of Semiology (New York:
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The isotopy is confirmed with the British soldier turning his back on the
viewer, as he is leaving after he has accomplished his job as shown by the
smoking rifle he is holding. The soldier is depicted as a black figure and is
not endowed with any identifying features. He embodies the anonymity
of one paratrooper among a whole corps, the British army, exercising what
Latuff calls ‘state terrorism’.21 A dead demonstrator is lying on the ground
under a ‘Civil Rights March’ banner.22 His humanity, in contrast to the
paratrooper’s lack thereof, is emphasised by the fact that his civilian shoes
and an unarmed hand are visible. Latuff ’s cartoon was widely used on
banderoles during the 2013 march and during conferences, as is shown
on Figure 1.1, featuring members of the Bloody Sunday March Committee
on 26 January 2013. His participation allowed the Committee to publicise
the Bloody Sunday commemorations and enhance the message of the group
thanks to the striking impact of his cartoons.
But Latuff ’s involvement in the Northern Irish conundrum is not
limited to sympathy for the nationalist victims of state violence during
the Troubles. The cartoonist has also lent his skills to serve the presentday republican message. Visual street art, and murals in particular, have
been widely used in Northern Ireland by republicans but also by unionists.
Murals can still be seen in Nationalist and Unionist areas, often hailing the
revered martyrs of the two communities. Neil Jarman analysed the symbolic value of murals in Northern Ireland, and showed that their location
may amplify their political meaning, for example where they appear on
historical landmarks, such as partition walls in the Bogside in Derry, a place

21
22

Hill and Wang, 1977), 10 (trans. by Annette Lavers and Colin Smith from Eléments
de sémiologie [Paris: Seuil, 1964]).
Magda Abu Fadll, ‘Brazilian Cartoonist Carlos Latuff Takes Aim Globally’, Huffington
Post (16 January 2016), <www.huffingtonpost.com/magda-abufadil/braziliancartoonist-carl_b_8997562.html>, accessed 15 February 2017.
A similar banner stained with Bernard McGuigan’s blood is on display at the Free
Derry Museum. McGuigan was shot dead by British soldiers during the civil rights
march organised in Londonderry on 30 January 1972. See <vimeo.com/121658322>,
accessed 15 February 2017.
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of early nationalist resistance during the Troubles.23 In 2012, Carlos Latuff
was commissioned by the republican prisoners support group to draw on
the Free Derry Corner, a symbolic landmark for republicanism (Figure 1.3):

Figure 1.3. Carlos Latuff standing in front of the Free
Derry Corner, 28 June 2012.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.wordpress.com.

The motive behind Latuff ’s mural is the support for republican prisoners –
identified as political prisoners – and the demand for their release. On the
mural, which is drawn in the style of a cartoon, one may notice the tricolour flag on the leg of an inmate kicking a jail door open. The motif of the
‘political prisoner’ illustrates the demand for the recognition of political
prisoner status which has been emblematic of the republican struggle.24 It
calls to mind the blanket protest which started in 1976 in the Long Kesh
prison near Belfast, when detainees refused, among other things, to wear

23
24

Neil Jarman, ‘Painting Landscapes: the place of murals in the symbolic construction
of urban space’, in Anthony Buckley (ed.), Symbols in Northern Ireland (Belfast:
Institute of Irish Studies Queen’s University, 1998), 81–98.
Agnès Maillot, ‘Les peintures murales républicaines’, Études Irlandaises 22/1(1997),
303–9, 304.
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the prison uniform.25 The insolence of simply kicking the prison door off its
hinges, along with the exclamation mark at the end of the message ‘FREE
POLITICAL PRISONERS!’, written in capital letters on the side of the
picture convey a sense of irreverence and challenge to the public order
which is characteristic of Latuff ’s work.

Republicans and Palestine
With the two topics of the civil rights activists on the one hand and the
release of political prisoners on the other, Latuff illustrated two themes
which are dear to global left-wing activism, as seen for instance in the
campaign supporting the Palestinian right to self-determination. In fact,
Latuff emphasises what he calls ‘the common points’ between the political situations in Northern Ireland and in Palestine, because, according to
him, both result from the scourge of colonialism.26 For Latuff, Palestine is
the epitome of a current colonial situation and is used to connect diverse
struggles, joining them in one global fight against imperialist oppression.27
In 2012, Latuff illustrated the topic of the solidarity between Irish
and Palestinian war prisoners with a cartoon showing two hands joining

25
26

27

See Tim Pat Coogan, On the Blanket: The Inside Story of the IRA Prisoners’ ‘Dirty’
Protest (New York: St. Martin’s Griffin 1980, [1997], [2002]).
This is reminiscent of the internationalism advocated by some republican and socialist thinkers such as James Connolly who valued ‘the sacred banner of true internationalism’. On this issue, Connolly was in the line of Jean Jaurès and quoted him in
his writings. See Socialist Symposium on Internationalism and Some Other Things,
1910,<https://www.marxists.org/archive/connolly/1911/connwalk/5-syminter.htm>,
accessed 20 January 2018 and Donal Nevin, James Connolly: ‘A Full Life’ (Dublin:
Gill and Macmillan, 2006), in particular Chapter 8: ‘Agitate, Educate, Organise’.
In his ‘We are all Palestinians’ series, Latuff showed native Americans, Jews in the
Warsaw Ghetto, South Africans during apartheid and Tibetans all claiming ‘I am
Palestinian’. See Indymedia website, <www.indymedia.org.uk/en/2002/02/21499.
html>, accessed 15 February 2017.
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out of cell windows in solidarity (Figure 1.4). One arm is covered with
the Irish tricolour flag rolled up on the sleeve while the other shows the
Palestinian flag. Two dates appear above the cell windows, 1981 marking
the Irish hunger strike and 2012 which was then the current date, emphasizing the fact that Palestinians were going through what Irish republicans
had to endure twenty years before. The dates are highly symbolic: 1981 was
a milestone in the history of the republican struggle and, as Maillot put
it, has a ‘quasi-mythical dimension in republican circles’.28 Hunger strikes
have been catalysts for solidarity between the IRA and the Palestinian
resistance movement since the 1970s because some Palestinian prisoners
also used the hunger strike as a strategy to fight administrative detention.29

Figure 1.4. Carlos Latuff, 2012.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.
wordpress.com.

Figure 1.5. Carlos Latuff and Danny
Devenny, International wall, Belfast,
18 June 2012. © John Hanvey.

In 2012, Kadher Adnan, a Palestinian activist, started a hunger strike which
garnered vocal support from a number of 1981 hunger strikers in Northern
Ireland such as Pat Sheehan, a Sinn Féin MLA and Tony McKearney, a
trade unionist and a former member of the Provisional IRA.30 Latuff ’s
cartoon was copied as a mural by the republican artist Danny Devenny on
the Falls Road International wall in Belfast, thus showing the appropriation
of Latuff ’s work by republicans themselves (Figure 1.5).

28
29
30

Agnès Maillot, New Sinn Féin: Irish Republicanism in the Twenty-First Century
(London: Routledge, 2005), 21.
See Marie-Violaine Louvet, Civil Society, Post-colonialism and Transnational
Solidarity: The Irish and the Middle East Conflict, op. cit., 139.
The Provisional IRA was an Irish republican paramilitary organization (1969–2005).
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Since the beginning of the 1980s, murals illustrating solidarity with
Palestine have appeared alongside similar expressions of support for Cuba,
the Sandinistas in Nicaragua, the anti-apartheid movement in South Africa,
and the civil rights movement in the US. Sociologist Bill Rolston explained
that it was a way for the Irish struggle to be presented as one of many antiimperialist movements.31 Following the tradition of republican murals
in support of Palestine in Belfast, Latuff ’s cartoon illustrates solidarity
between ‘Prisoners of War’ as is specified on the mural painted by Devenny.
It reveals that there is some common ground between the republican reading of the Palestinian conflict and Latuff ’s own analysis of the situations in
Ireland and Palestine. As a matter of fact, Latuff has drawn several cartoons
to compare the republican struggle in Ireland and the Palestinian struggle
in the Middle East. Some of them were used as murals on the International
Wall in Belfast:

Figure 1.6. Carlos Latuff, 2010.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.
wordpress.com.

Figure 1.7. Carlos Latuff, 2002.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.
wordpress.com.

Figure 1.8. December 2002, Divis Street, Belfast, exhibition ‘Northern Ireland Murals’, St Mary’s University,
Belfast, August 2012.
31

Bill Rolston, Politics and Painting: Murals and Conflict in Northern Ireland, op. cit., 124.
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In Figure 1.6, which is a 2010 cartoon, a petrol bomb makes up the green
stripe of the Irish and Palestinian flags, joining them together in a reference
to rebellion and street violence. The second cartoon dates back to 2002. It
was later duplicated on a mural painted on Divis Street in Belfast (Figure 1.8).
Where Latuff ’s cartoons showed the V for victory on the Palestinian flag,
the republican version added the same symbol on an Irish flag, with the
Gaelic phrase ‘Tiocfaidh ár lá’ – ‘our day will come’ – as a reference to the
eventual emergence of a united Ireland. In terms of symbols and representations, the republican and the Palestinian struggles resort to a very similar
imagery, based on militant or even militaristic references.32
Such similarities were not only identified by Latuff, as part of his
imaginary geography, but also by some activists themselves, in particular
in Northern Ireland. They are at the origin of a strong feeling of solidarity
between some republicans and Palestinian activists.33 As a matter of fact,
republicans or ex-republicans are present in most pro-Palestinian associations in Northern Ireland and Carlos Latuff offered them his assistance to
spread a message of solidarity with the Palestinian people.

Latuff ’s Collaboration with Irish Pro-Palestinian
Associations
Carlos Latuff has drawn a great many cartoons to support the Boycott
Divestment and Sanctions policy which consists of promoting the economic,
artistic, academic and sports boycott by civil society of any initiative funded
by the state of Israel.34 Some associations based in Dublin and Belfast, such
32

33
34

The topic of the 3rd annual conference of the national network for republican exprisoners, Coiste na nIarchimí, was: ‘Irish republicanism: Can it be militant without
being militaristic?’. See Mick Beyers, ‘Can Irish republicanism be militant without
being militaristic?’, An Phoblacht (8 September 2005).
See Marie-Violaine Louvet, Civil Society, Post-colonialism and Transnational
Solidarity: The Irish and the Middle East Conflict, op. cit., 93–165.
For more details, see Omar Barghouti, BDS: Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions – the
Global Struggle for Palestinian Rights (Chicago, Illinois: Haymarket Books, 2011).
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as the Ireland Palestine Solidarity Campaign35 and Irish Friends of Palestine36
also advocate this policy and have benefitted from Latuff ’s support.
Thanks to the internet and social media, which are extraordinary
facilitators in the creation of transnational advocacy networks, Carlos
Latuff was contacted by the organization Derry Friends of Palestine, many
of whose activists are close to the republican movement.37 It is the case for
example of founding members such as Gerry MacLochlainn, a Sinn Féin
Councillor in Derry and Charlie McMenamin, two former republican
prisoners.38 Latuff was asked to draw some logos for the organisation which
he did in 2010, shortly before it was renamed ‘Irish Friends of Palestine’:

Figure 1.9. Derry Friends of
Palestine logo, Carlos Latuff, 2010.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.
wordpress.com.
35

36
37
38

Figure 1.10. Derry Friends of Palestine
logo, Carlos Latuff, 2010.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.wordpress.com.

The Ireland Palestine Solidarity Campaign was formed in Dublin and Belfast in 2001
to support Palestine in the ongoing conflict against Israel. It is currently the most
important pro-Palestine association in Ireland. For more information, see <www.
ipsc.ie>, accessed 15 February 2017.
Irish Friends of Palestine, initially ‘Derry Friends of Palestine,’ was set up in 2008/9
in Northern Ireland. For more information, see <www.derryfriendsofpalestine.org/>
and <www.irishfriendsofpalestine.org/>, accessed 15 February 2017.
When an Irish Friends of Palestine delegation visited Gaza in 2012, Sinn Féin Republican
Youth was represented by four members. See <www.derryfriendsofpalestine.
org/category/sinn-fein>, accessed 15 February 2017.
‘Falsely imprisoned: Derryman vindicated as all charges quashed’, An Phoblacht (17 May
2007), <http://www.anphoblacht.com/contents/16835>, accessed 20 January 2018.
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It is worthwhile noting that Latuff ’s pictorial discourse is tinged with
symbols bringing Irish and Palestinian nationalisms closer together. On
the first logo, the cartoonist mixes symbols representing the Palestinian
Intifada39 – the sling, the Kufiyah – and Ireland with the Leprechaun, the
shamrock, and the colour green. The cartoon is irreverent in that it depicts
the challenge to the current order (Israeli domination) emanating from a
mischievous little character, in a ‘David against Goliath’ type of scenario.
In the second logo, a Leprechaun’s hat is made from the Palestinian flag
with a shamrock on top. Both logos manage to bring together two cultures
which are quite distant, as a result of the semiotic use of signs evoking the
myth of resistance to imperialism, be it Irish against British imperialism or
Palestinian against Israeli imperialism. After this long-distance collaboration, Latuff was able to meet with Irish Friends of Palestine during his 2012
stay in Northern Ireland.40

Irish Ship to Gaza
In addition to the BDS movement, Latuff has strongly advocated the legitimacy of international activists who were involved in the Freedom Flotillas
organised by the international organization Free Gaza (2008) which repeatedly challenged the siege of Gaza, notably in 2010 and 2011. He was particularly active after the arrest of the MV Mavi Marmara, a Turkish ship,
by the Israeli army when nine activists were killed by the Israeli Defence
Forces.41 Part of Irish civil society was active in the Freedom Flotillas, with

39

40
41

Two Intifadas occurred in Palestine in times of particular turmoil in the conflict
against Israel – 1987–1993 and 2000. Young Palestinian militants throwing stones at
the Israeli Defence Forces, with their face hidden by a kufiyah is a characteristic sight
of the periods (as shown with the sling on the cartoon featuring the Leprechaun).
Interview with Marie-Violaine Louvet, February 2016.
This happened on 31 May 2010. See Moustafa Bayoumi, Midnight on the Mavi
Marmara: The Attack on the Gaza Freedom Flotilla and How It Changed the Course
of the Israel/Palestine Conflict (Chicago: Haymarket Books, 2010).
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an Irish ship sailing towards Gaza in 2010, the MV Rachel Corrie – named
after an International Solidarity Movement activist run over by an IDF
armoured bulldozer in Rafah in the Gaza Strip in 2003,42 and in 2011, the
MV Saoirse, ‘freedom’ in Irish.43 In 2010, Latuff illustrated such commitment with two cartoons:

Figure 1.11. Carlos Latuff, 2010.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.
wordpress.com.

Figure 1.12. Carlos Latuff, 2010.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.
wordpress.com.

In the first cartoon (Figure 1.11), the Irish nationality of the captain of the
boat is represented with a helm in the shape of a shamrock. In the second
cartoon (Figure 1.12), the Irish tricolour is floating on the boat named after
Rachel Corrie. Whereas the first cartoon shows the peaceful view from
the boat, with the captain smoking his pipe – like the Leprechaun in the
Derry Friends of Palestine logo – the second shows the scene from a different angle and allows the viewer to see the threat represented by a shark
42

43

The International Solidarity Movement (ISM) is a transnational advocacy network
formed in 2011 to support the Palestinian cause. See ISM website, ‘Who are we?’,
<palsolidarity.org/about/>, accessed 16 February 2016, and Maia Carter Hallward,
Transnational Activism and the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict (London: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2013), 119.
Marie-Violaine Louvet, ‘Challenging the Authority of the Irish State on the Question
of the Middle East: The 2 Gaza Flotillas of May 2010 and November 2011’ in Ireland:
Authority and Crisis, eds Carine Berberi & Martine Pelletier (Oxford: Peter Lang,
2015), 166–77.
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with sharp teeth about to gobble up the frail boat. Here again, Latuff is
highlighting the imbalance of the forces facing one another as there is little
doubt about the fate of the Irish ship.
In his work with Irish pro-Palestinian associations, Latuff uses humour
and irreverence as well as symbols not only to illustrate Irish solidarity with
Palestine but to support the peaceful work which is done by Irish organizations. Being entertaining and visual, cartoons and logos are efficient ways
to communicate about one’s actions, in particular via social media.44

Latuff ’s Subversive Views
Despite the previously analysed connections with activists close to the
republican movement, Latuff is not a devotee of the republican political
party, Sinn Féin. In fact, he openly declares himself a supporter of armed
struggle and dissidents in Northern Ireland.45 Some of his recent cartoons
reveal his disappointment with Sinn Féin’s choice of non-violence in the
wake of the 1998 Good Friday Agreement. Latuff states he was questioned
by the police when arriving at Belfast airport as a result of his public stance
on this matter.46
Because of the critical attitude adopted by Latuff to Sinn Féin, the
‘grammar’ of his cartoons takes on all the characteristics of irreverent sarcasm often found in press illustrations. As was underlined by Houdebine
and Pozas, a cartoonist’s style is not necessarily intended to provoke hearty
laughter: ‘the style of a cartoonist is to violently, sarcastically call into question current ideologies […] and to bring the reader to reflect on current
events, on the world. This can be achieved without a smile, but not without
a biting, cynical type of humour’.47

44 See John Clark, Globalizing Civic Engagement: Civil Society and Transnational Action
(London: Earthscan Publications, 2003), 1.
45 Interview with Marie-Violaine Louvet, February 2016.
46 Ibid.
47 Anne-Marie Houdebine and Mae Pozas, ‘De l’humour dans les dessins de presse’,
Questions de communication, 10 (2006), 43–64.
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In line with his support for dissident republicanism, Latuff is very critical of Sinn Féin, a political party which in his view betrayed the Irish struggle against British oppression by being too compromising. In particular,
he admonishes them for their courteous relationship with Britain. Latuff
acknowledged that he was annoyed by the historic visit of the Queen to
Northern Ireland in 2012 which he called ‘outrageous’.48 He is very critical of the handshaking which took place between the Queen and Martin
McGuinness, then Sinn Féin deputy First Minister of Northern Ireland.
He used irreverence to express his views in a series of cartoons:

Figure 1.13. Carlos Latuff, 2012.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.
wordpress.com.

Figure 1.14. Carlos Latuff, 2012.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.
wordpress.com.

Figure 1.15. Carlos Latuff, 2012.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.wordpress.com.

48

‘le style [d’un] dessinateur est bien de mettre en cause, violemment, sarcastiquement,
les idéologies actuelles […] de faire réfléchir sur l’actualité, le monde. Cela peut être
sans sourire, mais non sans humour, grinçant, mordant’.
Ibid.
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In Figures 1.13, 1.14 and 1.15, Latuff undermines the myth of Sinn Féin as a
revolutionary party. The compromises which it had to make, and the acceptance that Northern Ireland should remain part of the United Kingdom for
the present time, are ridiculed with Martin McGuinness – whom many
assume was a former IRA Chief of Staff49 – looking like a smiling fool. In
the first picture (Figure 1.13), Elizabeth II, Queen of the United Kingdom,
carries an axe dripping with blood. She has a smirk on her face and she is
draped with the Union Jack, equally covered in blood. Behind her, several
gravestones stand, including one for Ireland and one for Palestine engraved
with the dates of the British Mandate for Palestine (1920–1948), when the
United Kingdom was entrusted the Palestinian territory after the Ottoman
Empire was dismantled. Two more gravestones mention ‘Iraq’ for the 2003
war and ‘Afghanistan’ for the 2001 war, both involving American-led coalitions and actively supported by the United Kingdom.50 It is to be noted
that for her visit to Northern Ireland, the Queen was the one wearing a
green garment, thus paying homage to Ireland, and not McGuinness as is
the case in the cartoon.51
In the second and third cartoons (Figures 1.14 and 1.15), Latuff criticises
Sinn Féin for betraying the Irish struggle for independence, implying that
republicans – Martin McGuinness in particular – should hide in shame.
Militants used to wear the balaclava of freedom fighters and should now
hide their faces in a paper bag.52 With the third cartoon (Figure 1.15), Latuff
clearly states that those who died for the independence of Ireland would be
peeved if they knew about the handshake between Michael McGuinness
and Queen Elizabeth II. The cartoonist emphasises the fact that the soul
of the Irish cause was betrayed. The fourth picture (Figure 1.16) shows a
dissident militant – with a beret, military uniform, and scarf – proudly
49
50
51
52

J. Bowyer Bell, The IRA 1968–2000 (Abingdon: Frank Cass Publishers, 2000) 122.
For the United Kingdom’s role in the Iraq war, see the ‘Iraq Inquiry report’ (Chilcot
Inquiry), 6 July 2016, available online at <www.iraqinquiry.org.uk/the-report/>,
accessed 15 February 2017.
See the picture of the handshake published by the Belfast Telegraph after McGuinness
resigned in January 2017 in Michael McHugh, ‘Martin McGuinness: Ex-IRA chief
who would go on to toast the Queen’, Belfast Telegraph (20 January 2017).
The language mistake (‘in the past they worn* this’) reveals that English is not Carlos
Latuff ’s native language.
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waving the tricolour and trampling on McGuinness’ back while waving a
miniature ‘I love the Queen’ flag. The ‘NEW’ inscription on the tricolour
hails the revival of the spirit of the republican army thanks to dissident
movements, in particular the New IRA, which formed in 2012, the year
when the cartoon was drawn.53

Figure 1.16.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.
wordpress.com.

Figure 1.17.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.
wordpress.com.

Figure 1.18.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.wordpress.com.

53

The New IRA was set up in 2012 with the merging of the Real IRA and Republican
Action Against Drugs.
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Figure 1.17 is also in support of dissident republicans. It is a commentary
on the appeal made by Brendan McConville and John Paul Wootton after
they were given 35 and 14-year prison sentences respectively for the murder
of Stephen Carroll, a PSNI officer in Craigavon in 2009. Their trial was
much debated because Carroll was the first police officer killed after the
Royal Ulster Constabulary was replaced by the Police Service of Northern
Ireland, as part of the peace process in Northern Ireland, following the
publication of the 1999 Patten Report.54 Their murder was claimed by the
Continuity IRA55 and quite vehemently denounced by Martin McGuinness
who condemned the murderers in these harsh terms: ‘These people – they
are traitors to the island of Ireland. They have betrayed the political desires,
hopes and aspirations of all of the people who live on this island. And they
don’t deserve to be supported by anyone.’56 The cartoon shows an English
judge, draped in the Union Jack, silencing the allegory of justice, who is
about to claim the innocence of the accused whose prison cell is represented
in the background. From the barred windows of their cells McConville
and Wootton’s hands hold a tricolour flag as a symbol of nationalism and
resistance. With this cartoon, Latuff seeks to denounce the domination of
politics over justice as he calls into question the fair trial of those who have
come to be known as the ‘Craigavon two’. In 2013, the appeal court upheld
the decision made in 2009 and found the two men guilty as charged.57

54

55

56
57

Two days before, two British soldiers – Mark Quinsey and Patrick Azimkar – had
been killed by dissident republicans at Massereene Army base in County Antrim.
On this issue see Joanne Murphy, Policing for peace in Northern Ireland (London:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 145–6.
The Continuity IRA was formed in 1986 ‘around the ideologically and historically significant issue of abstention’, see P. M. Currie & Max Taylor, eds, Dissident
Irish Republicanism (New York: The Continuum International Publishing Group,
2011), 2.
Aine Fox, ‘Widow of PSNI officer hails Martin McGuinness for denouncing ‘traitors’’, The Irish News (20 January 2017).
The appeal hearings were attended by TDs Mick Wallace (Independent), Clare Daly
(Independent), Maureen O’Sullivan (Independent) and Eamon O’Cuiv (Fianna
Fáil) as well as by Gerry Conlon of the Guildford 4, who was unfairly detained for
15 years. A campaign called ‘Justice for the Craigavon 2’ was organised to demand
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Finally, the last picture (Figure 18) is an illustration of Martin McGuinness
at a Windsor Castle state banquet in 2014. McGuinness stood for the toast,
proposed by Irish President Michael D Higgins. Meanwhile, relatives of
IRA victims were demonstrating outside the castle.58
The irreverent attacks on the figure of Martin McGuinness, who is
ridiculed in most cartoons drawn by Latuff, seek to undermine his character and reputation and reduce his political capital. He is the target of
Latuff ’s scathing sarcasm because of his own history – his evolution from
an activist to a politician actively involved in the Northern Irish government alongside unionists – which reflects the line followed by Sinn Féin
from the mid-1990s as a political party.
Latuff is also critical of Sinn Féin because he blames the political party
for what he sees as its wavering position on the Middle East conflict. Indeed,
the republican party has consistently sided with the Palestinians since
the early 1970s.59 However, in 2013 Sinn Féin welcomed the opening of
a Caterpillar plant in West Belfast, in particular because of the employment opportunity it offered in a deprived area. A press release was issued
by Sinn Féin MP Paul Maskey, to express his satisfaction that 200 new
jobs were to be created: ‘This is welcome news for West Belfast. The creation of jobs is always good news but especially so in this current economic
climate’.60 Caterpillar is one of the most infamous plants according to the
BDS movement because it has a record of selling equipment to the Israeli
forces, in particular for the purpose of building the partition wall between
Israeli and Palestinian territories – Rachel Corrie herself was run over by
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a fair treatment of the accused. See Clare Daly’s website, ‘Justice for the Craigavon
Two’ (19 October 2013), <claredaly.ie/justice-for-the-craigavon-two>, accessed
15 February 2017.
Claire Cromie and Catherine Wylie, ‘Martin McGuinness toasts the Queen at
historic state banquet for Irish President Michael D Higgins’, The Belfast Telegraph
(9 April 2014).
See Marie-Violaine Louvet, Civil Society, Post-colonialism and Transnational
Solidarity: The Irish and the Middle East Conflict, op. cit., 93–165.
Sinn Féin Press Statement, ‘Sinn Féin MP welcomes jobs announcement for West
Belfast’ (12 February 2013).
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Figure 1.19. Carlos Latuff, 2013.
Source: https://latuffcartoons.wordpress.com.

a Caterpillar bulldozer.61 The same motif of the handshake was used by
Latuff in Figure 1.19 to depict the way Sinn Féin, represented by Martin
McGuinness, colluded with the enemy.
An irritated elderly lady represents Palestine with the flag on her tunic
and McGuinness is turning his back on her in order to shake hands with
Caterpillar, represented by a bulldozer with an Israeli flag planted on top
of the vehicle. On the issue of Palestine as on Irish reunification, Latuff
sides with the hardliners and he is even tougher on activists who, in his
view, pose as anti-imperialists.
Because of his recurrent criticisms of Israel, Latuff has been accused
of anti-Semitism by Israeli organizations such as the Jerusalem Center
for Public Affairs think tank.62 However, the comparison with his
depiction of the Northern Irish question shows that he is as uncompromising
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See Maia Carter Hallward, Transnational Activism and the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
(London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 9.
See The Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs website: ‘Latuff is one of the more prolific
anti-Semitic cartoonists on the web, with a staggering amount of work dedicated to
advancing explicitly anti-Semitic political imagery.’ <jcpa.org/article/anti-semiticcartoons-on-progressive-blogs/>, accessed 15 February 2017.
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on political issues which have nothing to do with the Jewish community.
Latuff ’s cartoons do not target Jewish people because they are Jews, but
they target the Israeli state and army in an anti-Zionist stance similar to
that adopted by Irish pro-Palestinian associations.

Conclusion
Carlos Latuff ’s work on Northern Ireland and Palestine offers a wide range
of examples of irreverent cartoons which are a non-violent way to promote
both non-violent and armed struggle. The imaginary geography which
transpires from his cartoons is characterised by a staunch anti-imperialist
message. This is conveyed through a strong emphasis on symbols and
emblems which conjure up a narrative linking the republican struggle in
Ireland and the Palestinian struggle in the Middle East, including hunger
strikes, the fight to obtain political prisoner status and armed struggle. It is
quite striking that such serious – some would say grim – topics are always
depicted with humour, in particular because of the quality of Latuff ’s
graphic style, his wit and his exaggerated use of the folkloric features of
Ireland, among them the Leprechaun, the colour green, the shamrock, the
pipe, etc. Latuff undoubtedly has a particular fondness for Irish people and
culture, which makes him all the more biting towards those who, to his
mind, colluded with the United Kingdom, thus betraying the long tradition of republican resistance.63
Latuff ’s ‘artistic activism’ is facilitated by globalization and the use of
the internet which allows organizations all around the world to contact him
to help publicise their cause. This is how anti-government activists ended
up demonstrating on the streets of Cairo brandishing one of his cartoons
63

In a similar vein, Latuff is equally harsh on Mahmoud Abbas, the President of the
Palestinian Authority (Fatah), when he considers that he is too compromising with
Israel. See Latuff ’s website, <latuffcartoons.wordpress.com/tag/mahmoud-abbas/>,
accessed 15 February 2017.
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to demand that former President Mubarak step down in 2011.64 Latuff
drew most of his cartoons in relation to Northern Ireland and Palestine
between 2010 and 2014 and he stopped after his bitter criticisms of Sinn
Féin. He claims that he would be delighted to go back to Ireland and if he
does, he will certainly have statements to make with the stroke of a pen,65
At the moment Latuff ’s main focus is Turkey where his website has recently
been censored and to which the Erdogan government no longer allows
him entry. The annoyance of the political class is one sign that irreverence
has an impact given its intrinsic subversive quality in a world where communication and power are inextricably linked.
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See photo by Mohamed Abed, AFP, in the article ‘Latuff inspires Egyptian protesters’
(26 January 2011), <desertpeace.wordpress.com/2011/01/26/latuff-inspires-egyptianprotesters>, accessed 15 February 2017.
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2 ‘The Long and the Short of it All’: De Valera,
Seán T. O’Kelly and Dublin Opinion

Most cartoonists actually enjoy the thought that they might be upsetting the odd person through their drawings. Perversely, we still see it as
our mission to ‘twist a few tails’, as a former editor of the Irish Times was
fond of saying.
— Martyn Turner (2012)1

The phrase ‘twist a few tails’ captures much of the essence of the concept
of ‘irreverence’ – the theme of this volume – and Dublin Opinion, Ireland’s
most celebrated satirical magazine, was an exemplar of irreverence in its
ability to ‘twist a few tails’ in the newly-independent Irish state. It epitomised Aristotle’s definition of wit as ‘educated insolence [pepaidumenē
hubris]’.2 Of the many public figures who fell victim to its sallies, Éamon
de Valera and his long-time deputy, Seán T. O’Kelly, are the foremost –
partly because they were among the most prominent figures in Irish life
during the period when Dublin Opinion flourished, but also because both
gave in word and deed many hostages to fortune which the magazine was
not slow to exploit.
Dublin Opinion first appeared in March 1922, in the middle of what
has been termed the ‘cold civil war’, the hiatus between the signing of the

1
2

Irish Times (15 March 2012). Martyn Turner has been the political cartoonist at the
Irish Times since 1976.
Mary Beard, Laughter in Ancient Rome: on Joking, Tickling and Cracking Up (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2014), 33. The quoted phrase comes from Aristotle’s
Rhetoric.
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Anglo-Irish Treaty the previous December and the start of the actual civil
war with the bombardment of the Four Courts at the end of June.3 It began
with an aspiration to peace and unity. Its first cover featured a cartoon of
the leaders on either side of the political divide in Ireland, de Valera and
Arthur Griffith, smoking pipes of peace with ‘unity blend’ tobacco – and
its first editorial (entitled ‘Pull together’) expressed the hope that all would
‘unite in a spirit of friendliness and goodwill’.4 That hope was not realised,
but the sentiment – and the light tone in which it was expressed – seemed
to catch the public imagination. The first issue sold out. It was the start of
a successful run that went on until 1968.
Published monthly, Dublin Opinion was a miscellany of quips, short
articles, poems, and cartoons – all in a humorous vein, but usually with
serious intent. Its masthead initially included a subtitle in Irish that translated as ‘Seriousness in humour’ and, as one of the editors, Charles E. Kelly,
later remarked, ‘from the start, mixed in with the nonsense, there were
appeals, in article and cartoon, for peace’.5 The magazine, without sacrificing its humour, would always retain the capacity for conveying a serious
message – and the message had greater impact because it was delivered in
a humorous way. It saw humour as an inherently serious matter: to quote
Kelly again, ‘true humour is not idle words … but has a useful function as
a corrective of folly, pomposity and injustice’.6 Accordingly, the editors of
Dublin Opinion would claim ‘that humour is the safety valve of a nation,
and that a nation which has its values right will always be able to laugh at
itself ’.7
Kelly is the person most famously associated with Dublin Opinion,
but the credit for establishing the magazine must go to Arthur Booth,

3
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Tom Wall, ‘Getting them out’, Review of Paddy Heaney et al., Coolacrease: the true
story of the Pearson executions, Dublin Review of Books, 47, <www.drb.ie/essays/
getting-them-out>, accessed 6 October 2017.
Dublin Opinion, March 1922.
Charles E. Kelly, ‘Dublin Opinion, 1922–1968’, Irish Press (15 Oct. 1970).
Charles E. Kelly, ‘May we laugh, please?’, The Furrow, 4/12 (December 1953) 697–702,
701.
Foreword, Thirty years of Dublin Opinion (Dublin, n.d. [1952?]).
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who financed the first issue with the help of a loan from a friend. Booth
was its first editor. Kelly, however, was on board from the very first issue.
Both men – Booth and Kelly – were Dubliners, born and bred, and both
were gifted cartoonists. They were aged 30 and 19 respectively when they
embarked on their unlikely publishing venture. Booth was a clerk in the
Dublin United Tramways Company, and Kelly a junior civil servant in the
Office of National Education (precursor of the Department of Education).
They had met through an amateur dramatic society in Dublin. They soon
recruited a work colleague of Kelly’s, Tom Collins – also a Dubliner, aged
28 in 1922 – as the main writer; Booth and Kelly would contribute mainly
cartoons. When Booth died prematurely of tuberculosis in 1926, Kelly and
Collins became joint editors of the magazine – and they continued in this
partnership for the next forty-two years. Collins retired from the civil service in 1934 to work full-time on Dublin Opinion. Kelly remained a civil
servant and enjoyed a conspicuously successful career, becoming director
of broadcasting for Radio Éireann (then part of the Department of Posts
and Telegraphs) from 1948 to 1952 and later director of savings in charge
of the Post Office Savings Bank.8
It was certainly unusual for a serving civil servant, and a senior one to
boot, to be so openly associated with a publication like Dublin Opinion.
Kelly’s dual roles did sometimes give rise to adverse comment – if not
controversy.9 However, Dublin Opinion’s approach was, in Kelly’s own
words, to give only ‘kindly criticism’ – by which means, he said, ‘we made
no enemies and our victims became our friends’. He noted that ‘our general
policy was that, where we did criticise, we should do so without inflicting pain, and that the successful critical cartoon or article was one which
8
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Booth, Collins and Kelly have entries in James McGuire & James Quinn, eds,
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made the victim (if there was one) laugh’.10 Its political bias has been aptly
described as ‘generally on the side of the people and following our national
propensity for being humorously “agin” whatever government may be in
power’.11 It claimed not to have any politics, by which it meant no party
politics – and it never, for example, endorsed or opposed any party or
candidate at election time. Its political manifesto, set out in an early issue,
made it clear where it stood and what its priorities were:
Our politics – we have none. It is our duty to support the Free State, because it is here,
for good or ill, by the wish of the people. Against the principle of the republicans
there is nothing to be said. Principle is written in letters of gold, proof against the
acids of logic and sophistry. And so, if in these pages we poke a little fun or make a
weak jest at the expense of men of various political views, we mean it in the spirit
that will be theirs again – the spirit of camaraderie – the spirit that is so necessary,
particularly between men who have been comrades in arms.12

In line with this manifesto, Dublin Opinion’s first issue, as already noted,
called for the pro- and anti-Treaty factions to pull together – and this was a
recurring theme in the pages of the magazine. For instance, in October 1927,
soon after Fianna Fáil first entered Dáil Éireann, a cover cartoon depicted
W. T. Cosgrave and de Valera on either side of a dotted line, with caption:
‘To bring the two leaders together, fold along the dotted line’.13 During
the Second World War, Dublin Opinion twice called for the formation
of a national government – and it did so again in 1956.14 It held de Valera
largely responsible for the persistence of civil war divisions in Ireland, and
it viewed what it perceived as his autocratic tendencies and inability to
compromise as the main obstacles to co-operation between all the parties.
Thus, when de Valera was about to be elected president and so removed
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Kelly, ‘Dublin Opinion’.
Review of Thirty years of Dublin Opinion (in the Cork Examiner), quoted in Dublin
Opinion (March 1953).
Dublin Opinion (November 1922).
Dublin Opinion (October 1927).
Dublin Opinion (Mar. 1942, Jan. 1943, Oct. 1956).
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from active politics, it announced that ‘there are hopes that the civil war
in Ireland will end round about June 1959 [the month of the election]’.15
This focus on de Valera should be seen as a function – perhaps, more
accurately, the flipside – of the cult of de Valera that he and his followers fostered from the very first moment he emerged into the political
arena after the 1916 Rising. As Anne Dolan has pointed out in her study
of Dublin Opinion in the period of the civil war, ‘for Dublin Opinion de
Valera embodied the anti-Treaty side, even when it was obvious that the
real thrust of republican power emanated from the O’Connors, the Lynchs
and the Aikens – in other words, from the military leaders. She adds that
‘Dublin Opinion consciously chose the anti-Treaty’s political face’,16 and
that helped create the erroneous impression that de Valera was, literally,
calling the shots during the civil war. On the cover of its March 1925 issue,
it published what was probably its toughest anti-de Valera cartoon ever –
a full length portrait of him, so tall that his head pushes the top border of
the cartoon upwards and distorts the text above it, with the caption ‘High
Treason’ (Figure 2.1).
When de Valera came to power in the 1930s, Dublin Opinion was
critical of the so-called ‘Economic War’ he instigated with Britain. One
cartoon at that time showed the female figure of Ireland asking a government official: ‘Er – you wouldn’t know where my cattle trade has gone,
would you?’17 – and the magazine, reflecting its concern with the hardship caused for ordinary people, referred to the ‘Unknown Soldiers in the
Economic War – John Citizen and Seán Citizen’.18 Later, in the 1950s, it
was exasperated by the determination of de Valera (and Fianna Fáil) to
hold on to power – thus the cover of its Christmas issue in 1958 showed
de Valera as the proprietor of a hostelry named the ‘I Stay Inn’19 – and
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Anne Dolan, ‘Business at the abattoir is temporarily suspended. The other killings
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Figure 2.1. Cover cartoon, Dublin Opinion, March 1925.

this exasperation fuelled its campaign against Fianna Fáil’s proposal to
abolish the proportional representation voting system in 1959. Moreover,
it scorned de Valera’s professed belief that he had a unique insight into
what the people of Ireland wanted. Thus, the February 1944 cover has the
female figure of Ireland, Jane Éire, watching wistfully as de Valera rides off
on a horse, supposedly after a romantic assignation with her, and musing:
‘I’m sure I do love him, but at times I wish he’d stop looking into his own
heart to find out what I want’.
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In the same vein, when de Valera was preparing his new constitution
in the 1930s, a sharp Dublin Opinion cartoon showed him addressing a
convention of his Fianna Fáil party. He asks whether he should now read
the new constitution to the assembly, and the unanimous reply is: ‘No,
whatever it is we approve of it’.20 In its treatment of de Valera’s constitution,
the magazine reflected the widespread criticism of the position of women
that it posited – specifically, the emphasis on a woman’s ‘life within the
home’.21 Thus the cover of the June 1937 issue depicted de Valera asleep in
bed and dreaming of being attacked by the iconic figures of Queen Maeve
and Granuaile, carrying a long spear and a heavy sword respectively. The
cartoon is entitled ‘A dream of fair women’, and the caption reads: ‘Say,
big boy, about those Articles in the new constitution’.
De Valera’s new constitution retained proportional representation –
PR – as Ireland’s electoral system, but Fianna Fáil’s defeat in two general elections in 1948 and 1954 caused de Valera to have second thoughts.
Soon after Fianna Fáil returned to power in 1951, a Dublin Opinion cartoon showed a small figure representing PR hiding behind a pillar with
de Valera lurking in the background, and PR says: ‘I don’t think he really
likes me’.22 By 1959, de Valera had resolved to replace PR with the ‘straight
vote’ system – in other words, the Westminster model. Dublin Opinion
stoutly defended PR in two remarkable cartoons. The first, capitalising on
de Valera’s reputation as a mathematics genius, had him standing at Broom
Bridge in Dublin – famously associated with Rowan Hamilton’s discovery
of the formula for quaternion multiplication – and chalking up on the side
of the bridge this formula: FF – PR = FF to the power of N (Figure 2.2).23
The other cartoon set out the issue at stake with devastating clarity.
It featured a schoolroom with three boys of differing heights standing at a
blackboard on which their teacher had drawn three apples, and the teacher
explains: ‘Under PR, each boy gets an apple; under the “straight vote”, the
biggest boy gets the lot’.24 It is reliably reported that Seán Lemass, then de
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Figure 2.2. Dublin Opinion, March 1959.

Valera’s deputy and soon to be his successor, danced in rage on the steps
of Leinster House when he saw this cartoon.25 The referendum necessary
to effect the proposed change was lost by a narrow margin – less than
four per cent – and Dublin Opinion’s campaign was widely credited with
having had a huge influence on the outcome. It celebrated with the quip:
‘A Straight Vote has retained PR’.26
There was one other occasion when Dublin Opinion was felt to have
influenced the result of a poll, and that poll was – ironically, given its dislike of de Valera – the 1932 general election which brought Fianna Fáil to
power for the first time. Despite having supported the Free State against its
republican opponents in its early years, Dublin Opinion had grown weary of
the Cumann na nGaedheal government. A factor in this was undoubtedly
its default position of humorous opposition to the government irrespective of its hue, but it had also strongly attacked the Public Safety Acts of
1927 and 1928 – specifically the provision to suppress periodicals – and it
25
26

John Horgan, Seán Lemass: the enigmatic patriot (Dublin, Gill & Macmillan, 1997),
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abhorred the harsh budgetary strategy pursued by Ernest Blythe as Minister
for Finance in the Cumann na hGaedheal government.27
Dublin Opinion’s evident dislike of de Valera did not extend to Seán
T. O’Kelly – de Valera’s deputy until 1945 and subsequently the second
president of Ireland. He was a constant butt of its humour until he became
president, but the humour at his expense was mildly indulgent – much less
barbed than how de Valera was treated. A diminutive man, O’Kelly was
sometimes juxtaposed in the magazine against the much taller figure of his
leader: for instance, a cartoon of the pair of them after Fianna Fáil came to
power in 1932 is entitled ‘The long and the short of it all’.28 O’Kelly was often
shown being led by the hand, like a small child, by de Valera – implying that
he was an innocent abroad, out of his depth at the cabinet table. He made a
most imprudent speech during the general election campaign in 1938, which
evoked this comment from Dublin Opinion: ‘We are grateful to Mr Seán T.
O’Kelly for brightening one of the quietest elections in our history by his
remarkable statement – “We whipped John Bull right, left and centre”’.29
O’Kelly had been boasting about de Valera’s recent success in negotiating a
favourable agreement with the UK government on the land annuities question and the so-called ‘Treaty ports’. Thereafter, whenever he appeared in
Dublin Opinion, O’Kelly was shown brandishing a large horsewhip. When,
in 1939, he visited the United States where he was installed as a chief of
the Chippewa tribe of American Indians, Dublin Opinion christened him
‘The New Hiawatha – Seán Tiawatha’30 and put him on its June 1939 cover
dressed in the headdress of an Indian chief, over the caption ‘Honest Injun’,
an American slang term affirming that one is telling the truth (Figure 2.3).31
Note the horsewhip tucked into his belt in this cartoon.
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Figure 2.3. Cover cartoon, Dublin Opinion, June 1939.

O’Kelly was again the subject of a cover cartoon in May 1941 when, as
Minister for Finance, he was preparing a budget. Sitting at a desk strewn
with papers full of figures and calculations, O’Kelly appears utterly befuddled and he calls out to de Valera sitting quietly nearby reading Alice in
Wonderland: ‘Listen Dev, haven’t you an Institute of Higher Mathematics
or something?’.32 This was a reference to the Dublin Institute for Advanced
32

Dublin Opinion (May 1941).
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Studies established by de Valera in 1940, and de Valera’s reading material
is a not-too-subtle criticism of his lack of concern with the economic and
social issues of the day. In 1943, O’Kelly’s budget attracted this quip from
Dublin Opinion: ‘Short Seán Silver takes another dip into Treasure Island’.33
When O’Kelly was elected president of Ireland in 1945, the magazine –
quite properly – desisted forthwith from making jokes about him, but
immediately before his elevation it had one last swipe, in verse, at his record
as Minister for Finance: ‘It’s pretty apt, when all is done and said / That
such a man, with such a head for figures, / Should be our figure-head!’.34
In contrast, when de Valera became president in 1959, Dublin Opinion
published a cartoon showing him relaxing comfortably on a deck-chair in
the sun in an open-necked shirt in the grounds of Áras an Uachtaráin, the
president’s official residence in Dublin’s Phoenix Park – and the caption is
the single word ‘Parked’, an unambiguous expression of relief that his active
political life had come to an end at last.35 A cartoon which clearly illustrates
the very different tones in which de Valera and O’Kelly were portrayed
in Dublin Opinion is one published in January 1936 commenting on the
imminent abolition of the senate of the Irish Free State at the initiative of de
Valera’s government. De Valera is the stern captain of a pirate ship, ‘The Ship
of State’, forcing the senators resplendent in Roman togas to walk the plank,
with a shark awaiting them in the water below – whereas O’Kelly can be seen
in the background joyfully dancing a hornpipe on the deck (Figure 2.4).36
The senate had long been mocked in the magazine as aping the senate
of ancient Rome – its cartoons routinely depicting the members dressed
in togas, with the inscription ‘Hiberniae Senatus’ above the door of their
chamber.
Dublin Opinion’s relatively benign attitude towards O’Kelly – in contradistinction to its distain for de Valera, and indeed some others too – may
reflect its Dublin bias. De Valera was seen as representative of rural Ireland,
whereas O’Kelly’s background and political base was in Dublin. Except for
the occasional jibe at farmers, Dublin Opinion largely ignored all areas of the
33
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Figure 2.4. Cover cartoon, Dublin Opinion, January 1936.

country outside Dublin – and, with rare exceptions, it ignored the rest of
the world too. As Anne Dolan has said, its point of view was ‘a particularly
urban Dublin point of view. Unlike The Leader, it did not champion some
type of rural counter-culture. It was proud of where it came from, a pride
which its title obviously professed’.37 O’Kelly, at any rate, seems not to have
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begrudged Dublin Opinion its fun. Thus, when speaking to the Institute
of Journalists in 1940, he praised it warmly in these terms:
We can none of us afford to forget the healing power of laughter. We need it. We have
been through fairly hard times in our generation, and they have left us somewhat too
serious, too disposed perhaps to think rather bitterly of each other’s failings. We have
one paper – thank God for it! – which devotes itself to the cure of this evil, pouring,
month after month, the balm of laughter on our wounds.38

It is highly unlikely that de Valera would have shared these sentiments.
Nevertheless, he clearly understood the importance of a good cartoon
in helping to define the personality of a newspaper – given that cartoons
have the ability to ‘say things that are perhaps less easy to say in a more
straightforward journalistic context’.39 When he founded the Irish Press in
1931 as the organ of the Fianna Fáil party, he employed a cartoonist, Victor
Brown, whose work appeared regularly – under the pseudonym ‘Bee’ –
during the early years of the newspaper.40 A few months before the Press
was launched, Dublin Opinion ran a cartoon entitled ‘Testing cartoonists
for the new daily paper’, suggesting that candidates for the post would be
judged on how well they could draw de Valera (Figure 2.5).41
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Irish Press (29 January 1940).
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Figure 2.5. Dublin Opinion, April 1931.

Dublin Opinion greeted the arrival of the Irish Press with the observation
that ‘I suppose we will have to call the new era in Irish journalism the de
Val-era’.42
In fairness, Dublin Opinion tended to be supportive of de Valera on
those occasions when he represented Ireland on the international stage.
Thus, a cover cartoon in October 1932 celebrated his first appearance at
the League of Nations in Geneva – when, as chairman of the Council of
the League, he made a much-acclaimed speech. It linked him – and his rise
‘ever upward’ – with Henry Longfellow’s poem ‘Excelsior’, quoting these
lines: ‘As through an Alpine village passed / A youth who bore, ’mid snow
and ice, / A banner with the strange device, / Excelsior!’. The cover also
carried the legend ‘with apologies to a couple of Longfellows’ – the ‘Long
42
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Fellow’ being a popular sobriquet for de Valera. De Valera’s unsuccessful
attempt in 1946 to secure for Ireland membership of the League’s successor
organisation, the United Nations, gave rise to another memorable cartoon.
It appeared after the Soviet Union had vetoed Ireland’s first application for
membership. De Valera is shown conversing with Stalin, and the Soviet
leader remarks (by way of apology for the veto): ‘Between ourselves, Dev,
Russia has never quite forgotten that article in the Skibbereen Eagle’ – a
reference to the Skibbereen Eagle’s infamous declaration in 1898 that it
would be keeping an eye on the Tsar of Russia.43 Likewise, after de Valera’s
‘masterful’ response to Churchill’s victory speech at the end of the Second
World War in which the British premier had criticised Irish neutrality in
insulting terms, Dublin Opinion ran a cover cartoon showing a stunned
Churchill listening to de Valera’s broadcast – with the caption ‘listen and
learn’, the title of a popular series of Irish language lessons broadcast on
Radio Éireann.44 The magazine, however, rarely gave de Valera credit for
anything on the home front.
Vivian Mercier, in a short study of Dublin Opinion published in The
Bell in 1944, said that it was ‘one of the most political funny papers in
existence’45 – but its focus was on the personalities of the political world,
such as de Valera and O’Kelly, rather than on policies. In particular, its
engagement with social and economic issues was minimal – and this is
undoubtedly a shortcoming in its record. Some of the early covers drawn by
Arthur Booth did refer to social and economic matters – for example, the
February 1923 cover was an image of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
Dublin Opinion (September 1945). Regarding the Skibbereen Eagle, see Matthew
Potter, ‘Keeping an eye on the Tsar: Frederick Potter and the Skibbereen Eagle’ in
Kevin Rafter (ed.), Irish journalism before independence: more a disease than a profession (Manchester: Manchester University Press), 49–61.
44 Dublin Opinion, June 1945. ‘Masterful’ is Diarmaid Ferriter’s description of the speech
in Judging Dev: a reassessment of the life and legacy of Eamon de Valera (Dublin, Royal
Irish Academy, 2007), 258. Regarding the ‘Listen and Learn’ programmes, see Maurice
Gorham, Forty years of Irish broadcasting (Dublin: The Talbot Press, 1967), 145–6.
I am grateful to Dr Portia Ellis-Woods for assistance in tracking down information
on ‘Listen and Learn’.
45 Vivian Mercier, ‘Dublin Opinion’s six jokes’, The Bell, 9/3 (Dec. 1944), 209–18, 214.
43
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identified as civil war, profiteers, taxation and unemployment. However,
after Booth died in 1926, that focus largely disappeared – reflecting the fact
that the magazine was essentially a middle-class organ and therefore not in
the business of challenging the underpinnings of society. In that article in
The Bell, Mercier posed this question: ‘For whom are all these stores of wit
outpoured; for whom is their flow kept clean and wholesome; for whom
are the bitter personal feuds of political life suppressed or made merely
humorous?’ – and he answered as follows:
The answer is, reader, for you and me, the new and rapidly-growing middle-class of
Ireland […] We want no interference from the civil service or anybody else in our selfappointed task of making money and rising in the world. We want the freedom from
war, civil and foreign, that Dublin Opinion has always advocated. We want to enjoy
the peace and prosperity which are the be-all and end-all of a growing middle class.46

It was thus acceptable for Dublin Opinion to lampoon politicians and
their follies and failures, but more contentious issues were better avoided.
There were well-defined limits to its scope for irreverence. The ‘no-go’
areas included sex, religion and the clergy, and the law.47 This editorial
approach occasionally gave rise to adverse comment: for instance, Brian
O’Nolan, Myles na Gopaleen, wrote in his short-lived humorous magazine, Blather, that Dublin Opinion lacked ‘the rapier-thrusts of the cold
steel of criticism’.48 Kelly later defended himself against such charges by
pointing out that ‘whatever way we ran the magazine, it lasted under our
editorship for forty-two years’.49 In contrast, Myles’s magazine survived
for five monthly issues only.
Dublin Opinion fits comfortably into what Mercier elsewhere called the
‘Irish comic tradition’ – which, he argued, is the central tradition of Irish
and Anglo-Irish literature, and can be traced back to oral Gaelic roots in

46
47
48

49

Ibid. 217–18.
In this regard, see Kelly, ‘May we laugh, please?’ passim.
John Wyse Jackson (ed.), Myles before Myles: a selection of the earlier writings of Brian
O’Nolan (Dublin, The Lilliput Press, 2012), 99. Blather had been founded in August
1934 by O’Nolan with his brother Ciarán, Niall Montgomery and Niall Sheridan.
I am grateful to Dr Patrick Maume for bringing this reference to my attention.
Kelly, ‘Dublin Opinion, 1922–1968’.
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the ninth century.50 In short, we Irish are an irreverent people – no less so
than, say, the French.51 Mercier identifies the elements of our comic tradition as ‘a bent for wild humour, a delight in witty word play, and a tendency
to regard satire as one of the indispensable functions of the literary man’.52
Kelly acknowledged Dublin Opinion’s place in that tradition when he wrote
in 1970, after Collins and himself had disposed of the magazine, that ‘we
kept up an output of on-the-spot humorous comment … that would not
have shamed our foremost national wits, from Wilde to Gogarty’.53 The
magazine even claimed affinity with Swift on the bicentenary of his death
in 1945 by publishing a cartoon portrait, with this statement attributed
to the great man: ‘Mind you, if I were alive today, I’d have a few things
to say, too’.54
Cartoons have long been an important part of the Irish comic tradition, though the rich history of cartooning in Ireland is only now being
recognised and studied. For example, vivid and colourful cartoons had
been published as supplements by the Weekly Freeman and United Ireland
newspapers from the late 1870s onwards.55 Two of the artists responsible for
them, Thomas Fitzpatrick and John Fergus O’Hea, later collaborated on a
monthly magazine called The Lepracaun – which in many ways prefigured
Dublin Opinion.56 It ceased publication a few years before Dublin Opinion
started. Dublin Opinion drew inspiration from these earlier practitioners of
the cartoonists’ art – but its cartoons were simpler in construction, uncluttered and characterised by bold, confident lines. They were broadly similar to
a new kind of cartoon that had been appearing in London newspapers such
as the Daily Mirror and the Daily Mail – and in magazines such as London
50
51
52
53
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Vivian Mercier, The Irish comic tradition (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1962), ix.
See Felix M. Larkin, ‘Free speech and Charlie Hebdo’, Studies, 105/418 (Summer
2016), 192–8.
Mercier, Irish comic tradition, ix, 79.
Kelly, ‘Dublin Opinion, 1922–1968’.
Dublin Opinion (October 1945).
See Felix M. Larkin, ‘“Green shoots” of the New Journalism in the Freeman’s Journal,
1877–1890’, in Karen Steel & Michael de Nie (eds), Ireland and the New Journalism
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 35–58, 44.
See James Curry & Ciarán Wallace, Thomas Fitzpatrick and The Lepracaun Cartoon
Monthly, 1905–1915’ (Dublin: Dublin City Public Libraries, 2017).
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Opinion. This style of cartooning had been introduced into Ireland by an
English artist named Ernest Forbes who joined the staff of the Freeman’s
Journal as a cartoonist in 1920, drawing under the pseudonym ‘Shemus’.57
Curiously, Dublin Opinion virtually monopolised cartooning in
Ireland during its years of publication. The Freeman’s Journal went out
of business in 1924, and Forbes returned to England – and, apart from
the work of Victor Brown in the Irish Press and Gordon Brewster in the
Evening Herald, the political cartoon was thereafter largely absent from
Irish newspapers.58 This changed only when Kelly and Collins made what
the former called their ‘final editorial bow’ in 1968.59 The politicians whom
they had learned to ridicule were growing old – and so were Kelly and
Collins – and Dublin Opinion did not have the measure of the next generation then emerging to claim power. Moreover, its humour now seemed very
timid compared to the vicious satire in, for example, the British magazine
Private Eye and the BBC television programme ‘That was the week that
was’. Such satire was the future of humour – often in poor taste and gratuitously offensive, even hateful. Dublin Opinion was never any of those
things, but nevertheless it had bite – and its victims, especially Éamon
de Valera, felt its fangs. More importantly, however, it made its readers
laugh – and that was surely achievement enough in itself. In the words of
Vivian Mercier, ‘two generations of Irish readers were taught humour and
humanity by Dublin Opinion’.60
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See Felix M. Larkin, Terror and discord: the Shemus cartoons in the Freeman’s Journal,
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Flann Ó Riain, ‘What makes a cartoonist?’, Irish Independent, 5 June 1970. For
background information on Brewster, see two blogs by Pól Ó Duibhir: <photopol.
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accessed 6 October 2017.
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3 Humour, Satire & Counter-Discourse around
Ireland’s 2015 Marriage Referendum Online:
An Analysis of #marref

The study of Twitter-based discourses, facilitated by access to enormous
quantities of constituent big data1 capable of being analysed by computational tools and methods, represents a new methodological frontier
replete with intriguing opportunities and challenges for communication
researchers. The field is at a very early stage of development, positioned at
an interdisciplinary nexus of communications studies, political science,
sociology, and computer science, with theoretical approaches and methods from all of these being deployed. Studies from these various academic
standpoints have already begun to demonstrate the rich potential of analysing Twitter discourses, but no sense of ‘best practice’ has emerged for
the field. The literature is dominated by studies premised on quantitative
analyses of Twitter participation and interaction, reliant on simple metrics
of tweeting, retweeting, replying, and following to supply supporting data for
investigations largely centred on specific electoral events.2 These studies use
available data from Twitter to conduct meta-analyses, descriptive of the
1

2

Howison et al. ‘Validity Issues in the Use of Social Network Analysis with Digital
Trace Data’, Journal of the Association for Information Systems, 12 (2011), 767–97.
and others have proposed the more accurate ‘digital trace data’ to describe the large
structured data obtainable from sources such as Twitter. Digital trace data refers to
that data, and especially metadata, which can be collected and interpreted to provide
insight on the ‘digital footprint’ of a user, and on their activities and interactions
in an online space; evidence of human and human-like activity that is logged and
stored digitally.
Andreas Jungherr, ‘Twitter Use in Election Campaigns: A Systematic Literature
Review’, Journal of Information Technology & Politics, 13/1 (2016), 72–91.
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communicative trends to and from, but often not between or within, identified publics. This study proposes to specifically examine the use of satire
and parody in the mediated space of Twitter discourse of the 2015 Marriage
Referendum in Ireland (tagged #marref ), bringing qualitative insight via
interviewing of participants, on patterns of communicative interaction and
use of humorous and satirical content detected in the Twitter data. The
nature of the event discussed – a polarised binary issue, with a national
geopolitical context where conventions of hashtag use are well established
and agreed – provides a suitable opportunity to deploy established quantitative methodologies, and to supplement these with a qualitative stage of
investigation, focussed on user conceptions and behaviours.
The study of satire directed against hegemonic opinion, in the spaces
of various social media channels, is noted as an area of significant opportunity by Hill,3 who asserts that academic study of political satire has tended
to focus on American contexts and traditional broadcast media, despite
significant possibilities to collate and computationally examine contributions in social media and on the web. The culture of participatory creative
production, and the shift in the mode of media engagement from passive
audience member to interacting user that emerged with Web 2.0 technologies such as Twitter, brings with it challenges and opportunities in examining how satire might operate in these conversational spaces, where social
media users are quickly-reactive producers and distributors of content.
This study aligns with Griffin’s4 definitions of satire as a ‘disruptive’,
‘subversive’ or ‘revolutionary’ force in discourse, deploying humour to
expose and ridicule political figures, policy, and positions. Specific texts,
identified as important to the discourse through quantitative analysis of
their sharing (retweeting), are examined and used to direct questioning of
highly active participants in the #marref discourse, whose insights provide
valuable context on the role of satirical parody in the campaign.

3
4

‘Breaking Boundaries| Developing a Normative Approach to Political Satire: A
Critical Perspective’, International Journal of Communication, 7 (2013), 14.
Satire: A Critical Reintroduction (Lexington, KY: University Press of Kentucky,
1994).
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Twitter, Political Discourse, and the Case of Ireland
The use of Twitter has become common in many nations, with its growth
corresponding to the increased ubiquity of mobile devices in developed and
developing countries, and with their associated modes of communication –
particularly notions of immediacy and currency as important characteristics
of daily mass communication, news gathering, crisis reaction, audience participation, etc.5 Twitter’s user base has continually grown world-wide since its
introduction in 2006, and the service claims over 328 million active monthly
users for the first quarter of 2017.6 Specific statistics for the use of Twitter in
Ireland have not historically been published by the company, as they have
for other larger nations (e.g. USA, UK), and since the inclusion of global
positioning coordinates with tweets is disabled by default, and the ‘location’
metadata field is user-contributed and unreliable, any analysis of the proportion of all tweets sent that originated in Ireland would be subject to error,
likely very substantial, though difficult to define. Knowledge of the extent
5

6

Christian Fuchs, Foundations of Critical Media and Information Studies, Routledge
Advances in Sociology, 52 (Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon; New York: Routledge,
2011); Axel Bruns and Jean E. Burgess, ‘The Use of Twitter Hashtags in the Formation
of Ad Hoc Publics’, in ARC Centre of Excellence for Creative Industries and Innovation;
Creative Industries Faculty; Institute for Creative Industries and Innovation (presented at the 6th European Consortium for Political Research General Conference,
University of Iceland, Reykjavik, 2011) <www.ecprnet.eu/conferences/general_
conference/reykjavik/>, accessed 11 February 2014; Axel Bruns and Tim Highfield,
‘POLITICAL NETWORKS ON TWITTER: Tweeting the Queensland State
Election’, Information, Communication & Society, 16/5 (2013), 667–91; Axel Maireder
and Julian Ausserhofer, ‘Political Discourses on Twitter: Networking Topics, Objects
and People’, Twitter and Society (New York: Peter Lang, 2013), 291–341; E. D’heer and
P. Verdegem, ‘Conversations about the Elections on Twitter: Towards a Structural
Understanding of Twitter’s Relation with the Political and the Media Field’, European
Journal of Communication, 29/6 (2014), 720–34.
Twitter Investor Relations, Twitter Q1 2017 Selected Company Metrics and
Financials (March 2017) <http://files.shareholder.com/downloads/AMDA2F526X/4389656807x0x939177/FC07EB7E-7EC1-40CE-A918-27CE4ADF1EDF/
Q117_Selected_Company_Metrics_and_Financials.pdf>, accessed 13 March 2017.
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of use of the medium in the Republic of Ireland has therefore depended
instead on representative national omnibus polling. The Ipsos MRBI Social
Networking Quarterly report has published tracking of the percentage of
the Irish adult population who have a Twitter account in daily use, and
demonstrated a consistent rise since tracking began in 2010 to a level of 27
per cent in mid-2013, at which it has since remained relatively stable (+/-3
per cent in all subsequent quarters). In the first quarter of 2017, 29 per cent
of Irish adults were reported to have Twitter accounts, of which 33 per cent
made daily use.7 These metrics can be summarised to show that around 11
per cent of Irish adults are using Twitter daily – a higher proportion than
in most countries for which data is publicly available, and one that has
consistently placed Ireland in the top ten of countries for per-capita daily
Twitter use.
The specific use of Twitter for political discourse is well-established
in Ireland, where the author has previously demonstrated the presence of a
cohort of several hundred users regularly conversing across a range of tagged
topics (electoral events, current affairs, political media, and constituencyspecific local issues), with particular hashtag publics corresponding to
national electoral events, protests, and scandals, reaching tens of thousands of
contributing users.8 This research demonstrates a mature state for the organisation of Twitter political discourse in Ireland, corresponding to findings in
other Western democracies,9 where hierarchies of interaction occur, national
media and political figures regularly participate, and influence is accrued and
demonstrated in quantitative patterns of following and retweeting.
7
8

9

Ipsos MRBI, Social Networking Tracker January 2017 (Dublin, Ireland, 15 February
2017) <http://ipsosmrbi.com/social-networking-tracker-january-2017/>, accessed
13 March 2017.
Dónal Mulligan, ‘Developing Qualitative and Quantitative Methodologies for the
Analysis of Political Discourse on Twitter: An Irish Case Study’ (unpublished PhD
Thesis, Dublin City University, 2016) <http://doras.dcu.ie/21358/>, accessed 3
September 2018.
For example Austria in Julian Ausserhofer and Axel Maireder, ‘National Politics
on Twitter: Structures and Topics of a Networked Public Sphere’, Information,
Communication & Society, 16/3 (2013), 291–314; Belgium in D’heer and Verdegem,
‘Conversations about the Elections on Twitter’, 720–34.
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#marref: The 2015 Marriage Referendum Discourse
This study examines the creation, distribution, and motivations for satirical
tweet content in the particular case study of the Twitter discussion of
Ireland’s 2015 marriage referendum. The referendum, which followed as an
imperative of the recommendations of the Irish Constitutional Convention,
held between December 2012 and March 2014, was widely discussed in
traditional and online media. The specific question posed during the referendum was whether to enact the proposed Thirty Fourth Amendment
to the Constitution of Ireland, which permits marriage to be contracted by
two persons without distinction as to their sex. The referendum passed (by
62 per cent of voters) on 22 May 2015, and a bill was subsequently signed
into law, making Ireland the first country to legalise same-sex marriage by
popular vote. Discussion of issues related to this historic social change in
Ireland, was thus a lengthy and wide-ranging affair.
This subject was chosen as case study of this work for several reasons:
(1) the nature of the referendum implied a discourse at national level,
thus making this study comparable to others in the literature; (2) Ireland’s
particular legislative arrangement for the discussion of electoral and referendum events on broadcast media has previously been shown to drive
discussion online instead;10 and (3) the referendum was signalled by the
government substantially in advance, allowing time for initial debate on
Twitter to coalesce around a particular hashtag. The last point is, of course,
a substantial consideration for this type of research since the dominant data
collection methods require advance knowledge of a particular hashtag or
keyword to track in real time.
While it is possible to collect tweets for analysis via their inclusion
of keywords, or their source (e.g. everything from a particular politician’s
10

Gavin Barrett, A Road Less Travelled: Reflections On The Supreme Court Rulings
In Crotty, Coughlan and McKenna (No.2), Institute of International & European
Affairs (Dublin, Ireland, 20 January 2011) <http://www.iiea.com/publications/aroad-less-travelled-reflections-on-the-supreme-court-rulings-in-crotty-coughlanand-mckenna-no2>, accessed 11 November 2015.
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account), this study follows the established methodology of collecting all
tweets marked by the inclusion of a given hashtag associated with the discussed event. This method subjects the quantitative element of this study to
a collection bias, wherein not all contributions on a given topic are explicitly marked with the chosen hashtag (or indeed any), and certain types of
user are less likely to deploy hashtags.11 However, the scale of the dataset,
and observed agreement around the particular hashtag used, supports an
acceptably representative set consistent with similar studies elsewhere.
The alternative possibility of using keywords alone or in combination was observed to be problematic during early testing; terms such as
‘gay marriage’, ‘same-sex marriage’, etc., were often used in widely varying
geographically and politically distinct locales (e.g. the United States was
concurrently engaged in regular debate on the issue following developments
within its Supreme Court). Selection of a tag specific to the Irish context
for Twitter discourse on this issue was important, and similarly to the discussion of election tags, a number of ‘competing’ hashtag suggestions were
proposed by users in mid-2014. Many terms explicitly related to one of the
two stances on the referendum (e.g. #right2marry) or had implicit connotations of a proposing or opposing view (e.g. #marriageequality, which
despite appearing in the name of the bill moved by government as part of the
referendum, was rejected by no-campaigners as implying a stance in favour
of the motion through the use of the word equality). The most sustained
‘alternative’ tag was #ssmref (same sex marriage referendum), which saw
roughly equivalent use to #marref during pilot tracking in early 2014, and
was regularly included as a contextual tag in reporting by the prominent
Irish online news site The Journal.12 This tag subsequently dropped from
use as #marref became more dominant by frequency through mid-2014,
leading to some users objecting to the use of #ssmref13 as redundant and
secondary. By the beginning of 2015, use of #marref as the topic indicator for the referendum was dominantly established and observable in the
tweets of both pro- and anti-referendum campaigners.
11
12
13

Mulligan, ‘Developing Qualitative and Quantitative Methodologies for the Analysis
of Political Discourse on Twitter: An Irish Case Study’.
<www.thejournal.ie/ssmref/news/>, accessed September 2017.
For example: <https://twitter.com/daithigorman/status/560724499239559168>,
accessed September 2017.
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The process of observation of the ‘settling on’ a hashtag was shown
in this case study to be a critical process for this type of research. Digital
ethnographic methods – participating in Twitter discussion, engaging users
on their attitudes toward the use of particular tags, etc. – are an important
consideration during the piloting of a study such as this, in order to understand the connotations of the use of a specific tag, and any implications for
selection bias associated with it. The rejection of the #marriageequality tag
by no-campaigners did not curtail its widespread use and co-occurrence
with #marref, but selecting on this tag alone would have biased the sample
strongly towards pro-referendum users. Similarly, many pro-referendum
users expressed a non-specifically-stated concern about the use of #ssmref as
a tag for the referendum. When interviewed privately by the author about
this, several described a discomfort with the closeness of ‘ssm’ to ‘S&M’
and wished to curtail its use and shift to a ‘more neutral’ term.
Even before data collection began, therefore, there was evidence from
within the public forming around the topic of the referendum, that users
understand the Twitter discourse as both a space requiring negotiated
agreement on how communication takes place, and as space operating in
parallel with external media and political realities which it reflects and is
reflected in; attributes outlines by Hill14 as marking social media channels
as important distinct mediated spaces worth of study, when seeking to
examine how satire is constructed and distributed.

Methodology
This paper makes use of the Explanatory Design model for mixed methods
research outlined by Creswell and Plano Clark,15 which is intended as a
framework in which ‘qualitative data helps to explain or build upon initial
quantitative results’ (p. 71). The general structure of this research design
is a two-phased approach beginning with the collection and analysis of
14
15

‘Breaking Boundaries| Developing a Normative Approach to Political Satire’, 14.
John W. Creswell and Vicki L. Plano Clark, Designing and Conducting Mixed Methods
Research, 2nd edn (Los Angeles: Sage, 2011)
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quantitative data, followed by the subsequent collection and analysis of
related and complementary qualitative data. Creswell and Plano Clark specifically cite research designs such as this one as those to which this model
is most suited, highlighting its efficacy in providing a staged approach,
suitable to a single researcher, in which qualitative data is a source of situating and contextualising insight for quantitative methods (ibid. 73–4).
Twitter data collection for the study used the Digital Methods Institute
Twitter Capture and Analysis Toolset (DMI-TCAT)16 – open-source software developed for real-time collection of tagged tweets.17 Over 250,000
tweets that included the #marref tag, from more than 79,000 unique contributing Twitter users, were collected. The daily distribution of these follows a pattern evidenced elsewhere in the literature of spikes of activity
corresponding to broadcast media events (e.g. television debates) in the
lead-up to the electoral event, with the greatest single-day volume of tweets
occurring during the vote count:
Count Day
(40,099)

TWEETS (containing #marref)

Voting Day
(27,442)

DAYS (2015)

Figure 3.1. #marref tagged tweets, per day (30 January to 26 June 2015); n=267,223.
16
17

<github.com/digitalmethodsinitiative/dmi-tcat>, accessed September 2017.
Erik Borra and Bernhard Rieder, ‘Programmed Method: Developing a Toolset for
Capturing and Analyzing Tweets’, eds Dr Axel Bruns and Dr Katrin Weller, Aslib
Journal of Information Management, 66/3 (2014), 262–78.
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The very large number of users captured in the set (79,609) was too great to
code in full, so only those who contributed more than once to the #marref
discussion were coded by actor type. Removing those who had only incidentally contributed (69,938) yielded a cohort of 9,671 users whose professional
relationship to the field of politics was coded to one of six categories derived
from a previous study18 and extending a simpler three-category coding used
by Ausserhofer and Maireder.19 It is worth noting that this cleavage of users
to remove the majority who contributed only one #marref tweet still leaves
intact a very large cohort of users who contribute rather incidentally. Indeed,
the most frequently tweeting 1 per cent of users account for 47 per cent of
all tweets sent; like other political discourse events in Ireland and elsewhere,
a very small cohort of highly active participants dominated the Twitter
discussion.
Table 1. Category Definitions for Applied Actor Coding
Code Category

Criteria

0

Irrelevant

Spam-bots or other unidentifiable and suspicious accounts.

1

Politicians:
National

Current or former professional political representatives
at national level (e.g. TDs, Senators) and their identified
employees and agents; National Political Parties.

2

Politicians:
Local

Current, former and candidate professional politicians at
local (council) level and their identified employees and
agents; local party political groups.

3

Activists

Groups or individuals who are professionally associated
with politics but are neither representative politicians
nor media agents, for example NGOs, local issue groups,
lobbyists.

4

Professional
Media

Outlets and journalists that publish reportage of politics via
mass media.

5

Other Media

Groups or individuals who publish blogs, opinions, or
private reportage of politics via online means, but who are
not professional journalists.

18
19

Mulligan, ‘Developing Qualitative and Quantitative Methodologies for the Analysis
of Political Discourse on Twitter: An Irish Case Study’.
‘National Politics on Twitter’, 291–314.
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Code Category

Criteria

6

Actors commenting on or engaging in discussion of politics,
who are not identified as professionally active in the field.

Citizens

Based on their Twitter profiles, captured at the time of the discussion, the
9,671 actors were coded as: (1) National Politician, (2) Local Politician, (3)
Activist, (4) Professional Media Agent, (5) Other Media Agent, and (6)
Citizen. An additional coding of (0) was used to indicate users determined
to be irrelevant to the discourse but appearing in the set through their use
of the hashtag. These were found to consist mostly of obvious spam-bots or
spam accounts, sharing links using several contemporarily popular hashtags
for visibility.20 A total of 161 users were coded 0 – irrelevant and their corresponding 6,957 tweets were removed from analyses of the data subset.
The duration of #marref data collection was broken into four periods
following the model used by D’heer and Verdegem 21, allowing for analysis
of temporal changes in communicative patterns, as well as overall trends:
P1, Prior period (pre-referendum, somewhat distant from the event);
P2, Proximate prior period (one week pre-referendum); P3, Event (referendum voting day); P4, Post-event period (Count day, and subsequent
weeks).22
While these periods are not equal, but focus instead in proximity to
the referendum event, they yield insights in how particular cohorts emerge
in the various stages of the on-going discourse (see Figure 3.2). The structure of this coded subset of the #marref data shows that in the case of this
20

21
22

A tweet captured in the set, from user @6_skinny, advertises a treatment for gout
using the unrelated set of hashtags: #11m #gangtour #lrt #afc #marref #monday. This
user account had been deleted by the time it was examined for coding – likely a forced
deletion by Twitter for breach of Terms of Service – but was determined to be a spambot by examination of its 91 contributions to #marref, all of which were similar marketing links. Tweet source: <twitter.com/6_skinny/status/598091180702760000>,
accessed August 2015.
‘Conversations about the Elections on Twitter’, 720–34.
Specific dates for these periods: P1: 30 January 2015 – 14 May 2015; P2: 15 May 2015
– 21 May 2015; P3: 22 May 2015; P4: 23 May 2015 – 26 June 2015.
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event, activists, rather than professional politicians, are the more prominent political actors at all stages, and are an early and sustained presence in the discourse. This may be unsurprising, given the social
weight of the referendum issue, where leadership of the conversation
shifts from established political figures to campaigning and mobilising groups on both sides, though this differs strongly from similarly
coded examinations of political discourse participation for electoral
events.23
Number of Users

PERIOD

P1

0

2500

5000

10000

7500

P2
P3
P4
National Politicians

Local Politicians

Activists

Professional Media

Other Media

Citizens

Figure 3.2

The prominence of professional media (4), especially from P2 onward, is
partially accounted for by the interest among international media outlets
immediately before, during and subsequent to the voting – around 40 per
cent of the users coded as professional media agents were observed to be
journalists and outlets from other countries, with UK agents having particular prominence among these. While the result of the referendum was
internationally significant and very widely reported, use of the specifically
Irish #marref tag to mark Twitter reporting of it was not very widespread
beyond Ireland, so the number of international professional media agents
discussing the referendum is likely to be much larger than what is captured
using this tag. Similarly, other media (category 5), composed of bloggers,

23

For example, analysis of Belgian local elections in D’heer and Verdegem, ‘Conversations
about the Elections on Twitter’, 720–34; analysis of Irish local elections in Mulligan,
‘Developing Qualitative and Quantitative Methodologies for the Analysis of Political
Discourse on Twitter: An Irish Case Study’.
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casual online journalists, etc., showed an international component, compared with other studies, where this was wholly absent.
Most notable, however, is the extent to which citizen agents dominate this discourse. Examination of only the fifty most active users in the
#marref cohort showed a similar dominance of citizen and activist actors
to that of the overall set. The categorisation of actors as ‘citizen’ versus
‘activist’ was difficult in the case of this referendum discourse, since the line
between outspoken campaigning citizen and declared activist was blurred,
especially where coding was based on user profile information from the
period close to referendum day – when many users changed their Twitter
bio and profile image to campaign slogans, logos, etc. Only users whose
Twitter information made clear that they were professionally associated
with political activism, describing themselves as such, or indicating a role
with a particular group were coded (3), while any users who had adopted
campaigning stances in support of either side were deemed ‘citizens’. This
issue of topic-related identity is beyond the scope of this study, but represents an intriguing avenue for further qualitative investigation.
Examination of directed messages among the collected set yielded
metrics for the communicative directionality of the discourse.24 Insights
may be derived from the combined quantitative examinations, offering an
overview of the communicative strategies of the various coded groups in
general, later useful in discerning the comparative trends for how satirical
content was directed and distributed. The discourse overall, and the top
1 per cent of frequent contributors, were dominated by those not professionally associated with politics; that is, the most active within the #marref
discourse were not those already associated with the fields of media or
professional politics in Ireland. Citizens were inwardly communicative
(directed communication more toward one another than toward other
24

Analysis of communicative directionality used the Network Analysis method of E-I
index, deriving a floating point value for each groups ranging between -1, indicating
total inward-directed communication, targeting only others in the same grouping,
to +1, indicating totally outward-directed communication. The method is used in
similar studies, for example D’heer and Verdegem, ‘Conversations about the Elections
on Twitter’, 720–34.
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types of actor) in the long lead-in to the event – a trend not observed in
similar examinations of electoral event discourse, where citizens direct
conversation toward media and political figures. These findings support
a contention that the overall patterns of Twitter communication for the
2015 Marriage Referendum significantly differ from those of contemporary
political discourse in Ireland and elsewhere, likely because the event is not
related to an election, but to a binary social issue, which mobilised substantial citizen participation unseen in other studied events. The #marref
discourse was led, as well as numerically dominated by, those unaffiliated
with traditional political and media structures and this is reflected in the
origin and patterns of distribution of the satirical and parodic content
captured and analysed.
Participants in the #marref discourse were interviewed shortly after
the period during which the data was collected. Analysis of frequency of
contributions and mentions in the dataset was used to select interviewees
representing a range of actor categories and alignment in favour or against
the referendum. These interviews of highly active participants in the discourse provided opportunities to examine the behaviours and conventions
that underpinned communicative patterns detected in the quantitative data
phase. The role of humour generally, and satire or parody in particular, was
widely identified by participants as a crucial component of the discourse
and a distinct and medium-specific attribute of the conversation on Twitter.

Satire, Parody, and Humour in the #marref Discourse
Analysis of the 1000 most shared (retweeted) contributions in the dataset
also took place, with additional coding for user alignment (i.e. whether
the contributor opposed or supported the referendum) and categorisation
of content (i.e. whether the tweet was declarative, responsive, information
sharing, parodic/humorous, or a combination of these).
This analysis showed that parodic / humorous tweets were a highly
substantial segment of the most-shared #marref content, accounting for
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30.2 per cent of the set examined, second only to information sharing
tweets, which mostly comprised updates from the count centre as results
promulgated. Indeed, when tweets from the count day are excluded, the
significant majority of most-shared discourse contributions throughout
the campaign period were characterised by humour and parody. Perhaps
surprisingly, though the most shared #marref tweets in general were strongly
biased towards the yes campaign, with 88 per cent originating from supporters of the referendum, 100 per cent of the humour / parody tweets
among those 1000 most-shared contributions were yes-aligned. The most
visible and widely distributed satirical and parodic content in the discourse
entirely originated from (and was supported by sharing among) those who
supported the referendum. This finding does not wholly discount satire
and parody originating from those opposing the referendum. However, it
does show that none of the substantial top segment of tweets that can be
measurably said to have been most widely seen, and which are considered
influential contributions to the discourse by virtue of their level of retweeting, were from no-aligned contributors.
Coding the fifty users who contributed most frequently to the #marref
discourse, by referendum stance, showed that the majority (64 per cent)
were yes-aligned; 32 per cent opposed the referendum (no-aligned) and
4 per cent were coded ‘neutral’, being Irish national news media. The significant majority (80 per cent) of these most frequent contributors were
‘citizen’ actors. These findings for this small but highly active cohort mirrored the referendum more widely, which saw a dominance of contribution
from those not professionally affiliated with politics, and a referendum
result of 62 per cent in favour. Similar coding of the fifty most frequently
mentioned users in the dataset showed a broader spread of actor coding,
and a greater proportion of neutral alignment, indicating that the profile
of those who most frequently contributed differed substantially from those
who were most often mentioned by others. In the latter cohort, however,
two users that are explicit parody accounts25 were present; none were present among the most frequent contributors.
25

@KingOfIona, a direct parody of @DavidQuinn, the leader of the non-aligned Iona
Institute, and @WaterfordWhispers, a parody newspaper that regularly contributed
spoof headlines and stories related to the referendum.
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The centrality of satirical content directed at prominent aspects of
the no campaign’s messaging and materials was widely identified by interviewees. Specific affordances of Twitter as a medium – in particular its
brevity, currency, directionality of interaction, and specific conventions such
as hashtagging – were consistently identified as important facilitating attributes of political discourse in general, and of political satire in #marref in
particular. Highly active users considered the Twitter space an especially
swiftly reactive one, conducive to humorous response.
Twitter was where that stuff [parody, satire, humour in response to the No campaign]
happened first. It would be all over the news and entertainment sites and Facebook
later, but it came from Twitter because Twitter is fast – people want to respond there.
– Interview Participant PM2,26 October 2015

Interviewees of both alignments recognised Twitter as uniquely suited to
political discourse, and frequently reported considering it a ‘first stage’ of
debate for the various issues that emerged during the campaign period,
moving into other media later. Several specific cases were cited where cycles
of new campaign figures, positions, or materials were first publicised there,
reacted to, in some cases counter-reacted to, and appeared only in other
media afterward. Indeed, satirical reaction to campaign events, mediated
through the #marref discourse, was often itself the subject of later news
stories in online and print publications.

Examples of Highly-Shared Satirical and Parodic Content
While it is clear from the quantitative examination of the most-shared contributions in the discourse, that humour (and specifically parody) originating from those supporting the referendum was a disproportionately

26

Participants in the interview portion of this research opted for partial anonymity in
many cases, and are identified based on their actor coding and the order of interviews
(e.g. Participant PM2 is the second Professional Media participant interviewed).
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substantial segment, examination of particular case studies may help to
explain why. Much of this content followed a similar format; quickly produced and directly referential responses to campaigns, literature, or media
appearances by the no campaign were most highly shared. The Case for
Mammy Daddy Marriage27 is one such example. The video, produced by
Irish Comedian Tara Flynn, was a direct parody of a substantially publicised
video by The Iona Institute, a socially conservative Catholic advocacy group,
and one of the most prominent organisations opposing the introduction of
the Thirty-Fourth Amendment. The Iona Institute used social media spaces
consistently throughout the referendum campaign period, including paid
placement of their video, The Case for Man Woman Marriage,28 as a preroll on videos watched by Irish people on YouTube. Its ubiquity through
paid placement made it a well-known media element in the period from
December 2013 through the early part of 2014, and its use of animation, a
light bouncing soundtrack, and a pair of narrators offering simplified explanations, were all parodied in Flynn’s version. The Case for Mammy Daddy
Marriage accrued a similar level of views (ca. 120,000) in the campaign
period, as the original Iona Institute video, though in the former’s case this
was driven by social media sharing of the parodic work, rather than paid
placement. The video was among the fifty most shared URLs in tweets
tagged #marref, indicating a centrality in the discourse for the dissemination of referential humorous parody in this space. Indeed, a broad range
of the yes-aligned participants interviewed cited this specific example in
discussions of both the role and properties of satirical and parodic content
in the Twitter discourse around the referendum. For them, this video was
emblematic of a ‘diffusing’ role for such content, thought by supporters
of the referendum interviewed to be an important ‘antidote’ to damaging
assertions from the no-campaign.
There were so many times when it [parody] was so important. Tweets
that made fun of Iona or [named prominent opposing campaigner]
27
28

Tara Flynn (2013), <www.youtube.com/watch?v=wopoEJxFYQw>, accessed
September 2017.
The Iona Institute (2012), <www.youtube.com/watch?v=zaRK-0W5HQI>, accessed
September 2017.
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or whatever; we needed those, because these people were saying – on
national television – that we were disordered and defective and dangerous. Someone needed to break that down. Humour did that – often.
Participant A1, August 2015
Similar cycles of parodic response to other material produced in opposition to the referendum showed the swiftness of the medium. On 5 January
2015, a Twitter user shared an image of a leaflet being handed out by no
campaigners, using the #marref tag.29 The leaflet, which contained an image
of frightened children and asked whether they should be ‘exposed to sounds
of sodomy’, also included biblical quotations and calls to vote no in the
referendum. Within minutes, parodic and ironic responses referencing the
leaflets text began circulating, and within hours parodic images of album
covers entitled ‘Sounds of Sodomy’ began accruing hundreds of retweets.
Within the day, the hashtag #soundsofsodomy, began trending, circulating textual, image, and video responses to the material. Entertainment and
news sites covered the satirical reactions as principal content of their stories
on the incident.30 The incident was recalled by several of the participants
interviewed as one where highly offensive content was immediately and
thoroughly satirised, and subsequent stories in other media presented the
original leaflet in a context of ridicule.

Conclusions
While the findings of this mixed methods study of the #marref discourse
yield insights into the broader participation and interactions of the issue’s
discussion on Twitter, the author contends that these data also support a
hypothesis that Twitter presents unique affordances, readily identifiable
29
30

<twitter.com/stevenconlon/status/552071465794027520>
For example: <entertainment.ie/trending/news/Anti-gay-leaflets-distributed-inDublin-Internet-reacts-hilariously/327613.htm>, accessed October 2017, <www.
dailyedge.ie/sounds-of-sodomy-twitter-1865787-Jan2015/>, accessed October 2017.
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to its highly-active users, that support satirical (and especially parodic and
reactive) responses on political issues.
Analysis of the #marref dataset demonstrates a citizen-led and citizendominated Twitter discourse, where parody content is shown to be a significant segment of the most-shared contributions. All most-shared parodic
content was aligned with the yes-campaign, responding in text, images,
and video to aspects of the campaign opposing the referendum. Its success
within the medium was viewed by those users most active in the discourse
as due to the unique affordances of Twitter, which support brief, swift,
topic-tagged, and targetable reaction. This parodic reaction was widely
viewed as a valuable and necessary ‘antidote’ to aspects of the opposing
campaign found to be upsetting, and the ridicule of no-campaign positions and material was considered timely and diffusive.
As in the case of many studies incorporating qualitative research, particularly where this research is secondary to a quantitative investigation in
a mixed methods model, the sample included in that phase of the empirical research is restricted to a very small size, and designed to represent
only some degree of the large number of individuals constituting the six
actor categories in the #marref discourse. Accordingly, the results cannot
be generalised to a broader population, though the nuance and depth of
analyses achieved in this portion of the investigation offers insight on the
detected patterns of communication, complementing and informing the
quantitative research here, and similar studies in the field of computational
social investigation of Twitter. It follows from these limits that a number of
opportunities are open for further research, particularly focussing on how
parody is used in similar polarised discourses, and other more pluralised
political contexts.

Part II

An Alternative Ulster

Agnès Maillot

4 Rather Sex than Pistols: Good Vibrations and the
Punk Scene in Northern Ireland

Good Vibrations, directed by Lisa Barros D’Sa and Glenn Leyburn and
released in 2012, is a quintessentially irreverent film. It treats the conflict,
the institutions, the paramilitaries, and the politicians with irreverence.
Without undermining the hardship and violence generated by the Troubles,
it takes a humorous approach to the most serious issues which characterised
the social and political fabric of Northern Ireland in the late 1970s, deriding the perpetrators of violence and those who perpetuated the sectarian
nature of society. The perspective adopted by the film is one where politics
have failed to address an historical and unfounded hatred. The alternative
is music, which is presented as the only means to transcend these divisions.
This biopic’s main character, Terry Hooley, has but one faith, one creed:
Rock music, which can generate a space where barriers are broken down.
Music is the future.
Punk in Northern Ireland has fascinated and continues to fascinate
academics and punk nostalgics alike ever since the rise of the movement
in 1977 and its subsequent decline in the early 1980s. The punk narrative
sees Protestant and Catholic youths united to protest against the establishment, in what was possibly the only instance of such an unusual alliance.
As Guardian/Observer correspondent Henry McDonald noted, ‘Yet “that”
gig [the Clash] still exercises more power over the memories of the early
Ulster punk generation. This was – and is – in part due to the myth that
grew up that the ‘77 riot was the only one during the Troubles that saw
Protestant and Catholic kids unite against common enemies’.1 This view
1

Henry McDonald, ‘When we fought the law for The Clash: Recalling Belfast’s 1977
punk riot’, Belfast Telegraph (20 June 2014), <www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/entertainment/music/when-we-fought-the-law-for-the-clash-recalling-belfasts-1977-punkriot-30368862.html>
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is shared by Roberto Bollano, according to whom ‘for many in the 1970s
punk dramatically changed them and they, in turn, altered the social and
political realities in Northern Ireland. Many became politically active, while
others adopted alternative ways of being that defied the strict sectarianism
and enabled the reconciliation that culminated in the GFA’.2 The topic
has generated a number of studies, from academic and scientific to more
mainstream works, Good Vibrations being one of them. This article will
analyse the manner in which the 2012 feature film approaches this episode
through the meandering itinerary of its main character. It will do so by
looking first at the punk scene itself and at the consensual narrative that
it generated, then at the manner in which the film chooses to portray the
conflict, and it will finally assess the use of comedy and humour through
the voice of its main character.

Northern Ireland Punk
Good Vibrations is not an ordinary film, even if ultimately, it targets a relatively mainstream audience, as Tara Brady, Irish Times critic put it: ‘Never
mind the mouthpieces: this one goes out to all the folks who know the true
meaning of “no surrender”. Go early. Go often. Bring the family’.3 While
most films set in Northern Ireland during the period of the conflict tend
to focus on the political unrest and the violence that ensued, being as one
critic put it ‘uncomfortably close to the real world’,4 Lisa Barros D’Sa and
Glenn Leyburn decided to do the exact opposite, by using the conflict as
a mere backdrop to what constitutes the essential story: the punk scene.
Moreover, of the many films made about or set during the conflict, very
2
3
4

Kevin Dunn, Global Punk: Resistance and Rebellion in Everyday Life (New York,
Bloomsbury, 2016), 77.
Tara Brady, ‘Good Vibrations’, The Irish Times (29 March 2013).
K J. Donnelly, ‘The Policing of Cinema: Troubled film exhibition in Northern
Ireland’, Historical Journal of Film, Radio, and Television, 20–3 (2000), 385–96.
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few could be considered family films, and even fewer comedies.5 Good
Vibrations is a feel-good movie, with loveable characters, and a vibrant
and energetic soundtrack, in which the few references to the Troubles are
meant to make the audience laugh.
The balance to strike when using humour and irreverence to deal
with a tragic episode is both delicate and perilous. Indeed, Terry Hooley’s
life coincides with the duration of ‘one of the most researched and widely
reported conflicts in the world’,6 which continues to haunt the collective
memory on both sides of the Irish sea. While this was to some extent an
advantage for the filmmakers, who could rely on the many visual archives
available on the period, it also presented a potential risk, that of distorting
reality and belittling the experience of those who actually lived through
the conflict.
Yet Good Vibrations manages to use humour without being patronizing or insulting, mainly because of its subject matter, punk. Like humour
and irony, punk was about transgression. One of its raisons d’être was,
precisely, irreverence, whether in its vocal style, its obscene language, its
dissonant sounds, its subversion of symbols, or its dress code. It preached
nihilism, as seen in the themes encountered in the songs and lifestyles that
accompanied the music: decay, despair, suicide, and societal collapse.7 It
was an alternative sub-culture, far removed from the mainstream, which
had specific codes and modes of expression. It was quite earnest, in the
sense that it was value-driven and aimed to make a statement. It actively
sought to shock through unusual and sometimes ugly visual elements, by
reverting prevailing canons of beauty, subverting them into a new form of
beauty.8 As all avant-gardes, punk therefore proposed a new concept, a role
reversal. This was particularly relevant in Northern Ireland, where in the

5
6
7
8

The other comedy dealing with the conflict is An Everlasting Piece, 2000, directed
by Barry Levinson. Mickybo and Me, directed by Terry Loane in 2004, is categorised
as a ‘comedy-drama’.
<www.cain.ulst.ac.uk/issues/violence/counting.htm>
Jesse Pinz, ‘The Aesthetics of Punk’, Philosophy Compass, 9/9 (2014), 585.
Jess Pinz, op. cit., 588.
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late 1970s such freedom of expression found very limited outlets. Therefore,
the appeal of punk was to offer an alternative to the political stalemate.
Tim Heron argues that the subversion of dress and bodily codes enabled punks to transcend the sectarian boundaries of the conflict: their
abject, monstrous bodies signaled their participation in a subculture which in terms
of the Troubles was – initially and superficially at least – apolitical, and which, rather
than reinvigorating one of the two communities, challenged the boundaries of both.
Punks seemed to lie outside the frames of interpretation of both communities: they
could be made to fit neither the nationalist-republican narrative of self- sacrifice,
submission to the community and devotion to the struggle against British rule
nor the unionist-loyalist narrative of loyalty to the British Crown and defence of a
Protestant ‘Ulster.9

Indeed, for those reaching adolescence in the mid-1970s, Northern Ireland
must have been a bleak place in which to grow up. On a societal level, it
was characterised by its conservatism. In a context where the holding of
extreme views by Church leaders and politicians was still the norm,10 sexuality was heavily repressed. The liberalization of same-sex relations, while
enacted in 1967 in Britain, had still not taken place in Northern Ireland
by the mid-1970s. In a bid to prevent legislation that would decriminalise
homosexuality, DUP leader Ian Paisley even launched his infamous ‘Save
Ulster from Sodomy’ campaign in 1977, as in his view, a change in the law
could ‘only bring down God’s curse upon our people’.11 The legislation
decriminalizing male homosexual acts only came into effect in 1982 after
the European Court of Human Rights stated in 1981 that the Northern
Irish legislation was contrary to the European Convention on Human
Rights.12 Even divorce legislation was far more restrictive than in Britain.
9
10
11
12

Timothy A. Heron, ‘ ‘We’re Only Monsters’: Punk Bodies and the Grotesque in
1970s Northern Ireland ’, Études irlandaises, 42/1 (2017), 152.
Tom Gallagher, ‘Religion, Reaction and Revolt in Northern Ireland: The Impact of
Paisleyism in Ulster’, Journal of Church and State, 23/3 (1981), 423–44.
David McKittrick, ‘Paisley campaigns to ‘save Ulster from sodomy’’, The Irish Times
(20 October 1977).
Chrystel, Hug, The Politics of Sexual Morality in Ireland, (Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan, 1998), 216.
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Divorce on grounds of irreconcilability, for instance, was only passed in
1978, ten years later than in Britain.
Furthermore, the 1970s were the most violent decade of the Troubles.
Although levels of violence had peaked in 1972 with 470 dead, the conflict still claimed 113 lives in 1979, and the figure only fell below the 100
mark from the 1980s onwards.13 The British Army had deployed 2700
troops when Operation Banner was introduced in August 1969, this figure
peaked at 30,300 in 1972, and then gradually decreased.14 Attempts at
finding political solutions to the conflict had failed, with the Sunningdale
power-sharing experiment showing how far from a compromise Northern
Ireland politicians were. The British were admitting in private that there
would be no military solution to the conflict, while attempts to negotiate
ceasefires had also backfired, with the 1975 IRA truce proving to both sides
how fraught attempts at negotiations were. To compound the situation
further, the attempt by civil society to say no to violence, with the impressive support garnered by the Peace People in 1976, was soon deflated when
the movement failed to sustain the momentum it had created in the early
weeks. For the youth in Northern Ireland, the future was indeed bleak. As
Martin McLoone put it, ‘In some ways, late 1970s Belfast and punk were
made for each other’.15
Northern Ireland was a frightening place in which to grow up, especially its capital, Belfast. As Androids punk band member Billy McIlwaine
put it: ‘It was a grey, despairing place’. The rare footage of the punk scene that
was captured by Newcastle film maker John T. Davies in his documentary

13
14

15

With the exception of 1981 and 1980 which saw a resurgence of violence as a result,
in great part, of the hunger strikes.
The peak was reached in July 1972 when the British Army (which includes the combination of British regiments and Ulster Defence Regiment) mounted Operation
Motorman which objective was to put an end to the ‘no Go Areas’. See Operation
Banner: An Analysis of British Military Operations in Northern Ireland, Prepared
under the direction of the Chief of the General Staff, July 2006, available at:
<www.vilaweb.cat/media/attach/vwedts/docs/op_banner_analysis_released.pdf>
Martin McLoone, ‘Punk Music in Northern Ireland: The Political Power of ‘What
Might Have Been’, Irish Studies Review, 12/1 (2004), 32.
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Shellshock Rock16 shows the grim landscape in which punk developed, particularly in and around the Harp Bar in Belfast, which the protagonists
themselves describe as a ‘dingy, heavily fortified pub in a dimly lit, narrow,
cobblestone street in a run down, dilapidated part of the city’.17 However,
punk provided an escape route for some youths. As Gavin Martin, founder
of the fanzine Alternative Ulster, recalls ‘so much of Ulster in the 1970s
scared and tormented me but Alternative Ulster was like a little freedom
train that helped take me out of it’.
Therefore, punk offered an outlet for disenchanted youths to express
their frustration at the situation in which they had grown up. While shortlived, what sets Northern Irish punk apart is its utopian and sometimes
naïve outlook on the situation. Much like in the case of their British counterparts, it was a form of protest from those who felt alienated from their
environment. But far from promoting chaos and destruction, their rebellion constituted a statement to all those responsible for the mayhem which
surrounded them – politicians, paramilitaries and governments – that
enough was enough. That it had no meaning. That there was an alternative.
That an Alternative Ulster was indeed possible. For them, the conflict was
the reality in which they were immersed, not a theme that would nicely fit
into a song about rebellion and protest.18
Their preoccupation was centred on escaping their strict and violent
surroundings, something which would only be achieved by attempting, as
much as possible, to keep the conflict at bay, in their lyrics and lifestyles at
least. As Fergal Sharkey, The Undertones’ lead singer, explained, ‘People
16
17
18

See Agnès Maillot, ‘Punk on Celluloid: John Davies’ “Shellshock Rock” (1979)’,
Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television, 20/3 (2000).
See one of the many websites dedicated to Northern Irish punk: <nipunk.weebly.
com/>
Punks were not the only ones to feel some sort of fascination with the conflict. A
Factotum project in 2003 found that Belfast came right after London in the list of
namechecked British cities in rock and pop songs, not always with very convincing
results, according to the Guardian: ‘the mention of an afflicted region adds a touch
of pathos to the song and shows that the musicians really, really care. At least they
think it does, but most simply come over as naive or imbecilic’.
Matthew Collin, ‘Belfast: the war against cliché’, The Guardian (24 January 2003).
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asked why we didn’t write songs about the troubles. We were doing our
best to escape from it’.19 In this narrative, most bands opted for ‘more songs
about chocolate and girls’, as the Undertones’ second album claimed. One
notable exception was Stiff Little Fingers, a band from a loyalist background
whom some in the punk scene suspected of capitalising on the conflict for
commercial gains, with a message that spoke more to the British disaffected
audience than it did to the NI punks. As Roy Carr of the New Musical
Express (NME) noted,
Surprisingly enough, Stiff Little Fingers are not terribly liked by the majority of
integrated Belfast punks, because of their overt political stance. The consensus of
opinion being that the kids don’t need to be persistently reminded of what’s going
on in blood-soaked streets; the music should be used to foster kinship and not for
re-opening festering wounds’.

Not that punk was apolitical. It just didn’t sing about the conflict. In some
ways, and perhaps in total contradiction to the ethos of punk elsewhere,
‘Punk in NI offered a confrontational style that in the end seemed to
endorse the old hippie dream of peace, love and understanding’.20 But
they were no admirers of Hippies. The only reference to them in Good
Vibrations is a scene where Hooley is trying to raise funds to open his record
shop. He knocks on the door of the Peace People (1976), and comes out,
obviously unsuccessful, stating: ‘Fucking hippies’.

Good Vibrations as a Comedy of (Ill) Manners
Terry Holley is considered the ‘Godfather of Northern Ireland punk’. Not
only, as shown in the film, did he go against the current by opening a shop
in Belfast City Centre when the trend was for businesses to close down,
19
20

John Savage, England’s Dreaming: Sex Pistols and Punk Rock (London: Faber &
Faber, 1991), 596–7.
Martin McLoone, op. cit., 33.
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he discovered most of the local bands and enabled them to pursue careers,
for some stellar (like the Undertones) and for others short-lived. Today,
he is one of the leading voices of those who feel nostalgia for an era they
see as unique. In the trailer he has done for the tourist office, he shows the
viewers and potential visitors his ‘best places’ all connected to music. As
Henry McDonald of the Guardian remarked, ‘his native city should finally
honour him with the Freedom of Belfast. After all, he was the man who
kept the spirit of individual freedom alive during the worst of times’.21
Terry Hooley’s career spans over 40 years, but the main focus of this
biopic is the second half of the 1970s. This is when the encounter between
the left-wing, idealist and somewhat carefree Terri with the new kids on the
block happens. Punk will give expression to what Terri has been preaching
all this time: it is possible to break down the barriers, to channel the energy
of youth into a creative and alternative way of life.
Good Vibrations is first and foremost a hagiographic movie on Hooley.
While his more negative features are evident – he is unreliable, so devoted
to his music that he lies to most people around him, including his wife,
he diverts the money she has been saving to buy a house towards the shop
project, he misses deadlines and jeopardises the potential career of one of
the bands – these defects are seen through an affectionate lens. What mostly
characterises Hooley is his good-humoured nature, his gentle recklessness
verging on naivety at times, and his optimism, which are qualities essential
not only to survive the violent surroundings in which he is immersed, but
to engage with the youths that have chosen his shop as their den. Good
Vibrations tells the story of a man whose destiny is to subvert the political
and social order that has been imposed by the protagonists of the conflict,
through humour, through derision, and essentially, through music. Much
like the young punks to whom he looks up, he derides his contemporaries,
no matter who they are or what weapons they hold in their possession.
This can only be achieved because of the distorted view he has on his
surroundings. Distorted in more than one sense. Hooley has a different
outlook on life, both metaphorically and literally, as he lost one eye as a
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Henry McDonald, ‘Punk Remembered’, The Guardian (1 December 2002).
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child. Therefore, he sees his environment through the lens of distance
and humour. He has the power to escape, to some degree, the reality in
which he is submerged, and not to take the conflict entirely seriously. His
upbringing was unconventional, even before the Troubles, as his father
was a socialist anarchist who repeatedly fails to get elected but maintains
his anti-sectarian convictions.
Hooley’s humour mainly serves to depoliticise the conflict, which he
does not define in any clear manner: ‘Some people called it a revolution.
Others called it the Troubles’. His analysis is somewhat cynical, but mostly
naïve. He idealises a non-sectarian past, which is in great part fantasy. He
fondly remembers a time when he ‘used to have lots of friends. Anarchist
friends and Marxist friends and Socialist friends and Pacifist friends and
Feminist friends … Friends who were fuck all. Then the first shot was fired,
the first bomb exploded, and suddenly I didn’t have them anymore, Marxist
or feminist or anarchist friends. I just had Catholic friends and Protestant
friends’. He therefore doesn’t quite get to grips with the situation that arises
after 1968 and which he does not understand fully. While he could be
considered a typical child of the 60s, he will be increasingly isolated from
most of his friends as he continues to promote the 1960s counterculture
in a society where the international revolts of the 1960s youths took a very
different route to that of their peers in Paris or London: ‘If the events in
France are to be held up as some sort of paradigm against which we can
assess the viability of the case for Northern Ireland to be included in the list
of countries having experienced a ‘1968’, then one potential area of serious
disparity relates to the objectives of the two movements.’22 It is almost as if
Hooley is wrongly cast in the Northern Irish context; he would have been
far more at ease in the Sorbonne AGM and this tends to blind him, again a
reference to the fact that he has only one eye, to the causes of the conflict.
In his view, the cause of the violent unrest is those who feel empowered
by a gun and use it to impose their rule: ‘Belfast and Jamaica are the same.
Soldiers and cops giving people grief, armed gangs wandering the streets
killing people for fuck all only they got reggae, what do we got, shit’. But
22

Chris Reynolds, ‘Northern Ireland’s 1968 in a Post-Troubles Context’, Interventions,
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Hooleys’ view is far from irrelevant. He is already going against the grain
as he vindicates an alternative narrative to that which prevailed, that NI
was not part of the international counter-culture and protest, as demonstrated by Prince’s meticulous study on the history of the left wing movement in Northern Ireland prior to 1968.23 He has inherited from his father,
whom he berates for keeping his electoral failures as trophies of his political
activism, a profound distrust for identity politics, and although he does
not have a political discourse as such, his idealised notions are what keep
him going, and prevent him from despairing. He distances himself from
the mainstream narrative and refuses to take sides, leading him to almost
trivialise the reasons behind the violence. ‘There were people in our town
that shot people because of their religion. There were people in our town
that shot people because of their politics. Or because of something they’d
said. Or someone said they’d said. There were people who shot people to
make sure their guns were working right’. Interestingly for a film on the
Troubles, it is impossible – and irrelevant – to determine whether Hooley
is a Catholic or a Protestant. He does not belong to any particular community, as for him, that is ‘a word used to mean sides’.
But where he differs from his father is that he is totally disenchanted
with politics, which, in his view, is not to be trusted as it is politics that
brought Northern Ireland to the point at which it now finds itself. Some
other means must be found to subvert the socio-political order. For
Hooley, this means is music. It alone has the power to challenge paramilitary hegemony, and therefore it is profoundly suspect in the eyes of those
same paramilitaries who go to great lengths to silence it. When his friend
is intimidated into leaving the country for what Terry describes as ‘dealing
a bit of blow’, he explains: ‘It’s not the drugs. It’s me, it’s you Terry. They let
on like they’re rebels, we show them up to be cops in balaclavas’.
Through the character of Hooley, both paramilitaries and their motives
are derided and almost ridiculed. His attempt at peace making is predicated
on his records as a valid and convincing bargaining tool. Terry is convinced
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that no matter what their deeds, both sides have music in common and
they will somehow find their humanity in a shared space, one that will
bring them back to the lost past. He has the power to bring this about, as
he has the best record collection in the area. He therefore calls a meeting
of his former friends, those who value music, and offers them records in
exchange for their protection once he opens his record shop. The viewer
soon understands that these men are now part of paramilitary gangs, either
republican (‘there will be no coming round for a donation for the republican
prisoners’) or loyalist (‘or the Loyal Orange Widows’). While this scene is
highly improbable, as the chances of gathering paramilitaries from both
sides within the same pub would have been nil, it does serve an essential
purpose, that of showing the strength of music to overcome sectarian divisions, which will be one of the leitmotivs of the punk movement. Moreover,
while the paramilitaries present are relatively receptive to Hooley efforts,
their message is somewhat threatening: ‘You see them ones, they’re not the
ones you have to worry about. Even the crazies remember the time before
it was like this. It’s the ones coming up behind that you need to look out
for. It’ll take more than a few LPs to buy them off ’.
Hooley’s philosophy is a perfect match for punk, although he is oblivious to its existence until a young schoolboy comes to his shop and remarks
on his outdated approach to music. He is now ready for a life-changing
experience, his encounter with punk. The epiphany takes place during the
first punk gig he attends in the Harp Bar. The camera shows an ecstatic
Hooley listening for the first time to the dissonant sounds of the band playing on stage and realising there and then the potential of this energetic and
powerful new music genre. Punk opens up new possibilities. It is fearless, it
knows no boundaries, it scorns institutions and power, it is an open space
where opposition becomes a reality and transforms his up to then purely
theoretical experiences into a tangible reality. It is a space where not only
the crowds can sing ‘RUC SS’, but also where they can defeat the heavily
armed members of the force by forcing them to leave the venue.
The meaning that punks gave to their music and lifestyle is somewhat
idealised both by the directors and by Hooley himself. The scene where the
Outcasts are coming back from a relatively low-key tour and are stopped
by a British Army patrol shows how humour and candour are used as
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weapons far more powerful than the machine guns held by the soldiers.
When one of them asks the members of the band where they are from,
he is surprised to see that they all come from different neighbourhoods,
and he turns to Hooley and says: ‘You’re telling me some of these fuckers
are Protestant and some are Catholic?’ to which Hooley replies: ‘Never
occurred to me to ask’, reinforcing the non-sectarian dimension by being
blind to the issue itself.
Ultimately, Good Vibrations is a deeply irreverent film. It fits into the
grand narrative of punk as benevolent and above all classes. Much as the
punk movement did, the film depoliticises and delegitimises violence,
although it is ever-present, as it is riddled with clips that give some background to the conflict. As the directors explained subsequently, ‘In the edit
we kind of thought of the film as a sort of punk fanzine; if you needed
something you would just cut it out and stick it in. It was that kind of cut
and paste feel’24 Throughout the film, Hooley’s develops a two-fold strategy
to cope with the conflict. First, he does not take it wholly seriously. But
more importantly, he believes first and foremost in the power of music to
overcome sectarian divisions. By doing so, he has replaced his father’s old
Marxist adage, ‘Workers of the world unite’ with ‘Punks of the North, unite’.

24

The radical underground punk scene was itself exposed in the 2013 film Good
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5

Just Books: An Alternative Bookstore in Belfast

In the last decade, various publications or artistic events have documented
and looked at alternative cultural, political and economic movements and
discourses in post-conflict Northern Ireland. They all use the common
phrase ‘Alternative Ulster’ borrowed from a song written by the Belfast
punk band Stiff Little Fingers in 1979.1 The following are but a few examples of new discourses about Northern Irish society.
The exhibition ‘Mapping Alternative Ulster’ hosted at the Market
Place Theatre and Arts Centre in Armagh until January 2017 challenged
the traditional representations of divisions in Northern Ireland by showing
a ‘more nuanced […] landscape, rural and urban (which) is much more than
a site of conflict’.2 The Alternative Ulster Magazine (2003–2012) offered
an outlet for alternative music, arts and culture. In 2013, broadcaster Mark
Carruthers published Alternative Ulsters: Conversation on Identity which
considers the complex building of identities in Northern Ireland.
Therefore, the post-conflict period in Northern Ireland seems to allow
for spaces that challenge dominant discourses on political divisions and give
a voice to the voiceless. The relative peace seems to foster a more reflexive
attitude to conflicting views of the past and to allow for the examination
of alternative attitudes and practices to the mainstream antagonisms.
Since the beginning of the peace process in the 1990s, a host of oral
history projects by academics or voluntary organisations have documented
the lives and experiences of ordinary people during the conflict. The number
of narratives once silenced is quite impressive: they focus on victims and
1
2

The radical underground punk scene was itself exposed in the 2013 film Good
Vibrations.
<www.mappingalternativeulster.net> and <nmni.com/um/What-s-on/CurrentExhibitions/Mapping-Alternative-Ulster>, accessed 5 July 2017.
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survivors, on women, on prison inmates, to name but a few.3 They either
document traumatic experiences or the everyday lives of people that provide a discourse different from the war-torn image of Northern Ireland
previously emphasised in the media and public discourse. Among the many
examples of this phenomenon are the pictures produced by community
photographers such as Sean McKernan, Bill Kirk or Frankie Quinn during
the 1980s, which are now gaining a new interest by researchers.4
Therefore, it would seem that the current period is more conducive
to reflections on marginalised, silenced experiences and practices that
provided counter-discourses during the conflict. However, we have yet to
see what will emerge from this process of acknowledgement, that is, what
space will these counter discourses be given in future historical narratives,
what political lessons can be drawn from them.
This paper concentrates on Just Books, an alternative bookshop in
Belfast which opened in 1978 and closed in the 1994, and eventually reopened in May 2016. Just Books was the main bookstore where radical
3

4

Accounts of the conflict include: BBC Radio Ulster Legacy, <http://www.bbc.
co.uk/history/recent/troubles/legacy.shtml>; Dúchas Living History Project, Falls
Community Council, 1999, <http://www.duchasarchive.com>; Marie Smyth and
Marie-Therese Fay, Personal Accounts from Northern Ireland’s Troubles (London:
Pluto Press, 2000); Ken Wharton, A Long Long War: Voices from the British Army
in Northern Ireland, 1969–1998 (West Midlands, Helion and Company, 2008);
ACP, Ardoyne: The Untold Truth (Belfast: Beyond the Pale, 2002); Accounts of the
Conflict, digital archive INCORE, <http://accounts.ulster.ac.uk/repo24/index.
php> (accessed 3 September 2018); Laura Aguiar and Cahal McLaughlin, We Were
There: Experiences of women in the Maze and Long Kesh Prison (Belfast, Digital or
Visual Products, 2014); ‘Who Tells What to Whom and How: The Prisons Memory
Archive’, p-e-r-f-o-r-m-a-n-c-e 1, no. 1, Fall 2014, <http://www.p-e-r-f-o-r-m-an-c-e.org/?p=139>; Our Generation: NV-TV Belfast (<http://www.nvtv.co.uk>);
Silvia Calamati, ‘The trouble we’ve seen ...’ Women’s Stories from the North of Ireland
(Dublin : Colour Books, 2002); Helen Harris, Eileen Healy (eds), ‘strong about it
all …’ : Rural and urban women’s experiences of the security forces in Northern Ireland
(Derry: North West Women’s/Human Rights Project Publications, February 2001).
Mathilde Bertrand, ‘“A Tool for Social Change”: Community Photography at Belfast
Exposed’, Revue LISA/LISA e-journal, online version, 21 July 2015, <http://lisa.
revues.org/8770>. Accessed 8 July 2017. Fabrice Mourlon, ‘Témoigner de l’intérieur:
l’œuvre photographique de Frankie Quinn à Belfast’, Revue LISA/LISA e-journal,
vol. XII-n° 3 | 2014, online version 13 June 2014, <http://lisa.revues.org/6051>,
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publications were sold and disseminated, thus enabling a marginal but
alternative political expression during the conflict. It was born out of an
anarchist collective, a fluid, loosely-organised and small-scale movement in
Belfast. Shedding light on this particular place is not accidental and draws
on my own experience as a French student who came to work as a foreign
assistant in Belfast in 1989–1990. I lived with a family who were members
of the Communist Party of Ireland, a very small political organisation with
a limited audience. This experience allowed me to gain access to specific
types of cultural and political attitudes and provided me with a particular
outlook on the situation in Northern Ireland.
Studying anarchism in Northern Ireland allows the exploration of
another specific type of attitudes and discourse since the movement advocates anti-hegemonic values such as the emancipation of the individual
through self-help, community life, gender equality and union activism to
overthrow the state system deemed to be authoritarian.5 Besides, anarchism
challenges the binary conception of politics in Northern Ireland. Indeed,
Nationalism and Unionism, in spite of their evolution and transformation,
have remained at the centre of political life. Finally working on small-scale
and marginal groups such as the anarchist movement also challenges our
research practices. This paper addresses the following questions: what is
the significance of researching small alternative groups? To what extent did
Just Books and the Belfast Anarchist Collective challenge cultural, social
political ideas and practices during the conflict?

Alternative Research Practices?
Researching marginal and/or marginalised groups is not a new phenomenon. It is rooted in the ‘history from below’-type historiography and in
the Oral History movement of the 1960s.6
5
6

Daniel Guérin, L’anarchisme (Paris: Gallimard, 1981).
See, for instance, Hélène Wallenborn, ‘Les attitudes de l’historien face aux témoins’,
Bulletin de l’AFAS, Archives des Sonorités, <http://afas.revues.org/2421>, accessed
21 October 2017.
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Researching Just Books and the Belfast Anarchist Collective falls within
that oral research perspective, as the bookshop and the collective have kept
very few documents. Dave Hyndman, one of the early members of the
movement, indicated in an interview that at the time no record of their
activities was kept, as they didn’t think in terms of posterity, focussing on
the here and now rather than on the future.7
Some primary and secondary sources can be found at the Linen Hall or
the Central Library in Belfast, for instance the Belfast Anarchist Collective
(BAC) magazine Outta Control, which came out in the early 1980s, every
four weeks, and expressed the opinions and concerns of the movement.8
Material relating to the punk scene in Belfast can be a source of information due to the porous relationship between both movements. At least two
publications contain articles written by members of the Belfast Anarchist
Collective: Sean O’Neill & Guy Trelford, It makes you want to spit: The
Definitive Guide to Punk in Northern Ireland9 and Ian Glasper, The Day
the Country Died: History of Anarcho Punk 1980–1984, 2012.10 Documents
related to Just Books usually consist of sources produced by the bookshop
collective itself in the form of information sheets with a few photographs.
The collective kept a list of bookstore addresses from all around the world
with which Just Books collaborated, together with a number of posters and
some propaganda material printed by the bookstore itself. Lastly, a radio
programme ‘Black flag over Belfast’ was produced by Laura Haydon from
South Wales University and a number of amateur films are stored on a
Belfast online TV channel, NVTV: most of them are cabaret – style satirical
shows about the political situation in Northern Ireland.
7
8
9
10

Interview with Dave Hyndman (Belfast, February 2016).
An online resource on anarchism in Ireland: irishanarchisthistory.wordpress.com/
about/>, accessed 24 October 2017.
Sean O’Neill & Guy Trelford, It makes you want to spit: The Definitive Guide to Punk
in Northern Ireland (Belfast: Reekus Music Irl Ltd, 2003).
See also Ricky Adam, Belfast Punk: Warzone Centre 1997–2003 (Bologna, Damiani,
2017).
Timothy Heron, ‘“Alternative Ulster”: Punk and the construction of everyday life
in 1970s Northern Ireland’, in Sylvie Mikowski and Yann Philippe, eds, Les Cultures
populaires aujourd’ hui (Reims: Epure, 2015), 91–114.
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Since very few written primary documents have been kept, the process
of putting together the history of the anarchist collective relies on interviews
with founding members of the bookstore, some of which were conducted
for an unpublished MA dissertation by D. Nolan in the 2000s.11 But one of
the main sources of information for this paper is Jason Brannigan who ran
the bookstore from the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s and who is a member
of the anarchist movement in Belfast. When I met him for an interview he
spontaneously gave me most of the written documents he had gathered,
including an outline and small sections of a written chapter for a future
book he had planned to write about the experience around Just Books and
the collective. This gesture which illustrated the principle of voluntary and
mutual cooperation at the core of anarchist values, also prompted me to
look for information on collaborative research practices.
An online anarchist journal12 analyses how to do research in Anarchist
Studies. The 2014 issue entitled ‘What is Anarchist Studies?’ gives an insight
into the way some anarchists reflect on their research practices. All the
papers are presented in the unconventional form of videoed interviews.
Amongst them, ‘Research as a Process of Participation’ sheds light on the
research relationship I developed with Jason Brannigan. Thomas Swann,
the contributor, is an anarchist and calls for the researcher himself to be
part of the research process.13 S/he should not step back from the social
movement he/she is investigating but be personally involved. The research
subject should not only be a source of information but should become part
of the process itself, advocating a collaborative and participatory approach,
that is, not doing research ‘on but with’, which fits the anarchists’ agenda
of mutually beneficial projects. For this paper and for future projects on
the topic, Jason and I have developed this type of relationship. Firstly,
Jason is both an object and a subject of the research. Secondly, I am in

11
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D. Nolan, ‘Belfast, Books and Anarchism: A Radical Bookshop in 1980s Belfast.’,
unpublished MA dissertation. The photocopy of the dissertation was provided by
Jason Brannigan.
<anarchist-developments.org>
<www.anarchist-developments.org/index.php/adcs_journal/article/view/82/90>,
accessed 10 July 2017.
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a position of being a political actor through this collaboration, being
involved in a research project and having found funding for a future jointpublication.
This collaborative process echoes research methods of informationgathering in other disciplines. French historians at the Institut d’Histoire
du Temps Présent (IHTP) have reflected on the relationship between the
interviewer and the interviewee in oral history projects raising questions
on the objectivity of both the historian and the witness. They conclude:
Indeed, there is no need for the historian to wonder whether his/her interviewee is
telling the truth or whether he/she should have grounds for consciously or unconsciously alter his/her testimony. ‘Although it is somehow similar to therapeutic
listening, testimonial listening differs in various respects, namely the sharing of experience and refusing interpretation’. This does not however rule out transference and
counter-transference mechanisms which it would be dangerous for historians to
disregard.14 (My translation)

The multidisciplinary approach of the interview method is underlined and
acknowledged by the researchers, and together with reflections from other
disciplines in social sciences, they either adopt a neutral position towards
their interviewees aiming at a more objective collection of information, or

14
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promote the personal involvement of the interviewer with the interviewee,
thus allowing for a co-construction of the research object.15
In the early 1980s, Norbert Elias worked on the issue of involvement
and detachment of the researcher. According to him, scientists had been
able, with time, to tame their emotions and adopt a distanced attitude
towards their object of study, especially when nature was concerned.
However, ‘We do not know, and we can hardly imagine, how a comparable degree of detachment and control may be attained with regard to
social phenomena.
In the humanities and social sciences, the boundary between the object
and subject in the research is often blurred:
The ‘objects’ are also ‘subjects’. The task of social scientists is to explore, and to make
men understand the patterns they form together, the nature and the changing configuration of all that binds them to each other. The investigators themselves form part
of these patterns. They cannot help experiencing them, directly or by identification,
as immediate participants from within.16

Elias concluded his article by calling for a distanced analysis of social
phenomena while accepting that researchers are somehow themselves
immersed in what they study.
So if the researcher is aware of those interactions, s/he may also be
able to keep a reflexive distance. Indeed, the close relationship with the
object of study may also be an advantage. The model of conversational
interviews which involves the interviewer seems an adequate method to
research marginal groups such as anarchists in Northern Ireland. It fosters
trust between the interviewer and interviewee and it meets the anarchist
ethos of mutual benefits in exchanges.

15
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Jacques Guilhaumou, ‘Un récit construit ensemble’ in Béatrice Mesini, Jean-Noël
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Just Books, an Alternative Bookshop in Belfast
The bookshop opened in 1978 on the initiative of a small group of anarchists who would eventually form the Belfast Anarchist Collective.17 Initial
founders included Cahal McLaughlin, who is now Professor at Queen’s
University Belfast, Ronnie Graham, and Rick O’Shea. They were later
joined by Maggie McBride and Marie-Thérèse McGivern. The bookshop
was located in the Smithfield Market area near Castlecourt shopping
centre.
The three original founders met through the small scale but active
anarchist movement in Belfast. They had organised a campaign to defend
Noel and Marie Murray, two anarchists who were sentenced to death in
Dublin for killing a Garda during a bank robbery in 1975. During the campaign Cahal McLaughlin and Ronnie Graham started an anarchist book
stall at Queen’s University Belfast. Rick O’Shea was running an independent print shop on Great Victoria Street which shared premises with Good
Vibration, the record shop, and a wholefood shop called Sassafras. The
print shop printed documents and publications that didn’t have access to
the mainstream publishers as well as posters and record covers for Good
Vibrations in the 1970s, a time when a libertarian, DIY and self-help movement was developing worldwide.18 The setting up of Just Books has to
be considered in this wider context: the development of a network of
independent print shops publishing local community newspapers, the cooperative movement in housing, community photographers, and alternative community bookstores, all of which were providing a new outlet of
expression.

17

18

All the information from this section comes from: photocopies of internal publications by Just Books (notes, bulletin, newsletter to mark the tenth anniversary of the
bookshop, provided by Jason Brannigan); an interview with Jason Brannigan carried out in February 2016 in Belfast; D. Nolan, ‘Belfast, Books and Anarchism: A
Radical Bookshop in 1980s Belfast’, unpublished MA dissertation (the photocopy
of the dissertation was provided by Jason Brannigan).
Interview with Neil Jarman (Belfast, February 2016).
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Although localised and without a historical tradition in Ireland, the
anarchist movement in Northern Ireland was part of the wider rebirth of
anarchism in the western world in the late 1960s as part of the counterculture
movement.19 Prior to this period, anarchist ideology in Ireland had only been
developed within short-lived groups and by a few prominent individuals
during periods of social and political unrest and alongside socialism.20 In
the late nineteenth century its influence was felt with the setting up of the
Dublin branch of the Socialist League in 1885 by the English-born anarchist
Michael Gabriel, and lasted until the mid-1890s.21 The early twentieth century saw the resurgence of anarchism both north and south of the island in
the context of the revolutionary period, which also saw the rise in industrial
unrest in major cities and communal tensions in Belfast. John McAra, a
Scottish anarchist, was instrumental in the establishment of an anarchist
group in Belfast at that time. Another prominent figure of anarchism in
Ireland was Captain Jack White, one of the co-founders of the Irish Citizen
Army, who also fought in the Spanish Civil War.22 It was not until the late
1960s and early 1970s that the anarchist movement developed after young
Irish people who had lived in Britain returned home with these political
ideas. In Northern Ireland a few self-described anarchists were members
of the Northern Irish Civil Rights Movement, for instance John McGuffin
who was involved in People’s Democracy and one of the founders of the
Belfast Anarchist Group in 1967.23
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Just Books is part of this emerging movement of the 1970s. Cahal
McLaughlin, Ronnie Graham and Rick O’Shea set up a bookshop because
they wanted to put forward their political ideas:24
We came up with the idea of a bookshop, because as anarchists we wanted a bit of
a centre, and we wanted to carry on the propaganda activity. Well, we didn’t call it
propaganda, it was more ‘information’, the provision of information that Belfast
seemed drastically bereft of. It was either republican or loyalist, there was little alternative information available […] The bookshop in other words had a couple of
purposes-one would be to provide counter information, or alternative information,
[…] and secondly it would give us the money to set up some sort of centre in Belfast.25

Ronnie Graham’s feeling about Northern Ireland in the 1970s was that:
There was very little politics, and there was very little discussion of things, of how
to do things apart from actually bumping off your enemy. And I think our idea was
that we would try and introduce as many alternative ideas as possible … just generally
a whole left-wing perspective in a city where it was sadly lacking.26

They wanted to counter the militarised and sectarian attitudes that they
thought were pervading Northern Irish politics by adopting an antiauthoritarian ethos:
What the state is doing is trying to present two sides to an argument. There’s the state,
legitimacy, and there’s mad terrorists and there’s only two sides in an argument. To
achieve that they censor, repress, with their troops etc. What the bookshop is trying
to do is to present literature about […] potentials that exist which are hidden by the
ideology of the state. What we’re trying to do is give people an idea that there’s more
to it than just that, get them thinking along different lines, break out of the censorship, to try and start taking control for themselves.27

The only bookshops available at the time were the University Bookstore
which did sell political books but catered mainly for the university area,

24
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and Eason’s and Gardner’s in the city centre, which only sold ‘mainstream’
literature. The founders of Just Books wanted the ordinary person from both
communities in Belfast to have access to alternative literature. They found
the ideal premises in Smithfield as ‘it was equidistant from the bottom of
the Falls and the bottom of the Shankill … it was absolutely critical for us
to be open to both communities’.28
Just books sold radical publications with a left-wing perspective that
was not available elsewhere. They stocked works by Marx and Engels but
would ‘draw the line at Lenin and Trotsky, because we felt that their record
of anti-anarchist activity in the Russian Revolution merited exclusion’.29
Therefore no Marxist ideology that was pro-statist was kept in the bookshop. They sold feminist and children’s books that were ‘gender proofed’,
books about drugs, anarchist cookbooks, literature about environmental
and anti-nuclear issues, as well as gay and lesbian publications. They also
stocked material produced by local grassroots organisations in every community and area. They viewed themselves as ‘the best community relations
business around’.30 They sold independent newspapers published by community and political groups in Belfast, most of which were printed by the
Print Workshop which had moved in the bookstore premises. After much
debate, Just Books also decided to sell Republican News alongside newspapers from loyalist areas such as Shankill News.
The bookstore and its collective were involved in two major campaigns.
The main one was the Prisoner’s Book Scheme which was in keeping with
their education ethos. The scheme was mostly used by republicans but
also by loyalists. Radical books were smuggled in by changing the cover
so they would look like any textbook. Prisoners were grateful for the service: Cahal McLaughlin remembers that 200 republicans signed a poster
thanking Just Books.31
Regarding the ‘National Question’ the collective was more divided,
and this created tensions. Although many members had links with the
28
29
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republican community, they were against the republican ideology which
they saw as ‘statist’. They didn’t want a new state but a ‘32 County DisUnited Ireland’ which implied a ‘libertarian federal or co-operative solution
to the question of Ireland and England’.32 What drew part of the collective
to support the republican cause were the hunger strikes of 1981.33
The other main areas of activity of the collective was environmentalism and the anti-nuclear movement in Ireland. Pamphlets against uranium
mining in Donegal were printed (1978–1979). They tried to be imaginative and created ‘fake Belfast Telegraph posters’ that they plastered around
the city.34
Finally, the collective produced its own magazine with a clear anarchist
ideology: Outta Control.35 Topics ranged from political issues to advice on
contraception and drug use, articles supporting the hunger strikers but also
accounts of soldiers who had served in Northern Ireland and felt they had
been radicalised by their experience. In 1983, a pamphlet called The Other
Yellow Pages – An Alternative Guide to Belfast was published, containing
information on legal rights, gay and women’s information, and tips on
squatting and how not to pay electricity bills.
One of the characteristics of the bookshop and the anarchist movement was their fluidity in terms of organisation and circulation of ideas.
The bookshop was used as a space to support political projects. It was run
as a collective with no paid staff which included between 4 and 12 people,
and was organised as a horizontal structure with meetings once a week.
Funding was carried out in an ad-hoc manner: co-operatives including Good
Vibration provided loans; the Undertones, the famous punk band, played
for them; some loans were granted by the university, which ‘were never
paid back’;36 they worked with a network of other community bookshops
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in the UK and an alternative distributor called PDC Publications. Funds
that were raised were reinvested either in books or in campaigns.
After the bookshop opened a café, the place became a hub for people
of all strands to meet and discuss politics. The room was used to organise
meeting which drew left-wing and radical people. It thus became more
than ‘Just Books’. People from abroad that Cahal McLaughlin considered
‘revolutionary tourists’ came regularly in August. The UDR and Special
Branch came to the café, even if it was understood that they might be there
to collect intelligence. Some academics also visited the facility.37
The bookstore was used for exhibitions and the screening of what
were seen as radical films at the time, about marginalised women such as
prostitutes and victims of domestic violence. Just Books also attracted the
punk community of the 1980s who shared a similar ethos of autonomy and
developed an alternative subculture, although punks tended to be nihilists
and claimed to have no political ideology. They were also anti-sectarian and
engaged in cross-community relations.38 The A Centre was subsequently
created for them in 1981 as a Saturday afternoon event in Carpenter’s, a
gay bar with live bands.
Although the collective tried to maintain its level of activity through
the organization of sporadic book fairs and branching out in the Warzone
Centre, a group that engaged in radical politics, this bustling period came
to an end in the early 1990s. The main reason for the decline of the bookshop was the rising pressure from other bookstores – Waterstones opened
in 1988 – which were selling more and more books on similar topics which
had become mainstream, especially environmentalism and feminism. The
second reason was the urban regeneration of the area with the building of
Castlecourt shopping centre complex in 1989. The imposing modern building disrupted community life in the Smithfield area. Local shops could not
compete with the supermarkets; the area lost its feel and character; it became
isolated from the other areas with which it was previously in contact (the
37
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Falls and the Shankill) and reduced the flow of people going through it.39
Finally, the original members drifted away from the collective, and fewer
volunteers were prepared to run the bookshop in the 1990s.

Conclusion
Although the bookshop closed in 1994, the anarchist movement in Belfast
survived, meeting in various temporary locations and organizing book fairs
until 2016 when Just Books re-opened on 22 Henry Street.40 The resurgence
of anarchism in Northern Ireland comes in a context of social and political dissatisfaction among the population. The region has been badly hit
by the recession of 2008, its constitutional position is threatened by difficulty in restoring power-sharing institutions and by the Brexit negotiations. Nowadays, the anarchist movement is supported by a network of
active groups, such as the Workers Solidarity Movement founded in 1984
with members in Dublin, Cork, Limerick, Galway, Belfast and Derry.41
Although they left the movement, the founding members of Just Books
continue to be involved in new trends of ‘alternative Ulster’: Dave Hyndman
is the head of NVTV,42 an online alternative TV channel in Belfast. It produced Our generation, an archive of personal stories offering an alternative
outlook on Northern Ireland during the conflict.
In fact, much of the coverage has inevitably concentrated on violence,
political groupings, the clash of ideologies, the military, police and prisons
and more latterly the change from the long war to the peace process.
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The intention of this archive was to be different. It is not so much a hidden heritage,
more an unrecorded one of two generations of people, who tried new ideas, new ways
of engaging people in actions to effect change and build a modern society. Whether
their efforts were intentionally focused or not, many of the results of those efforts
became the building blocks of the society we live in today. When viewing the personal
stories, we should remember that the majority of people were young, sometimes
very young people, when they became involved in social and community action.43

Cahal McLaughlin is professor at Queen’s University Belfast and is involved
in various memory projects on prisons in Northern Ireland.44 It is then
essential to research marginalised cultural and political expressions in
Northern Ireland as they provide a counter-discourse to the hegemonic
‘two-community’ narrative of its history.

43 <ourgeneration.northernvisions.org/about/>, accessed 12 July 2017.
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Cathal McLaughlin, We Were There: Experiences of women in the Maze and Long
Kesh Prison (Belfast, Digital or Visual Products, 2014).
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6 Seán Hillen’s Troubles: A Long-Censored
Satire of the Conflict

Born in 1961 in Newry, Co. Down, Seán Hillen studied at the Belfast College
of Art, the London College of Printing and the Slade School of Fine Art. As
a child and adolescent, he witnessed and experienced the Troubles. Before
he settled in Dublin in the 1990’s, he regularly travelled from London to
his hometown, which is likely to have caused him to question the political
situation and possibly led to a form of ‘cultural schizophrenia’. Years before
he embarked on his widely acclaimed Irelantis series,1 Hillen had devised
several sets of photomontages dealing with the Troubles in a satirical manner.2
4 Ideas for a New Town (1982), Jesus Appears in Newry (1991–1992),
Londonnewry, A Mythical Town (1983–1992), Northern Sunsets, and Newry
Gagarin (1992) are series of collages in a postcard format which collate
Hillen’s black and white documentary photographs of the Troubles, popular images related to American movies or the space odyssey, kitsch icons of
Jesus or romantic Irish landscapes. A postmodern satirist, Hillen offers a
provocative interpretation of the conflict by pasting together real and fictitious, serious and comical, Irish, English or American images. Although the
hybrid scenes he composes toy with the utopian genre and prove irresistibly
humorous, they convey a fierce criticism of the Northern-Irish conflict and
its mass-media representations.
1

2
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Collage is fundamentally critical and subversive.3 It is an exploratory
practice and an experimental art form which aims to reconfigure a reality
that is not acceptable in the eyes of the artist. By collecting ready-made
images, cutting into them compulsively, then painstakingly assembling these
tiny fragments to recreate an alternative world, Hillen digests a reality that
he cannot stand. His collage technique never boils down to mere quotation: it spawns reconfigurations of reality. Jean-Marc Lachaud’s definition
of collage seems particularly relevant to Hillen’s works: ‘The art of collage
discards harmony and order to foreground shock and disorder, it neglects
artificial beauty which is seen as forged, to celebrate a wild and convulsive
beauty which is truer, it opts furiously for intoxication and blasphemy to
imagine (and create) future territories’.4 Indeed, collage enables artists to
‘alter, expose, ridicule, or transform the coherence of ideologies’;5 it springs
from an immense desire to alter reality, severe, cut into, tear reality apart
with one’s own hands.6 The praxis is as essential as the object created: the
recycling process requires time and the interval between the collecting,
or hoarding, the dismembering and the recycling of the images is part of
the creation process. One may argue that the compulsive cuts are coping
strategies which buffer the anxiety of the dissenting artist. The fact that
Hillen was diagnosed with Asperger Syndrome – as he discovered in 2014 –
casts light on his appeal for a utopian form of collage. As he explains,
people with Asperger tend to ‘fall in an art/creative/technical role in life,
somewhat out of the usual order’, and to have ‘a highly-or-over-developed
sense of justice and feeling an obligation to improve or ‘cure’ the world,
personally’.7 In his book on collage, David Banash observes that ‘the desire
3
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to gather together, to paste, to make a new whole is sometimes a utopian
gesture but one that is almost always profoundly nostalgic’.8
Collage, as has been noted, negotiates reality, operating at its intersection with fantasy. This ontological tension is crucial to Hillen’s works:
the technique allows the artist to fashion his own re-imagined world while
remaining anchored in the reality from which he extracts cultural fragments. By opting for collage as a response to the artistic dilemma that many
artists growing up in Northern Ireland in the 1960s and 1970s had to face,
Hillen critically fictionalises the conflict. Endowed with a utopian drive, the
Troubles photomontages provide a satirical representation of the conflict.

Disjointing the Real
In 2013, Seán Hillen’s 120 black-and-white documentary photographs
from the era of the Troubles (acquired as a permanent collection by the
National Library of Ireland) were published by The History Press, Dublin,
under the title Melancholy Witness. The artist had not previously exhibited these photographs but had used fragments of them in his Troubles
photomontages, which is noteworthy as it evidences his scepticism about
the evidential value of the images while, at the same time, betraying his
perception of his role as an artist rather than an eye-witness.
Various reasons account for Hillen’s choice of technique. Like many
other Northern Irish artists who had a direct experience of the conflict
and grew up with mass-media representations of sectarian violence, Hillen
became aware of the ambiguity of lens-based images. Witnessing the
Troubles provoked an anxiety in artists, be they writers, painters or photographers, regarding their role and the relevance of their artistic choices
in such a context. Photographers had to contend ‘with an environment in
which, due to the over-saturation of news reports and photo-journalism

8
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that has often peddled clichéd imagery, the realist aesthetics had become
problematic’.9 Many Northern Irish artists ( John Kindness, Dermot
Seymour, Victor Sloan, Willy Doherty to name just a few) reacted to
the biased mass-media coverage of the Troubles10 and started to look for
ways of picturing the conflict that stirred debate rather than imposed an
interpretation. Hillen came to the conclusion that ‘anyone who has lived
through the Northern-Irish conflict […] will have learned that there exists
such a thing as the ‘Dirty War’ and that, as Oscar Wilde put it, ‘The pure
and simple truth is rarely pure, and never simple.’11 The fact that Hillen
recycled his own photographs of the conflict – which he could have used
as evidential documents – and that he dismembered these war scenes to
produce hybrid objects, betrays his awareness that photography, even if it is
a purveyor of truth, was not sufficient to convey the violence and what the
artist perceived as the absurdity of the Troubles. Victor Sloan, a Northern
Irish artist who similarly used his own photographs of the Troubles in
critical assemblages, was equally convinced that photography was unable
to open up debates on the situation. The layers inherent to collage seemed
the best choice. Hillen’s early works therefore disclose what he calls ‘the
contradictions, the black comedies, and the myths related to the Northern
Conflict’.12 Combining black and white documentary photography and
colourful mass media images, postcards or comics were a means to avoid
the pitfalls of realism.13 The deliberate constructedness of the collages further testifies to the artist’s eagerness to question the medium’s relevance in
a context of intense violence. In the Troubles photomontages, the use of
9
10
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black and white photographs as a visual substitute for truth, as opposed to
colour ones which are liable to image-manipulation, strengthens the opposition between dream and reality, truth and fiction, history and myth. The
combination of different representational systems and genres strengthens
the sense of incoherence and artificiality while providing critical distance.
By using documentary photographs, Hillen asserted his political role and
connected art with life. But by fragmenting this reality, he reclaimed his
role as an interpreter or commentator of reality.
Having observed the conflict from the British and the Irish sides as he
navigated between London and Newry or Belfast, Hillen felt entitled to
challenge the oversimplified views his British audience had of the conflict:
‘the British were very heavily, crudely and subtly propagandised to accept
the State’s policy and behaviour, and […] I could use my personal experience and our common and separate cultural experiences to communicate
directly with them’.14 Though he does not discuss Hillen’s works, Shane
Alcobia-Murphy convincingly explains that the artists’ move-away from
realism ‘is neither an abdication of artistic responsibility on their part nor
an unwillingness to bear witness due to qualms of voyeurist prurience’. He
adds that ‘what each work deliberately highlights is the disjunction between
event and artefact, the dangers of aestheticisation of conflict and the pressing need to counteract the narcotic banality and simplicity of media stereotype, sleepwalking as they do ‘the line between panic and formulae’’.15
Discarding the spectacularisation of war by the mass-media, artists such as
Hillen elaborated distancing devices to eschew partisanship and leave room
for critical analysis. The aesthetics of disjunction which lies at the core of
collage counters the one-sidedness of official or media coverage of violence.
Like Northern-Irish contemporary literature,16 Hillen’s collages foreground
multiple, often conflicting perspectives. The artist makes his intentions clear:
At that time or now I had little interest in making or, for that matter, experiencing polemic or didactic art, which comes from a point of ‘knowing better’ than
the viewer and telling one how it is. I really wanted, while conveying my ideas and
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impressions, to make the whole thing more open-handed, and that’s partly why I
like the rough collage construction, in that you clearly see the way the thing is made,
and that’s part of it. […] They’re definitely all meant to provoke thought, and usually
to make you laugh.17

Hillen’s reconstructions of the conflict are both subjective and equivocal.
The dialectical approach and referential instability entailed by the visual
hybridity of the collages is heightened by the use of series, duplicating the
process on a larger scale. While it fosters dialectism rather than repetition,
seriality also promotes multiplicity and interpretative openness. Meeting
the Dead 2 for instance (Figure 6.1) delivers no immediately understandable message as the representations of the Troubles are decontextualised.
A burnt bus, initially situated near the Divis flats in Belfast, is transposed into an imaginary Alpine scenery. The Divis complex, where several
riots took place, and the Divis tower, which was used as an observation post
by the British Army during the Troubles, are visual symbols of the conflict.
Through such decontextualisations, Hillen resists the iconizing power of
photography. The anatomic figure depicted in the scene as well as the title
of the series refer to actual death while the toy train unexpectedly emerging
from the block as well as the snow-capped mountains introduce an eerie
playfulness. This mixture of gravity and facetiousness is the hallmark of
Hillen’s works. He is interested in ‘the weird territories and overlaps of that
‘play’, and ‘real’ violence, the inclination to and fascination with it’.18 As a
child he was fascinated with guns and as a young adult he hoarded war toy
packaging as collage material, thinking about his childhood experiences.
Hillen’s collages, foregrounding as they do disjunctions and fractures,
are the visual equivalents of the literary or poetic syntactic deconstruction and silences which Alcobia-Murphy sees as a distinctive feature of
Troubles literature:19 the visual rifts in the images and the lack of continuity
create narrative lacunae. From a technical point of view, the collage induces
ellipses: it masks, conceals and transforms the real, thereby being a visual
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Figure 6.1. Meeting the Dead 2, 1987, 30 × 36 cm.

metaphor for memory, which is infected with omissions, distortions, and
silences. It dismantles any foreclosed discourse, leaving discursive wounds
open, tearing apart consensus.
Among the visual fragments that Hillen recycles are mass media images
epitomising violence such as explosions, military paraphernalia or vehicles which abound in war-related TV footage. In Ideas for a New Town, 7
(Permanent Collection, Imperial War Museum, London), Hillen juxtaposes
black and white depictions of the Troubles and the fictional red flames of
an unidentified catastrophe in the background. The Royal Festival Hall
(South Bank, London), featured in the collage, represents culture and order
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threatened by a conflict that is no longer held at a distance. The surface
of the collage – parodying postcards and their iconizing fetishism20 – is
haunted by visual traces of violence which become a spectacle.
What Hillen’s assemblages suggest is that the image, shaped by ideology, subsumes the narrative of the conflict henceforth freezing its understanding. As Susan Sontag argues,
in an era of information overload, the photograph provides a quick way of apprehending something and a compact form for memorizing it. […] Something becomes
real – to those who are elsewhere, following it as ‘ news ’ – by being photographed.
But a catastrophe that is experienced will often seem eerily like its representation.21

This comes close to Baudrillard’s argument that ‘in all these vicissitudes [of
war and terror], what stays with us, above all else, is the sight of the images.
This impact of the images, and our fascination with them, are necessarily what we retain, since images are, whether we like it or not, our primal
scenes’.22 The role of images, he further analyses, is highly ambiguous:
For, at the same time as they exalt the event, they also take it hostage. They serve to
multiply it to infinity and, at the same time, they are a diversion and a neutralization […]. The image consumes the event, in the sense that it absorbs it and offers it
for consumption. Admittedly, it gives an unprecedented impact, but it impacts as
image-event.23

Against this background, the collage or assemblage counters the imageevent and reintroduces discursivity. It is also an answer to the irrepresentability of violence and horror. Collages are therefore ‘an ethical and artistic
imperative to respond to violence imaginatively’.24
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A Critical De-Realisation of the Conflict
Hillen fictionalises the Troubles through various devices. He has long been
fascinated with the utopian tradition and its dystopian counterpart, as the
titles indicate: Ideas for a New Town sketches the promise of a better world;
Northern Sunsets promises romantic landscapes while the Apparition series
mockingly announces salvation. The postcard format and miniature scale
of the images reinforce the mock utopian innuendoes in the works. The
idealised world mapped out by postcards jars with war imagery, creating a
comical effect. The fragments of documentary photographs pasted onto
the imaginary scenes reintroduce the principle of reality.
The outlandishness of Hillen’s collages – here to be understood literally – is particularly blatant in the Newry Gagarin series, in which Hillen
makes cosmonauts or space vessels land in Northern Ireland. In Gagarin 11
(Figure 6.2), the artist himself, dressed as a cosmonaut, comes out of his
car only to find himself under the surveillance of a mysterious spy faced
with a paramilitary pointing his firearm at him.
The landscape is unreal except for the iconic cottages to be seen on
the right. The different sizes of the visual fragments and the mismatched
edges of the images increase the impression of incoherence, giving the
whole picture the aspect of a surreal scene.25 One may view the reference
to the Space Odyssey in Hillen’s collages as a pun (stemming from an analogy between Yuri and Newry), or as an autobiographical note given that
Hillen was born shortly after the landing (‘I was born about an hour after
he landed, and couldn’t resist the Newry Gagarin pun and opportunity
for pictures’, the artist notes)26 or, more seriously perhaps, as a reference
to colonization. Re-imagining and imagineering the conflict allow the
25
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Figure 6.2. Gagarin 11, 1992, 23 × 20 cm.

artist to subversively overthrow authority and order. The détournement,
to borrow from Guy Debord’s terminology,27 frees photography from the
reality principle, thereby turning it into a vehicle for distanced protest.
Herbert Marcuse considers imagination, which encompasses subjectivity and the presentation of contradiction, as uncolonised by the prevailing
ideologies and therefore as a possibility for regeneration and resistance.28 To
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Marcuse, art is a place in the mind where one allows for a recombination
of experiences, a suspension of the rules that govern daily life, a denial of
gravity. The radical potential of art lies in its ability to play both within and
outside the reality principle.29 Yet to be effective, art must exert its capacity for estrangement, which is what Hillen’s photomontages do. Marcuse’s
utopian vision of art, rooted in the regenerative power of imagination,
is nonetheless slightly disenchanted in Hillen’s works: violence is represented in a fictionalised way but is nonetheless ubiquitous. Such potential
of imagination and irrationality to foster renewal and emancipation may
also be traced in R. D. Laing’s contention that ‘madness need not be all
breakdown. It may also be breakthrough’.30 Hillen’s collages also are emancipatory breakthroughs.
Hillen’s détournements never verge on pastiche as the critical intent is
obvious. In several collages, he blurs the line between fiction and reality by
using cowboy and Indian motifs or action movie characters, thereby suggesting that the script for the conflict is preordained. As Tim Heron writes:
[Violent] events take their place in a long and desperate history of images of violence,
in which the language is conventional: the body shot and dumped by the road, the
bomb with the warnings phoned too late, the reactions, the condemnations, the
retaliations. These are part of the recognizable vocabularies and image archives of
political assassinations and its aftermath.31

The experience of violence is mediated through imagery. Sontag notes that
‘ideologies create substantiating archives of images, representative images,
which encapsulate common ideas of significance and trigger predictable
thoughts, feelings’.32 This repository of images includes documentary as
well as fictitious ones. Hillen’s collages refer to such coalescence of fiction
and reality toying with the unrealistic impression of déjà-vu, an experience
that Seamus Heaney’s opening lines for his 1972 poem Wintering Out
29
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mentions: ‘And it was déjà-vu, some film made / Of Stalag 17, a bad dream
with no sound’. The conflation of reality and fiction in the representation
of war-related violence has been underscored by Jean Baudrillard, who
argues that in the media, representations of terrorist attacks reality and
fiction are intertwined and even inverted: ‘reality is everywhere infiltrated
by images, virtuality and fiction’.33 The mass-media transform reality into
spectacle but the mass-visual imagery of violence and terrorism pre-exist or
predate the event so that reality and fiction are enmeshed. Military vehicles
may fascinate people and are part of the spectacle of war and our destruction fantasies as evoked by Baudrillard. War tourism (i.e. black tourism)
further evidences people’s fascination with conflict and its visible, urban
symptoms. Hillen’s use of postcards layout is an explicit criticism of the
spectacularisation of war and war tourism in Northern Ireland.
War as spectacle is foregrounded in 4 Ideas for a New Town, in which
Hillen pastes cowboys and Indians in the streets of Belfast. The composition
is nonetheless suffused with both childish playfulness – the artist reports
having played cowboys and Indians or Provos and Brits interchangeably
when he was a child – and motivated criticism since the Irish, like the
Indians, have long been stereotyped as aggressive, rebellious and savagely
uncontrollable. The mass media, particularly the British media, have portrayed the Nationalists and the IRA as bloodthirsty terrorists, therefore
de-politicizing the conflict. There, what Hillen brings up first and foremost is the manner in which fiction frames our understanding of reality.
In Northern Sunsets (Figure 6.3), he recycles stereotyped male figures from
war or crime comics in aggressive stances, being aware that the semiotics
of these popular media are visually codified and contaminate real perceptions of war.
In other compositions, the characters come from The Professionals, a
British TV series (1977–1983) which featured members of the CI5, referencing to the real MI5. The show foregrounded firearms and was criticised
for its violence. The Military Intelligence service, accused of siding with the
loyalists in some instances, was in charge of intelligence-gathering during
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Figure 6.3. Northern Sunsets, 1992, 23 × 25 cm.

the Troubles (in conjunction with the RUC). Hillen is aware of the collusion between the British State, its Intelligence and Military troops and
loyalist paramilitary groups.34 The reference to spy movies in his collages
is an artistic response to sensational stories, like the one of Stateknife, or
Freddie Scappaticci, allegedly Britain’s top agent inside the IRA. Hillen’s
awareness of the importance of intelligence services, double-agents and
34
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organised internal divisions is reflected in the collages which surreptitiously
lay bare the dark story of the dirty war. Hillen’s references to crime-action
drama series or cowboy movies also expose male violence and fascination
with firearms on both sides: the rifles and guns, the military vehicles and
police cars that he puts to the fore bring to mind myths of guerrilla warfare
and masculinity that operate in real conflicts. In fact, the heroification of
the fighter, the rebel, the terrorist, or the security forces may be evidenced
both in reality and in fiction.
The use of kitsch is yet another distancing device through which Hillen
vents his irony. Like Irish artist John Kindness, who had represented sectarian violence in frescoes borrowing from the graphics of comic strips,
Hillen disrupts common expectations as to the visual representations of
the Troubles but also as to high art. One may compare Hillen’s collages to
John Kindness’ mosaics, notably the Ninja Turtle Harp (1991) in which
nationalist kitsch is combined with popular TV programmes glorifying
violence. Both Hillen and Kindness resort to visual ironies. It is worth
noting that in Irony’s Edge, Linda Hutcheon argues that irony can be oppositional and subversive and stresses the role of incongruity and discrepancies
in the discourse of irony: the latter is ‘a possible model for oppositionality whenever one is implicated in a system that one finds oppressive’.35
Hillen’s use of visual irony overturns both power relations and artistic
hierarchies.
Hillen’s work is suffused with kitsch; the artist owns a large collection of vintage photographic postcards, among which are John Hinde’s
photographs (Morisson 2014). His compositions enhance the saturated
colours of postcards but correlate this chromatic language to the Troubles.
The artist’s childhood was also marked by the optimism of the consumer
and media society coming to small-town Ireland,36 hence the collecting
impulse which David Banash keys to critique and nostalgia. It should be
borne in mind that Hillen’s collages are arranged manually and not on
photoshop so that they look like idiosyncratic bricolage. He uses mostly
35
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old images, which induces a sense of nostalgia often correlated to postmodern art. While our cultures become increasingly virtual and mediated by
screens, Hillen’s collages are perceptibly material. The subjective reappropriation of mass-media images reverses our consumerism-driven attitudes
to restore production, agency and uniqueness. ‘By employing collage techniques artists solve the problem of making meaning in a ready-made world.
Through collage, artists find ways to evade, negotiate, reflect, or sometimes
undo the reification of commodity culture’.37 Thereby they restore the
aura of visual images while conjointly mutilating and muting the spectacle
of reality.
Kitsch and subversion are interwoven in collages that foreground
religious imagery recycled in blasphemous compositions. The religious
figures that Hillen uses in the Apparition set are ‘familiar and fondly’ –
even though the artist is a non-believer – but conducive to a criticism
of religion and sectarianism. Several artists and writers have countered
the influence of religious discourse by parodistic, sacrilegious or satirical
depictions. Hillen’s series featuring Christ, the Virgin Mary or saints brings
to mind David Godbold’s The Unreliable Narrator Series, but also Patrick
Graham’s sacrilegious representations of Mother Ireland and Patrick
McCabe’s scathing portrayal of the clergy in The Butcher Boy for instance.
In Jesus Appears in Newry, Christ comically appears behind a man in a
scaring military gear aiming his gun at us in an aggressive manner. The
sacrilegious humour conceals a vindication of Irish nationalism and its
anchorage in religious discourse and martyrdom. On the walls, we catch
sight of graffiti commemorating the Easter Rising: ‘1916 Honour Ireland
Dead’. On the other side, a tag commemorates Pat McGeown, a member
of the IRA who took part in the 1981 Hunger Strike.38 The presence of
the young boy in the scene may suggest that the conflict is transmitted
from one generation to another without the new generation being able to
avoid getting involved. As to Christ, is he encouraging the paramilitary
to fight for the nation and its martyrs or is he warning him of the dangers
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of military fight? The composition connects Catholicism with military
action, a long trope in Irish history.
The utopian – and dystopian – decontextualisation that we have previously underscored is accompanied by geographical displacements. Hillen
imports the conflict to England so as to situate the Troubles, viewed by
the English as an Irish question rather than an issue arising from British
imperialism, within the context of British colonialism. But, especially with
hindsight, Hillen views the Troubles as the symptom of post-colonial issues.
He quotes General Frank Kitson’s 1971 book, Low Intensity Operation,
detailing techniques to deal with insurgents and guerrillas, based on his
experiences in British colonies, to evidence the colonial dimension of the
Troubles.
Many montages relocate the Northern Irish conflict in England. In
Ideas for a New Town, 1, the bogside conflict is exported to London, with
a guard in the middle of the collage epitomizing Britishness and power.
In Ideas for a New Town 5 (Figure 6.4), the military cars from the original
photograph are transferred to the bustling streets of London.
The population seems either unaffected or childishly fascinated by the
vehicles. The red car in the foreground, which looks very much like a toy
with the two-dimensional figures merrily gawking at the street, jars with
the military vehicles. The sudden irruption of war-related violence in the
mundane existence of people who, though indirectly part of the conflict, do
not bear the consequences of the war, is what we experience when watching
the news on TV. The collage duplicates the double process of familiarity
and estrangement produced by TV images. Here, Hillen resorts to derision, which is keyed to dissent and resistance.39 The apparatus in the series
is a visual equivalent to the word ‘Troubles’, a semantic trick downplaying the stakes of the conflict, in that the war scenes are reduced to slight
black and white disturbances in the image. The violence of derision is only
verbal – or visual here – so that it contains a more radical violence. The
humour in Hillen’s works should indeed be construed as a containment of
radicalism.
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Figure 6.4. Ideas for a New Town 5, 1985, 30 × 36 cm.

Vilified Irreverence: Satire and Dissent
Humour accomplishes many things: it relieves embarrassment; it signals
aggression; it displays courage in adversity; it serves as a coping mechanism; it functions as an instrument of social influence; it rehearses and
redesigns the categories and concepts of serious discourse. Because it is
perceived as play, humour also offers a ‘way out’ in discourse because it
allows a humourist to take back what he or she says: ‘it was only a joke’
is one oft-voiced disclaimer.40 The visual ironies and the derision at play
in the collages partake of the satirical nature of Hillen’s works. The artist
40
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confesses his admiration for Swift. They satirise as much the conflict itself
as the representations of the Troubles.
As Duval explains, in words that are relevant to Hillen’s practice:
The satirist works on reality by analysing, decomposing, observing it minutely, making
it larger or smaller. From an aesthetic point of view, reality, once thus filtered, becomes
a stylized form which may play differently on the scale of fiction, from realistic
observation to utter fantasy.41

Satire is a mixture of reality and fantasy: it starts from a reality that it purports to criticise but distorts or displaces it to denounce its flaws. ‘Broadly
speaking, satirical referentiality is infected with a dubious realism, or comical realism which is rooted in reality but is distorted by satirical aesthetics’.42 The apocalyptic vision of the satirist and his staging of a chaos that
is exaggerated equally permeates Hillen’s works. Collage obviously lends
itself perfectly to satirical transformations in that satire often resorts to fragments, vignettes and is fraught with discontinuities. Hillen’s works create
carnivalesque reversals and a generic hybridity lodged in the confrontation of serious, documentary photographs and popular, kitsch, or fictional
imagery. The seriousness of the documentary is defiled by the introduction
of low-brow icons. The heterogeneity of Hillen’s collage may be viewed as a
visual counterpart to the literary polyphony that has been tied to satirical
forms. Besides, if the satirist uses a metaphorical microscope to analyse
society,43 Hillen uses microscopes to dissect his ready-made images; size
operates as a distancing device premised on satirical debasement.
While satire has been described by Robert Elliott as a regulatory practice, negotiating shocking taboos and leading to cultural absorption of the
unacceptable,44 or keyed to sublimation processes, since Baudrillard holds
that the image of terrorist violence is our primal scene, one could argue that
Hillen’s satirical collages have a regulatory function. Undoubtedly, they
both convey and contain his own indignation and vent his ire.
41
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As a satirist, Hillen has often been viewed as a polemist: even though
the montages were initially popular and published on the covers of magazines (Creative Camera, the Royal Photographic Journal for instance) and
getting full page in the London Times, his works on the Troubles have
been, according to the artist, ‘actively censored and it was openly cut from
exhibitions on a small number of occasions, heavily censored by omission’;
the Troubles collages were kept out of the Art of the Troubles exhibition at
the Ulster Museum for instance which displayed less provocative artists.45
‘My own work from the period, Hillen says, was to my knowledge widely
and ruthlessly censored, to the point that very little of it was acquired by
public collections with a very few exceptions’.46 He was also dropped at
the last moment from the Cutting Edge exhibition at the Barbican and
IMMA never bought any of Hillen’s works despite featuring Irelantis
prominently. In 2005, the Imperial War Museum, which owns part of the
collages, intended to acquire the collection but the funding was refused
for three years and most of the collages are now in private collections. But
then, ‘there is no peaceful collage’.47
Against the background of the critical debate on postmodern recycling, rewriting, parody, satire or pastiche, opposing Frederic Jameson and
Linda Hutcheon, Hillen’s subversive collage illustrate the capacity of postmodern parody and satire to be ‘both deconstructively critical and constructively creative, paradoxically making us aware of both the limits and
the powers of representation – in any medium’.48 The deconstruction and
reconfiguration at work in the collage become subversive because they
foreground multiple paradoxes that open up dialectical spaces which invite
the viewers to consider the very making of history and the history of their
representations without hypothesizing any discursive rationality or homogeneous historical narrativity.
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7 ‘A Remnant in the Land’: The Ulster Scot,
Writing and Resistance

Ulster-Scots has often been the object of attack. These attacks have taken a
variety of forms. They range from the now classic put-down by the republican Andersonstown News that Ulster-Scots is just a ‘DIY language for
Orangemen’ to the infinitely more worrying Ian Knox cartoon in the
nationalist Irish News which represents the performers at the first night
of the Ulster-Scots stage show, On Eagle’s Wing, as Nazis in kilts dancing at
a Nuremberg-style rally.1 The standard representation is that Ulster-Scots is
simply ‘English with a Ballymena accent,’ or that it is nothing more than, ‘a
mish-mash of bad English, pidgin Irish and Scottish colloquialisms.’2 Thus,
in November 2011, when a small rural school in County Down threatened
with closure was applying to become the venue for an Ulster-Scots education project, another Knox cartoon in the Irish News said it all: ‘There is
no Ulster-Ulster-Scots language.’3 Such statements show something of the
root and branch nature of the attacks, and reflect an infinitely more radical critique and a greater level of stridency than that which is commonly

1
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found elsewhere in Europe with regard to indigenous minority languages
like Gallo, for example. At a broader cultural level, the criticism is just as
radical. In this representation, whatever culture there is is seen as politically driven.4 Fundamentally, it is argued, there is no cultural grounding.
It should to be remembered, however, that hostility to the Ulster-Scots
community goes back much farther than the late 1990s when Ulster-Scots
language and culture were allegedly invented to slough off money that
would otherwise have gone to the Irish language. Whereas today we tend
to look at cultural history in Ireland in terms of a straightforward binary
clash between unionism and nationalism, between a broad Protestant and
a broad Catholic tradition, this simplistic structure is a relatively recent
phenomenon and does not go back much further than the end of the
nineteenth century. When we talk about counter-discourse, resistance, and
alternative readings of events, it may be tempting to imagine that things have
always been placed within the frame of the sterile and ultimately depressing
trench warfare the Northern Irish version of Kulturkampf has developed
into. But of course the history of the Scot in Ulster in both political and
socio-cultural terms has been much more complex, with resistance to the
British State taking up as much if not more of the energy of the community
over the centuries than resistance to the political and cultural projects of
the majority Irish community and the Irish-speaking minority it comprises.
An essential element in the on-going tensions between the UlsterScots community and the British State was the Presbyterianism of the core
group of Ulster-Scots.5 The non-conformity of the Scots in Ulster set them
at loggerheads with the Crown and with the Anglican Church in London
and their representatives in Dublin. The strong tradition of resistance to
authority among Presbyterians6 meant that they were often considered
4
5
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to be what Hillyard, in radically different circumstances, referred to as a
‘suspect community.’7
British analysis of the motives of the community was indeed often
coloured with deep suspicion. The history of the Scottish Presbyterian community in Ulster is thus marked by collective exchanges with the establishment in London or Dublin, frequently channelled through the Presbytery
who sought to defend Presbyterian rights while placing the community’s
position in the best light. More often than not, these declarations were met
with contempt or dismissed as propaganda as with Milton in his ‘Answer
to the Address of the Belfast Presbytery’ (1649) where he accuses what
he calls ‘the Scottish inhabitants of [Ulster]’ and more particularly ‘these
blockish Presbyters of Clandeboye’8 of ‘sedition’ and ‘co-interest and partaking with the Irish Rebels,’9 or the fiercely anti-Presbyterian Swift in his
Presbyterians’ Plea of Merit impartially explained (1733), when he refers to
the ‘Petulancy and Scurrility’ of ‘these Sectaries’ and claims: ‘that a Scottish,
or Northern Presbyterian, hates our Episcopal Establish’d Church, more
than Popery itself.’10 Thus the Scots community in Ulster was repeatedly
suspected of disloyalty and identified with a republican agenda which was
seen as a real threat to the established order.11
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The tradition of Ulster Scots alienation from London, which reached a
climax in the ‘Turn Oot’ in 1798, was re-activated at the time of the Home
Rule crisis as part of the broader political and military resistance to the policies of the Liberal Government. Thus, we have a kilted version of the Ulster
Scot appearing on a postcard in 1912 to coincide with the signing of the
Ulster Covenant.12 This interest in donning tartan regalia re-emerges in the
late 1980s as one of the most visible marketing strategies of the henceforth
dominant variant of ‘British Ulster’ that was being imagined and promoted
by David Trimble’s Ulster Society, the gestation of which coincided exactly
with the secret preparations in London and Dublin that were to culminate
in the signing of the Anglo-Irish Agreement in 1985. So that when the
Cultural Traditions Group was given the job of identifying the frames in
which the cultural war was likely to be fought out, the ‘Scottish’ connection
was already identified as an essential part of the equation, as is evidenced
by the ‘Varieties of Scottishness’ conference organised in Queen’s in 1996.13
So, historically, Ulster-Scots resistance has had to organise itself on
several fronts: on the one hand, vis-à-vis the English, Anglican political and social elite and the cultural norms that their ‘dominant’ culture
imposed, and on the other vis-à-vis the indigenous Irish culture which
was equally dominant on the island of Ireland, if not politically, at least in
demographic terms. However, as regards Ulster-Scots cultural traditions,
there has always been a third front – within the Ulster-Scots community
itself, a fifth column, many of whose members have never considered the
language or culture worth saving.
Once again, this line is traceable through the history of the culture.
As with Irish speakers, upward mobility demanded conformity with and
public adherence to the dominant culture. One of the key aspects of the
battle of ‘the revival’ has indeed been within the community itself, convincing its members that there is such a thing as an Ulster-Scots culture
and language and that they are worth preserving. Suspicion of, if not actual
12
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hostility to Ulster-Scots, is widespread, especially within the comfortable
middle classes who vote Unionist or Alliance, and who see Ulster-Scots as,
at the very best, ‘parochial’, and at worst as frankly embarrassing because
of what is perceived as its essentially ‘redneck’ base. This constituency,
even though largely Ulster-Scots in terms of heritage, is drawn towards
the broader scope, the greater prestige and, above all, the safe intellectual
high ground of ‘metropolitan’ – or indeed Irish – culture.
Given the variety of sources of hostility, it is hardly surprising that the
Ulster-Scots tradition should be sensitive to issues of resistance and counter-discourse. This article looks at evidence within the tradition indicating
the ways in which the Scots in Ulster have responded to outside attacks or
have sought to affirm their own ethos in the face of hostility from whatever
quarter. It calls on examples of writing from the seventeenth century up to
the present day, both literary work and more obviously political material.
The focus will be primarily on the way the Ulster-Scots community constructs a vision of itself in relation to challenges from without. It is in this
way – sometimes within the intimacy of the minority language, and in the
demographics of a minority culture – that we will see emerging a radically
different representation of the Ulster Scot from that which is portrayed in
hostile propaganda, whatever the source.

Religion and Resistance: The Example of Alexander Peden
In 2009, The Ullans Press published a reprint of part of Patrick Walker’s,
Some Remarkable Passages of the Life and Death of Mr Alexander Peden:
Late Minister of the Gospel of New Glenluce in Galloway, published in Belfast
in 1755, taken from the original edition, first published in Edinburgh in
1724.14 The book contains a series of micro-narratives covering the life of
the Reverend Peden, who was considered by his Covenanting followers
14
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in Scotland and the North of Ireland to be a prophet and a martyr. Based
on first-hand accounts gathered by Walker ‘in the years 1722 and 1723,’ it
records Peden’s activities in the 1670s and 1680s both in Scotland and in
the North of Ireland. His preaching, transmitted through popular memory
in the community before being consigned to print, is characterised by
extraordinary energy, a hypnotic lyricism and a visionary, transcendent
eloquence. In political terms, it was overtly subversive in its virulent attacks
on what Peden considered the tyranny of Charles II in seeking to impose
conformity onto an episcopal form of church government in Scotland.
Inevitably, that debate – and the violence it generated – spilled over into
the North of Ireland when Peden sought refuge on a number of occasions
in the Scots communities in Armagh and County Down, but particularly
in Mid-Antrim in the hills outside Ballymena around Glenwherry. He and
his fellow Scots covenanting ministers such as Richard Cameron operate
within what they considered to be a single cultural province linking the
west of Scotland and North-East Ulster across the St George’s Channel.
Thus, a considerable proportion of Peden’s message is addressed to the Scots
community in Ulster, as when he prophesies the ‘rebellion’ in Ireland in
1688 or the siege of Derry the following year, as evidenced by the following
passage for 4 February 1685:
[…] Oh secure Ireland, a dreadful day is coming upon thee, within a few years, that
they shall ride many miles and shall not see a reeking house in thee: Oh hunger,
hunger in Derry, many a black and pale face shall be in thee; and fire, fire upon a
town, whose name I have forgot – which was all burnt to ashes. This had an exact
accomplishment four years thereafter.15

In many ways, the account of Peden’s ministry in Scotland and Ireland
serves as a template for what is going to harden into the self-representation
of the Ulster-Scots community as a marginalised group, in conflict with
the surrounding community and with the State, unjustly persecuted and
abandoned to its fate. Peden is engaged in active resistance against what
15
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he sees as a corrupt and tyrannical political elite in London. At one level,
therefore, confrontation can be read as a narrative of the resistance of the
untainted periphery to the corruption of the metropolitan centre. But it is
vital to note that it is also a story of abandonment by the community’s own
home-grown elite, the ministers of the Presbyterian Church in Scotland
and in Ireland, who are accused of apostasy because many of them are
prepared to compromise with the Establishment. In some very powerful
passages, Peden tells his followers that they ‘shall have neither minister nor
magistrate amongst them’ and that they ‘shall be despised and undervalued
by all.’16 Peden’s preaching constantly underlines the depth of alienation
of the community from authority, an alienation based on the conviction
in the predisposition of the elite (even the ministers of their own Kirk)
to betray the Gospel truth – and the community they are supposed to
serve – for their own material security.
Significantly, all the preaching referred to in the book takes place outside the church. Indeed, the church is never the locus of the word of God.
Preaching takes place in the wilderness, the farm, the field: ‘About this time,
upon a Sabbath-night, he preached in a shield or sheep-house, in a desaert
place.’ The text therefore idealises the marginality of the Calvinist hero, his
exclusion from all the trappings of State-sponsored power.
Indeed, the narrative presents a model which establishes suspicion of
all institutions as the norm. Peden’s deep-rooted hostility to the intellectual
and social elite is balanced with a parallel conviction in the concentration
of truth in the hands of the (uninstructed) people.
Underpinning this narrative of isolation is the assertion of the validity of the minority, and the active valorisation of what Peden repeatedly
refers to as the ‘remnant’. Like many within the Protestant community in
Ireland, Peden is preoccupied with demography. He addresses the ‘honest
zealous handful,’ ‘the poor, cold, hungry lads’ who find themselves ‘upon
the hills, for the honor of thine own cause.’ Here we are in the demographics of the elect. The message is ideally adapted to the minority status of
the community – indeed to the status of the Ulster-Scots community as
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a persecuted minority within a minority. The interest in Peden therefore
informs us about another central plank of the Ulster-Scots mindset: its
strong religious base. Although Peden is primarily associated with the
Covenanting tradition, a radical, breakaway grouping from mainstream
Scottish Presbyterianism, the cultural influence spreads well beyond the
ranks of that dissident branch of Protestantism. The Covenanters, who in
many ways become an avatar of the Ulster Scot, are represented as an elect
group driven into the wilderness under the protection of the Lord. Seen in
this light, the text becomes a roadmap of the experience of the persecuted,
minority Covenanted nation, the episodes recounted in the text emerging
as working models for subsequent generations. Significantly, the message
is addressed to the ‘the remnant in the land,’ not the ruling caste.17
The choice of the Peden text as a subject of publication fits in to a
broader strategy that has become evident in the context of the UlsterScots Revival and which consists in coordinating texts of different levels
and types – fictional and non-fictional, formal and informal, historical
and contemporary, religious and secular – on given themes. If we take
density of production as an indicator, the area of the Covenanting tradition is clearly of central importance. Thus, we have seen the production
of texts of varying levels: beside the Peden reprint which is aimed at an
audience primarily interested in church history, there are the sections on
the Covenanting tradition in Willie Drennan’s, Big Lang Danner, a travelogue aimed at a broad, popular readership; then there are the repeated
references to Peden in contemporary Ulster-Scots fiction, for example in
Philip Robinson’s, The Man frae the Ministry, the third part of his UlsterScots trilogy, or again, in a totally different register, the on-going work
on the translation into Ulster-Scots of the metrical Psalms – a characteristic feature of the Reformed Presbyterian Church –, not to mention
the ‘Covenanter trail maps’ which exist on-line or as apps, allowing the
user to visit the Covenanter monuments scattered about Ulster and in
the Scottish landscape. So, what we see emerging is a network of texts, a
veritable ecological environment that puts together a highly convincing
17
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and coordinated cultural – and, more importantly, spiritual – frame that
is of the greatest significance.
We have seen that much of Peden’s ministry was in itself an act of
resistance to what were perceived as the dictates of unjust majorities and
tyrannical elites. Arguably, the reprinting of this material and its exploration through the range of cultural forms that we have just mentioned also
constitute acts of resistance in that, together, they establish coordinates in
time and space that challenge the allegation that there is no Ulster-Scots
tradition. The re-editing process is a pretext for the presentation of a catalogue of related evidence pointing up individual elements – archival material, biographies, historical sites – but, more importantly, underlining the
existence of continuities. This forms the proof that confirms the existence of
a tradition, of a cultural continuum which is both geographical – between
Scotland and Ulster – and historical. Why were the texts being published
in Belfast in the 1750s and again in the 1790s when, as Holden points out,
Peden’s name ‘became current once again throughout Antrim and Down
as political tension grew in Ireland during the 1790s’ and ‘large open-air
conventicles were held, hostile to the government, drawing parallels with
seventeenth century Scotland’18? Why were they again reprinted in Belfast
in the nineteenth century? If there was no tradition, no awareness of an ongoing cultural narrative with roots in Scotland, why were annual Reformed
Presbyterian conventicles organised in Glenwherry outside Ballymena in
the 1960s, or why was a memorial to Peden constructed on the site in 1972,
years before the Ulster-Scots tradition was allegedly invented? The recent
phase of revival has been about piecing these fragments together, pointing
to how, when taken as a whole, these elements indicate the existence of
cohesive, if hitherto dispersed, patterns. This assemblage is part of a broader
adducing of evidence that challenges the dismissive and often uninformed
attitude of those hostile to the supposed motives of the tradition.

18

Laurence H. Holden, ‘The Unforetold Legacy of ‘the Prophet’,’ in Jack Greenald
et al. (eds), Some Remarkable passages …, 61–6.
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Economic and Social Resistance
Active resistance to perceived injustice emerges as the central theme of the
anonymous poem, ‘Tit for Tat,’ published in the middle of the eighteenth
century. This text, whose full title is, ‘Tit for Tat; or the Rater rated. A new
Song, in Way of Dialogue, between a Laggen (sic) Farmer and his Wife,’
appeared in The Ulster Miscellany published in 1753,19 in a section at the
end of the volume entitled ‘Scotch Poems,’ from the Ulster-Scots Laggan
area of East Donegal. The song is of interest on many levels in that it illustrates a number of features of the everyday life of the local community. It
concerns the payment of the tithe to the Church of Ireland, a source of
particular tension between the Established Church and the Presbyterian
community – as it was of course with their Catholic neighbours. The text
takes the form of a dialogue in which, significantly, the chief role is given
to the Presbyterian woman. It is she who goes off to the rectory and challenges the rector’s wife on the subject of the tithe. The conversation rapidly
degenerates into a confrontation ‘amongst women’ and projects two radically different images of the woman’s role in society – and by extension,
that of their respective churches – the rector’s wife being represented as
idle, a parasite spending most of her time ‘dressing’, ‘pinning’ and drinking
tea, while the Presbyterian woman claims to be industrious and independent, getting up before dawn to help her ‘farmer laddie’ and ‘spin and bleach
[her] linnen.’ Significantly, the tirade ends with her calling the rector’s
wife a ‘daw,’ which, according to Mackay’s, Dictionary of Lowland Scotch,
means a ‘slut … an ill-dressed woman or sloven.’ Things degenerate further
in the following verse when the speaker reveals that on the advice of a local
lawyer, described in a footnote as a ‘professed enemy to the clergy,’ she has
taken possession of the potatoes that had been destined as payment for
the tithe. She maintains that this will make the Church think twice before
demanding the tithe again:

19

The Ulster Miscellany, 1753, 380–1.
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Nae bishop, dean, or rector,
Nae vicar, curate, proctor,
Dare ettle now to doctor
Our skeedyines under ground.

This clearly provocative text, apparently condoning the non-payment of
the tithe among fellow Presbyterians, points to the deep divisions within
the broader Protestant community at the time. It demonstrates the direct,
highly personal nature of the confrontation between the members of the
different denominations, and the readiness of the farmer’s wife to challenge someone who would be considered her social superior. The model
is one of direct action at a personal level. It is striking for example that the
protagonist does not wait for her minister to intervene; rather she goes
directly to the source of the problem herself. Further, the song is couched
in Ulster-Scots, and is therefore targeted primarily at a local audience.20
It would confirm Anglican convictions that the Presbyterian community
was turbulent and hard to handle since it did not hesitate to articulate
opposition to perceived injustice. This readiness to challenge authority
would boil over a few years later into the use of physical force by many in
the Ulster-Scots communities in Antrim and Down during the republican
rising of 1798.21
Concerns with social injustice resurface in the nineteenth century
in texts like Sons of the Sod, first published in serial form in the 1890s by
W. G. Lyttle, a journalist working in the Ards Peninsula, and who at the
end of his life became the owner of the North Down Herald, ‘a strong
20

21

The text is of interest also at a formal level in that it illustrates a fundamental principle
of Ulster-Scots writing, which is deeply rooted in the oral. Just as Peden’s reputation depended on his oratorical skills, just as what he ‘said’ trickled down into the
community through first-hand oral accounts of his preaching and his declarations,
so here we see the poet producing a form which is half-way between poetry and
theatre. The title contains the word ‘song’; the resulting ‘duet’ confirms the culture’s
preference for the oral over the written.
The use of physical force goes beyond the remit of the present study. For interferences
between politics, revolutionary violence and literature in the Ulster-Scots communities of the period see Carol Baraniuk’s analysis of the Ulster-Scots poet James Orr
in, James Orr, Poet and Irish Radical (London: Pickering & Chatto, 2014).
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liberal paper’ in Newtownards, County Down.22 The action takes place
in the 1860s around the village of Carrowdore in the Ards ‘in the heat of
the Tenant-Right Movement.’
Support for tenant right was especially strong in the Scots Presbyterian
communities in the North. Such figures as William Sharman-Crawford,
referred to in the novel, had been active in support of such a measure since
the Famine period. Latimer, in his History of the Irish Presbyterians (1893),
explains how this had resulted in debates in the Synod in Belfast in 1850,
with several ministers claiming that ‘the poor man has property which
should be as fully secured as that of the rich,’ and a decision in the General
Assembly the following year that a ‘petition be presented to Parliament
in favour of tenant-right.’23 Needless to say, this did not always meet with
the approval of the more reactionary faction within Presbyterianism, or
with the landlords. As with the issue of tithes, support for tenant-right
was seen as opening up the Pandora’s box of an alliance with Catholics,
nationalists and socialists.
The treatment of the question in Lyttle’s novel is of interest as it represents a curious balancing act between the Liberal reflexes of the community and the unstable political landscape of the period of publication.
The serialisation in the early 1890s coincided with the on-going debate on
Home Rule that had been introduced into the Commons by the Liberal
Prime Minister, Gladstone. The Home Rule issue sparked off a crisis within

22
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The book was re-edited by Books Ulster in 2005 as part of a series of Ulster-Scots
reprints alongside Lyttle’s more famous Betsy Grey, or The Hearts of Down, on the
United Irishmen’s Rising in 1798. It is the only one of his three ‘kail-yard’ novels to
be set in the nineteenth century. The ‘kail-yard’ (or cabbage-patch) tradition was
popular in Scotland and with Scots communities in the North of Ireland in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century. In its Ulster variant, the genre is characterised by a story, usually set in the rural communities of counties Antrim or Down,
in which the narrative is in standard English and the dialogues in Ulster-Scots. The
material produced would often appear in serial form in local newspapers. The subject
matter can be historical or contemporary, the latter being frequently based on the
personal reminiscences of the author.
W. T. Latimer, A History of the Irish Presbyterians (Belfast: James Cleland, Edinburgh:
R. W. Hunter, 1893), 216.
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Liberalism which was to lead to a split in the party between those who were
prepared to follow Gladstone’s line and the so-called Liberal Unionists, for
whom the maintenance of the Union took priority over party allegiance.
This debate was felt with particular force in the North of Ireland where
many in the Presbyterian community traditionally gave their support to
Liberal candidates, a much watered-down version of their republican radicalism of the end of the eighteenth century. The period in which the novel
was written was therefore one of transition. If the Northern Presbyterians
looked with great favour on Liberal measures such as Disestablishment,
Gladstone’s land legislation and the Ballot Act, the pressure exercised by the
Liberal Party’s commitment to Home Rule was to complicate matters and
lead to a gradual re-alignment within the frame of a broad and henceforth
predominantly conservative, unionist, ‘Protestant’ community.
There is clear reference to class tension at the beginning of the novel
when Lyttle insists on the distance – both in personal and class terms –
between the ‘squire’ and his tenantry –’Squire Brown,’ he says, ‘was far from
enjoying popularity.’24 In the chapter entitled ‘Landlord and Tenant,’ the
reference to ‘rack-rents exacted by hard-hearted absentee landlords, and
by brutal, purse-bound, overfed, ignorant agents and bailiffs,’25 could easily
have appeared in a nationalist text of the period. However, despite the clear
sense of resentment and frustration at the failure of repeated attempts to
move forward on the issue of peasant ownership, it is clear that the UlsterScots community is no longer operating in the revolutionary logic of the late
eighteenth century. Rather than depicting a society at war with itself, the
emphasis here is ultimately on the possibility of class reconciliation within
what proves to be the representation of an organic Ulster-Scots society.
The Church, – or rather a faction within the Church – is seen as
an essential factor in channelling that frustration. If the initial impetus
comes from the political sphere, it is the more radical elements within
the Presbyterian Church who are identified as providing the necessary
imprimatur and more importantly the oratorical skills needed to formulate
the demands. Lyttle says specifically: ‘the efforts of a Sharman-Crawford
24
25

W. G. Lyttle, Sons of the Sod [1886] (Bangor: Books Ulster, 2005), 89.
Ibid., 64.
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on behalf of the farmers of Ulster encouraged clergymen and others to
speak out.’26 Clearly, by this stage, only two generations after the debacle
of the United Irishmen’s Rising, the Ulster-Scots community needed such
encouragement to ‘speak out,’ to articulate their resistance. Political and
social issues are still intimately linked in to prayer. Thus, while the ministers
debate the issue in synod and petition Parliament for change, the farmers
are shown as having ‘prayed for a brighter day, for deliverance from their
bondage, for the reward of their toil.’27 Lyttle shows the effectiveness of
that strategy, saying: ‘Could some prophetic soul have arisen to tell of
Gladstone’s great achievements – the Land Act and the Ballot Act – how
the prophecy would have made many a heart leap for joy.’28
Amusingly, in terms of the relationship between the squire and his
tenants the reconciliation takes place thanks to a narrative pirouette typical
of the period. The squire is the victim of an attempted murder that leaves
him in a coma. However, the local doctor decides to attempt a trepanation,
an operation that proves immediately successful. Indeed, it is so successful
that the squire is transformed overnight into a jovial, generous landlord,
suddenly preoccupied with the good of his tenantry. It is as if all that is
required to ensure social harmony within the Ulster-Scots community is
to trepan the local gentry – an idea we might think about for some of our
political leaders today …

Political Resistance
The latter part of the nineteenth century and the early part of the twentieth
saw a structured, if somewhat short-lived flurry of activity which sought
to establish the characteristics of the Ulster-Scot in the popular imagination through a made-to-measure historiography designed to project a
26
27
28

Ibid., 65.
Ibid., 64.
Ibid., 64.
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heroic image of a people that had allegedly been written out of history.
Interestingly enough, the construction of this representation went on simultaneously on both sides of the Atlantic, albeit for radically different reasons.
In Ulster some form of reaction at a cultural level was rendered necessary
to counter the worrying advances being made by Irish nationalism thanks
to the latter’s new alliance with sections of British Liberalism on the issue
of Home Rule. The political campaign that was getting underway through
resistance to Home Rule in the form of an embryonic unionist movement
would be more successful if it were underpinned by convincing evidence
of historical and cultural distinctiveness which would serve to undermine
an allegedly all-inclusive Irishness. In the United States the effort to conceptualise ‘Scotch-Irishness’ by anchoring it in a separate historiography
emerged primarily in order to put clear blue water between the Presbyterian
‘Scotch-Irish’ – the American version of the Ulster-Scots – who saw themselves as an integral part of the fabric of the American establishment, and
the Catholic ‘famine Irish’ newcomers who were playing an ever more
self-confident role in American public life. This effort involved the deconstruction of existing American historiography and its substitution with an
alternative reading centred on the Scotch-Irish. Colonel E. C. McDowell,
speaking at the opening ceremony of the First Scotch-Irish Congress in
Columbia, Tennessee in May 1886, claims that this task should be taken
on by the Scotch-Irish themselves. It is clear that he sees such an enterprise as of vital importance in that it will challenge the orthodox version
of American history which he claims was written by ‘[t]he New England
Puritans [who] have in a large part written the history of the United States,’
even though, unlike the Scotch-Irish, ‘they did not act the principal history of the United States’29 – a role reserved allegedly for the Scotch-Irish.

29

The Scotch-Irish in America: Proceedings of the Scotch-Irish Congress at Columbia,
Tennessee, May 8–11, 1889, Cincinnati, Robert Clarke & Co., 1889, 26. The conceptual
frame in which this historiography is to be written is immediately clear: ‘In no other
state [than Tennessee] is the Scotch-Irish blood purer. They were the earliest and most
numerous of her pioneers. […] [T]hey made the first American settlement west of
the Alleghanies, and it was they who led the vanguard in the march of civilization
westward through her territory. They filled the armies that subdued the savages of
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As A. C. Floyd explains in his address to the same Congress, entitled, the
‘The Scotch-Irish Congress, its Objectives and Results,’ the fundamental
need was to put in place a custom-built historiography capable of producing what he calls a ‘connected history of this people.’30 Producing such a
‘connected history of this people’ written specifically by people belonging
to ‘this people’ would ensure that the Scotch-Irishman and his Ulster-Scot
twin would be seen as forming a distinct identity with a separate place in
history and distinct ideological (and, in Ireland at least, territorial) claims.
In each case, the primary motivation was to separate individuals and actions
that were recognisably Scotch-Irish/Ulster-Scots from the mass of Irish,
British and American history in order to ensure that they would form a
distinct, recognisable group with clearly-defined characteristics often projected as the antitheses of those associated with ‘the Irish.’
Each constituent element of the Scotch-Irish/Ulster-Scots lobby on
either side of the Atlantic therefore had its particular axe to grind vis-à-vis
a historiography that they alleged had attempted to write them out of history. In each case, the impetus is essentially secessionist, designed to resist
the monopoly of an allegedly biased intellectual elite and the increasingly
hegemonic image of Irishness that was acquiring currency at the time.
The flurry of publications that emerge at this period – ranging from the
Proceedings of the Scotch-Irish Congress, starting in 1886 and running up to
the beginning of the twentieth century, Charles A. Hanna’s two-volume,
The Scotch-Irish, 1902,31 and Henry Jones Ford’s, The Scotch-Irish in America,
1915,32 to John Harrison’s, The Scot in Ulster: Sketch of the History of the
Scottish Population of Ulster, 188833 or, The Scot in America and The Ulster

30
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the West and South-west. It was their stern, unalterable courage and determination
which prevented Great Britain and Spain from confining the Americans to the
Atlantic slope […],’ Ibid., 5.
A. C. Floyd, ‘The Scotch-Irish Congress, its Objectives and Results’, in ibid., 3.
Charles A. Hanna, The Scotch-Irish: The Scot in North Britain, North Ireland, and
North America (New York and London: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1902), 2 vols.
Henry Jones Ford, The Scotch-Irish in America (Princeton, NJ: Princeton, University
Press, 1915.
John Harrison, The Scot in Ulster: Sketch of the History of the Scottish Population of
Ulster (Edinburgh and London: William Blackwood and Sons, 1888. Reprinted by
Books Ulster, Bangor, 2004).
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Scot, by Whitelaw Reid, 191234 – testifies to the intensity of interest in the
enterprise at the time.
All the texts hammer home essentially the same representation of a
God-fearing, pioneer people imbued with the spirit of independence, forging ahead into the wilderness, whether in Ireland or in America, transforming the ‘desert’ and bringing with them industry and material prosperity.
In this literature, the Ulster-Scots/Scotch-Irish inhabit a heroic space of
epic proportions. They fight against overwhelming odds; they cross vast
expanses of ocean and mountain; they are outnumbered, besieged, experience terrible suffering and are relieved by divine intervention. Indeed, they
are represented as being destined to fulfil a divine mission through their
Presbyterian faith and the inherently democratic form of their church
government. They are shown as having contributed out of all proportion
to their numbers in the field of public office, especially in education, the
army and in federal and imperial government.
Interestingly, however, although the historiography – and the literature –
of the period is quite impressive in terms of the extent of its production
and the breadth of its readership, it is clear that, as far as Ireland at least
is concerned, once the Home Rule crisis resolved itself into Partition, the
Ulster-Scot becomes less and less prominent on the bookshelves. Although
he re-emerges sporadically in work like Ulster Sails West, designed for the
American GIs posted in Northern Ireland during the Second World War,35
he only returns in force in the late 1980s in the aftermath of the political crisis following the Anglo-Irish Agreement. Hence the allegations of
his recent ‘invention.’ It is as if the tradition makes its greatest effort at
self-conceptualisation in times of crisis, as if it is primarily reactive, that it
chooses to express itself – in writing – at times when the tradition is under
direct threat, when active resistance is required and potential allies have to
be convinced. It is conceivable to suggest that it is the need to resist that
actually stimulates the culture.

34
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William Reid, The Scot in America and The Ulster Scot (London: Macmillan and
Co., 1912. Reprinted by Books Ulster, Bangor, 2005).
W. F. Marshall, Ulster Sails West [1943] (Belfast: Century Services Limited, 1976).
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One of the best examples of this is to be found in the considerable
body of work by Philip Robinson, much of which is turned deliberately
towards challenging attitudes about Ulster-Scots cultural identity today,
whether that be in relation to the broader cultural debate in Northern
Ireland or with regard to the more specific concerns of many within the
Ulster-Scots community. A collection of poetry, Alang tha shore, published
by the Ulster-Scots Agency in 2005,36 contains a number of poems that
explicitly tackle a number of controversial political themes head-on.
One of the most interesting is ‘The Gaelic archipelago,’37 a reflection
on what Robinson sees as hypocrisy and double standards in contemporary
politics. The poem deals with the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement and
looks in particular at those in Northern Ireland – overwhelmingly from
the unionist community – who voted against it when the referendum was
organised, on both sides of the border, in May 1998.38
The first movement of this relatively long poem looks at the notion of
dissidence in Soviet Russia. He says that the dissidents who were ‘Scrieven
buiks in jail, / Scraichin fae tha Gulag’ always met with approval by the western intellectual elites: no matter what they did, even if they were involved
in political violence (‘Pettròl bombs … / Sticks and stanes’), ‘The wur aye
thocht big o,’ specifically because they were prepared to stand up against
‘thon Yin-Pairty State.’ He places them in a pantheon of individuals like
Ghandi, Anne Frank, and Martin Luther, associated with resistance to
different forms of political or religious tyranny. Interestingly – perhaps
mischievously? – he does not hesitate to insert William III (‘Käng / Billy’)
into that list, synonymous, at least according to a certain reading of British
constitutional history, with ‘civil and religious liberty’ and British parliamentary freedom.
36
37
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Philip Robinson, Alang tha Shore, Ulster-Scots Living Writers series, Vol. 5 (Belfast,
The Ullans Press, 2005).
Ibid., 32–7.
In these referendums the GFA was approved by 71% of voters in Northern Ireland
and 94% of voters in the Republic. Opposition to it came primarily from the unionist camp, especially the DUP. There was also residual resistance to it in hard-line,
‘dissident’ republican circles.
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Robinson argues that the attitudes in the West towards the ‘YinPairty State’ in Russia are the fruit of a tradition of the rights of man
that goes back to Paine and the French Revolution: ‘Thran Orthydox /
Protéstin Painites / Dissydents on fur tha Richts o Man.’ Since the poem
is to be read primarily in an Ulster context, this will immediately recall the
United Irishmen, but will also evoke the key role played by the Scotch-Irish
émigrés in the American Revolution. He claims that in the 1980s there
was no doubt whatsoever about the hierarchy between East and West in
terms of democratic freedom: ‘Sang, naethin like tha gates / O oor ain /
Wastren democracies.’ The West occupied the moral high ground and
claimed to be defending the interests of ‘Solidarities / Minorities/ Free
Press, wi nae lang’ls.’ Independent thought, freedom of expression, the
refusal to accept a single, orthodox ‘truth’ were represented as what distinguished the West from the ‘Yin-Pairty Pravda’ and its ‘Thocht-Polis.’
He recalls with (ironic?) nostalgia the period when such heroic resistance
to a dominant orthodoxy was celebrated, when it was ‘gran / Bein thran /
Bak then / Bak thonner.’
Robinson suggests that the situation in contemporary Northern
Ireland no longer reflects that tradition. The object of his interest is the
Good Friday/Belfast Agreement which, he claims, has been ‘nailed up’ by
the same British Parliament (‘Mither o parliaments’) and the American
State as had emerged out of the tradition the (Ulster-)Scots had so actively
contributed to constructing (‘wi oor Hill Billie generation,’ ‘oor Auld Lang
Syne / Wi oor Help in Ages Past’). Decisions about Northern Ireland are
now being taken by those outside, by patronising – or perhaps rather ‘matronising’ – international elites (‘Mither kens best / An Americae forbye’)
and by (orchestrated) majorities (‘An a Majoritie. / Owrewhelmin.’) Faced
with this ‘owrewhelmin’ majority, the 28% of ‘dissidents’ opposed to the
Agreement, the overwhelming majority of whom are unionists, are sidelined and ignored.
Worse still, political divisions are actively de-structured as a result of
the setting up of what he calls ‘Yin Pairty rule for PAICE’ – a reference
to the obligatory permanent coalition government put in place under the
terms of the Belfast Agreement. So, according to Robinson, the tradition
that had emerged out of dissidence and that had generated the democracy
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the Russian dissidents aspired to has betrayed its heritage by imposing a
form of one-party rule in Northern Ireland.
He goes on to suggest the moral confusion whereby anyone not agreeing with the ‘Greement’ is denounced as ‘Dissydent scum.’ Once again, the
poem plays with the ambiguity of the term ‘dissydents,’ applied at once
to the republicans who had rejected the de-militarisation of the IRA and
were determined to continue the armed struggle, and the ‘Mairchin raas
o baddies wae black hats,’ presumably the members of the Orange Order,
many of whom were equally opposed to the Agreement, if for radically
different reasons. Those opposed to the Agreement are lumped together
and denounced as ‘Dinosaurs fae These Islanns.’
The poem ends with a question: ‘Quhit richt hae they / Keepin on
sayin / Na / Nane ava. / A doot.’ Those who had rejected the Agreement
(‘sayin Na’), he claims, have been silenced by an alliance of convenience that
he sees as signifying a fundamental power shift not only inside Northern
Ireland politics but also at a much broader level. Indeed, the title of the
poem clearly suggests that the Agreement represents a nationalist victory,
a solution imposed on the (unionist) North from outside as a result of a
coordinated effort by those in power in London under the direct influence
of Washington. The Agreement is the sign of a new political ecology – what
he amusingly calls a ‘Green Paice.’ Interestingly, the nationalist tradition, in
particular Dublin and the Irish American diaspora, are never mentioned as
players in the decision-making process. Despite their invisibility, Robinson
suggests that it is their agenda that has emerged victorious: the British Isles
(These islands) are now become ‘the Gaelic [his emphasis] archipelago.’
The poem therefore denounces what the author sees as the betrayal
of a double-edged tradition of religious dissent and political dissidence.
He points to what he sees as the hypocrisy at the heart of the Agreement,
suggesting that a culture that historically had sought to accommodate
political and religious difference should choose to impose a standardised
solution on the basis of a majority engineered by forces and groups which
he sees as disconnected from the situation on the ground. What he sees
is the construction of a tyrannical orthodoxy, a ‘Brave an guid New Warl,’
that divides everyone into two groups – no longer nationalist and unionist, but the pro-Agreement ‘guid guys’ on one hand and the ‘Dissydent
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scum,’ ‘baddies wi blak hats’ on the other. Those who are opposed to the
Agreement are denounced as ‘Skailin dissent,’ ‘Scrieven / Sic puzhin in
oor Papers.’ The specific focus on writing underlines the contradictions at
play; whereas the writings of the Russian dissidents – like all their other
actions (‘Pettròl bombs, cryin names / Sticks an stanes … / Nae metter’) –
had been hailed as synonymous with a rejection of tyranny, writing against
the Agreement is seen as ‘poisonous’, and as a sign of political regression,
the preserve of ‘Dinosaurs.’ Robinson claims that those who are opposed
to the Agreement have no choice but to accept: ‘We’r lairnt we maun aye
say YES.’ Despite this, he ends his poem suggesting that this submission is
anything but real – ‘A doot,’ meaning ‘I suspect,’ but perhaps also suggesting his own continued doubts regarding the stability of the arrangements
that emerged from the negotiations.
The poem, like many others in this most interesting collection, shows
that the Ulster-Scots tradition has not lost its interest in counter-discourse
and in challenging accepted norms. As with Peden, Robinson points to
the deep-rooted suspicion within the culture vis-à-vis the political and
intellectual elite who seek to justify their own agenda by majorities contrived by political pressure and media manipulation. The poem suggests
deep suspicion of outside interference in the internal affairs of Northern
Ireland and of the institutions that have been put in place. It thus confirms
the profound sense of alienation from authority that historically has been
a characteristic of the Ulster-Scots experience. The poem also points to a
preference for self-exclusion rather than collaboration with what is seen as
an unjust and ultimately dishonest system.39 As with ‘Tit for Tat,’ Robinson
shows his preference for a hands-on, confrontational style, celebrating a
dissidence expressed in broad Ulster-Scots and consciously designed for
consumption by a local audience, using a cultural lexicon that makes no
concessions in terms of Ulster politics and history. Although it is a vision
39

It is interesting to note that the poem was published in 2005, the year before the
DUP under Ian Paisley signed the St Andrew’s Agreement and decided to participate
in the institutions set up under the Good Friday/Belfast Agreement, going into a
power-sharing government with Sinn Féin. The DUP had accounted for a considerable proportion of the ‘No’ vote.
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that, like the work that has emerged on the Scotch-Irish diaspora, demonstrates an awareness of the broad historical and international frames with
which the Ulster-Scots experience intersects, it is a form of resistance that
chooses to concern itself first and foremost with the local, the immediate.
As with much of the other material looked at here, the fact that the target
audience is reduced is of little significance. What counts is the presence
of the dissident voice.

Conclusion
This paper has sought to prove that, contrary to what many would have us
believe, Ulster-Scots does have a distinct cultural tradition that is worthy
of both interest and analysis. It also shows that what appears today as a
predominantly conservative strand of the cultural landscape has historically been closely associated with forms of resistance which challenge the
stereotypes its detractors – and some of its defenders – have sought to
foist upon it. That tradition has, for a variety of reasons, been systematically excluded from the canon in Ireland. Thankfully, this is changing due
to an on-going process of excavation and retrieval carried out primarily by
enthusiasts but also by academic projects such as the Ulster Poetry Project
at Ulster University. Although it corresponds to a minority strand within
the broader canvas of cultural activity in Ireland, it will increasingly become
a frame from which to reassess the past. However, it is clear that we are at
a turning point, if only in terms of the age of the authors who choose to
write in Ulster-Scots. It is up to what Peden referred to as ‘the remnant in
the land’ as to whether the trickle of literary production will continue to
grow or whether it will dry up and become an object of purely antiquarian
interest. In the end, it is about articulacy – about a desire to maintain a
separate voice, in fact about a desire to resist increasingly invasive normative forces from outside. As the Ulster-Scots poster has it: ‘Dinnae houl
yer whist, houl yer ain!’ Whether or not people respond to that call is an
open question.

Part III

Parody and Irreverence in Irish Literature

Sylvie Mikowski

8 ‘Bringing the Big House Down’: Molly Keane and
the Tradition of Irish Satire

Molly Keane was born Mary Nesta Skrine in Co Kildare in 1904 into a
privileged Anglo-Irish Ascendancy family, which she herself described as ‘a
rather serious hunting and fishing, church-going family’. She remembered
her childhood as one of neglect and isolation; she received no formal
education until the age of 14 and her parents showed her only, in her own
words, ‘dreadful neglect’. She said she started writing her first novels under
the pen-name M. J. Farrell at the age of 17 as a way of increasing her dress
allowance, and explained she used a pseudonym because books and literature were not considered a healthy occupation in her milieu, especially
for a woman. She met her husband Bobby Keane at a hunt ball and went
to live with him in Co Waterford. Before her husband’s premature death,
Molly had published ten novels and five plays, some of which were staged
by Sir John Gielgud. But after she became a widow in charge of raising her
two daughters, and perhaps also because one of her plays had received a
savage review, she stopped writing for almost thirty years before a friend
urged her to send one of her manuscripts to a publisher. The book was Good
Behaviour, and was published in 1981, when Keane was already in her seventies; it was highly acclaimed, was shortlisted for the Booker Prize the same
year as Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children, and adapted for television
with a script by Clare Boylan. Good Behaviour was followed by two more
novels, Loving and Giving and Time After Time, the three books making
up a kind of trilogy in the sense that, in the words of Eibhar Walshe, they
read as ‘Keane’s swan song for the ascendancy novel […] the nail in the
coffin for the Anglo-Irish Big House, and by implication for the literary
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form of the Big House novel’.1 Published three decades after the last of her
ten previous novels, they are considered the most significant achievements
of her career. This long lapse of time, during which Keane’s social caste
became no more than a fading memory voluntarily erased from national
consciousness, may account for the increased satirical distance with her
native background which characterises the three books.
Even though Keane undoubtedly belongs to the Anglo-Irish tradition
in literature, the exact nature of the connection remains to be examined,
as that tradition is far from being univocal and of one piece. On the one
hand, such writers as W. B. Yeats and to a lesser extent Somerville and Ross,
Elizabeth Bowen and William Trevor expressed a deep admiration and
nostalgia for the culture and lifestyle of the Protestant Ascendancy, which
to their eyes was synonymous with elegance, refinement, high culture and
spiritual elevation. Conversely, as early as 1800, Maria Edgeworth in Castle
Rackrent produced a scathingly satirical portrayal of the Anglo-Irish landlords, exposing their incompetence, improvidence, as well as their numerous
vices among which were drinking, gambling, domestic bullying, legalistic
quibbling, not to mention a remarkable capacity to squander the family
fortune, passed on from one generation to the next.
Ann Owens Weekes was one of the first critics to stress Molly Keane’s
indebtedness to Edgeworth and to the tradition of Irish satire in general, when for instance she compared Aroon St Charles, the unreliable
first-person narrator of Good Behaviour, to Edgeworth’s Thady Quirke:
‘Narrative style most clearly connects Keane’s Aroon with Edgeworth’s
Thady. In Good Behaviour as in Castle Rackrent, the reader must constantly search behind the biased, unreliable narrator’s words for – if not
truth – something stable’.2 Keane’s kinship with Edgeworth has also been
noted by Vera Kreilkamp, with regard to Keane’s exposure of the collapsing Anglo-Irish patriarchal order, similar to the way, Kreilkamp argues,
1
2
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‘nineteenth-century Anglo-Irish fiction, beginning with Maria Edgeworth’s
Castle Rackrent, charts the progressive stages in the breakdown of the male
Anglo-Irish colonizer’s traditional identity’.3 However, Keane has also been
compared to Elizabeth Bowen, who was one of her greatest friends: James
M. Cahalan calls Keane’s fiction ‘a lighter rehash of the fading Ascendancy
world explored by Bowen’,4 a point with which Mary Breen disagrees as she
argues that ‘Keane approaches her subject from a totally different imaginative perspective’,5 while Ellen M. Wolff suggests that Keane’s Time after Time
is ‘more severe and less polite than Bowen’s The Last September’.6 Rachael
Jane Lynch for her part, in a chapter called ‘The Crumbling Fortress, Molly
Keane’s Comedies of Anglo-Irish Manners’, views Keane as an example of
the Irish comic tradition famously defined by Vivian Mercier when she
argues that: ‘Keane’s viciously funny novels clearly illustrate the Dionysian
comic impulse that Mercier sees as central to Irish literature and describes
as ‘the mockery of Irish laughter’ from which no aspect of life is too sacred
to escape’.7 The allusion to the ‘comedy of manners’ in the title of Lynch’s
article necessarily brings to mind Jane Austen’s satirical depictions of the
country gentry, denouncing the vacuity and frivolity of its life-style, the
half-comic, half-pathetic nature of its concern with picnics, hunts, and
balls, notwithstanding the potential violence inflicted by that patriarchal
society on women treated as commodities in the marriage market.
Evidence must still be provided for the argument that aspects of
Keane’ trilogy can actually qualify for one or the other of these categories
3
4
5
6
7
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of the Big House novel, the elegy, the Anglo-Irish satire or the comedy of
manners. For instance, Keane’s central emphasis on female narrators and
characters, and mostly on the horrific relationships between daughters
and mothers of the Big House, distinguishes her novels from Edgeworth’s
masterpiece, inasmuch as it shifts the butt of her satirical portrayals from
the incompetence of the Ascendancy in the management of its estates or
its self-destructive tendencies, to the difficulties with gender roles brought
about by the degeneration of Anglo-Irish masculinity and the replacement
of the patriarchal order by an even more devastating matriarchal domination. What’s more, Keane’s comedy, often defined as ‘black’, relentlessly
focuses attention on the most gruesome, grotesque, and even repulsive
elements of bodily functions, to such a point that several critics have based
their readings of her works on Kristeva’s definition of the ‘abject’, thus setting the author at odds with the elegantly amusing genre of the comedy of
manners. To add to the complexity and multi-layeredness of Keane’s apparently flimsily comic stories, I would also like to suggest that the centrality
of darkly farcical elements in Keane’s Big House stories, together with the
emphasis placed on the absurdity of her characters’ predicament, on their
various shortcomings and disabilities, as well as the entrapment in which
they find themselves constrained, can be related not only to Keane’s AngloIrish predecessors, but also to the writings of some of her contemporaries,
including Samuel Beckett, himself an Anglo-Irish writer and, as such, heir
to the same tradition of scathing satire and black comedy.
As critics have suggested, Good Behaviour, Loving and Giving, originally
called Queen Lear, and Time after Time, contain most of the ingredients of
the Big House novel in the tradition inaugurated by Edgeworth in 1800.
One of its basic elements is of course the crumbling Big House, inhabited
by generations of a gradually impoverished Protestant Ascendancy living off
the product of their lands, or more precisely off the work of their Catholic
tenants and servants. Like the declining English aristocracy depicted in Jane
Austen’s comedies of manners, the problem with that class is its inherent
idleness, and the resulting vacuity of its existence, frivolously filled up with
horse riding, hunting and dog breeding, which may be regarded as derisive
substitutes for the heroic acts of war and conquest that their ancestors
once accomplished and which earned them their titles and lands. Keane’s
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portrayal of her characters as ‘Horse Protestants’ is scathingly satirical. In
Good Behaviour, Aroon’s father’s single concern regarding his children’s
upbringing is that they should be able to ride their ponies as early as possible.
In Loving and Giving, the main character ‘had been christened Nicandra on
the insistence of her father who, in his luckier years, had bred and trained
and ridden an outstanding winner of that name’ (3). Horse-riding is the
basic ritual around which daily life revolves, but which also shapes and
defines the relationships between parents and children, as well as between
lovers, as when Aroon’s brother’s Hubert’s same-sex relationship with his
friend Richard is sealed by their shared purchase of a yearling. The family’s
gradual financial decline inevitably leads to the selling of the horses, and
in Loving and Giving, Aunt Tossie, who has spent all her money trying to
keep ‘The Dear Old Place’ solvent, seeks to relieve her brother-in-law’s
grief by offering him a lawn-mower that he rides every day, a grotesque
substitute for his lost horses.
The mere fact that there is more money going out of their bank
accounts than going in is indeed a hard fact of life that the members of the
dying caste of the Ascendancy do their utmost to ignore, and in this regard
Keane’s St Charles or Fox-Colliers are just as profligate and improvident
as the Rackrents. As already mentioned, it is Aunt Tossie’s money which
keeps Deer Forest (or Dear Forest, as in ‘cherished’ and as in ‘expensive’)
going and provides a dowry for Nicandra, while Sir Dermot keeps placing high bets on horse-racing; so that as a consequence, after the horses,
the house itself has to go too. As a result, the elderly Sir Dermot and his
sister-in-law resolve to set up house in a caravan pitched on their former
property, again a grotesque and diminutive substitute for the grand family
mansion. In Good Behaviour, speaking of money is considered bad manners
and the elegant Lady St Charles has a habit of ‘pushing the bills into the
drawer where they always went’ (163). When Aroon asks her if she has paid
her father’s nurse, she replies, ‘Of course not. I leave that kind of thing to
Mr Kiely’ (151), Mr Kiely being the family’s solicitor, a modern version of
the steward or agent in Castle Rackrent. Money for these people who have
thriven on their servants’ work for generations, so that they could indulge
in their petty pass-times, is an obscene, unspeakable, almost scatological
detail which must be driven out of sight and out of mind.
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Like Jason Quirke, the old servant Thady’s son, Mr Kiely belongs to the
new Catholic middle-class, whose rising power the inhabitants of the Big
House completely fail to realise and acknowledge. The snobbery accounting for their inability to perceive their own decline and their replacement
by the new Catholic middle-class is exemplified by Aroon’s rude dismissal
of Mr Kiely’s amorous interest in her, whereas her marriage prospects are
all but bleak. After she has deeply humiliated herself at a hunt ball, and
therefore wasted all her chances of finding a suitable husband among her
own caste, she is gallantly rescued by the solicitor. But instead of distinguishing the prince charming in him, when Kiely asks her ‘when you need
someone, […] will you think of me?’ she spitefully dismisses the offer of
support and affection: ‘You must be out of your mind’, and thinks: ‘I was,
after all, Aroon St Charles, and I felt it too.’ (211).
The contempt for the middle-class constraints of work and money is
even stronger than religious bigotry in the case of Nicandra, who rejects
Robert not because he is a Catholic, but because he has made money in
business: Robert ‘who didn’t hunt and was a poor shot, and had been to
Winchester on a scholarship’ (57). Even though Robert buys out Deer
Forest and redecorates the house especially for her, Nicandra can only regard
him as a mere ‘grocer’, an echo of Yeats’s famous expression of distaste for
the Irish people who ‘fumble in a greasy till/ And add the halfpence to the
pence’ in his poem ‘September 1913’.
Like the Rackrents, Keane’s Anglo-Irish landlords, whose snobbery
and habits of idleness have rendered them incapable of doing things by
themselves, have to rely on their servants’ care and devotion. But as in
Edgeworth’s masterpiece, Keane shows that the master and servant relationship is in the process of being overturned, the servants displaying the
kind of attitudes that post-colonial theorist Homi K. Bhabha has identified
as ‘sly servility’,8 by which he means that the natives defensively mimic the
colonisers with an ironic intention which destabilises and undermines the
colonisers’ authority. In Good Behaviour for instance, the mother is only too
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pleased to let her servant Rose perform her marital duties in her place: after
all, this is in keeping with the lord’s feudal right to sexually abuse his servants, and it relieves the frigid Protestant lady of a painful ordeal. However,
by thus allowing Rose to slip into her bed, if not her shoes, Mrs St Charles
unwittingly empowers her servant in such a way that she finally overrides her
mistress’s authority, and later, that of her daughter. In Loving and Giving,
the impoverished inhabitants of Deer Forest can no longer afford any reliable servants and resort to transforming Silly-Willie, the illegitimate child
of the gate-keeper, into William, the all-knowing, dependable man-servant
with whom Nicandra, who used to torture him as a child, has to wrestle in
order to regain some power over her aunt and her house.
The Anglo-Irish masters’ utter, defenceless dependence upon their servants is only one of the results of their intellectual, spiritual and emotional
disabilities, which amount to mere stupidity, as Robert, the down-to-earth
bourgeois businessman, remarks to himself about Nicandra: ‘While her
absolute silliness alarmed him, it provoked, at the same time, an ardent
longing to keep her safe from all ills to which such idiocy is heir’ (149).
As to Aroon St Charles in Good Behaviour, her naivety, verging on mere
idiocy as well, undermines her reliability as a narrator, as she reports her
childhood memories without giving evidence that she understands their
full purport even with hindsight. The list of the errors of judgements and
misinterpretations that makes the bulk of her narrative is long, such as her
blindness to her father’s philandering, or to her brother’s homosexuality,
as well as her failure to understand that what Rose was doing to her father
when he was bedridden was not to ‘warm his feet under the bedclothes’
(212). These misreadings and misjudgements are the main source of comedy
in the novel, with the narrator being the main target of the satire.
The characters’ blindness, ignorance and stupidity go together with
their dumbness, as silence and understatement, originally intended as signs
of distinction and good breeding, have become disabilities, preventing the
characters from expressing any feeling to anyone, even in the most dramatic
situation. The most extreme case of such inbred repression of emotions happens when Hubert dies in a car crash in Good Behaviour and nobody in the
family is able to express their grief: ‘Papa, Mummie, and I […] exchanged
cool, warning looks: which of us could behave best: which of us could be
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least embarrassing to the others, the most ordinary in a choice of occupation? ‘(113). Good behaviour for the class of the Anglo-Irish has become
synonymous with emotional numbness and general apathy.
Indeed, unexpressed feelings can amount to sheer lack of them, Keane
suggests, placing particular emphasis on the incapacity of Ascendancy parents to provide the necessary emotional stability and reliance that their
children would need to grow up, neglecting them the way they neglect their
estate, thus compromising the future of their descendants and of their caste,
because of their monstrous selfishness, apathy and carelessness. ‘Loving and
Giving’ as suggested by the title of one of the novels, is precisely what they
are unable to do, whether it be parental love or love between husband and
wife. Keane’s female narrators, who all along their narratives childishly continue to call their parents ‘Papa’, ‘Dada’, ‘Mummie’ or ‘Maman’, suffer from
acute oedipal fixations as their infantile attachment is met in the early years
of their lives with the utmost indifference either on the part of their frigid
mothers or of their dwarfed, emasculated fathers. As a matter of fact, in
Keane’s view, the freakishness or pathological disabilities of the Anglo-Irish
Ascendancy entail a reversal of gender-roles, whereby the patriarchal order
on which the Ascendancy used to base its domination is grotesquely substituted by a despotic matriarchy. Degeneration goes along with a decline of
masculinity, as is clearly evidenced in Good Behaviour by the father’s phallic
loss of his leg, which forces him to remain in bed until his death. In Loving
and Giving, Nicandra, even as a child, sees her father as being ‘small and
unapproachable in the breakfast silence’, and growing even smaller with the
years: ‘a nursery high chair would have been better suited to his bent and
miniature height’ (112). Aroon’s father meekly submits to his wife’s wishes,
whereas Sir Dermot in Loving and Giving is simply dumped by his own lady
and left like the other children in the care of his sister-in-law.
The reversal of gender-roles also has consequences for the daughters,
and Vera Kreilkamp speaks of the typical Keane’s Big House mother as ‘a
matriarchal monster who does her best to destroy her daughters’ (187), as
evidenced by the female narrators’ numerous disabilities and symptoms.
The fact of being inadequately nursed and loved by her mother results for
instance in the case of Aroon St Charles in an obsessive craving for food:
her earliest memories are of the disgusting nursery food, as her mother,
unable or unwilling to nurture her children, ‘left the ordering of nursery
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meals to the cook, who sent up whatever came easiest, mostly rabbit stews
and custard puddings riddled with holes.’ (12). What’s more, Mrs St Charles
denies the reality of bodily functions, in the same way as she denies such
practicalities as money or bills, and exerts the utmost control over them,
keeping herself thin and repressing her sexual drives to the point of frigidity. In reaction to this unattainable role-model and absence of motherly
love, Aroon suffers from bulimia and consequent obesity, accompanied
by forced vomiting, thus enacting, albeit in a disorderly and all too conspicuous way, what her mother has so perfectly and elegantly managed to
achieve, namely the process of abjection. Abjection involves the unacceptable return of the repressed, whom everybody is loath to recognise and
consequently deliberately and determinedly ignores, which is what Kristeva
defines as the primal fear of animality.9 According to her, the primary
example for what causes such a reaction is the corpse (which traumatically
reminds us of our own materiality). However, other items can elicit the
same reaction: the open wound, shit, sewage, even the skin that forms on
the surface of warm milk. It can also be recognised in ‘the rabbit stew and
the custard puddings riddled with holes’ served to Aroon by her mother
in the nursery. Kristeva considers the abject as a reminder of the necessity
for the human being to separate his body from that of his mother and to
secure the limits of one’s corporeal limits.10 Aroon however never seems
to achieve this necessary separation and remains locked up in an infantile
power struggle with her mother, which prevents her from growing up as an
autonomous, sexualised adult. As Kelly J. S. McGovern puts it in a study
of abjection in Good Behaviour and in Loving and Giving, ‘Aroon must
erase all desire for sex by transferring her attention to the consumption
of food’.11 The detail about the rabbit meat is particularly revealing as it is
the very weapon that Aroon uses years later to literally choke her ageing
9
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mother to death, disguising the rabbit dish as chicken mousse. The comic
effect of the image does not in any way lessen the ferocity of the hatred
between the daughter and her mother, a ferocity which the rabbit with
its associations with wildness and hunting somehow successfully symbolises, all the more so as rabbit meat is not considered proper food for such
refined people as the St Charles. Food thus becomes a ludicrous bone of
contention between the mother and the daughter, trapped for the rest of
their lives in an infantile power relationship.
However, Keane shows no compassion for the victims of Anglo-Irish
monstrous parenting: her female protagonists grow up to be as cruel and
insensitive as their mothers, as shown by Aroon’s matricide, but also by
Nicandra’s endeavour to smother her aunt with her solicitude when she
is no longer able to bestow her foolish love upon her dishonest husband.
What Keane puts to the fore through this cruel exposure of her characters’ diverse forms of neurosis is that no outside intervention, such as
a Catholic or republican rebellion, or a Jason Quirke’s sly scheming, was
needed to put an end to this class’ domination. By shutting off completely
such momentous historical events as the 1916 Easter Rising and the War of
Independence from her narrators’ preoccupations. Keane conveys the utter
indifference and suicidal blindness of her Ascendency characters to the
dangers threatening their social position, thus holding them accountable
for their own extinction. Keane must have been all the more aware of her
people’s responsibility in their downfall as her own family Big House was
torched in 1920. The basic, almost Darwinian incapacity of the Ascendancy
to adapt and to struggle for its survival in a changing world is metaphorically
conveyed by its members’ biological inability to reproduce. Aroon never
marries, Nicandra submits to her husband’s wish not to have children, and
in Time after Time only one out of the four elderly offspring of the Swift
family gets married, the others remaining virgins until their death. The characters’ sterility, as well as the crumbling state of their houses, the selling of
their horses, lands and properties, are all metonymies for the incapacity of
the Ascendancy to create the conditions for its survival. It becomes a caste
doomed to extinction because of its inherent, almost genetic, aberrations.
All of these traits are typical of the genre of the Big House novel.
However, we have just underlined to what extent Keane’s novels diverge
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from this genre, by the excess of the satire, of the farcical blackness, and of
its emphasis on bodily decay and abjection, to such a point that her work
may be said to exceed the well-identified genre of the Big House and to
share some likeness with an altogether different type of literature. For
instance, the depiction of the last days of a decaying class of characters,
the emphasis on their disabilities, on the vacuity of their lives, the sadistic master and servant relationship, the final revenge taken on unloving
parents, are all elements found in some of Samuel Beckett’s plays, more
particularly in End Game. In Time after Time, Keane portrays four elderly
characters who have been forced by their mother to live together in the
decaying Big House. One of them is deaf, the other has only one eye, the
third only one hand, while the fourth is illiterate. Even though they hate
each other and spend their time squabbling and provoking one another,
they depend upon one another, as one of them cooks, the other does the
gardening, the third provides the money, the fourth looks after the horse
and the farm. In End Game there are also four characters, each suffering
from one kind of disability or another. Hamm and Clov depend upon each
other while wishing the other were dead. They live in an isolated ‘shed’
which could symbolise the decaying Big House after the whole system of
domination on which it was founded has collapsed; the master-and-slave
type of relationship linking Hamm and Clov could stand for the dialectic
of domination and dependency bonding the class of the Anglo-Irish landlords to their Catholic servants. The presence of Hamm’s parents left to rot
in their garbage cans, the father begging for a biscuit and Hamm ordering
that the lid be put on his bin so as to get rid of him, remind us of Aroon’s
murder of her mother by dint of a rabbit stew disguised as chicken mousse.
Hamm also recalls the time when he ‘inspected his paupers … sometimes
on horse.’12 Hamm and Clov pass the time fondling ‘a black toy dog’, which
can be set in parallel with Keane’s characters’ absurd fondness for their
dogs, who are dearer to them than their human relatives. The allusions in
the play to a man begging for bread and leaving his son for adoption have
been read by many critics as references to the Great Famine, in which part
12
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of the class of the Anglo-Irish landlords discredited itself by its indifference
and cruelty. Another parallel between Keane’s novels and Beckett’s play lies
in the way both writers use the device of grotesque substitution to signify
an ongoing process of decay and extinction: whereas all the elements of
Beckett’s play, be they the setting, the props, the dialogue, the motions,
can be interpreted as standing for something else – even though what they
actually stand for remains forever elusive – Keane substitutes tyrannical
femininity for emasculated masculinity, a land-mower for a horse, a rabbit
stew for chicken mousse, and she has Aunt Tossie live in a mobile home
once the Big House is sold, a derisive substitute for the previous splendour
of the family mansion. Finally, both writers place the reader/audience in
the uncomfortable situation of having to laugh at pitiable characters, and
of being prevented from feeling the slightest compassion for their predicament, their sufferings or their disabilities. The characters are relentlessly
ridiculed, absurdly reduced to the state of helpless infants, virgins or senile
bachelors. Instead of being described as ‘fools of fortune’ as William Trevor
would have it, they are depicted as mere fools whose grandeur was always
fake, undeserving of any tragic dimension, whose misfortune is not the
result of fate but of their own inadequacies repeated from one generation
to another almost to the point of extinction.
As a conclusion, we may say that even though today Molly Keane has
become almost as neglected and forgotten as the characters she depicted,
her works strongly deserve to be revisited not just as good examples of a
well-recognised tradition, that of the Big House novel, but because Keane
pushed the elements of that tradition to its limits, to the point of sharing some of Beckett’s ferocious sense of derision, which he applied to the
whole of mankind. The emphasis she lay on the absurdity and the cruelty
of her own culture, as well as on bodily decay and abjection, have slipped
into oblivion as if it were a revolting part of Irish culture that is best left
alone. Yet, her portrayals of unwanted single women, of their misery and
isolation, are tinged with the same mixture of cruelty, pathos and derision as those achieved by other great female satirists such as Jane Austen,
Katherine Mansfield or Muriel Spark, allowing Keane’s work to transcend
the borders of the genre of the Anglo-Irish Big House novel.

Anne Goarzin

9 From Ireland, with Irreverence: The ‘Fierce
Indignation’ of Jonathan Swift and Paul Durcan

In Gulliver’s Travels (1726), Swift’s character expresses utter surprise and
shock upon realizing that the relatively human appearance of the Yahoos
conceals an animal ‘detestable on all accounts.’1 Yet the Travels, as an allegory of man’s follies and moral imperfections, proposes few alternatives to
this realisation: as an imperfect creature, man either falls prey to his own
vices (which might be summed up as pride or hubris, and which take the
form of greed, envy, manipulation, and any violent physical manifestation
of these), or to other people’s vices. Exposing and fighting them was Swift’s
lifetime goal, and only death was to put an end to his ‘fierce indignation’ at
his own unfair, unjust and hubristic times, as he made clear in the epitaph
he wrote for himself:
Here is laid the Body
of Jonathan Swift, Doctor of Sacred Theology,
Dean of this Cathedral Church,
where fierce Indignation
can no longer
injure the Heart.
Go forth, Voyager,
and copy, if you can,
this vigorous (to the best of his ability)
Champion of Liberty.2

1
2
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Corpus / IONATHAN SWIFT S.T.D. / Hujus Ecclesiæ Cathedralis Decani,/ Ubi
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Swift’s late poetry similarly expresses deep commitment to the nation with
which he had come to associate himself, to the point of ironically crowning himself ‘absolute monarch of the Liberties, and King of the Mob’3 – in
other words, a defender of values that were constantly being threatened
and of a people lacking recognition:
He gave the little wealth he had
To build a House for Fools and Mad
And shew’d by one satyric Touch,
No Nation wanted it so much:
That Kingdom he hath left debtor,
I wish it soon may have a better.4

Yet as Swift’s epitaph points out, it takes another traveller to ‘go forth / and
copy, if [he] can’ this ‘champion of Liberty’ and in many ways Paul Durcan
appears as a fit heir to the Dean. Not unlike Gulliver himself (whose soundness seems to wither towards the end of the Travels as he resumes his life
among his fellow humans but only talks to horses, rejecting his counterparts whom he views as Yahoos), the poet as a young man has endearing
weaknesses of his own, and an ability to embrace incongruity:
‘He’s a bit lacking in the Upstairs Department’
Is what my mother, smiling proudly,
Used to say of me,

3
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Mob’ – ‘an epithet lent credence by the recognition accorded to him by others in
the neighborhood’ (Fabricant in Christopher Fox, ed., The Cambridge Companion
to Jonathan Swift [Cambridge, Cambridge UP, 2003], 51).
Greenberg and Piper, The Writings of Jonathan Swift, ‘Verses on the Death of Dr Swift,
DSPD’, 562.
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Especially to Mr Joseph McGovern
Of McGoverns of Camden Street, drapers,
When she was in the act of purchasing for me
A pair of short trousers […]
A fitting epitaph.5

Whether one interprets this assertion as an affectionate but correct, or
‘fitting’ assessment of the boy’s intellectual potential by his own mother or
as a downright epitaph for his limited intelligence, Durcan’s anticipated
epitaph nudges towards Swift’s own. It might not be so coincidental either
that Durcan should cunningly be referring to two of Swift’s favourite themes
here: first, the government of Ireland (in the guise of the McGoverns) and
second, his own answer to it through the figure of the draper, which I argue
hints at Drapier’s Letters.
Gulliver-like too in his surprise as he describes his encounters with
representatives of the (now Irish) nation in the twenty-first century,
Paul Durcan embodies the qualities Swift was hoping to see in his fellow
‘Voyager’. He is an insatiable traveller to Brazil (Greetings to Our Friends in
Brazil),6 to France (Praise in Which I Live and Move and Have my Being)7
or to Russia (A Snail in My Prime)8 whose own repeated, amused or bitter
surprise upon encountering ‘this abominable animal, a perfect human
figure’ occurs through his own travels from Ringsend to Dingle and Mayo,
via St Peter’s Square or Paris. He is also a committed writer who stands
for liberties, pointing his finger at the forgotten bodies and voices that
are denied an existence by the political and economic machine crushing them, as shown by the choice of his quotation from Helen Waddell’s
The Wandering Scholars (1927) at the outset of The Days of Surprise: ‘On

5
6
7
8

Durcan, Paul, ‘A Fitting Epitaph’, in The Days of Surprise (London: Harvill Secker,
2015), 30.
Durcan, Paul, Greetings to Our Friends in Brazil (London: Harvill Press, 1999, rep.
2015).
Durcan, Paul, Praise in Which I Live and Move and Have my Being (London: Harvill
Secker, 2012).
Durcan, Paul, A Snail in My Prime (London: Harvill Press, 1999).
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these the iniquity of oblivion hath blindly scattered her poppy.’9 In this
way, Swift’s ‘fierce indignation’ resonates in the verse of Paul Durcan, the
contemporary witness of a post-Celtic Tiger, post-recession Ireland that
looks like a social war zone.
A cluster of poems at the end of the first section of The Days of Surprise10
is of particular interest here. ‘October, Sunday Morning, Dublin, Ireland’
features Bosnian beggar women ‘pow-wowing’, engrossed in a mysterious
ritual that surprises the passer-by, with ‘Adjacent to them on a tall plinth
a bust of Signor/ Giacomo Joyce.’11 In close proximity in the collection
are a scathing poem about Irish bankers and elated lines about the ‘W. B.
Yeats Shopping Center’, as well as a particularly irreverent parody of the
Proclamation of Independence summoning the reader to not commemorate 1916.

A Network of Evidence: Sick Bodies, Sick Solutions
The sights in Paul Durcan’s Dublin are not unlike those in Dean Swift’s
city. The character of Gulliver, a spokesperson for the Dean’s misanthropy,
readily acknowledges the imperfect diversity of his contemporaries, noting
that ‘[He is] not in the least provoked at the sight of a lawyer, a pickpocket,
a colonel, a fool, a lord, a gamester, a politician, a whoremonger, a physician, an evidence, a suborner, an attorney, a traitor, or the like; this is all
according to the due course of things’.12 But while Gulliver resolves his
dilemma regarding mankind’s deficiencies by swearing unconditional allegiance to virtue disguised as an almost totalitarian disgust for ‘deformity

9
10
11
12

The title the collection itself refers to the days prior to the unexpected election of
Pope Francis in 2014.
Durcan, The Days of Surprise, 65–70.
Durcan, The Days of Surprise, 66.
Greenberg and Piper, The Writings of Jonathan Swift, 260.
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and diseases, both in body and mind […]’,13 Durcan chooses to embrace
the human imperfections he sees. His collection brims with symptoms of
ageing, illness and physical failings pored over by doctors and consultants. Death is around the corner, and its prospect prompts the poet ‘To
settle [his] affairs and get ready for [his] own little sleep.’14 There are single
mothers and ailing cancer patients (‘Visiting Elizabeth at Home’) as well
as homeless children in Durcan’s The Days of Surprise. Strikingly, the topics
of Swift’s lesser –known poems such as ‘Verses Made for Fruit Women’,
‘The Yahoo’s Overthrow’, ‘The Elephant; or the Parliament Man’ or ‘The
Puppet Show’15 also find echoes in Durcan’s distinctive titles (‘A Husband
Nattering to His Wife’, or ‘Meeting the Great Consultant’)16 which scrutinise his own, and his fellow Dubliners moral and physical shortcomings.
Another interesting parallel occurs when examining both writers’ treatment of injustice. They share an outright irritation for the blindness and
unjust economic system that blight their times and affect directly people’s
physical integrity. Reading through Paul Durcan’s most recent collections
published in 2012 (Praise in Which I Live and Have My Being) and 2015
(The Days of Surprise), it seems their targets are identical. Swift ferociously
denounces Ireland’s plight and sufferings in a Kingdom that enforces colonization, rack-renting and the interdiction of free trade, together with overall and unfettered exploitation of the inhabitants. This is exposed in his
anonymous pamphlets A Short View of the State of Ireland in 1728, and
again The Modest Proposal in 1729, both of which may be said to have roots
as early as in 1726 in Book IV of Gulliver’s Travels. Three centuries later,
Swift’s ‘abominable animals’ posing as humans – intellectuals, politicians,
beggars and Grub street hacks (among whom most notably Bickerstaff,
the Almanack-maker and quack) and by extension, all those have a say in
the government of Ireland, have all but vanished.

13
14
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Greenberg and Piper, The Writings of Jonathan Swift, 260.
Durcan, The Days of Surprise, 28.
See <www.online-literature.com/swift/poems-of-swift/67/>, accessed 28 March
2017.
Durcan, The Days of Surprise, 91 and 46.
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Indignation is central to both authors. As a Church of Ireland minister
in a colonised province he had come to like, the Dean’s divided loyalties
percolate in his rhetoric, maintaining in A Short View of The State of Ireland
that his intent is to keep his emotions in check and that ‘[…] with regards
to the affairs of this Kingdom; [he has] been using all endeavors to subdue
[his] Indignations’17 – only to hint that the objective disastrous situation
of Ireland might in fact be more distressing than any personal admonition: ‘It is not my intention to complain, but barely to relate Facts; and
the Matter is not of small importance’.18 This is a sick kingdom and there
is no misunderstanding the metaphor: ‘Thus we are in the condition of
Patients who have Physick sent them by Doctors at a Distance, Strangers
to their constitution, and the nature of their disease’,19 Swift notes, even
as his attempt at objectivity falls short of convincing the reader. With
hindsight, reading Swift proves rather cathartic. His pamphlet laments the
fact that bankers are ruining the nation; so does Durcan, who phrases this
in an even more literal way: they are ‘terminating the little feckers’.20 In
Swift’s days, the tenants are as much prey to the violence of the system as in
Durcan’s. Homelessness is a symptom of poverty and here again, Durcan’s
contemporary views are no different than Swift’s in A Short View of the
State of Ireland: ‘[…] the rise of our rents is squeezed out of the very blood
and vitals, and clothes, and dwellings of the tenants who live worse than
English beggars.’– […] the tenants cannot afford to pay such extravagant
rates for land (which they must take, or go a-begging)’.21
Yahoos ruled the Dean’s Ireland as much as they do now and as both
writers fiercely rage against the machine, the cross-reading allows for a
poetic justice of sorts. Here is Swift’s statement in A Modest Proposal:
Hence the daily increase of bankers, who may be a necessary evil in a trading country,
but so ruinous in ours, who for their private advantage have sent away all our silver,
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Greenberg and Piper, The Writings of Jonathan Swift, 498.
Greenberg and Piper, The Writings of Jonathan Swift, 498.
Greenberg and Piper, The Writings of Jonathan Swift, 501.
Durcan, ‘Irish Bankers Shoot Dead Fifty-Seven Homeless Children,’ in The Days of
Surprise, 67.
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and one third of our gold, so that within three years past the running cash of the
Nation, which was about five hundred thousand pounds, is now less than two, and
must daily diminish unless we have liberty to coin, as well as that important Kingdom
the Isle of Man, and the meanest Prince in the German Empire, as I before observed.6
I have sometimes thought, that this paradox of the Kingdom growing rich, is chiefly
owing to those worthy gentlemen the BANKERS, who, except some custom-house
officers, birds of passage, oppressive thrifty squires, and a few others that shall be
nameless, are the only thriving people among us: And I have often wished that a law
were enacted to hang up half a dozen bankers every year, and thereby interpose at
least some short delay, to the further ruin of Ireland.22

It can be argued that Swift’s fantasy of a radical cure against the evil of
bankers crops up in Durcan’s poem and that the difference is that in 2015,
bankers unashamedly display their homicidal tendencies. These modernday Yahoos have been granted the power and are ripping off the Nation,
leaving the country grappling with an economic violence that is terrorist
in nature and similar to the murderous rampage Durcan exposed in the
poem ‘Omagh’ 16 years earlier.23 Of course, terrorist violence has now gone
global as the poem entitled ‘The Killing of Marie Colvin’24 suggests and
economic violence is on a par with it as it methodically exterminates those
who have been sidelined by the system.
There is no more political correctness here than in Swift’s Modest
Proposal, where the Dean uses the persona of a well-wishing ‘projector’ who
advocates killing and cooking children in order to address, and simultaneously come to terms with, famine and homelessness in Ireland. The 2015
banker of Durcan’s collection can be seen as a modern embodiment of
the projector, the materialization of a system gone berserk, obscene, as he
spreads terror in ‘Irish Bankers Shoot Dead Fifty-Seven Homeless Children’:
‘It was great gas – while it lasted,’
Sniffed Vladimir O’Muldowney,
The CEO of the Irish Bankers Gang,
As he snorted a line in the Members Bar of the national parliament,
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Greenberg and Piper, The Writings of Jonathan Swift, 501.
Durcan, Greetings to Our Friends in Brazil, 1999, 199.
Durcan, The Days of Surprise, 57.
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After having shot dead fifty-seven homeless children
In the streets of the centre-city, downtown Dublin.
‘It was really cool watching the little feckers
Begging us for mercy.
And I felt good and proper and neat and cosy,
My regular mind replete with the right music,
‘Britannia, Britannia, Britannia rules the waves!’’ […]
Slowly waving my Glock about in the air
Before picking the little feckers off at random: one, two, three …
Evey half-dozen of them I’d terminate – I’d pause
and scratch my groin and Skype my better half on my iPad
And tell her to sixty-nine me over the phone,
Which of course she was only
too willing to do –25

Durcan’s target is the same as Swift’s: ‘Britannia, Britannia, Britannia rules
the waves’, he writes, in what can be read as a bitter reference to the 2008
Anglo Irish bank scandal. Here, the rhetorical tools are also similar: the
humour is matter-of-fact, allowing for incongruous images to emerge.
Where ruthless censorship would not allow Swift to mention anything
but initials, irreverence finds its way into the names Durcan humorously
mints, where ‘Vladimir O’Muldowney’ smacks of an arranged marriage
between Russian Mafia and Irish thug.

What Bodies Stand For: Important Matters
Both writers propose to substitute a renewed narrative or literary agency
for the lack of a political agency, in order to reclaim the very importance
of ‘what matters’. In A Modest Proposal, Swift literally uses the problem
(namely, exponential demography and dismal resources) as a solution. He
recycles it to the point of unease, taking ‘human resources’ in the literal,
25
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edible sense, which is what makes the proposal effective in its provocation.
Yet the moral and practical intolerability of the solution provided (no
less than outright cannibalism) ends up returning to ‘what really matters’
here: death from famine, due to political neglect and corruption. In the
end, it is not so much the utter offensiveness of the proposal itself that
stands out, as the subversive formulation lurking in a text that vindicates
that the Proposal be ‘wholly new […] solid and real’ and above all, ‘full in
our power’:
But, as to my self, having been wearied out for many years with offering vain, idle,
visionary thoughts, and at length utterly despairing of success, I fortunately fell
upon this proposal, which, as it is wholly new, so it hath something solid and real,
of no expence and little trouble, full in our own power, and whereby we can incur
no danger in disobliging England.26

Swift’s irreverence for English rule is at its (discreet) peak as he suggests
that the only alternative is an independent government capable of making
economic choices which may also respond to moral imperatives. Durcan
takes this one step further as he resorts to Mennippean or parodic satire in
the purest Swiftian style in ‘1916 Not to Be Commemorated’.27 The poem
is a scathing denunciation of the amoral economic compromises that have
tarnished the ideals of 1916. It is shaped as an alternative proclamation where
the capitalised signifier in ‘fake, high end Celtic calligraphy’ contains the
double signified ‘fuck off ’ and ‘fuck gov’:
The Irish government has announced that 1916
Is not to be commemorated in 2016.
On account of their 150 percent rollback
Of the principles and ideals of the 1916 rebels,
The authorities wish to proclaim
That they do not cherish all children of the nation equally,
That the people have no right to the ownership of Ireland …
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In 2016 anybody caught proclaiming 1916 values
Will be sentenced to solitary imprisonment for life
In a windowless room in a ghost estate.
The 2016 logo of Brand Ireland will be
In fake, high end Celtic calligraphy:
			  FUG OV
Signed on behalf of the Provisional Government
			  THE OLD HAG OF BEARE

Without a doubt, the conmen of Swift’s time have morphed into modernday Kardashians whose only purpose is fame and stardom. In Durcan’s poem,
the ‘disgustingly visionary utterances of the poets / Pearse, McDonagh and
Plunkett’ have been replaced by ‘celebrity cliché, media jargon, smart-speak’.
This debate between the ancients and the moderns was also familiar to
Swift, and led to hilarious sections in the Battel of the Books28 (sic), or in
the form of slapstick comedy through satire of the self-absorbed scientists
on Laputa in the Travels, so literally unable to balance body and mind that
they require an assistant named a ‘flapper’ whose function is to slap them
and keep them awake to themselves and their immediate environment.
Like his illustrious predecessor Durcan dares to question the Nation’s
reverence for the awe-inspiring figures of Irish literature. His poem entitled ‘The W. B. Yeats Shopping Center’ suggests that even the literature
of Ireland has been commodified and branded, ironically pointing to the
fakeness of the experience:
But two hours of in the W. B. Yeats Shopping Center
And I am a new soul!
Poleaxed with adrenalin!
‘Revitalized’, as Mrs George Yeats might murmur.
I say to myself:
In the name of Mrs George Yeats –
The most virtuoso housewife who ever lived –
I must purchase something!
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I could feel W. B. Yeats egging me on
He was intoning: ‘Obey your urge’.29

What then can irreverence achieve? Whether it is through Durcan’s amused
distance, (filtering through the absurdity of this unlikely encounter with
George Yeats in a shopping centre) or through Swift’s claim to remain at a
critical distance from the lives of his contemporaries, ‘modesty’ is a common
denominator to both writers. In the affectionate poem written upon the
death of his fellow poet, Paul Durcan imagines Seamus Heaney is speaking
words of wisdom from beyond the grave: ‘Never getting above ourselves,
what’s it’s all about’.30 As for Dean Swift, he writes in his own eulogy, ‘Though
trusted long in great Affairs / he gave himself no haughty airs’.31 Neither
Durcan’s nor Swift’s texts lack rhetorical virtuosity. The strength of the argument, added to the ironical tone and satirical attacks on those who govern
and make decisions for Ireland are, in fact, performative. They do make something happen. In eighteenth-century Ireland, the righteousness and clarity
of the Dean’s writings achieved the repeal of Wood’s Half-Pence after the
publication of The Drapier’s Letters (1724–1725). They accomplished something on the political level and paved the way for new ways of envisioning
Ireland, and nationalism was to start developing in the following decades.
In times where economic worth is the main criterion, Durcan relentlessly
questions the nature and forms of knowledge: he values how we feel and
how we pass on the emotions, whether we laugh or are indignant. Fossilised
discourses on the present state of twenty-first-century Ireland and politically
incorrect stances cohabit in his collection, bringing together heroic journalists killed on global battlefields, killer bankers, poet friends, old ladies and
gynaecologists. This is after all a collection where weather presenter Jean
Byrne is the topic of ‘The Azores High’,32 leading to an incredulous tweet
about the unlikelihood, as well as the exhilarating nature of this.
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Yet such an occurrence also points to the continuing ability of poetry to
make something happen by connecting individuals who might be more
than absent-minded readers or distracted users of social media after all,
and whose new manners of travelling the virtual spheres of the web might
pave the way for other fierce and indignant expressions of change to come,
in the steps of Swift and Durcan.

Vito Carrassi

10 Deconstructing and Reconstructing Irish
Folklore: The Irreverent Parody of An Béal Bocht

The study of culture is the study of the inauthentic.1
— Ronald Inauen

Folklore and Authenticity
Concepts such as tradition, folklore, ethnicity are essential to understand
the history of peoples and nations, or, more precisely, to comprehend how
and when peoples and nations conceive, fashion and enhance themselves.
What is denoted by these concepts is commonly regarded, more or less
purposely, as something fixed, unchangeable, original, almost natural,
namely as an intangible heritage2 – intangible, I would say, both because
it cannot be touched, being something non-material, and because it must
not be touched, by virtue of its key role in the construction of a shared
identity – coming from a more or less distant past. Hence, the (alleged)
authenticity of this heritage, seen as a major, sacred value, needs to be
preserved and safeguarded – if necessary, retrieved, revitalised or even

1
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Ronald Inauen’s utterance, quoted in Regina Bendix, In Search of Authenticity: The
Formation of Folklore Studies (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1997), 13.
See, for instance, Valdimar T. Hafstein, ‘Cultural Heritage’, in Regina F. Bendix,
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(re)invented3 – from the risk of disappearing, but also from any kind of
change, contamination, hybridism, and above all from the inauthentic
influence of modernity.4
However, tradition, folklore, ethnicity – and all that is cultural and
not natural – are subject to the processes and transitions of history, that
is a dynamic and all-embracing space-time context, in which everything
is continuously shaped and transformed according to the evolution of
cultural, social, political, economic conditions, so as to be made suitable
for a present more or less different from the past. Yet, as stressed by Sarah
McKibben, ‘[An Béal Bocht] suggests that languages and cultures are no
longer and indeed never were pure or unadulterated’.5 Furthermore, we
must recognise that all cultural items are actually and contextually performed by a number of individuals and communities, who, in so doing,
necessarily modify the previous characters of those items, for they perform
them according to the specificity of their values, needs, tastes and aims.6
3

4
5
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See, in particular, Eric J. Hobsbawm, and Thomas Ranger, eds, The Invention of
Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), and Regina F. Bendix,
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a retreat to a monoglot Irish-speaking insularity. Indeed, it is precisely the impurity
of Irish culture that he values’.
See Richard Bauman, ed., Folklore, Cultural Performances, and Popular Entertainments:
A Communication-Centered Handbook (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992);
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Hence, it is misleading and illusory to define as authentic (or pure,
genuine, original, uncontaminated, etc.) a traditional/folkloric/ethnic
item – such as a language, a narrative, a dance, a custom – as if it had come
unaltered and untouched from a remote (if not mythic) past into the
present. The authentic, indeed, is a fiction, an artefact, an idealised belief,
deriving from the typically human desire and ambition to confer continuity, permanence, perhaps eternity to what is seen as founding and distinctive in the shaping of an individual or collective identity, thus neglecting
(or feigning to neglect) the fact that such things are also a living part of
and affected by a wider and more complex world, that of historical reality.
Indeed, some major human constructions, such as ideology, religion, philosophy, politics and erudition are constantly and necessarily in search for
(sources of ) authenticity, compelled as they are to legitimise their absolute
assumptions and support their universal claims.
Both as a topic of inquiry and as a scientific discipline, folklore has been
regarded, from the very beginning, as a privileged source of authenticity,
a sort of reservoir where one can rediscover and recover a vanished and
regretted past, one especially fitting for cultural, social, political practices
aimed at building, re-building or inventing a national identity.7 As argued
by Regina Bendix:
Folklore has long served as a vehicle in the search for the authentic, satisfying a
longing for an escape from modernity. The ideal folk community, envisioned as
pure and free from civilization’s evils, was a metaphor for everything that was not
modern. Equally relevant is folklore’s linkage to politics, where authenticity bestows
a legitimating sheen, with political change linked to modernity, affirmatively in
revolutions, negatively in counter revolutions. The most powerful modern political
movement, nationalism, builds on the essentialist notions inherent in authenticity,
and folklore in the guise of native cultural discovery and rediscovery has continually
served nationalist movements since the Romantic era.8
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Nonetheless, folklore is by no means a mere collection of original,
primitive, ancient items always identical to themselves, a sort of museum
of past things that never change, that are considered the only authentic
and legitimate ones, in spite of the presence of a number of other, different
versions, dismissed as if they were inauthentic and spurious. If we take it
that folklore is deeply characterised by processes of diachronic mutation
and synchronic multiplicity, then nobody and nothing is able, and allowed,
to state what is authentic and what is not: all cultural items, phenomena,
practices are equally legitimated by the sheer fact of existing.

Flann O’Brien and Irish folklore
Such theoretical premises appear to be particularly apt to contextualise,
understand and evaluate the complex history of folklore in Ireland, its
discovery,9 study, collection, archiving and, above all, its extensive and multifarious use and exploitation between the nineteenth and the twentieth
centuries, that is during the decisive decades for the conceiving, building
and organizing of an independent Irish State together with a clear and
strong national identity. This was not the ideal context in which to propose a non-violent and irreverent approach, especially on the part of those
women and men directly engaged in a concrete, serious, more or less violent
struggle in the name of lofty, patriotic, even sacred principles and values.
Nevertheless, given that our standpoint is that of the non-violent
irreverence and counter-discourse, I have chosen to deal with this general
topic through the specific work of an irreverent writer who, in one of his
novels, sketches an unflattering and critical picture of the Irish folklore
within the context of its cultural, social and political re-framing and re-use
during the first half of the twentieth century. This writer is Brian O’Nolan,
better known as Flann O’Brien.
9

Cf. Anne Markey, ‘The Discovery of Irish Folklore’, New Hibernia Review 10/4
(2006), 21–43.
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What needs to be immediately highlighted with regard to Flann O’Brien
is, on the one hand, his wide and profound knowledge of Irish folklore – and,
in particular, of the Gaelic language10 – and, on the other hand, what could
be defined as an active, dynamic, performative approach to the heritage of
myths, legends, beliefs, traditions handed down through the centuries by
generations of Irish poets, storytellers and common people.11 This specific
approach, which is renowned and celebrated above all in his masterpiece,
At Swim-Two-Birds – think, among many other things, of the irreverent depiction of the most popular hero of the Irish tradition, Fionn mac
Cumhaill, or the funny, farcical reinterpretation of the Tain, namely the
national Irish epos, as a cowboy story set in contemporary Dublin – bears
innovative as well as hilarious, mocking, even subversive results, not exactly
consistent, as already suggested, with a context of (re)construction of a
nation/State. However, in so doing, Flann O’Brien complied with the actual
nature of folklore, which acts as a ceaseless process shaping and re-shaping a
given tradition on various levels and on different temporal scales. And yet,
many of his contemporaries – scholars, writers, artists, intellectuals, politicians – in the wake of what had occurred in a number of other European
countries (nationalist movements and emergence of national, independent
States), committed themselves to a work of strengthening, legitimising and
consecrating a pure, peculiar Irish identity. To do so, they ended up promoting and producing a sketchy, stereotyped, self-celebratory notion of Irishness,
primarily rooted in the Gaelic tradition, seen as the only autochthonous
resource by which to oppose the long-standing English influence and try
to de-anglicise (as famously claimed by Douglas Hyde in a really influential
speech delivered before the National Literary Society in 1892)12 the Irish
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culture.13 Therefore, Gaelic culture and language came to be regarded as an
illustrious heritage, more than a living entity, as a precious heritage of ancient,
edifying, authentically Irish customs, symbols, words, stories.
In this sense, a key role was carried out by those who Flann O’Brien
names ‘Gaeligores’, referring to those learned men who wrongly and improperly translated from the Gaelic and, more generally, misunderstood and
counterfeited the Gaelic culture, giving rise to fixed labels and empty myths,
more or less distant from the lively and heterogeneous reality of the actual
Gaelic world. O’Brien published, in 1941, under the pseudonym of Myles
na gCopaleen (Myles of the littles horses), a short novel written in Gaelic,
An Béal Bocht (The Poor Mouth), where the Gaeligores are the main target
of his humour and parody. In particular, he attacks their conventional and
substantially fake ideas and representations of the Gaeltacht (the western region of Ireland where, unlike in the rest of the country, Gaelic was
still a living language, commonly spoken by its inhabitants), thus drawing
an irreverent and illuminating picture of the troublesome relationships
between tradition and modernity, folklore and literature, English/urban
and Irish/peasant culture, real life and idealizing revivalism. In a letter to
Seán O’Casey, An Béal Bocht is presented by its author as ‘[…] an honest
attempt to get under the skin of a certain type of ‘Gael’, which I find the
most nauseating phenomenon in Europe’.14 The crucial point, according to
the keen and sensitive Myles, is that ‘Gael has become a groove, a convention, a cliché’,15 chiefly owing to ‘the cultural nationalist cant that permeates
the vast majority of novels in Irish during the Free State’.16
As argued by Sarah McKibben: ‘A key work that stands out for its radical deliciously satirical intervention in this complex legacy [i.e. the Gaelic
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See Philip O’Leary, The Prose Literature of the Gaelic Revival, 1881–1921: Ideology
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Neil Murphy, ‘Myles na gCopaleen, Flann O’Brien, and An Béal Bocht: Intertextuality
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O’Brien: Contesting Legacies (Cork: Cork University Press, 2014), 148.
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heritage] is An Béal Nocht’.17 In effect, this novel was purposely conceived to
mock, destabilise, and deconstruct the conservative, romanticised, mostly
contrived idea of the Gaelic identity enhanced by the nationalist propaganda and revivalist literature. Basically, nationalism and revivalism looked
at Irishness as something radically different from the Anglophone dominant
culture – much more than it might actually be, after several centuries of
colonial submission and cultural coexistence – something which mission
was to (try to) make Ireland culturally independent from the foreign influence. However, in this manner, Gaelic culture and language were relegated
into a sort of fabricated Arcadia, of exotic isolation, at a safety distance
from that part of Ireland (first of all Dublin) too infected by the colonial
past. In fact, this entailed the re-enactment of a colonialist condition, a
sort of neo-colonialism carried out, this time, by the Anglo-Irish elite of
the Eastern/urban Ireland over the Gaelic peasants living in the rural and
distant Gaeltacht. What is more, the latter passively accepted this imposed
submission, at least judging by the grotesque behaviour of the Old Grey
Fellow – maybe the most significant character of An Béal Bocht – when
meeting a Gaeligore: ‘[…] I noticed a strange, elegant, well-dressed gentleman coming towards me along the road. Since I’m a well-mannered Gael,
into the ditch with me so as to leave all the road to the gentleman and not
have me there before him, putrefying the public road’.18
Nonetheless, through its irreverent, cutting parody, An Béal Bocht lays
claim to an actually post-colonial condition, suggesting that Irish culture,
language and literature itself should be allowed to express themselves in a
freer and more effective way, even and above all playing with a mummified
and distorted (idea of ) tradition. As pointed out by McKibben, ‘parody
comes to serve as a post-colonial genre (or meta-genre) par excellence’,19
because parody, more than other genres, has the tools to deconstruct the
fake and false constructions enhanced by the hegemonic powers of politics,
culture and society. Still, McKibben contends that ‘An Béal Bocht restores
17
18
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the potential of Irish while simultaneously knocking it off the pedestal
of ideological priority’.20 As a consequence, the Irish writers should have
looked at their own traditions, though valuable and eminent, through a
disenchanted, even iconoclastic lens, in order to reveal both their individual
creativity and the innovative potential hidden in the traditional heritage.
It is exactly what Flann O’Brien/Myles na gCopaleen tries to do in all his
works, and especially in An Béal Bocht.

Chapter 4 of An Béal Bocht
Therefore, if we consider his Gaelic novel, first and foremost, as a parody, a
satire addressed to a certain idea and image of Gaelic language and literature
spread by the Gaeligores, or else a grotesque, surreal representation of their
biased, trivial, unskilled approach to this subject,21 then, as expressed by
Jane Farnon, ‘no other part of the novel has such a pungent, biting, satirical
edge’ as Chapter 4.22 That is why it was chosen to exemplify assumptions
about this novel as a critical reflection on the perception, meaning and
(re-)use of the Irish folklore during the early years of Ireland as an independent country. I have focussed my attention on those specific passages
that I find most significant to illustrate and develop my argument; it is
clear, however, that this is a subjective selection, which can account only
in part for the whole structure, content and meaning of the chapter and,
all the more, of the entire novel.

20
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Ibid., 40.
As stressed by Jane Farnon, Motifs of Gaelic Lore and Literature in An Béal Bocht, in
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From its very beginning, this chapter drops a hint of what will be
found in the following pages. It starts, indeed, from a discovery: Gaelic is
not an exclusive possession of Gaels! This is a shocking discovery for the
people of Corkadoragha (or Corca Dorca) – the fictitious village of the
Gaeltacht where the novel is set – above all because they underestimate
their own language, or better, they treat it as an everyday and trivial thing,
no more than a means of communication, closely related, in their view, with
the condition of poorness and wretchedness distinctive of the true Gaels.
However, far from their village – and unbeknown to them – Gaelic has
been rediscovered and re-evaluated to be made a shared, national heritage,
a mighty and prominent symbol of Irishness, now studied and practised
by the Gaeligores. So, what happens if a true Gael – the quintessential
Gael, namely the ‘Old Grey Fellow’ – meets a Dubliner speaking Gaelic?
But … said the Old-Fellow, laying a trembling hand upon my person, dumb also but
making the utmost endeavour to regain his power of speech, but … wait! He spoke
to me in Gaelic!
When I had heard all this, I became suspicious. I thought that the Old-Fellow was
romancing or raving in a drunken delirium … There are things beyond the bounds
of credibility.23

To be sure, the Anglophone gentlemen who had started to ‘come and go’ to
Corkadoragha speak an ‘awkward unintelligible Gaelic’, namely an archaic,
erudite language learned through the books and adopted for its symbolic
value, as a sign of distinction more than as an actual means of communication. On the other hand, they ‘had fluent English from birth’, yet didn’t
use it with the Gaels, because the ‘noble tongue’ (English, according to
the Gaels) could provide ‘a protection against the difficulties of life’24 that
characterise the pitiful existence of the Gaels. Thus, Gaelic and English
are utterly contrasting languages, representative of two distinct groups –
Gaels vs. Gaeligores – the embodiments of two different and distant worlds,
as well as of established hierarchical relationships of power (social, political, economic).
23
24
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Accordingly, we observe a significant distance between the oldfashioned, scholarly, affected tongue spoken by the Gaeligores, and the
living, pragmatic, spontaneous tongue spoken by the Gaels. Gaeligores,
representatives of the Anglophone elite ruling in Ireland for many centuries,
pretend to know the Gaelic better than those who actually use it on a daily
basis; yet the reality is quite different, as suggested by the following lines:
I don’t think that Father Peter has the word decline [previously used by
the Old Grey Fellow] in any of his works, said the Gaeligore courteously.
[…]
He struck out by the doorway – do you use that sentence? said the Gaeligore.
Forget it, boy! said the Old-Fellow and left him with the question still unresolved
in his skull.25

As a consequence, Corcadoragha turns out to be an uncomfortable and
troublesome context for the studying and collecting of Gaelic, as if the
Gaeligores would refuse to face the actual, true (authentic? too authentic?)
reality found on the field, and prefer to deal with something easier, more
comfortable and adaptable to their needs and expectations. Something based
on the scholarly, literary, romantic, nationalist constructions rather than
on the real lives of the living and concrete Gaelic-bearers. Corcadoragha is
thus depicted as an unbearable (and farcical) exaggeration of those features
traditionally ascribed to the Gaelic world by the submissive and fatalist
Gaels, but also by the Gaeligores themselves, who, contradictorily, reject
their own idealised and stereotyped picture of Gaeltacht:
[…] It was explained to him [the Old Grey Fellow] […] what was upside-down and
amiss and back-to-front with Corkadoragha as a centre of learning. It appeared that:
1 The tempest of the countryside was too tempestuous.
2 The putridity of the countryside was too putrid.
3 The poverty of the countryside was too poor.
4 The Gaelicism of the countryside was too Gaelic.
5 The tradition of the countryside was too traditional.26
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It is in response to this deplorable lie of the land that the Old Grey Fellow,
certainly the shrewdest member of his community, plans ‘a big Gaelic feis
in Corkadoragha to collect the money’, so as to create ‘a college as there
was in the Rosses and Connemara’,27 which, in the meantime, have become
more attractive than Corcadoragha as Gaelic destinations, despite their
‘half-awkward, perverse Gaelic’, if compared to the ‘good Gaelic’ spoken in
Corcadoragha.28 Now, this supposed linguistic purity is no longer sufficient
to draw the attention of Gaeligores: their tastes and demands have changed.
Therefore, in order to bring them and their money back, it is necessary to
adapt to the new situation and try to satisfy what is now requested by the
market, in this case an ideological, (pseudo)scholarly, nationalist market.
The Old Grey Fellow provides a concrete and potentially profitable solution
both for his country-fellowmen and for the Gaeligores, though this might
lead to give up or betray a supposed folk authenticity. But authenticity,
being a cultural, historical construction, and not a natural, unchangeable
phenomenon, is subject to be renegotiated, rephrased and reshaped.
Nevertheless, as representatives of the official culture, of the hegemonic classes, of that cultural and political centre of the nation (Dublin
and environs) where Irish identity is one-sidedly moulded, the Gaeligores
are paradoxically regarded as the true custodians of the authentic Gaelic
culture (in fact, as is said in the novel, this is rather ‘true Gaelicism’), in
spite and at the expense of the Gaels themselves, who sluggishly accept
this alleged truth and even feel ashamed of their lack of authenticity. To
be sure, Gaeligores hold the power to impose and legitimise what must be
considered the true Gaelic dress, the true Gaelic names, the true Gaelic
words and so on, even if these turn out to be no more than stereotyped,
revivalist, antiquarian, obsolete items, more flaunted and exterior than
seriously lived and understood:
There were men present wearing a simple unornamented dress – these, I thought,
had little Gaelic; others had such nobility, style and elegance in their feminine attire
that it was evident that their Gaelic was fluent. I felt quite ashamed that there was
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not even one true Gael among us in Corkadoragha. They had yet another distinction
which we did not have since we lost true Gaelicism – they all lacked names and surnames but received honorary titles, self-granted, which took their style from the sky
and the air, the farm and the storm field and fowl.29

The obsession for the Gaelic, or better, for a misleading and falsified image
of Gaelic language and culture, reaches its climax in the ‘truly Gaelic oration’ of the President of the feis. The obsessive and ridiculous repetition
of the words Gael/Gaelic/Gaelicism highlights the magniloquent selfreferentiality of this speech, in which Gaelic loses any practical usefulness,
and functions instead as an exclusive means of erudite debate and nationalist pride. Here we see all the flimsiness, emptiness, foolishness characterising many people engaged in the Irish linguistic and cultural revival, thus
revealing an inadequate and/or distorted knowledge of the actual Gaelic
tradition, as well as a (willingly) biased, purely theoretical and idealised
view aimed at supporting ideological, political, scholarly goals. The following is the speech of a person only apparently involved in the Gaelic question and, above all, in the real condition of the Gaels. Moreover, this is an
ironic and funny example of empty and futile rhetoric, where the obsessive
repetition of a concept, rather than enhancing its semantic value, entails its
debasement:
Gaels! he said, it delights my Gaelic heart to be here today speaking Gaelic with you
at Gaelic feis in the centre of the Gaeltacht. May I state that I am a Gael. I’m Gaelic
from the crown of my head to the soles of my feet – Gaelic front and back, above and
below. Likewise, you are all truly Gaelic. We are all Gaelic Gaels of Gaelic lineage.
He who is Gaelic, will be Gaelic evermore. I myself have spoken not a word except
Gaelic since the day I was born – just like you – and every sentence I’ve ever uttered
has been on the subject of Gaelic. If we’re truly Gaelic, we must constantly discuss
the question of the Gaelic revival and the question of Gaelicism. There is no use in
having Gaelic, if we converse in it on non-Gaelic topics. […] There is nothing in this
life so nice and so Gaelic as truly true Gaelic Gaels who speak in true Gaelic about
the truly Gaelic language.30
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As acutely noted by Anne Clissmann:
The description of the feis brought Myles’s rather savage humour to a climax, as he
described the dress (kilts), the pet-names, the speeches and the complete insensitivity
of the Gaeligores. They talk and talk; they offer prizes for marathon performances in
speaking, singing, and dancing, quite oblivious of the poverty, hunger and exhaustion of the peasants. […] It is in the pathetic willingness of the peasants to live up
to the image of Gaelic Ireland created for them by well-fed, well-clothed gentlemen
from Dublin that the ridiculous pretensions of the Gaeligores are most exposed.31

This pretentious obsession for the Gaelic eventually leads to absurd and
even tragic consequences. The feis becomes a sort of grotesque, lethal parade,
conceived and performed only to suit the insane and reckless expectations of Gaeligores, who, in a sense, have paid to enjoy that kind of show.
Accordingly, the Gaelic tongue is gradually deprived of its communicative
function, to become the object of a purely rhetorical game, of a speaking
competition designed to award ‘who was the most in earnest about Gaelic’.
The ultimate consequence is that language is reduced to a nonsensical,
animal-like sound:
For three hours or thereabouts, the speech was sweet and the words recognizable,
one from the other. By afternoon the sweetness and the sense had almost completely
departed from it and all that was audible were nonsensical chattering and rough
inarticulate grunts. At fall of darkness one man collapsed on the ground, another fell
asleep (but not silent!) and a third fellow was borne home, stricken by brain-fever
which carried him off to the other life before morning.32

What is more, in order to preserve the identity and peculiarity of their
field of research, as well as the very sense of their mission, Gaeligores need
or prefer to close the eyes on the scanty and unfair lives of Gaeltacht’s
inhabitants, who are compelled to safeguard (and to bear the weight of )
an illusory, but reassuring Irish authenticity:
In Declan Kiberd’s precise formulation, the book attacks ‘[…] the Dublin revivalists
[…] who could idealize the saintly simplicity of western life, only by ignoring the
31
32
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awful poverty on which it was based’. The conservative nationalism of these urbanites derives its ideological sustenance at the expense of others; it fails to comprise an
expansive or liberating vision, instead replicating the inequities of colonial relations.
Seeing the Gaeltacht as a well of undefiled linguistic and cultural purity, the visitors
prefer that the locals remain poor to preserve the purity of the ancient language,
itself defined as inimical to progress.33

Between Deconstruction and Reconstruction
Nonetheless, one may also look at the question from a different point of
view. The organization of a Gaelic feis could be interpreted as an attempt
by the people of Corcadoragha – above all of The Old Grey Fellow (who is
‘oddly’ elected treasurer of the feis) – to exploit the pretensions and misunderstandings of Gaeligores (and, more generally, of the Irish ruling classes),
in order to improve their own social and economic condition. To this end
they are ready to counterfeit an allegedly authentic tradition to produce
fakelore – to use the well-known and controversial concept elaborated by
Richard Dorson34 – or rather, to provide it with new features, functions
and meanings, thus giving new strength and value to an otherwise declining
and, after all, useless body of traditions – marking the passage from first
33
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to second life of folklore, according to Honko’s theory about the ‘folklore
process’;35 in so doing, they make their traditional heritage fitting for the
new contexts resulting from the historical and cultural transformations. As
the only rightful holders of their traditions, the people of Corcadoragha
have all the rights to take advantage of them, also by modifying or even
inventing new forms of folklore, such as a brand new folk festival.
Therefore, on the one hand, the feis appears to be a perverted consequence of an actual ignorance – on the part of the scholars and gentlemen
coming from Dublin – about the real nature and sense of Gaelic language and culture; on the other hand, however, it reveals the availability
and/or ability of the Gaels to face a changed reality and (re)act creating
from nothing what is now requested by the present: for instance, by the
literary revival, the political agenda of a young nation, the disciplinary
boundaries of folklore research or else the capitalistic economy, which
needs to supply ever new commodities (material or immaterial) to the
urban market. Never forget that folklore is a contextual phenomenon,
influenced by its framework, then it responds to the stimuli and solicitations coming both from inside (the members of a folk community) and
outside (the foreigners, in this case the Gaeligores). As pointed out by
Richard Bauman: ‘[…] the community-based festival represents a mechanism by which the members of a community deal expressively with the
forces of modernity’.36 Willy-nilly, what for the peasants of the Western
countryside was simply an everyday and even trivial experience, that is,
the Gaelic language and its use in ordinary speech, had become, from the
hegemonic point of view of the Eastern Anglo-Irish urbanites, a valuable
heritage worth discovering, studying and saving from the accidents of the
living and historical reality, something to enclose within safe boundaries,
like in a museum, in order to make it a fetish, a symbol, a source of collective identification always available.
35
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Through their attempt to reconstruct their own folklore according
to the needs of what could be intended as a form of cultural tourism,37
the people of Corcadoragha try, perhaps unconsciously (except The Old
Grey Fellow, the only true winner of the feis),38 to subvert their atavistic
subalternity and gain a better place in this world. And yet, this seems to
be an inconceivable and unacceptable aspiration. Gaels must remain poor
and backward, so as to preserve the authenticity of tradition, which is (or
should be) connoted by poverty and backwardness; they (and they alone)
must bear the nationalist burden of Irishness and, consequently, are not
allowed to share the benefits of modernity, which would contaminate
their precious Gaelic otherness:39 ‘[…] it had always been said that accuracy of Gaelic (as well holiness of spirit) grew in proportion to one’s lack
of worldly goods and since we had the choicest poverty and calamity, we
did not understand why the scholars were interested in any half-awkward,
perverse Gaelic which was audible in other parts’.40
At any rate, just through this kind of reconstruction of their own traditions, in particular of their language, the Old Grey Fellow and his comrades apparently suit the absurd requests of Gaeligores, but, actually, they
manage to de-construct any claim of cultural authenticity or pure Irishness,
showing, instead, maybe in a grotesque and even tragic way, the dynamic,
dialectical, historical, in short, the inauthentic nature of real folklore.
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11 Seán Ó Faoláin and De Valera’s ‘Dreary Eden’

In his article entitled ‘To Some Old Republican Somewhere: From Another’
published in the Irish Times as Ireland was readying itself to commemorate
the fiftieth anniversary of the Easter Rising, Ó Faoláin proposed to revisit
the nature of Pearse’s vision of a republic. Underlining what seemed to him
a definite lack of clarity and practicality as to the definition of this ideal,
Ó Faoláin denounced the betrayal of the republican cause, which started as
early as 1927, when ‘republicans’ decided to enter the Dáil. The profoundly
unequal Irish society that emerged in the wake of Ireland’s independence,
Ó Faoláin claimed, was thus nothing but a bleak replica of the ‘ancient
world’, only with ‘Irish names’ pasted over ‘English ones’, alien to the cause
that had inspired the heroes of 1916:
We have set up a society of urbanised peasants, whose whole mentality, whose image
of life is, like an antiquated society, based on privilege; a society run by a similar
minority of ambitious business-men, ‘rugged individualists’ looking down at, fearing even hating ‘the men and women of no property’, thriving on the same theory of
God-made inequality, welcoming and abetting, by the same self-interested silence,
the repression of every sign of individual criticism or reconsideration of the social
and moral results of history.1

As we can see, the seasoned intellectual had lost nothing of his fire, bitterly
concluding his contribution by saying that although they were about to
elect a new president, the Irish people had been ‘disenfranchised’. In many
respects, this article is a ‘synthesis’ and a ‘reminder’ of the flagship arguments
Ó Faoláin relentlessly put forward throughout his career, be it in his essays,
fictions, or biographies. This paper, therefore, will examine how ‘resistance’
1
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against a morally repressive and politically conservative Ireland acts as a
driving force behind all his writings. After a brief overview of the evils he
targets in his fictions, it will identify the motives underlying his interest
in historical biography and history writing. Making passing references to
Ó Faoláin’s accounts of the lives of Constance Markievicz and Éamon de
Valera, this article will focus on King of the Beggars and The Great O’Neill,
his biographies of Dan O’Connell and Hugh O’Neill published in 1938
and 1942, respectively, to show how the author’s revisionist ambition and
his desire to formulate commentaries on the past and on present politics
cause intrinsic tensions in his biographies, giving them great entertainment value but also threatening to defeat their purpose.2 Indeed, such
comments may betray the presence of a subjective reading of the past in
light of contemporary considerations, that can hardly be reconciled with
the more restrained and scientific approach expected of history writing.
We will then see whether the true force of Ó Faoláin’s ‘counter-discourse’
does not more convincingly lie in the style of these biographies, rather
than in their arguments.

Writing as Resistance: An Embittered Young Man
Doing Battle with the Censor
Ó Faoláin belongs to the generation of writers born at the turn of the
twentieth century, who after having embraced the nationalist ideals of
the cause of independence, later experienced a great feeling of disillusion
in the first few years of the Free State. This disenchantment translates in
his work into a bitter and dark tone that was to become the hallmark of
Irish realist fiction:

2
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The steps are clear already – Yeats and romantic poetry, Joyce and the bitter literature
of regret, O’Casey, O’Flaherty, O’Connor, O’Donnell and the brutal literature of
despair. That is an exaggeration, a rough caricature. But it is, at bottom, true enough
as an outline.3

His short stories give a heartrending insight into a society caught in a state
of crisis. Conveying a sense of geographic, cultural but also intellectual
entrapment, they depict a people crushed by a brutal and cynical Catholic
church. Either apathetic and oblivious to the tragedy of their own condition, or frustrated at being deprived of any opportunity to achieve selffulfilment, characters often seek refuge in exile or alcohol.
Such a bleak vision of de Valera’s ‘Dreary Eden’, as Ó Faoláin
called it in the title of a chapter of his 1939 biography of the statesman,
undercuts any idealised vision of Irish life. Needless to say, it didn’t sit
well with the powers-that-be, and brought him into conflict with the
Censor.4 His first collection of short stories, Midsummer Night Madness
(1932), as well as his novel Bird Alone (1936), were banned.5 After having
spent time in the United States and England between 1926 and 1933,
Ó Faoláin’s return to Ireland, therefore, can only be interpreted as an act of
resistance.

3
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Ó Faoláin’s Interest in History and Theses
Ó Faoláin’s targets are numerous, but two may nonetheless be singled out
as transcending the others. As noted in the quote from his 1966 article, he
fundamentally challenges a vision of Irish identity supported by a biased
reading of history. As early as the nineteenth century, not only historians,
but also journalists, writers, revolutionaries and politicians had put forward
their own version of history which sought to demonstrate continuity in the
fight for independence. Similarly, at the beginning of the twentieth century,
while the Irish-Ireland movement, spearheaded by intellectuals such as
D. P. Moran and Daniel Corkery, popularised an idealised but also inaccurate and sectarian definition of Irishness as being exclusively Gaelic,
Catholic and rural,6 the writing and teaching of Irish history was instrumentalised to foster a feeling of national pride and identity.7
This narrative of the past, which dominated Irish historiography, was
nonetheless challenged by a number of intellectuals and historians, who
argued for more rigorous methods of investigation and greater objectivity.
In 1923 George Bernard Shaw in The Irish Statesman took issue with erroneous and ‘romanticised’ versions of Irish history while Edmund Curtis, in
a speech delivered before the Dublin Literary Society, denounced popular
accounts of a partially fictionalised history of Ireland, riddled with myths
and legends, peopled by ‘immaculate saints’, ‘invincible heroes’, ‘ponderously
perfect scholars’, and pleaded for a more ‘‘scientific history’, founded on fact
and judicial research’. In the 1930s, under the leadership of T. W. Moody
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See Daniel Corkery, The Hidden Ireland [1924] (Dublin: M. H. Gill and Son, 1925)
and David Patrick Moran, The Philosophy of Irish Ireland (Dublin: J. Duffy, 1905).
Roy Foster notes that if W. E. H. Lecky’s The History of Ireland was compulsory
reading among educated circles, A. M. Sullivan’s The Story of Ireland (1870) was a
reference book in a great many household. (Roy F. Foster, Paddy and Mr Punch [1993]
[London: Penguin, 1995], 13.) Other nationalist versions of Irish history included
the works of Standish O’Grady, A. M. Sullivan, Alice Stopford Green or Daniel
Corkery.
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and R. D. Edwards, historians from Trinity College, UCD and Queen’s
University began to articulate an academic response to nationalist history.8
Therefore, it is precisely the desire to nuance versions of history devoid
of factual accuracy and to identify the causes of the stark contrast between
the stifling gloom of Ireland in the 1930s and the exaltation of past heroes,
that spurred Ó Faoláin to join the historiographic movement that would
later be qualified as ‘revisionist’. As John V. Kelleher explained in The Bell
in 1945, the study of Irish history and realist fiction were inspired by the
same motives:
They are not, then, realists and students of history for profit. Their motives are
artistic; their resolution, moral. They are trying to give Ireland a literature wholly
expressive of itself as it is today, in the belief that good health begins with candid
self-recognition. And because most of them cannot see in standard romanticised
Irish history any living roots of the country they know, they are trying to discover
the history that actually did produce the small familiar democracy.9

Thus, while realist fiction emerged in reaction to an idealised Ireland and
displays a distressed vision of Irish society in crisis, Ó Faoláin’s historical
biographies of O’Connell and O’Neill wrong-foot an official discourse by
developing alternative theses.
The Irish-Irelanders, Ó Faoláin wrote in 1936 in Ireland To-Day,
peddle the myth of a Gaelic Ireland for want of ‘personal courage to be
what we all are – the descendants, English-speaking, in European dress,
affected by European thought, part of the European economy, of the rags
and tatters who rose with O’Connell to win under Mick Collins – in
a word this modern Anglo-Ireland.’10 On the other hand, Ó Faoláin’s
8
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biography of Daniel O’Connell, King of the Beggars, postulates that the
treaty of Limerick in 1691 signed the death warrant of Gaelic Ireland and
that Daniel O’Connell, who ‘had closed his titanic struggle to lift [the
people] out of beggary’,11 has to be credited with the emergence of modern
Irish democracy whose identity is irredeemably Anglo-Irish.12
Similarly, The Great O’Neill depicts a chaotic Ireland, riven with tensions between Gaelic clans, ‘old English’ and colonists, and challenges the
patriotic myth of Hugh O’Neill as a stalwart nationalist. ‘The late nineteenth century invented a myth’, writes Ó Faoláin ‘about O’Neill – the
usual romantic patriot myth, all enthusiasm and glory and idealism and
trustfulness in Ireland’s cause. The truth is almost at the opposite pole’.13
Raised in England by Sir Henry, future Lord Deputy of Ireland, O’Neill
had initially been seen as a factor in the Anglicisation of Ireland. Ó Faoláin
portrays a cautious, scheming and self-serving figure, long faithful to the
English Crown, who did not rise against Elizabeth I until after Red Hugh
O’Donnell’s rebellion in 1594. Only then did he become a rallying figure
leading the Irish in the Nine Years War (1594–1603).
But Ó Faoláin’s historical biographies run counter to nationalist historical discourse by challenging a specific methodology. In ‘The Meaning
of History’, published in The Irish Times in 1942, Ó Faoláin questioned the
‘retrospective reading’ of Ireland’s past since the Act of Union in terms of
the sustained struggle of Gaelic Ireland to emancipate from British domination: ‘Such an optimistic view of History as a divine grand strategy gradually unfolding itself to our awe-struck eyes’,14 Ó Faoláin argued, did little
justice to the haphazard course of events as they unfolded, by imposing a
narrative informed by a contemporary nationalist agenda.
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Splitting the Critics: Trenchant Reactions to
Ó Faoláin’s Work
The diversity of reactions to these biographies speak to their achievement
and impact as controversial writings. In 1944 Hayes-McCoy, in Irish
Historical Studies, praised The Great O’Neill for being a well-documented
and serious piece of work, having ‘collected, sifted and studied the available
sources’ including studies and biographies by historians such as Lecky or
Froude as well as numerous witness accounts.15 In the same periodical a few
years earlier, R. M. Henry had noted the ‘honesty’16 of King of the Beggars,
just like Daniel Anthony Binchy, for example, who claimed in Studies that
it was ‘one of the most solid contributions to the history of modern Ireland
that have happened in our time,’ as the biography presented with ‘ruthless
honesty’ ‘too many unpalatable truths’ to be included in schoolbooks.17
However, reviews also pinpointed a number of limitations. HayesMcCoy noted approximations and anachronisms. In addition to a lack
of clarity between historical facts and conjecture as well as the lack of
rigour expected from historians, he deplored Ó Faoláin’s desire to produce literary effects that sapped historical perspective, thereby touching
on a major intrinsic ambiguity of these biographies. In Studies, Michael
Tierney (politician and Professor at UCD) even stressed Ó Faoláin’s
lack of impartiality, accusing him of deliberately exaggerating the sinister
depiction of eighteenth-century Ireland to better emphasise the extent of
O’Connell’s achievement.18 Indeed, the intellectual and political change
15
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of heart between Ó Faoláin’s shamelessly hagiographic first biography of
de Valera (suffused with laudatory comments like ‘He has unsheathed
his sword for Ireland. He was destined not to sheathe it again while he
lived’)19 and his far more critical treatment of Markievicz and de Valera in
his second biography, bear witness to his shift from youthful idealism to
a more mature belief in pragmatic politics, and to the political angle that
underpins his approach as a biographer. As Fiona Dunne has aptly noted,
Ó Faoláin sees O’Connell as an antithesis of de Valera.20 O’Connell and
O’Neill are praised for their realism and federating qualities as they gave
birth to a sentiment of national unity to an all too fragmented Ireland.
De Valera in the 1939 biography is on the contrary ‘the great splitter’, the
man who divided Sinn Féin, the IRA, Cumann na mBan, or Clan na Gael,
and who, for this reason, is at least partly accountable for the Civil War.
The numerous parallels which Ó Faoláin draws with contemporary
events, comparing for instance the atmosphere in Dublin in 1798 with the
terror caused by the Black and Tans in 1920–1921,21 confirm that attempts
at commenting on the present constantly underlie his historical account.
King of the Beggars, Daniel A. Binchy observed, ‘is at the same time a masterpiece of biography, a masterpiece of historical evocation of the past and
a masterpiece of what, for lack of a better word, may be concrete criticism
of the present’.22
In addition, Ó Faoláin’s commentaries are at times deliberately provocative. In his article ‘Mr. De Valera – Rebel or Reformer?’ published in
The New Statesman and Nation in 1932, he derides idealist rebels such as
19
20
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Robert Emmet, Patrick Pearse, Constance Markievicz or Éamon de Valera
before placing Oliver Cromwell on an equal footing with Daniel O’Connell
and Michael Davitt as one of the three personalities whose influence radically changed the condition of the Irish people.23
This taste for irreverence and derision is materialised in the text.
Indeed, these commentaries are carried through stylistically by the use
of irony and caricature.24 Thus, Constance Markievicz becomes a form of
hybrid creature, ‘partly flesh / partly metal’, who ‘blather[s] away like a
machine-gun’.25 The characters’ noses, in particular, are subject to a multitude of deformations. In King of the Beggars, Ó Faoláin sketches Wolfe
Tone simply by evoking his ‘hooked nose to the west’.26 The length of the
old spinster’s nose to whom O’Connell’s uncle ‘Hunting Cap’ planned to
marry him suffices to explain both the attraction she exercised on the old
man and the repulsion she inspired in the nephew: ‘a wealthy spinster in
Cork, whose nose, unhappily, was as long as her purse’.27 John Toler, Lord
Norbury, famously nicknamed ‘Hanging Judge’ for his cruelty in Irish
courts is depicted as a ‘cruel buffoon’.28
The depiction of such particularly shallow peripheral characters whose
personality is encapsulated through a couple of physical traits therefore
stands in sharp contrast with the study of the biographical subject whose
23
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inner mechanisms are scrutinised as if under the lens of a microscope.
Deprived of any ‘inner depth’ and judged on their deeds only, they seem to
be constructed according to the ‘legal rules’ specific to satire. Indeed, Marc
Martinez recalls that if satire as a genre has disappeared, it still survives as a
mode.29 The literariness of Ó Faoláin’s biographies thus sheds light on the
coexistence of two distinct ‘regimes’, as if these works sometimes obeyed
a biographic dynamic and sometimes a satirical one.
Therefore, it appears that the value of the ‘counter-discourse’ Ó Faoláin
voices through his historical biographies deserves some qualification. The
numerous commentaries as well as the instances of irony or literary effects
sit uneasily with revisionist claims to greater objectivity – all the more so
since they contribute to making the biographer’s presence in the biography
very palpable, even obtrusive. ‘The biographer’s own personality keeps
breaking in. We are never unaware for long of his presence at our elbow’,
the historian, F. S. L. Lyons noted.30
While Ó Faoláin constantly addresses the reader directly and shares
his emotions, irony, as explained by Roland Barthes,31 interferes with history in the sense that it is laden with a moral dimension whereas history
should only distinguish between ‘true’ and ‘false’. In this respect, one may
also wonder if, for all his criticism of the retrospective reading of nationalist
historiography, Ó Faoláin’s parallels between past and present do not also
impose a form of anachronistic coherence and logic over historical events.
Thus, it seems that the greatest merit of Ó Faoláin’s historical biographies is to have developed new perspectives at odds with the nationalist historiography, thereby reasserting the creative dimension of history
writing: ‘For history is creative’, said Ó Faoláin, ‘not a frigidaire. […] like
tradition it evolves and creates; it is not just something that people make.
History has gone on abandoning its young. […] But traditions can die,
nevertheless. They die, not for being interfered with but for not being
29
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interfered with. Tradition is like the soil that needs turning over, compost,
change of crops. It has to be manhandled, shaken up’.32
Yet, even if all these flaws tend to undermine the historical significance
of these biographies, the many stylistic devices at work make them particularly rich studies, to the extent that one may actually wonder whether
Ó Faoláin’s technique as a biographer is not, in itself, constitutive of a
form of resistance.

Resistance through the ‘Discourse “of ” the Method’
In many respects, literary devices will play their part in enabling the biographer to promote other forms of revision. Irony, Virginia Woolf explained,
‘stunts the growth of characters’ and allows for the creation of texture.33
When associated with peripheral figures, it can serve to accentuate the
looming presence of the biographic hero. But when used against the hero
himself, it can help reduce his stature. By doing so, it contributes to restoring
the characters’ humanity. In his epigram to King of the Beggars, Ó Faoláin
quotes François Mauriac who explains that: ‘La plus grande charité envers
les morts, c’est de ne pas les tuer une seconde fois en leur prêtant de sublimes
attitudes. La plus grande charité, c’est de les rapprocher de nous, de leur
faire perdre la pose’. [‘The greatest act of charity towards the Dead, is to not
kill them a second time, by lending them sublime attitudes. The greatest
act of charity is to bring them closer to us, to make them appear natural.’]34
Thus, one notes in Ó Faoláin’s biographic approach a certain bluntness of tone and a desire to evoke all the facets of his subjects. He does not
hold back, for instance, in his evocation of O’Connell’s taste for alcohol,
32
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adulterous romance or libidinous proclivity. O’Connell can show himself
to be diabolical or ‘eerie’, but he is also a ‘cheap mountebank’35 that fascinates and seduces: ‘Humorous, scurrilous, witty, handsome as the devil,
cocking his eye here and there, he slowly wins the rebels to his side, never
disdaining a dirty gibe at an opponent, or a trivial occasion to flatter or
inflame his friends’.36
In addition to irony, the biographer’s greater authority and lack of
deference towards his character is telling of a rebalancing of his relationship
with his subject, typical of the more literary ‘New English Biography’. But
it is also a necessary condition to give a faithful account of the character’s
life and personality. A piece in The Irish Times commented:
The vast historical portrait[s], here drawn [is] all the more convincing because [it is]
done by [a man] who [is] unsentimental and capable of a satiric or ironic view of [his]
subject[s]. Sentimentalists would be ill-fitted to discover […] the real O’Connell. A
soft nature cannot comprehend greatness. […] Strong tools are needed to chisel the
marble that is worthy of such caryatids of the temple.37

In this respect, Florianne Reviron has observed that Lytton Stratchey’s use
of pictorial elements, contributes to establishing biography as an artistic
genre.38 The same could be said of Ó Faoláin whose numerous physical
descriptions and references to portraits, etchings or lithographs give his
biographies a strikingly pictorial dimension. In Ó Faoláin’s case, art helps
to renew biography as a genre but also plays a part in ‘revising’ history.
Portraits, Ó Faoláin argues, should faithfully depict the physical imperfections of the character, failing which, as in the case of O’Connell, one runs
the risk of ‘flatter[ing] the character out of existence’.39
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Thus, the depictions of the character’s face aim to bring to light his
soul, often torn, as André Maurois explained in Aspect de la Biographie
published in 1928, between light and shade.40
In this respect, not only is caricature used to stress physical specificities,
it is also exploited to evoke the character’s ‘machinery of the mind’.41 De
Valera’s skills as a negotiator would try the patience of the most seasoned
politicians such as Arthur Griffith, John Devoy or Lloyd George, as arguing
with him would be like ‘chasing a man on a merry-go-round while seated
on the horse behind him’.42
Likewise, Ó Faoláin’s description of the lithograph of O’Connell’s
face that features in the 1938 original edition of King of the Beggars, reflects
the profoundly divided nature of the ‘Liberator’, subjected to the dictatorial impulses of an inner ‘daemon’ that threatens to overwhelm him: ‘For
Minotaur and Sphinx lie in ambush in his countenance, where, as in that
of most men, there is the differentiation of his double nature in the play of
his looks. […] He has made a daemon of his country’s genius, and it lives
in his face’. The composition of his face does not result from a harmonious
combination but from the tension between opposite forces, materialising O’Connell’s fight with his daemon: ‘and the mobility of his mouth is
matched by the cold Fouché-like secrecy of the right eye’.43 Elements on
his face produce an impression of fragmentation (‘always that right eye
had held its secret calculation; always the left had been a challenge and a
doubt’). One part of his mouth gives the hint of a smile while the other
seems to offer some resistance and pulls the mouth downwards as if the
daemon was taking the upper hand. O’Connell’s face then seems to lock
itself and deny access to the interiority behind the mask.
While his conception of the ‘daemon’ governing O’Connell certainly
reflects the influence of Yeats’s aesthetic, his desire to explore the multiplicity of the character’s facets owes much to Virginia Woolf ’s conception of
biography as she stated in Orlando that ‘a biography is considered complete
40
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if it merely accounts six or seven selves, whereas a person may well have as
many thousand’.44

Conclusion
This article highlights some of the most striking of Ó Faoláin’s techniques.
The use of irony, as well as the role played by caricature, and more generally
the graphic dimension of Ó Faoláin’s technique, exemplify in themselves
a form of resistance that is twofold.
Firstly, Ó Faoláin’s satirical approach enables him to devolve their
humanity to the characters. By doing so, while historical biographies of
the period too often gave rise to a glorification of flawless and invincible
heroes so as to foster a feeling of national pride,45 Ó Faoláin renews biographic tradition, thus countering sentimentalised versions of history, but
also gives a more faithful account of his characters.
Moreover, as we have seen, Ó Faoláin’s approach to his characters,
his use of pictorial and graphic techniques, as well as his understanding of
the biographic relationship, are shaped by diverse artistic influences that
account for the resolutely literary dimension of his biographies. Ó Faoláin’s
study of the ‘inner workings’ of the character also allowed for the development of more ambiguous and complex figures in fiction.
This confirms that while he was still nursing his wounds after the censor
had banned some of his fictions, biographies were for him a way to bypass
censorship and to express his artistic self. They should thus be apprehended
as a form of ‘intellectual refuge’ for the writer, but also as a laboratory for
his fiction. It is perhaps in that sense that Ó Faoláin’s biographies may more
convincingly be perceived as acts of resistance.
44 Virginia Woolf, Orlando, [1928] (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), 295.
45 For further information on this point, consult Karin Fischer, L’Histoire irlandaise à
l’ école en Irlande, 1921–1966, Doctoral thesis under the direction of Professor Paul
Brennan, Université de Caen, 2001, 60.

Part Iv

Performing Irreverence

Eugene McNulty

12 Once more with Feeling: Restaging History in
the Work of Gerald MacNamara1

If modern life has become a sustained tragicomedy, then Irish writers
have seemed particularly equipped to give expression to its tensions and
paradoxes. As Vivian Mercier noted in his classic study The Irish Comic
Tradition (1962), the ‘prevalence of the comic spirit in Anglo-Irish literature of the twentieth century needs no demonstration. One has only to
start listing the names of writers – Joyce, Synge, O’Casey, George Moore,
James Stephens, Lady Gregory, Frank O’Connor – and at once the point
is made’.2 The fact that Mercier’s designation of all these writers as ‘AngloIrish’ has undergone a radical re-interrogation in the intervening years
tells us much about the politico-cultural tensions shadowing his further
note that ‘Even W. B. Yeats or Samuel Beckett has his own special vein of
defiant or despairing humour’.3 Mercier’s idea of a defiant humour finds a
further echo in Norman Vance’s description of Flann O’Brien as a writer
possessed of a ‘disrespectful wit’.4 There is much here that is suggestive in
the context of this essay and the collection to which it contributes. Each
of these writers invites consideration of the ways in which the comedic
has the capacity to open up spaces of resistance, to point us towards the
ideological undergirding of dominant discourses. As each of these figures
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demonstrate in their own particular way, the comedic functions through
its search for imaginative friction, translation, and transgression.5
A name less familiar than those namechecked in Mercier’s canonical
listing is Gerald MacNamara, the penname of Belfast man Harry Morrow
(1865–1938), author of such irreverent burlesques as Suzanne and the
Sovereigns (1907), a pantomimic replaying of key moments in seventeenthcentury Irish history; The Mist That Does Be On The Bog (1909), a wonderful
pastiche of the Abbey peasant play in general and Synge’s fetishization of
rural Ireland in particular; and Thompson in Tir-na-nOg (1912), a politically
daring comedy in which a modern-day Orangeman finds himself wandering in Tir-na-nOg after an unfortunate incident with unstable gunpowder
at a re-enactment of the Battle of the Boyne. A minor writer perhaps, but
MacNamara possessed one of the most exuberant comedic imaginations
let loose upon the Irish theatre scene of the early twentieth century. In
MacNamara we find a satirist adept at re-visioning the vicissitudes of contemporary life, most notably the dominance of northern Irish society by
an increasingly Ulster-centric Unionism. Taking this as a starting point for
exploration, such a reading of MacNamara’s work necessitates a consideration of what we might term his positionality – most notably as a Belfast
cultural nationalist seeking to mould the revivalist project to the North’s
various specificities. In these terms the most significant context informing
MacNamara’s work as playful revivalist theatre-maker was his involvement
with the Ulster Literary Theatre, a Belfast-based cultural-nationalist grouping established in 1904.
Modelled on the endeavours of the coterie who would found the Abbey
Theatre in Dublin, the Ulster Literary Theatre set out to bring the ‘new
drama’, interpreted initially as a vehicle for furthering the nationalist cause
to Belfast audiences. The group’s two founders, Bulmer Hobson and David
Parkhill, had been deeply influenced by the cultural and political energies
unleashed by the centenary commemorations of 1898, and they sought in
the theatre a way of sustaining and extending Belfast’s cultural-nationalist
scene in the early years of the twentieth century. Against the backdrop of
5
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the cultural energies gathering around theatre, Hobson and Parkhill decided
on a course of action in 1902: they would establish an Ulster ‘sister-branch’
to Dublin’s Irish Literary Theatre. The reasoning for such a move was clear
enough: an Ulster branch to what had been proposed as a ‘national theatre’ would allow for the performance of a specifically northern perspective within the broad church of Irish nationalism. Christopher Murray’s
suggestion that the ‘theatre in the North is, historically, a mirror image of
the political relationship between North and South’, and that the decision to found this Belfast company ‘was at once a form of imitation and
a gesture of independence’, nicely captures the negotiations involved in
this genesis.6 Once Hobson and Parkhill had made the decision to form a
drama company in Belfast, for example, it was to Dublin that they turned
for help, arranging in the first instance a meeting with many of the city’s
key theatre figures. The meeting, however, was not wholly a success from
the Belfast men’s point of view. The idea of an ‘Ulster Branch of the Irish
Literary Theatre’ met with some resistance in Dublin. Hobson recalled
how the most significant stumbling block on their mission came in the
form of W. B. Yeats: ‘Everybody was most cordial and helpful except for
Yeats – haughty and aloof ’.7 The major point of contention would appear
to have been Hobson and Parkhill’s desire to perform a certain play in the
inaugurating season of their theatre company. Yeats, it seems, was very
unwilling to allow the Belfast group to perform Cathleen Ni Houlihan. In
the end, as Hobson remembers it, Maud Gonne took him aside quietly to
tell him, ‘never mind Willie, he wrote that play for me and you can perform it anytime you like’.8
For the next two years the ‘Ulster Branch of the Irish Literary Theatre’
staged a number of productions in Belfast (they did indeed put on Cathleen
Ni Houlihan, as well as A. E.’s Deirdre and James Cousin’s The Racing Lug).
But a frank exchange of views with the ‘mother company’ in 1904 led to
a fairly swift rethink, and rebranding, of the project. Most notably, by
6
7
8
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the time the Belfast group took to the stage in December 1904 its name
had changed; it is a change of name that signifies a complex web of cultural exchange and dialogue. Sometime earlier in 1904 George Roberts
(the Belfast man who was then the secretary of the Irish National Theatre
Society) wrote to David Parkhill informing him that the group had no
authority to describe itself as a branch of the Dublin organisation.9 Thus
between March and December of 1904 the Belfast group re-emerged as
the ‘Ulster Literary Theatre’, having decided in the wake of Roberts’s letter
to drop the explicit connection with the Dublin organisation. The new
name represented a more confident desire to express a distinctively ‘Ulster’
identity, rather than to simply ‘import’ the mythic and historical voices of
the Dublin dramatic project. It was clear to all involved that the specific
contours of northern Irish life needed a performative space grounded in
the imaginative territory outlined by them.
Rutherford Mayne’s (the better-known pen name of Sam Waddell)
memory of attending one of the Belfast productions of Cathleen Ni
Houlihan is instructive in this regard: ‘I’m afraid I didn’t quite catch what
Yeats was at because the audience seemed to take it as a sort of rather funny
peasant play’.10 More telling still is Gerald MacNamara’s sardonic recollection of these productions: ‘The Belfast public were [sic.] not taken by
Cathleen Ni Houlihan. Ninety-nine per cent of the population had never
heard of the lady – and cared less; in fact, someone in the audience said
that the show was going ‘rightly’ till she came on.11 The mischievous tone,
combined with its nuanced understanding of the dynamics of production
and reception, gives us a useful insight into the motivations that would
drive MacNamara’s future work as a playwright for the Ulster Literary
9

10
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Theatre. The same might be said for MacNamara’s later description of the
Belfast group’s position in the network of revivalist endeavour, wherein he
makes the case that while ‘their sympathies were with the Gaelic League’
the young founders of the group ‘were not attached to that organisation in
any official way. They were absolutely ‘on their own’ – what might be called
an ‘Ulah Sinn Féin [sic]’’.12 If that image of an Ulster cultural Sinn Féin
now carries with it a fascinating uncanniness, it also adds ballast to Mary
Trotter’s sense that to recover ‘the diversity of ideologues and practices
during the early years of the Irish dramatic movement is to discover new
potencies within it, for these dramas were not merely nationalist assertions
of a unified idea of Irish culture, but intranational debates about culture
and identity being invented and enacted on Ireland’s nationalist stages’.13
Re-cast in this light, we might begin to see the value of recovering and
reassessing MacNamara’s particular brand of irreverent comic resistance;
the value, indeed, of taking the joke a little more seriously.

Joking Aside
In his introductory remarks establishing the context for his work on jokes
and their relation to the unconscious (Der Witz und seine Beziehung zum
Unbewußten [1905]),14 Freud points us to the novelist Jean Paul (Richter)
and his sense that freedom ‘produces jokes and jokes produce freedom’.15
It is an interesting moment of politicality and critical possibility, one that
12
13
14
15
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reminds us of the comedic’s potential not simply to reveal a community’s
political unconscious but to create counter-hegemonic spaces.16 Joking is,
then, not just ‘playing with ideas’ but a form of ‘playful judgement’.17 The
mechanism through which such playful judgement is pursued is, moreover,
intrinsically linked with conditions of positionality, perspective, and viewpoint. As Freud, drawing on Kuno Fischer, puts it: ‘we are reminded of a
saying […] which, in a single aphorism, explains and exemplifies this precise characteristic of jokes – ‘Such is the victorious power of sheer position, whether among warriors or words’’.18 The nature of this positional
judgement, he argues further, is that it brings ‘forward something that is
concealed or hidden’.19 It is of note that this is a process-image that Freud
returned to in his later work on the uncanny (Das Unheimliche, 1919) in
which he suggests that uncanniness is triggered when that which was once
hidden comes to light, when we experience a revelation of that which ‘was
intended to remain secret, hidden away’.20 Freud’s use of a shared structural
imagery is interesting, suggesting as it does some form of connective tissue
between the unease and unsettling quality of the uncanny and the momentary, slippery, cognitive realisation produced by the joke. Both the joke
and the uncanny, it would seem, function by way of revelatory inversion:
by placing the inside on the outside; by externalising the secreted internal
dynamics of language, symbol, image; by allowing that which is usually
compressed (repressed) a momentary space for expansion and declaration.
In what follows, by way of a close ‘read-through’ of his first piece for the
Ulster Literary Theatre, I seek to examine the ways in which MacNamara’s
position – as a northern cultural-nationalist artist responding directly to
the gathering Ulster-centrism of political Unionism – produced a parodic
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vision remarkably adept at revealing the (strategic) gaps and silences of the
north’s political discourses. More particularly I wish to propose MacNamara
as a theatre-maker who used a parodic lens to reveal the ideological undergirding that supported contemporary political engagements, particularly
those of Ulster Unionism, with Irish history. Throughout his work there is
a real sense of contemporary politics – with its fluid deployment of history
and myth – as instrumental game-play, the nature of which is exposed for
critique in many of his most splendid jokes.

Play It Again Suzanne
MacNamara’s exuberant parodic sensibility was evident from his first
entry onto Belfast’s theatre scene with Suzanne and the Sovereigns, his
first full-length piece for the Ulster Literary Theatre.21 It was first staged on
26 December 1907 and was an immediate success with theatregoers in
Belfast. The plot concerns the eponymous ‘Suzanne’, a seventeenth-century
Irish girl who has blown flirtatious kisses at both King James II and William
of Orange causing them both to fall madly in love with her. In this way she
becomes a parodic Cathleen Ni Houlihan figure, a feminised rendering
of the nation fetishised by the male gaze (in MacNamara’s rendering we
never actually get to see Suzanne, rather we observe as she is constructed
by the fantasising men on stage). After this initial set-up, the play proceeds
to invert, re-order and generally ‘play’ with Ireland’s seventeenth-century
history and its continuing reverberations in the present moment. In its
course the plot revisits the Siege of Derry and the Battle of the Boyne, both
of which are re-presented as farcical situations involving mix-ups, misunderstandings and base motivations (mainly sexual). Clearly MacNamara
was treading on sensitive ground here but the pantomimic style of the
21
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play largely protected it from politicised censure. An early review by the
Irish News and Belfast Morning News is representative of a generous early
response:
The story runs through a mad and merry maze of grotesque happenings, with mock
melodrama interspersed, the Siege of Derry and the Battle of the Boyne being ‘worked
in’ as incidental items, and the whole proves a delightfully irresponsible, but none
the less amusing, production. (27 December 1907)

The play’s reception as a collection of serious incidents replayed as ‘a mad
and merry maze’ of ‘delightfully irresponsible’ plot sequences reminds us
of the links between pantomime and Mikhail Bakhtin’s rendering of the
carnivalesque. His sense of carnival as a ‘temporary liberation from the
prevailing truth and from the established order’, that is in turn marked
by ‘the suspension of all hierarchical rank, privileges, norms, and prohibitions’, coordinates here with the reviewer’s implicit suggestion that a reaction along party political lines is somehow inappropriate.22 The reviewer
points to the manner in which the play required its audience to inhabit a
different kind of interpretative space. If the original function of carnival
was to enact an alternative pseudo-sacred space deflating the religious ritual
against which it performed in parallel, then here we have a dramatic space
that sought to deconstruct the politics at work outside the auditorium’s
doors exactly by proposing itself as beyond its reach. The reviewer for the
Evening Telegraph also picked up on this particular quality when pointing
out that: ‘The whole entertainment, in fact, was of that unique sort that
touches the heart, or risibility, of anyone, be he of whatever persuasion,
and ought to offend none. The man who would be offended must indeed
be devoid of the spirit of laughter’ (Dec. 27th, 1907). What we see at work
here is that doubled function of the parodic as it inhabits a dual space
operating simultaneously within a given discourse in order to provide a
perspective from beyond it. In this case MacNamara draws on the potential of parody to provide a ‘carnivalised’ version of history; the entire plot
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of Suzanne and the Sovereigns is dedicated to questioning the processes
through which dominant historical narratives achieve their ‘authorisation’ and/or validation. More fundamentally, MacNamara’s playful piece
questions the whole edifice of ‘History’ as an entity capable of revealing
a stable coherent ‘truth’. Returning for a moment to Freud’s sense of the
joke as bringing something usually hidden into the light, in Suzanne and
the Sovereigns MacNamara presents his audience with the narratological
and ideological undergirding of ‘History’. As we continue to watch, history
becomes fiction and fiction becomes history. Throughout, MacNamara
playfully invites us to peep behind the wizard’s curtain and catch history
in the process of being made up.
Indeed, even before the curtain went up, those in the audience would
have received fair warning that their historical sensibilities were about to
be challenged. The Programme for the original performance of the play
contained a ‘Note’ in which the audience is informed of certain ‘ground
rules’ concerning what they are about to see.
While disdaining any desire to be serious, we cannot overcome an ingrained tendency to instruct, as well as amuse, our audience. Let us amuse or not, instruct we
will. Therefore many historical facts hitherto unsuspected may be confidently looked
for. The play is not founded upon any recognised history, because, from exclusive
information at the disposal of the authors, there is grave reason to suppose that
the history of the Three Kingdoms is, in many points, not to be relied upon. If we
can but correct some of the prevailing misconceptions our labours will not have
been in vain.

The suggestion that in the view of the writers ‘the history of the Three
Kingdoms is, in many points, not to be relied upon’ conjures much of the
meta-historical position taken up in the play. Thus in the course of the
piece the audience will ‘discover’ that the Siege of Derry took place because
William put Suzanne within its walls for safe-keeping; in his turn, King
James’s only interest in the city was a desire to ‘break-in’ to retrieve his
new love. By the same token the Battle of the Boyne is replayed as a way of
deciding who should have Suzanne’s hand in marriage. Throughout all of
this the play seems intent on deconstructing the notion of some monolithic
historical narrative that is revelatory of essential truth. In a comic invocation
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of this notion, indeed, the programme for Suzanne extrapolates upon its
earlier comments with a final suggestion to the audience:
The authors have attempted to write a play, not a textbook for students. But members of the audience who may be inclined to dismiss certain scenes and incidents
as resting on no basis of historical fact are requested to suspend judgement until,
in addition to the works of popular authors like Macaulay, Lecky, Froade (sic), and
Leland, they have carefully studied and collated the undermentioned authorities […]

The programme goes on to list an extravagant series of ‘sources’, a series
which is extraordinary in its comic range and intent. The list begins by
suggesting some fairly standard (if challengingly voluminous) reading
that the audience member may like to consider, material such as Journals
of the House of Commons of Ireland, 1613–1800 (19 vols Folio), Journals
of the Irish House of Lords (18 vols) and Cane’s History of Williamite and
Jacobite Wars in Ireland. Following this, however, the list is launched upon
a tangent that can leave no doubt as to its intentions. As well as the above
mammoth selection of records (the list includes many more in the same
vein), the theatre-goer is pointed in some fantastically curious directions.
A greater understanding of the play’s contentions, we are assured, will be
gained by referring to, among others, the Collectanea de rebus Hibernicus, the
Mémoires de Madame de la Fayette, Zeuss’ Grammatica Celtica and Ceachta
beaga Gaedhilge. While, perhaps most improbably of all, the list concludes
its suggested reading matter with the Irish Auxiliary of the London Society
for Promoting Christianity among the Jews: Third Annual Report (Dublin,
1821). This kind of playful scepticism in many ways points to a space that
would be opened up more fully in the post-revival period; the comedic
vision here has much in common, one might argue, with the intricate
(proto) postmodern turns of Flann O’Brien to take but one example.
The same could well be said of the play’s opening scene, which is set
in William’s ‘Audience Chamber’ in Amsterdam. On stage initially are
Van Tootil (banner painter to William of Orange) and Piete (William’s
butler). The timeframe for this opening scene is a number of months before
William’s entrance onto the political stage in Ireland. From the first words
spoken on stage it is clear however that the play negotiates a number of
co-existent timeframes.
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Piete: [Dusting the furniture. Speaking with Jewish accent] The Prince is expecting a
deputation of Orangemen from Belfast today. [Stops dusting and fools about balancing
the feather duster] I wonder what they want. [More business] I hope they don’t want
him to go to Belfast, for I hear it’s an awful place. They are always having strikes and
riots over there. If the Prince goes, I’ll look for another job, for Belfast would be no
place for me – I would rather be in dear old Amsterdam.23

Thus from the seventeenth century the butler on stage comments quite
explicitly on contemporary Belfast, a place very accustomed to ‘strikes and
riots’. It is a comic moment that allows MacNamara to establish the stage
as the site of a playful meta-narrative. A short time later we witness the
arrival of the Orangemen to request William’s assistance (in MacNamara’s
world the Orange Order pre-exists William’s intervention in Ireland).
The delegation’s lead representative (Sir Joseph) outlines the situation to
William in the following terms:
Sir Joseph: Your Majesty, at a meeting of the Ulster Unionist Society we moved
a resolution that henceforth we would pay no allegiance to King James, and that it
was most desirable to have an Orange king as a reigning sovereign, and as we heard
so much about you, and knowing you to be a staunch Orangeman, it was agreed that
this deputation should approach you and give you first offer of the throne of Ulster.24

MacNamara here presents his audience with Orangemen actively ‘creating’
the William they need in order to become Orangemen. Slightly later they
offer William ‘a magnificent white horse for [his] use exclusively on the
battlefield’, thus revealing the Orange Order bestowing onto William the
iconic beast astride which he will be pictured across myriad Lodge banners. The fact also that these representatives of Orangeism are only really
concerned with ‘Ulster’ would not have escaped the notice of the play’s
original audiences. In this instance MacNamara re-presents the broad canvass of Irish history undergoing a process of transmutation as it is called to
the service of Ulster’s Home Rule resistance.
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William’s response to these overtures continues to reveal MacNamara’s
incisive talent for presenting the politicality of historical revisionism in
action:
King William:	[Rising to his feet]: Gentlemen, you do me a great honour. I am so
overcome with emotion, that words fail me to properly acknowledge the great compliment you pay me. But tell me, where is
Ulster? [Sits down] [All look at each other in surprise and disgust]
Sir Joseph:	Your majesty, it is the most northern and most loyal portion of
Ireland.
King William:	[Looking wearied] Gentlemen, I am afraid we cannot come to
terms. You must clearly understand my position. I am Prince of
ALL Orange – not a piece of Orange. Is it reasonable to expect
that I should give this country up for the chance of a part of
Ireland?….
Sir Joseph:	But, Your Majesty, there is another matter. If you consent to our
offer, you may succeed in becoming king of not only all Ireland,
but England as well, if you defeat King James.
King William:	Ah, that is not so bad. But what do you mean by defeating King
James? We hope that our coming to Ireland would not lead to
any unpleasantness. We couldn’t care to be mixed up in any
rowdyism.25

Shockingly for the play’s Orange delegation, William here conspires to
demonstrate just how unfamiliar he is with his position in the hagiography of early twentieth-century Orangeism and the evolving Ulster-centric
unionism to which it was contributing. The audience watches on as this
iconic seventeenth-century figure repeatedly refuses to be drawn into his
politico-cultural role, as it is perceived by a contemporary Ulster unionism.
In the end, of course, William does agree to come to Ireland to fight the
‘Orange cause’, but only because he discovers that one of the Orangemen
(Master McAuley) is in fact the father of Suzanne, the girl he had previously
encountered falling instantly in love. The revelation changes everything;
McAuley seizes the opportunity and taking William’s hand ‘like a cattle
dealer’ (as the stage direction would have it) makes the final proposition:
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‘I’ll tell you what we’ll do – I’ll let you have the girl, if you come with us
and fight James. It’s a bargain’.26
What follows on from this initial set-up is indeed a mad and merry
maze of historical reversals and inversions. MacNamara brings his audience
first to a replayed version of the Siege of Derry and introduces us to one
of his most memorable characters in the figure of Lundy, the ‘traitorous’
Governor of Derry. In the course of the Derry action Lundy is seen to swap
‘sides’ many times depending on which King makes the most attractive
proposition. In a brilliantly funny exposition of ‘History’ as a backward
construct, Lundy is presented in life as literally having all the qualities
assigned to him in infamy. Indeed Lundy not only possesses the traits but
is also presented as self-reflexively aware of his own construction. When
King James, for example, inquires of Lundy – ‘I presume you are not of the
Unionist party?’ – it draws the response ‘Your Majesty – I am anything
you like’. James’s follow-up enquiry – ‘I understand that you are a traitor
by profession’ – draws an equally sanguine response – ‘Your Majesty flatters me, but it is nevertheless true – I am a traitaire and so was my father
before me; that is why I am stuffed with straw and full of gunpowder’.27
The practice of stuffing an effigy of Lundy and throwing it on July bonfires is here retrospectively cast onto the real-life figure of the Governor of
Derry. Indeed Lundy’s self-reflexive awareness of future representations is
played on throughout the course of Suzanne. The meeting of Van Tootil
and Lundy, for example, is used to further play out this idea; Van Tootil
approaches smoking a cigarette, causing Lundy to scream for him to get
away. On hearing Lundy’s predicament (being stuffed with gunpowder)
Van Tootil enquires how he arrived at such a situation: ‘I am not quite
clear about it myself ’, replies Lundy, ‘Some horrible mistake. It all happened since I became an effigy. But do not question me. It is a sore point’.28
The final act takes the audience to the aftermath of the Battle of the
Boyne as played out in a pub, the tellingly named ‘White Horse Inn’, situated near the battle site and rather improbably populated by characters
26
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from different sides of the political / military divide. The act opens with
the innkeeper and some soldiers discussing the events of the day:
Innkeeper:	There must have been a big crowd up in the field today.
Soldiers:	Terrible crowd – must have been thousands – a quare gran lock
of banners – man, the flute bans war grate!
Innkeeper:	I never saw so many ginger ale carts on the road before. I suppose
all the value is over.
First Soldier:	There might be a few skirmishes with the police, but that’s all.
The battle is practically over.
Innkeeper:	And which side won?
First Soldier:	I’m not exactly sure, Mister. We came away before the referee
gave his decision.
Innkeeper:	Did King William make a good speech?
First Soldier:	Gran. He was in great form. You’d have thought he had lived in
the North of Ireland all his life, if you’d heard him talking about
our ‘glorious constitution’.29

In these closing exchanges the play’s parodic intentions begin to inhabit
evermore fully the words and actions on stage. While the Battle of the
Boyne is discussed here it is clear that the meta-discourse concerns the
manner in which the events around the Boyne are represented within
political and cultural discourses contemporary to the play’s performance.
The soldier’s reference to the ‘North of Ireland’ also reveals a central concern of this (meta-) post-battle analysis. The link effectively transposes this
seventeenth-century discussion, relocating it quite clearly in the context of
early twentieth-century Ulster. It is in this scene, moreover, that the idea
of History and its relationship to politics is most openly recast in terms of
‘play’ and gaming. This process is given its most explicit form when all in
the Inn gather round to hear how the ‘referee’ came to his final decision (to
award the battle to William): the result, it is announced, was ‘303 to 291
against James’.30 At this point all the characters in the piece are descending on the White Horse Inn, and it is left to one of the original Orange
delegation (‘Dem’ McCann) to explain the ‘scoring’ of the battle. Some of
29
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the crowd express surprise that the score is so close, as they had expected
William to be the clear winner. The close result, it is explained, was due to
the fact that William ‘did not keep to the conditions’:
McCann: Well, you see, he was to cross the river on a white horse and he didn’t. It
was a brown horse. He lost 15 points for that. The prayer brought him 27, and the
fortunate escape 19, but then James was allowed 21 on that for being a good shot.
Up till this James wasn’t doing so bad at all, but the thing that killed him altogether
was the running away. He lost 50 in the first place for running away at all, then 19 for
exceeding the speed limit. But the road got that bad after a while that he couldn’t go
on. Then he lost 15 more for trying to run away and not being able. That settled him.31

It is a moment that perhaps most perfectly encapsulates Freud’s sense of
the joke as bringing something hidden into the light, as allowing the usually repressed a moment in the open. The Battle of the Boyne as historical
reality is here fully sacrificed to the fictionalising power of political point
scoring. The comedic, that is, allows MacNamara to make the ideological
unconscious of contemporary identitarian politics the main subject of the
stage-action. The internal mechanics of political narrative are here externalised as plot points. It is an idea that finds its final perfect expression in the
play’s denouement: in the confusion of the battle’s aftermath it transpires
that Van Tootil (the banner painter) has managed to elope with the still
unseen Suzanne, leaving James and William (and the audience) to chase
after representational images of the now forever lost ‘real thing’.

31
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13 Mr Emmet will never have an Epitaph:
Brian Friel’s The Mundy Scheme

At the end of the 1960’s, Ireland had found its place in Europe and in
the Western World, or so the country was eager to believe. Murray, in his
influential study of Irish twentieth-century drama, mentions the ‘sudden
and exciting set of changes (economic, social, cultural) which the country
itself underwent after 1958’.1 It was in this decade, in 1969, that Brian Friel
(Omagh 1929 – Greencastle 2015) offered his play The Mundy Scheme to the
Abbey Theatre. In his opinion, the play was suitable for Ireland’s National
Theatre because of its overtly political theme, as he proudly claimed: ‘This
is an indictment on the general establishment. […] a savage satire on Irish
politics’.2 Nonetheless, the Abbey’s Board of Directors thought differently:
the play was rejected and had to be shifted to the Olympia Theatre, where
it opened on 10 June 1969.
The opening in Dublin and on Broadway (in December of the same
year) could be considered a fiasco. The play was dismissed as unsuccessful:
its characters were described as simple caricatures and the driving idea was
defined as tinted with the blackest of humour. Delaney qualifies its reception in Dublin as ‘tepid’.3 Yet, it fared worse in New York, where it closed
after two days because, as Delaney explains, of the savage reviews it received:
In The New York Times, transplanted Englishman Clive Barnes adopted a tone of
patrician British hauteur in a sweeping dismissal not just of Friel’s play but of Irish
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pretensions to write for the theater: ‘While its most talented young playwright can
write plays as sloppily conceived and constructed as this, Ireland’s troubles will never
quite be over.’4

Dantanus, almost twenty years after the premiere of the play, deplored its
biased perspective, ignoring the inherent nature of a satire and stating:
‘But there are also, I believe, more serious weaknesses in the play. It is,
first of all, untypical of Friel in its unbalanced bias. […] Here it is savage
to the point of becoming unsubtle and wild. Its satire is almost too strong
to be tolerated, it may even cause embarrassment […] some sort of artistic
distance is necessary’.5
However, taking into consideration Simpson’s illuminating treatise on
satire (2003), it may be argued that the play’s schematic characterization
and its hyperbolic depiction of, for instance, politicians’ greed, are part of
the essential dialectic element, which, in combination with and opposition to the prime or echoic element, is fundamental to the nature of satire,
distinct as it is from parody.6 Simpson describes caricature as one of the
humoristic techniques which might be used to imprint this dialectic element, this discursive ‘twist’, onto the prime element. Caricature is for him
‘a form of metonymic saturation’, and it provides sufficient distortion of the
echoic element to ensure a successful satire.7 Thus, Andrews understands
the play’s need for the caricature and hyperbole because he qualifies it as a
political satire: ‘Fully rounded, complex characterisation which explored
internal contradiction and division would only inhibit the message Friel
wants to convey’.8
Simpson’s use of Habermas’s model of universal pragmatics with his
placement of the three positions in a satire – the satirist, the satiree or
addressee and the target of the satire – helps us explain the unsuccessful
reception of The Mundy Scheme in its opening. He argues that the closer
4
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8
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the satiree is to the target of the satire, ‘the greater the limiting effect on
the successful identification of the target of the satire’.9 Boukes et al. decree
that humour is understood as such when it is ‘not perceived as a threat to
one’s self-image’.10 Now, when The Mundy Scheme was offered to the Abbey
Theatre, Ireland cherished an overwhelming belief in its international
projection and its more-than-promising economic future. Although the
period of economic prosperity which became known as the Celtic Tiger
took place in the 1990’s and in the first years of the 2000’s, the 1970’s were,
for the Republic, a time of consolidation of post-Independence politics,
of placid advancement in the tranquil waters of globalization, all of which
was enhanced by Ireland’s entry into the European Economic Community
in 1973. The interest which the ruling class had in this European Market
had become explicit through Ireland’s two previous applications (in 1963
and 1967), which had been blocked by the French President Charles De
Gaulle.11 When the play opened in Dublin, in 1969, De Gaulle had already
resigned (in April of that year), and the new president, Georges Pompidou,
was more receptive to the accession of both Britain and Ireland. At the end
of 1969 and the beginning of 1970, the Irish Minister for External Affairs,
Patrick Hillary, carried out a diplomatic campaign in the six EEC countries
to convince them of Ireland’s capacity to meet the political and economic
requirements to become a member.12 In this context, it is comprehensible
that the general audience entertained a positive image of its ruling class,
being thus much too close to the target of the satire to feel comfortable
with Friel’s devastating criticism of the establishment. Moreover, at this
9
10
11
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time of happy expectations, this satire was certainly perceived as a threat
to the country’s self-image.
A third consideration can be provided to explain the poor reception of
the play in 1969, following Simpson’s theory on satirical uptake. Simpson
regains from Habermas’s pragmatic model of successful communication
the universal claims of truth, sincerity and appropriateness. For the satirical
uptake to take place, Simpson argues, the satiree has to recognise and
redeem the satirist’s claim of insincerity. However, when appropriateness
is not endorsed – as is the case with what is acknowledged as ‘red-flagged’
humour or humour dealing with taboo content – this may result in a failure
to perceive the satire as funny.13 Accordingly, the main humoristic construction of The Mundy Scheme being based on death, one of the main taboos
in our civilization, added to the fact that the play ridicules the hypocritical
love for one’s country, which the Irish ruling class typically claim to feel
ever since Independence, account for the fact that the 1970’s audience did
not endorse the claim of appropriateness in this play.
Nonetheless, more than forty years later, the situation allows for a
different satirical footing, demonstrating Simpson’s statement that: ‘What
constitutes the ‘sore spot’ of today […] may well, over time and distance,
become the subject of tomorrow’s jokes.’.14 Seen today, after the collapse of
the Celtic Tiger and the bursting of the property bubble, and in light of all
the available information about the corrupt part which the leading classes
played in the debacle, the satire is widely perceived in such a way. The relevance of the play surprises because of the picture of the crass materialism
which corroded the political class of Friel’s time, too sadly reminiscent of
our society. The Mundy Scheme, an ominous and post-colonialist avant
la lettre play, has gained significance in our modern-day Western society.
Therefore, I intend here to reconsider what was unjustly treated as a piece
of failed comedy, one which encapsulates many of Friel’s concerns as a playwright: language and its power for control and corruption, self-interested
and self-deceiving nationalism, cultural mediocrity, and above all, the old
human tendency to sell one’s country to the latest domineering power.
13
14
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The Island of Eternal Rest
The Mundy Scheme, set at the end of the 1960’s, starts with the country
on the verge of economic chaos: strikes are constant and they are harshly
repressed, the opposition party demands the Taoiseach’s resignation, Europe
is not going to lend a penny more because, as the Minister for Finance
explains to the Taoiseach: ‘we haven’t paid even the interest of their last two
loans’ (172).15 The only possible solution would be to accept two nuclear
plants from the USA Defence Department, to which the Taoiseach is
completely opposed, as he sees neutrality as Ireland’s only strength in the
cold war. As the country is mercilessly heading towards disaster, Moloney,
the Minister for External Affairs, comes up with a plan that is supposed to
save them – the ‘Mundy Scheme’. It consists of transforming the west of the
country into an international graveyard for people of all religions. In this
scenario, the Mundy Corporation – an American company owned by one
of the many US millionaires who claim to have Irish ancestors16 – buys the
land, which will be in the hands of a few speculators who will demand an
outrageous price, and provides roads, airports and every facility needed. The
government organises the flights, the bands of musicians for the reception
of the corpses, the fabrication of the coffins and the multilingual and multidenominational ceremonies. This will lead to an improved economy and a
All quotations for the play are taken from: Brian Friel, Two plays: Crystal and Fox,
The Mundy Scheme (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1970). All subsequent
quotes will be identified by page numbers from this edition between brackets in
the text.
16 Although the character of Mundy is only spoken of and not a physical character, it
should be classified as what Lojek defines as the ‘Stage Irish-American’. The critic,
after studying all the American characters which populate Friel’s plays, concludes
that ‘Irish-Americans in all of Friel’s plays are so similar that in effect they constitute a Stage Irish-American […] [He/She] dwells unbearably on America’s golden
opportunities […] they demonstrate a weepy sentimentality about the “ol’ sod” […]
And, of course, they like to return to Ireland to die – or at least to be buried’.
		
Helen Lojek, ‘Stage Irish-Americans in the Plays of Brian Friel’, Canadian Journal
of Irish Studies 17/2 (1991), 78–85, 78.
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return of emigrants, while Ireland will be propelled onto the international
stage. The political crisis will be over and, consequently, the current government will rule forever and ever. Morse, in his study on the representation
of the rise and fall of the Celtic Tiger in Irish literature, finds The Mundy
Scheme prophetic in the kind of business which is projected:
What is prescient about the play is Friel’s notion of turning a profit by filling vacant
land with cemeteries. Slightly less than thirty-five years later developers would hatch
a similar scheme that would fill the vacant land in and around small villages with
large tracts of houses ostensibly for rent but in reality built almost solely to collect a
state subsidy for the building itself. The result is that dozens of villages are, in effect,
more empty today than they were before the building spree.17

After approving the scheme, Ryan, the Taoiseach, hastily increases his profits
by getting his cousin in Ballybeg to buy as much land as he can. He is caught
by both Moloney and Ryan’s secretary, Nash. Both want to enter the game,
and even improve their share by real estate speculation. Nash’s relationship with Ryan changes accordingly and the latter plots a trap against him.
Moloney will also be entangled in a sexual scandal at the end of the play.
The setting of the whole play is Ryan’s own home: due to a psychosomatic illness, a labyrinthitis, the meetings are held with the backstage
presence of the Taoiseach’s mother, in Burke’s opinion ‘a kind of MotherIreland figure’.18 She is in charge of nursing this fifty-year-old bachelor, and
her appearances provoke a comical transformation in the powerful man.
She is inordinately jealous of her son, to whom she feeds her homemade
marmalade in front of the rest of the ministers. Ryan responds to her caresses
with an embarrassed violence which evidences his Oedipus complex in a
love-hate relationship.
Friel overcomes here his timidity about writing an overtly political
play.19 Indeed, the politics of the time enraged him to the point of attempting to speak up with a farce. As he complained in an interview conducted
17
18
19

Donald E. Morse, ‘“Up Like a Rocket, Down Like a Stick”: The Rise and Demise of
the Celtic Tiger’, Acta Universitatis Sapientiae Philologica 2/1 (2010), 13–25, 20.
Patrick Burke, ‘“Them Class of People’s a Very Poor Judge of Character”: Friel and
the South’, Irish University Review 21/1 (1999), 42–7, 44.
In a 1968 interview with Lewis Funk, the interviewer insisted on knowing Friel’s
opinion about the engaged artist, to which the author laid bare his misgivings:
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around the same time: ‘Ireland is becoming a shabby imitation of a third-rate
American state. This is what The Mundy Scheme is about. […] We are rapidly
losing our identity as a people […] we are no longer even West Britons; we
are East Americans’.20 The fact that the solution to the government’s problems should be a project conceived by an Irish-American highlights what
constitutes Friel’s original motive, as Lojek points out when justifying the
playwright’s use of the Stage Irish-American: ‘America incarnates the values
and lifestyle so threatening to traditional Irish life, and Irish-Americans
bring the threat home. Friel’s Irish-Americans illuminate what Ireland
is – and they warn about what it may become’.21 Nonetheless, precisely
because it is a political farce, its connotations are timeless and universal,
as seen in the fact that many countries in Europe today are suffering the
consequences of having a mediocre ruling class whose abilities are, oddly
enough, better tested in commerce and business. Fittingly, the Taoiseach
in the play was a former entrepreneur of the basest kind; Friel describes
him in this manner: ‘If he were to philosophise about his work he would
certainly conclude that politics is a natural extension of the auctioneering
business’ (162). Selling the land to the highest bidder has always been the
mission of this species of rulers: first to the English, then to the Americans,
today, to the IT tycoons. The economist Gerard McCann, when analysing
the decisive part played by political corruption in the collapse of the Celtic
Tiger, points at the Irish government’s role in the auctioning of the country:
The IDA [Industrial Development Agency] orchestrated investment from key
information and communications technology Transnational Corporations (TNCs)
and created a dynamic for growth based on a controversially low corporation tax
level of 10 per cent […], sweeteners for privileged TNCs and a compliant government. The development of the southern Irish economy […] became dependent on
United States’ corporate investment coupled with global outreach […] By 1998 over
60 per cent of government grants to businesses were going to foreign companies.

20
21

‘FUNKE: […] Do you think that the playwright should be associating himself with
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The downside was that indigenous enterprise had been managed into terminal decline,
deliberately dismantled to facilitate foreign direct investment.22

The play’s subtitle – ‘May We Write your Epitaph Now, Mr Emmet?’ – and
the prelude given by a voice offstage, are a reference to the ideals of the
Easter Rising, since the 1916 rebels had been inspired by Emmet’s heroic
involvement in the failed rebellion of 1803.23 The offstage voice wonders
whether the moment for Emmet’s epitaph has come and the answer is The
Mundy Scheme. Friel poses a critical question: ‘What happens to an emerging country after it has emerged?’ (157), are the leaders still imbued with
the fire of idealism which impels them to achieve the utopian land they
were fighting for or are they infected by ‘fatigue, mediocrity and ennui’
(157)? Pelletier’s analysis of Friel’s writings of that time shows how the
post-colonial hue was already in the playwright’s original idea for the text,
albeit in a wider picture: ‘Back to an early idea: ‘We offer this as a cautionary tale to emerging African states’’.24 Although this was finally discarded,
the identification of Ireland with an African nation was to be exploited
later in his 1990 play Dancing at Lughnasa. It is undeniably ironical that,
as McCann reminds us, on the same day that the Mahon Tribunal Report
on political and financial corruption was released (22nd March 2012), in
which Taoiseach Bertie Ahern was accused, among other things, of having
‘abused his power’, Ahern should be ‘in Nigeria lecturing to policy makers

22
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Gerard McCann, ‘The “Celtic Tiger” in Hindsight’, Nordic Irish Studies Journal 12
(2013), 109–26, 110–11.
Robert Emmet delivered his famous ‘Speech from the Dock’ on 19 September 1803
when he was tried for the rebellion. In it, he demanded that his epitaph were not
written until Ireland became an independent land, hence the post-colonialist reading
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on how to create a Tiger style ‘miracle’ in Africa – with a remuneration
package estimated to be in the region of €30,000 per lecture’.25
This farce, in which all the characters are despicable for different reasons, represented a challenge for the author. He had considered writing a
political farce before, however, the previous year, he had shared his anxiety
about the idea: ‘I’m very uneasy about using the theatre for a political or a
social purpose. As a matter of fact […] I couldn’t do it. […] I would like to do
a satire or a farce preferably on contemporary Ireland because the situation
is absolutely ready for it, but I’m afraid I won’t be able to do it’.26 Ironically,
the Irish situation thirty years later would be even more ready, as can be
seen in the many instances of all-pervading corruption which McCann
pointed out: ‘What had evolved was ‘Rip-Off Ireland […] Another aspect
of the system was reflected in the term ‘casino capitalism’ […] extravagant,
reckless, fixated with property and ultimately self-destructive’.27 Maxwell
believes that what Friel saw in the Ireland of the time was a reversal of the
tourist propaganda: ‘those sore spots which Friel wants to interrogate:
shoneenism, xenophobia, time-serving religion, even the Irish death-wish –
characteristics that invert the stereotype of tourist brochures’.28
First and foremost, we are presented with a caustic picture of the most
indecent type of materialism, although always under the guise of national
interest. Friel makes use of black humour to lay bare the politicians’ real
motivation, for instance, in the Minister for Finance’s concern with the
taxes owed by the dead: ‘Is it [the corpse] subject to import duty? […] Had
the freight come unpacked, it would certainly be subject to import duty.
But since it arrives packaged and sealed in containers previously manufactured in this country …’ (229). Moloney promises the reluctant Mahon
more money for his ministry, and the highest profits: ‘In rents alone, Dan,
your constituency will be the second wealthiest in the country – and you’ll
have ancillary benefits on top of that […] In caskets manufactured here and
25
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made under license issued exclusively by you as Minister for Commerce’
(227–8). Nevertheless, all this money is vindicated by the Irish past and the
Irish traditional values. Both Moloney and Ryan invoke the old patriotic
pietas to justify their macabre decision, even to the point of making up a
sad familiar past; Moloney remembers his poor father:
I was the youngest of fourteen children […] so that when I talk about hunger,
Taoiseach, I’m not talking about something I‘ve read: and when I speak of cold and
poverty and humiliation, I’m not speaking of some far-off country on the other side
of the globe […] I say to myself: What would my good father have said if someo448ne
had come to him with a simple proposal such as this? […] four of your sons and three
of your daughters have had to emigrate. […] Gentlemen, our country is in agony […]
we can say: Ireland, I stand by you … (224–5).

And Ryan appeals to his love for the Irish people: ‘You go into it because
you love your country with a great, pulsating love; and you love the people
of your country with a great embracing charity’ (188–9).
Unfortunately, crass materialism is not a vice only to be found in
the political realm. As can be seen in the play, the almighty, omnipresent
Catholic Church, always on good terms with whoever holds power, also
finds its way into the matter through the celebration of funerals. From the
outset of the play, Friel refers to the religious hierarchy’s close relationship
with the government, to the point of exercising its power over the politicians through the information it hoards on every aspect of their lives, as
seen when the archbishop offers masses for the Taoiseach’s quick return to
health. Ryan comments cynically on the Cardinal’s eagerness: ‘BOYLE:
But the Cardinal will be there tomorrow, won’t he? / RYAN: Catch him
missing it. […] Let him know that Mundy Incorporated are working out a
scale of professional fees for clergymen of all denominations […] And you
can let Coughlin know that he’ll get the lion’s share …’ (287).
The cultural sphere is also strongly criticised in this play. Friel had
denounced some years before the stark situation in which Irish culture
was kept, only supporting Irish old-fashioned melodrama and American
mainstream productions: ‘And in Ireland, as I write this, in the capital’s
three largest theatres, Boucicault capers on the Abbey stage, Cinderella on
the Olympia, Robin Hood on the Gaiety. Some enterprising impresario
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should book Nero and his fiddle for a long Irish season’.29 Culture is thus
presented as yet another business – another prophetic denunciation – in
which the only interest of the Gaelic League lies in having seventy percent of
the funerals celebrated in Gaelic. The government’s absolute lack of interest
in culture is patent: there is not even a Ministry of Culture or Education,
the Arts Council is not provided for in any manner, the Taoiseach is called
a Philistine because he does not even know Ireland’s leading poet; moreover, one of the ministers toasts to ignorance when they comment on some
students’ protest against the scheme.
Friel’s later concern with the multilayered uses of language to deceive,
to control, to change reality is prematurely evidenced in this play. In later
plays, the author developed what he hints at in The Mundy Scheme: the
language of power, of the media, used to veil rather than to unveil, to cheat
and lie; the different registers, including the different versions of English
spoken in Ireland, are seen here from an ironic perspective. Language as
a means to improve a desolate life, like other characters in previous plays
utilised – Gar in Philadelphia, Here I Come! (1964), the residents in Eden
House in The Loves of Cass Mc Guire (1966) – gives way to its most sinister
side: language as a means to take advantage of fellow citizens. Therefore,
the peasants’ deception is presented as a service done for their benefit:
‘MAHON: […] country people would be frightened off with leases and
legal papers and – /MOLONEY: But we do all that for them. We vest
their land and the company deals directly with us’ (231). This Orwellian
‘newspeak’ permeates the discourse of the two businessmen, Ryan and
Moloney. In the stage directions, the Taoiseach is ironically described as
sincere in a witty oxymoron: ‘(Politician’s sincerity) Thank you, Mick. You
did a great job’ (247). The play is riddled with instances of this distortion
of language: Ryan trusts his front man because ‘He’ll be paid. He won’t
talk. He’s honest’ (251). Likewise, he is capable of bursting into tears when
declaring how sentimentality would be their ruin, precisely after the audience is witness to their shameless materialism (309).

29
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Nonetheless, not only do cabinet members suffer from this malady,
the language of the media bears a suspicious similarity with that of the
politicians. The manner in which the media shows the facts raises doubts
as to whether it is reality which adapts to language – facts are created only
when they are named, as power and the media seem to believe – or whether
reality comes first and is merely manipulated by both registers. The newspapers mentioned by the ministers describe the crisis the country is going
through in a radically different manner: ‘Ours says we’re on the threshold
of a great new era; theirs says we’re on the point of a national death’ (166).
Friel repeats with a variation, a stratagem he will use in The Freedom of the
City (1972) and Faith Healer (1979), although in this instance to a comical effect when in the third act, as the Scheme is being successfully implemented, the newspapers speak again: ‘Ours says we’re on the threshold of
a great new era; theirs says we’re now legally dead’ (260).
Television is also a powerful ally of this corrupt class. All the funeral
ceremonies are broadcast, and so is Ryan’s discourse, riddled with clichés
and blatant lies, thoroughly permeated with sentimentality:
But when the decent people of Ireland … […] I would like to pay generous tribute
to you for your courage … […] But now we look to tomorrow and to the future. […]
Is it despicable to provide the last facilities for those who have gone to their eternal
reward? Either you proudly proclaim your membership of the global village – or
you die. […] Commerce, trade, and business have made us all brothers. […] When
I want to know what Ireland is thinking, I go to a secluded spot and look into my
heart. […] Opportunity for all of us to create the Ireland the idealists of 1916 gave
their lives for (270–3).

This last reference to the 1916 Revolution echoes ironically the prelude:
‘After their rebellion […] they soon realized that they had better put their
little green isle in order if they hoped to create a nation that the idealists
of 1916 would have been proud of […] and the results of their endeavours
are something like this …’ (158).
Dexterity in language is seen in this play as a tool for achieving power.
The Taoiseach’s secretary, for instance, masters all the registers, like Keeney
in Volunteers (1975) a few years later, although devoid of any playful intention. We find the character changing register depending on whom he wants
to manipulate, and these travesties produce a highly comical effect.
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As for the different kinds of English spoken in Ireland, we find in The
Mundy Scheme a linguistic reference to Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a
Young Man: Boyle, the Minister for Finance, is described as speaking with
‘a slightly English accent: he was educated by the Jesuits’ (170), hinting to
the character of the Jesuit father who makes the young Stephen Dedalus
become aware of the nature of his own imposed language. This is not Friel’s
only homage to Joyce’s oeuvre in this play: the novelist’s criticism of the
Irish obsession with death is humorously reflected in the satire in the nature
of the business intended to save the country.

The Play’s Universality
The Mundy Scheme shares with the rest of Friel’s oeuvre a quality generally
considered as one of the author’s most acclaimed achievements: its universality. From the tiny cosmos of the village of Ballybeg, he was able to reflect
humanity in its polyhedral figure; as he commented in a 1972 interview:
‘the canvas can be as small as you wish, but the more accurately you write
and the more truthful you are, the more validity your play will have for
the world’.30 It is paradoxical, though, that he believed he was addressing
only the Irish people with this play – as Pelletier cites from Friel’s archive
in the National Library of Ireland:
It is a satire based on an outrageous premise (as was Swift’s A MODEST PROPOSAL)
and I think it’s funny and savage and relevant to the present condition and the future
direction of Ireland. […] I see no future for the play outside Ireland. For the first
time in my life I’ve written exclusively for Kathleen; and I have an uneasy feeling she
won’t welcome my attentions (Friel archive, MS 37, 062/3).31

However, the portrait he paints of this corrupt and diseased emerging
nation can be fittingly applied to almost any nation at any given time. The
30
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characters which Friel created as caricatures seem to be prophetic reflections of the real politicians who have been ruling over the destinies of their
people with complete impunity in the years leading to the last financial
crisis. However, it is mainly in Southern Europe where corruption has
been all-pervasive, a fact which only reinforces the idea formulated by the
old teacher, Hugh, in the 1980 play Translations about the Irish tending
to overlook England and having an affinity with Mediterranean culture.
Therefore, even though Pelletier proves that The Mundy Scheme shows
a primordial concern with the influence of the USA over Ireland,32 the
scheme put into practice by this corrupt government could undeniably
be set in any of the Mediterranean countries.
Friel departs from his usual territory of naturalistic plots and characters, despite the use he makes of formal experimental techniques in every
play, and dares to write a political satire. Its macabre point of departure – a
tribute to Joyce’s denunciation of the Irish fixation with death – is used in
The Mundy Scheme with a post-colonial perspective: the stasis of death, the
snow which covers everything in ‘The Dead’, is also what favours the occupation of the land by the corrupting empires coming now from America.
The author wanted to show that nothing had changed much since the times
of the British Empire; unfortunately, forty years later, his indictment is as
valid as in 1969. The difference lies, however, in the consciousness which
the satiree – the Irish audience – has gained since, and which absolves The
Mundy Scheme from its lack of appropriateness, as the breach between the
target of the satire and the satiree has widened through the disillusionment
with the Irish economic miracle, the Celtic Tiger.
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14 Violence and the Catharsis of Beyond the Grave
Counter-Discourse in the Theatre of Brian Friel

It is too soon to be birds,
to play
in the heavens.
— Maram al-Masri, ‘The Children of Syria …’ in
Liberty Walks Naked (2017), translated by Theo Dorgan.

Thomas Kilroy, paying tribute to Brian Friel on 2 October 2015 spoke of ‘the
irreverent voice, the marvellous mimicry of the man behind the plays’1 he
first met in 1969. In the midst of a gale-force wind of violence in Northern
Ireland during the Troubles from 1968 onwards, Brian Friel explored the
Irish psyche and exposed it to social, economic, religious and state violence, because he believed that theatre might ‘make some tiny thumbscrew
adjustment to our psyche’.2 Neither a priest, even though he studied for
the priesthood at Maynooth college for two and a half years and talked of
the theatre as ‘a theoretical priesthood’, nor a politician, even though he
was a member of the Nationalist Party for a time and was appointed to the
Irish Senate in 1987 by the then Taoiseach Charles Haughey, Brian Friel
explored and dug his pen3 into the mythical and transformative relationship
1
2
3
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between violence and the human soul. He pondered over the elements in
the soul that are transformed by merciless violence. Simone Weil expanded
on the ruthless transformative effect of violence which ‘obliterates anybody
who feels its touch […] A man stands disarmed and naked with a weapon
pointing at him; this person becomes a corpse before anybody or anything
touches him’.4 In The Freedom of The City, premiered in 1973, which alludes
to the 1969 Burntollet5 attack on civil rights activists, as well as to 1972
Bloody Sunday March in Derry and the ensuing Widgery Report, corpses
people the stage, those of Skinner Fitzgerald, Michael Hegarty and Lily
Doherty. ‘The returned dead’6 appear on the stage to tell their mesmerising
and conflicting truths and histories and their inability to deal with grief
and trauma in post-mortem asides. But Brian Friel wondered in his notes:
‘Wouldn’t these people – the returned dead – be happy, mocking, flippant?
Would they appear in cold blue light, still as death, accusing?’7Ares, the
Greek God of war and violence who in The Iliad ‘kills those who kill’, is a
destructive and man-slaughtering force in the theatre of Brian Friel. Ares’
sons, Fear (Phobos) and Terror (Deimos), and his sister, Discord (Enyo),
are his faithful followers. Violence through fear, terror and discord congeals
the other to stone, or, worse, make a corpse of the other. Victims are silenced
4
5

6
7
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ed. & trans. (Oxford: Peter Lang, 2006), 7.
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200 loyalists and off-duty police (RUC) officers armed with iron bars, bricks and
bottles ambushed Civil Rights Activists. That night, RUC officers went on a rampage
in the Bogside area of Derry. Attacking Catholic homes, attacking and threatening
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barricades to keep the police out, creating ‘Free Derry’. In his holograph notes, Brian
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bags, before Burntollet’. The Brian Friel Papers, The National Library of Ireland, MS
37,067/1.
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and violence relies on lies, political propaganda and the unreliability of
history, myth and language. With this in mind, we will explore how Brian
Friel’s beyond the grave counter-discourse juxtaposed the metamorphic
and cathartic energy of imagination and memory and the pitiless tyranny
of life-threatening violence in The Freedom of the City first performed at
the Abbey Theatre on 20 February 1973 and concurrently performed at
the Royal Court Theatre, London, on 27 February 1973 (1973), Volunteers
first performed at the Abbey Theatre, Dublin on 5 March 1975 (1975)
Faith Healer first performed at the Longacre theatre, New York on 5 April
1979 (1979), Living Quarters, after Hippolytus (1977) first produced by the
Abbey Theatre, Dublin on 24 March 1977, and Translations (1980) first
presented by Field Day Theatre Company in the Guildhall of Derry on 23
September 1980. Then, we will consider the hermeneutics of beyond the
grave criss-crossing of boundaries in relation to a larger linguistic, social
and mnesic concern with power and powerlessness.
Ares, the Greek God of War and Violence and Thanatos, the Greek
personification of death, son of Nyx, goddess of night, and brother to
Hypnos, are challenged by Brian Friel’s voices from Beyond the Grave in
The Freedom of the City (1973), and Faith Healer (1979). The voices of the
dead counterpoint the lies of the state and its institutional violence because
ghosts are a sign of what Ricoeur calls the ‘excesses of memory, a manifestation of the excessive grip of the past on the imagination of culture in the
present’.8 The three dead walk back on the stage and therefore, according
to Brian Friel, ‘the questions that must emerge – and the answers in terms
of these people – must be clearly determined:
– The Nature of Power. The effect of power.
– The Nature of Poverty. The effect of poverty.
–	The evident effect that this experience has on these three people. Character
development.’9

8
9
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The Freedom of the City is a very complex play, because it ensnares the voices
of the dead within the reports of the authorities. The play is framed by the
inquiry led by an unnamed English Judge on the deaths of Lily, Michael
and Skinner as if theatre were a courtroom, that is, an enclosed space used
for the purpose of seeking out the truth, exposing lies and adjudicating
upon controversial issues. In his holograph notes on May 12th1972, Brian
Friel indeed stated: ‘Assuming for the moment that the play is framed in
some judicial technique’, exposing and undermining the British judicial
system, riddling the play with multiple layers of anamorphic projection of
the truth.10 The play intertwines Friel’s research on the culture of poverty,
his readings of Oscar Lewis’s La Vida (1966) as well as the 1969 Burntollet
attack on civil rights marchers, the 1969 civil rights demonstrations in
Newry, his shattering experience of Bloody Sunday which occurred in
Derry on Sunday 30 January 1972 to his powerful subversion of the Widgery
Report, published on 18 April 1972 and which was for him as cataclysmic
as the killings themselves. In an interview with Fintan O’Toole in 1982,
he said that:
It was a very emotive time. It was really a shattering experience that the British army,
this disciplined instrument, would go in as they did that time and shoot 13 people.
To be there on that occasion and – I didn’t actually see people get shot – but, I mean,
to have to throw yourself on the ground because people are firing at you is a very
terrifying experience. Then the whole cover-up afterwards was shattering too. We
still have some kind of belief that the law is above reproach.11

Lord Widgery’s enquiry into the Bloody Sunday shootings largely exonerated British soldiers. The Report of the Tribunal Appointed to inquire into the
events on Sunday, 30th January 1972, which led to the loss of life in connection
with the procession in Londonderry on that day by Rt. Hon Lord Widgery,
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OBE, TD12 was published on 18 April 1972 and stated, ‘114 witnesses gave
evidence and were cross-examined’.13 Moreover ‘[…] the witnesses […] fell
into six main groups: priests; other people from Londonderry; press and television reporters, photographers, cameramen and sound recordists; soldiers,
including the relevant officers; police officers; doctors, forensic experts and
pathologists’.14 In The Freedom of the City, the six main groups are present.
The first is represented by a Priest, the second by three people from Derry,
Michael, Lily and Skinner as well as a Balladeer and Friends, the third by
an RTE Commentator, an Army Press Officer and a Press Photographer,
the fourth by three soldiers and Brigadier Johnson-Hansburry, the fifth
by a Police Constable and the sixth by a Forensic Expert, Dr Winbourne,
and a Pathologist Professor Cuppley. Brian Friel followed the same pattern of dividing the witnesses in distinct categories as Lord Widgery had
and yet he added one group, one voice, the Sociologist Dr Dodds who
studied people with a culture of poverty. Dodds’s speeches are filled with
quotes from Oscar Levis’ La Vida. For example, the poor display a ‘hatred
of the police, mistrust of government’15 (La Vida, 12) is transformed in The
Freedom of the City into ‘Dodds: People with a culture of poverty […] share
a suspicion of government, a detestation of the police’ (Freedom, 20–21).
In his holograph notes for this play on 1 July 1972, Brian Friel highlighted
the dialectic of violence and empathy associated with poverty. Below the
word ‘Poverty’, we read on one side the following phrases: ‘Violence, Death,
Suffering, Deprivation, Broken Homes, Delinquency, Infidelity, Police
Brutality, Cruelty of power to Poor’16 and on the other side: ‘Intensity
of feeling, human warmth, sense of individuality, Capacity for Laughter,
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Hope for better life, Desire for understanding and love, readiness to share
and courage to carry on’.17
Violence and the criminal distortion of justice vindicate Brian Friel’s
use of beyond the grave counter-discourse. The private language of the
oppressed in the Hereafter, unveiling an uproariously violent massacre and
miscarriage of justice, offers a contrasting voice to the public language of
the authorities. We are looking at one-way mirrors of both truth and falsity.
The Judge, the soldiers, the Brigadier and the Police Constable are Ares-like
figures. Their association with Ares, that is, violence, endows places and
objects with a savage, destructive and militarised quality. As in the Iliad,
where Zeus calls Ares alloposallos, ‘the most hated’, violence in The Freedom
of the City feeds on hatred and distortions of reality.
The Judge in The Freedom of the City speaks from ‘high up in the battlements’ (Freedom, 15), meaning the high walls of Derry.
Judge […] Our only function is to form an objective view of the events which occurred
in the city of Londonderry, Northern Ireland, on the tenth of February 1970, when
after a civil rights meeting British troops opened fire and three civilians lost their
lives. (Freedom, 18)

The victims are already guilty in the eyes of the Judge, who, Ares-like,
embodies the tumult, confusion, errors and horrors of violent crimes.
Judge: The facts we garner over the coming days may indicate that the deceased were
callous terrorists who had planned to seize the Guildhall weeks before the events
of 10th February; or the facts may indicate that the misguided scheme occurred to
them on that very day while they listened to revolutionary speeches. (Freedom, 18)

The judge, like Ares, personifies the violent and untamed aspect of war,
fought with bold force and strength, in stark contrast to Athena, who
personifies thoughtfulness, wisdom and strategy in war. By denying the
truth, he is giving power to the Erinyes who were chthonic Greek deities

17
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of vengeance, the ‘infernal goddesses’ also referred to in the Iliad as those
who beneath the earth punish whosoever has sworn a false oath.
For the Judge or the Soldiers, Michael, Lily and Skinner are trespassing terrorists.
Soldier 1: The fucking yobbos are inside the fucking Guildhall!
Soldier 2: Jesus!
Soldier 1: What am I supposed to do?
Soldier 2: How did they get in?
Soldier 1: On fucking roller skates – how would I know! (Freedom, 28)

They ‘seized’ the Guildhall which is for Liam O’ Kelly, the RTE
Commentator ‘a symbol of Unionist domination’. For O’Kelly, ‘about fifty
armed gunmen have taken possession of the Guildhall’ (Freedom, 29) and
according to ‘one of the reliable spokesmen from the Bogside’ (Freedom
29), it can be compared to ‘the fall of the Bastille’ whereas for the Balladeer,
‘ a hundred Irish heroes took over Derry’s Guildhall […]. They defied the
British army, they defied the RUC. They showed the crumbling empire
what good Irishmen could be’. (Freedom, 30)
Brian Friel’s close reading of the Widgery Report enabled him to offer
a revised version of the perverted report on Bloody Sunday by the British
establishment and more precisely by the testimony of soldiers whose names
are never given, foreshadowing the long-awaited Saville Inquiry. If we
compare extracts from the play with the Widgery report and then with the
Saville Report, Brian Friel’s analysis of the main theme of The Freedom of
the City sheds light on the concept of power and powerlessness. ‘The play
is about power’, stated Brian Friel on 1 May 1972; it is about ‘the people
who never had it and suddenly get it. The play will have three phases of
development:
– the sudden dawning realization that they have power
– the power – and the use they make of it
– the powerlessness of that power; maybe even the rejection of it.’18

18
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The Judge’s conclusions in the Freedom of the City echo the conclusions
of the Widgery Report.
Judge: There is no reason to support that the soldiers would have opened fire if
they had not been fired on first. (The Freedom of the City, 95)
To those who seek to apportion responsibility for the events of 30 January the question
‘Who fired first?’ is vital. I am entirely satisfied that the first firing in the [Rossville
Flats] courtyard was directed at the soldiers. (Widgery, 2.54)

Before the blackout and after a fifteen-second burst of automatic fire, Lily,
Michael and Skinner are staring out, their hands above their heads embodying beyond the grave a demand for truth and foreshadowing the longawaited 2010 conclusions of the Saville Inquiry:
Despite the contrary evidence given by soldiers, we have concluded that none of
them fired in response to attacks or threatened attacks by nail or petrol bombers.
No one threw or threatened to throw a nail or petrol bomb at the soldiers on Bloody
Sunday. (Saville Report 3.76)

Lily, Michael and Skinner are casualties of language and ideologies. Their
voices are ensnared in the bloody divergent and erroneous discourses of the
Judge, the Soldiers, the Balladeer, the Priest and the RTE Commentator.
According to Aristotle, ‘fear and pity may result from the inner structure
of the piece […]. A plot ought to be so constructed that even without the
aid of the eye, he who hears the tale told will thrill with horror and melt
to pity at what takes place’. (Poetics, 49) The voices of ‘the returned dead’,
in the structure of the play, are turning to the cry of blood in the wind.
It is as if from the depths of the Hereafter, Lily, Skinner and Michael had
been able to follow all the phases of the terrible drama and were allowed
to speak out and tell their own true story. There were unarmed and never
wanted to seize the Guildhall. They knew as Lily stated that it was ‘ no place
for us.’ (Freedom, 31) The Catholics of Derry, the poor, the dispossessed
should not be trespassers in the Guildhall and in certain areas of the city, as
Brian Friel vividly recalled in an interview with Desmond Rushe in 1970.
As a boy in Derry there were certain areas one didn’t go into. I remember bringing
shoes to the shoemaker’s shop at the end of the street. This was a terrifying experience,
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because if the Protestant boys caught you in this kind of no-man’s land, they’d kill
you. […] If you were caught, you were finished. It was absolutely terrifying. That
sort of things leaves scars for the rest of one’s life. (Brian Friel In Conversation, 82)

There are invisible life-threatening walls between the Protestant and the
Catholic communities and therefore no-go zones: ‘Brigadier: […] we
were in an exposed situation between the terrorists inside the Guildhall
and the no-go zones Bogside areas at our flank and back. (Freedom, 50).
Overhanging and framing the action on stage are the ‘battlements’, an image
of Derry’s walls, historically associated with the victory of the Williamite
Loyalists in 1689’. (Murray, 52). The battlements link the past to the present. William Faulkner’s quote on a divided society is quite relevant in
this context. ‘The past is not dead. It’s not even the past.’19 In William
Faulkner’s work, the context is an American society struggling with a legacy
of violence and a legal and political system that failed to respect civil rights.
A system which is still in existence today with racial profiling and what
Professor Michelle Alexander, a civil rights activist and legal scholar, defines
as the New Jim Crow in the American criminal justice system, that is, the
mass incarceration of African Americans.20 Parallels with America can be
drawn with Northern Ireland’s ongoing struggle with its history of violence,
intolerance and civil rights abuses, divided and framed in a biased judicial
system.
The battlements of Derry become an archetypal space of conflicting
discourse where the Judge stands when he speaks as well as the army press
officer and the Priest. The past is not even past. All the archetypal figures
of political and religious power divide, rule, and control the mind of the
audience from above and build walls through language. For Brian Friel:
in some ways the inherited images of 1916, or 1690, control and rule our lives much
more profoundly than the historical truth of what happened on those two occasions.
The complication of the problem is how do we come to terms with it using an English
language’ (Friel in Conversation, 148).
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The Judge refers to the city of Derry as ‘Londonderry’ whereas the stage
direction refers to ‘Derry City, Northern Ireland’. The city is twins, doubled, mirroring each community through its name in a war or politics of
space and name.
Derry is transformed into the mythical Tartarus, described by Virgil in
the Aeneid as a gigantic place, surrounded by the flaming river Phlegethon
(here the River Foyle which crosses the Border and flows in both the
Republic of Ireland (in county Donegal) and in Northern Ireland (in
county Derry) before reaching the Atlantic ocean) and triple walls (the
battlements) to prevent sinners from escaping from it. The discourses of
the judge and of the priest on the battlements tried to prevent the voices of
the dead from being heard as the hydra guarded Tartarus with black gaping
jaws, sitting at a screeching gate protected by columns of solid adamantine.
The walls surrounding Tartarus, like the battlements of Derry, are wide
and awe-inspiring because they are peopled with Erinyes like Tisiphone
who represents revenge and violence sleeplessly lashing a whip from a tall
iron turret. Inside the walls, the ghosts linger in disarray and echo Bobby
Sands’ words: ‘My comrades ghosts walk behind me/ A rebel I came – / I’m
still the same/ On the cold winters’ night you will find me. Oh oh oh oh I
wish I was back home in Derry’ (Lyrics for a song, Back Home in Derry).21
Brian Friel’s voices from beyond the grave are thorns entering the skin, to
paraphrase Colum McCann in Zoli (‘Zoli sang that week, the thorn was in
her skin and we got some of her best poems’). They subvert the discourse
of the state and of the church. They vanquish Ares who delights in the din
and roar of battles, in the slaughter of men, and the destruction of towns
as well as Thanatos who imposes a vow of silence on the deceased. Where
are the voices of the dead coming from? For Friel, ‘if there is an afterlife,
the only way one can merit it is by being totally involved in the here-andnow.’22 The voices of the dead in The Freedom of the City come from the deep
experiences of the playwright living close to a bewildering violent political
and spiritual eclipse. Brian Friel is, as Eavan Boland said in 1973, ‘an artist
21
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preoccupied with the individual and his cryptic humiliations, rather than
with the public gesture’,23 hence his attempt at creating a distance between
Bloody Sunday and The Freedom of the City. He changed the time, 1970
not 1972, the day a Saturday, not a Sunday and the number of casualties
three civilians shot dead and not thirteen.24 For Friel as for T. S. Eliot’s, a
distinction must be drawn between ‘the mind that suffers and the man who
creates’, (Friel in Conversation, 114) ‘to digest and transmute the passions
which are its material’.25 Friel in his holograph notes on The Freedom of the
City, first entitled Civil Rights on 20 May 1972 wondered how to address
the Northern-Irish political situation while being true to artistic creation,
and remaining a public artist without becoming a propagandist:
a play must not be a piece of propaganda. And if this play is to avoid this charge,
two things must be observed:
1) The interpolations cannot be loaded. E.g. Widgery must be dedicated to his
justice. In the end, he is guided by the balance of probability.
2) M & L &S cannot become mouthpieces of a political attitude they don’t feel. In
short don’t abuse a situation for a thesis.26

The play explores the impossibility of finding from high up in the battlements a single point of view that will encompass the truth of violent events.
Only the dead standing at the threshold of another trembling world27 can
give the truth of their own death.
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MICHAEL And I became very agitated, not because I was dying, but that this terrible
mistake be recognized and acknowledged. My mouth kept trying to form the word
mistake – mistake – mistake. And that is how I died – in disbelief, in astonishment,
in shock. It was a foolish way for a man to die (Selected 149–50).

Brian Friel’s holograph notes, entitled ‘Postscript’, can enlighten this reaction of astonishment. On 10 June 1972 Friel wrote another version of the
returning dead post-mortem asides, which may be analysed as a subtext
of the characters’ psyche and development: ‘M’. (for Michael) ‘I believed
that work & industry & dedication were the keys to existence: that a scale
of values existed and could be seen or used …’28 Michael was hoping to
extract himself from his culture of poverty whereas Lily, the archetypal
embodiment of the Northern Irish Catholic powerless Bogside destitute,
is hopelessly dying of grief.
LILY The moment we stepped outside the front door I knew I was going to die,
instinctively, the way an animal knows. Jesus, they’re going to murder me. […] And in
the silence before my body disintegrated in a purple convulsion, I thought I glimpsed
a tiny truth: that life had eluded me because never once in my forty-three years had
an experience, an event, even a small unimportant happening been isolated, and
assessed, and articulated. And the fact that this, my last experience, was defined by this
perception, this was the culmination of sorrow. In a way, I died of grief (Selected 150).

For Friel, Lily has an ‘enormous strength’ as well as ‘endurance and a tough
capacity for survival’.29 In a first draft of her post-mortem monologue, Friel
insisted on the elusiveness of Lily’s life, shattered by poverty and her son’s
Down Syndrome, rather than on grief.
‘L. I believe that life was in some way constantly eluding me. I knew it was. And I
believed, although I could never formulate this belief, harness this elusive thing with
words. I believed that if I could articulate this feeling, in some magic way life would
become consistent, patterned, logical.’30
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For Skinner, nothing relies on magic because the poor will always pay with
their lives.
SKINNER A short time after I realized we were in the Mayor’s parlour I knew that
a price would be exacted. And when they ordered us a second time to lay down our
arms I began to suspect what that price would be because they leave nothing to
chance and the poor are always overcharged. […] So I died as I lived, in defensive
flippancy (Selected 150).

Behind the flippancy, Skinner is the most consciously aware of the poor’s
predicament. In the first draft, Brian Friel even chose to give him classconsciousness and political beliefs. ‘S. (i.e. Skinner) I chose a system of political beliefs with great reluctance – it seems to me the better of two exits. It
seems to me to provide more opportunities for more people. This belief
wasn’t a faith, a crusade. It was merely a consequence of a conscious choice.’31
Michael dies in shock, embraced by Ares’ sons fear (Phobos) and terror
(Deimos), whereas Lily dies of grief and Skinner dies in defensive flippancy
understanding that the poor are always overcharged. Their corpses and
especially that of Michael are overshadowed by the threatening presence of
Ares’ sister, Discord (Enyo). Michael who quoted Gandhi (‘Gandhi showed
that violence done against peaceful protest helps your cause,’ (Freedom; 58)
is, according to the Forensic Expert, certainly the one who fired a weapon.
For George Steiner in After Babel, ‘language and death may be conceived
of as the two areas of meaning or cognitive constants in which grammar
and ontology are mutually determinant’.32 Therefore, what we can say best
of language, as of death, is in a certain sense, a truth just out of reach’.33
The voices of the dead and truth are buried in the coffin or vacuum of
the political imagination in Ireland. This political failure let violence and
death, Ares and Thanatos, smash the newborn hope of the civil rights. This
conflict, which is rooted in fundamentally different political aspirations,
has been worsened by inequalities between the two communities and by
the wounds inflicted through violence.
31
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For Dr Dodds, the sociologist, ‘[…] people with a culture of poverty
are locally orientated and have very little sense of history […] but the very
moment they acquire an objective view of their condition … any movement
– trade union, religious, civil rights, pacifist, revolutionary – any movement
which gives them real hope, promotes solidarity, such a movement inevitably
smashes the rigid caste that encase their minds and their bodies’, (Freedom,
21). Lily, Michael and Skinner are the embodiment of the casualties of language like the five IRA prisoners in Volunteers (1975) or Frank Hardy and
Grace in Faith Healer.
In Volunteers, political prisoners (Knox, Butt, Smiler, Keeney and
Pyne) excavate the remnants of the past on an archaeological site from
‘early Viking down to late Georgian’ and are surrounded by encapsulated
history, a tangible précis of the story of Irish man. They are at the threshold of both ‘a thrilling voyage of self-discovery’ (Volunteers, 37) and a
dance of death since their political brethren in ‘a sort of kangaroo court’
(Volunteers, 52) have sentenced them to death for treason. The excavated
skeleton, named Leif by the Volunteers is for Keeney ‘a casualty of language’
which refers to Fredric Jameson’s The Prison-House of Language (1972).
‘Denmark’s a prison’ (2.2.249) for ‘the Swan of Avon’ (Volunteers, 36) in
Hamlet. What about Ireland? Is there something rotten in a divided island
which ‘Janus-like has one head looking to the North and one head looking to the South’? (Friel in Conversation, 159). Keeney’s repeated mantra
‘Was Hamlet really mad?’ (Volunteers, 83) lingers in the mind of the audience as a sacred utterance of a lost meaning with a haunting spiritual and
psychological power. Leif is Keeney’s Yorick and the archaeological site
is both Hamlet and the Volunteers’ graveyard. Death is for Hamlet, ‘The
undiscover’d country, from whose bourn/ No traveller returns.’ ‘Bourn’
means limit or boundary. To cross the border into the country of death,
for Hamlet, is an irreversible act. And yet he is lying since he has met one
traveller from the undiscover’d country, his father who beyond the grave
has disclosed the details of his own murder. Brian Friel’s voices of the dead
likewise embody and convey forgotten traumas, injustice, murders through
a contrasting set of truth and falsity. The entrapment of the prisoners in
Volunteers caught by historical, political, economic, and personal forces –
mirrors that of Lily Skinner and Michael in the Guildhall, as well that of
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the seven characters of Frank McGuinness’ Carthaginians (1988) who utter
one by one the names of the dead of Bloody Sunday in a graveyard like a
kaddish34 for the victims of blind violence. Seamus Heaney’s North and
Brian Friel’s play find themselves sharing the same images in ‘metabiotic’35
Irish literary fraternity, digging and divining as well as exploring how Irish
history is built on layers of a never-ending process of recurrent violence.
The very public issue of the Irish troubles has a very private focus, exposing
the complexity of factors, which shape both public and private action. The
five volunteers dig at the roots of society, uncovering the permanence of
human cruelty and violence and the distrust of the outsider.
In Faith Healer, Frank, Grace and Teddy contrive elaborate untruths.
In particular, they lie about death: the death of Jack and Mary, of Frank’s
parents, of Frank and Grace’s baby. For Steiner, the capacity of people ‘to
utter falsehood, to lie, to negate what is the case, stands at the heart of
speech and of the reciprocities between words and world’ (After Babel, 224).
With the voices of the dead, Frank Hardy and Grace, Brian Friel expressed
a deeper sense of the unworthiness of language than in The Freedom of the
City, connecting the human capacity to utter falsehood to the conflict in
Northern Ireland. The figure of the Irish Artist, Frank Hardy, Faith Healer
becomes Hermes, the Greek God of subversive messages. ‘Grace: […] It
wasn’t that he was simply a liar […] it was some compulsion he had to
adjust, to refashion, to re-create everything around him.’ (Selected, 345).
In On The Way to Language, Martin Heidegger states that the Greek
words for interpreting and interpretation – hermeneuein, hermeneia – can
be traced back to the god Hermes. Hermes, son of Zeus and of the Nymph
Maia, is the god of language, a cunning and subversive trickster, always ready
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The Irish and the Jews have a psychosis.’
Delaney, Brian Friel in Conversation 226. Metabiotic: it refers to organisms that need
other organisms to thrive.
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to utter falsehood, the messenger of Olympic Gods, and a guide across
boundaries including the boundaries between the underworld and mortals,
between life and death. Voices from beyond the grave populate the stage
in Brian Friel’s theatre as Igor Mitoraj’s sculptures of mythological gods
and heroes populated in 2016 the streets and the squares of the dead city
of Pompeii buried and yet emerging like dreams from the ruins. The term
‘hermeneutics’ suggests an interpretation, which discloses something mysterious and hidden from ordinary understanding. The voice from beyond the
grave in Friel’s theatre is to some extent Hermes, the message-bearer, because
it has first and foremost opened itself to a process of ‘un-concealment’.
Brian Friel dug into what is beyond language, the inexpressible. The language of the artist is subversive because the figure of the artist in Friel’s
drama is the ultimate beyond the grave trickster of terrible political uncertainty and liminality. For Aristotle in Poetics, ‘Tragedy is an imitation of an
action that is serious, complete, and of a certain magnitude; (…) through
pity (eleos) and fear (phobos) effecting the proper purgation [catharsis] of
these emotions’36 (The Poetics, 23). Catharsis is supposed to serve a social
purpose, as it allows the audience to get rid of potentially dangerous and
violent human urges. Friel’s beyond the grave counter-discourse catharsis
needs to be understood in relation to a larger concern with a linguistic,
social and mnesic criss-crossing of boundaries. For Aristotle, the artist
‘must of necessity imitate one of three objects – things as they were or
are, things as they are said or thought to be, or things as they ought to be’
(The Poetics, 97). Brian Friel’s use of language as a vehicle of criss-crossing
boundaries makes of the word ‘a reaching out past death’ (Steiner, Silence
and the Poet, 57). History is made of the past tense, spoken and written,
utopias lie in the future of the verb for Steiner but Friel empowers the
past and the future in giving a voice to the dead returned from the world
of the unspeakable, creating a ‘beyond the grave’ tense. Out of the gates
of death, the Frielian criss-crossing dead want to pour the living stream of
truth. This oxymoronic presence/absence of the dead on stage challenges
phonocentrism, which supports the metaphysical determination of living

36

The Poetics of Aristotle, trans. S. H. Butcher (New York: MacMillan 1902), 23.
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being as presence. The dead have come to represent a heightened awareness
of beyond the grave presence and temporality, which equates truth with
speech. The dead are out of time and yet in ‘the Now’ of the theatre with the
actors and the audience. They open corridors of exteriority and interiority.
The dead represent Derrida’s key binary opposition of phonocentrism: the
value of speaking versus writing. The dead criss-cross this binary opposition.
Their voice, a living speech from the Hereafter is a metaphor for truth and
authenticity denouncing social and political injustice in The Freedom of
the City, Volunteers, Translations or Living Quarters but the dead are also
the product of the playwright’s lifeless emanations of writing, recording,
archiving and memorizing. While speech is suffused with living presence,
writing threatens to replace the living with the dead, and transcribe violence
in a counter-discourse supplanting the British hegemonic vision. The dead
are a dangerous supplement enabling the transumption of life and death,
speech and writing in a dialectical synthesis. Violence is kept off the stage
because, as Kubiak stated in Stages of Terror, concealed violence has more
impact on audience, ‘real violence, in performance, then, is not transgressive, but merely inefficient’ (Kubiak, 160). Yet Friel’s distancing strategy
of using the voices of the dead to reveal the truth about the horrendous
and unrestrained Northern Irish violence leaves the audience with ‘Kuru’,37
which can be translated from a dialect in Papua New Guinea as ‘trembling
with fear’. Victims of transumption, the spectators have metaphorically
consumed the body of the deceased, felt their grief, shock and horror and
become alert to the vital interactions between language, justice and politics. Violence through fear and political bestiality tears the eschatological
human speech apart.
In Translations (1980), Ares, the god of war and violence, drops language and memory into the void. Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in
Savages, Barbarians, Civilized Men quote Nietzsche: ‘it is a matter of creating a memory for man; and man; who was constituted by means of an
active faculty of forgetting, by means of a repression of biological memory,
must create an other memory, one that is collective, a memory of words
37

Kuru or Cretzfeld-Jakob Disease, described, for the first time in 1957, by scientists
studying the Foré people living in Papua New Guinea.
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and no longer a memory of things, a memory of signs and no longer of
effect’.38 This constitutes a terrible Artaudian system of cruelty. Is staging
violence cathartic or can it help us distance ourselves from it, using the
human faculty of forgetting traumas to survive? Decolonisation is a violent phenomenon because violence is at the heart of the colonial system,
whether physical, psychological or even linguistic. In Translations (1980),
Irish is a ghost language, murdered and lost, and Sarah epitomises this
‘lapsing into irretrievable silence of some ancient and rich expression of
articulate being’.39
Lancey: […] Name!
(Sarah’s mouth opens and shuts, opens and shuts. Her face becomes contorted.) What’s
your name?
(Again Sarah tries frantically.)
Owen: Go on, Sarah. You can tell him.
(But Sarah cannot. And she knows she cannot. She closes her mouth. Her head goes
down.)40

The powerless voice of the oppressed has been violently stifled. In
Translations language is counterstatement to colonial violence. Gaelic is a
ghost language sent to haunt and possess the audience. For Steiner in After
Babel: ‘Robbed of their own language by conquerors and modern civilization, many underdeveloped cultures have never recovered a vital identity.
In short: languages have been, throughout human history, […] razor-edges
of division’.41 However, ‘Each language is an ‘epiphany’ or articulate revelation of a specific historical– cultural landscape’.42 Is Sarah really mad
or using a powerful silence as a murderous and violent weapon? She may
choose silence to destroy her enemy. Sarah is the stolen fire of Prometheus
or even Prometheus himself refusing to answer. Silence, suicide and murder
38
39
40
41
42

Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, ‘Savages, Barbarians, Civilized Men’ in Bruce
B. Lawrence and Aisha Karim (eds), On Violence, A reader (Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, 2007), p. 477.
George Steiner, After Babel, 53.
Brian Friel, Selected Plays, 440.
George Steiner, After Babel, Oxford University Press, 1975, 58.
Ibid., 80.
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appear as ways to cope with powerlessness and violence in Translations and
Living Quarters.
Friel used metatheatre in Living Quarters, after Hippolytus like
Pirandello in Sei personaggi in cerca d’autore to bring back disturbing postmortem truth. The dead Commandant, Frank Butler comes back to explain
why he committed suicide and tell his own truth, with the help of Sir, ‘the
ultimate arbiter, the powerful and impartial referee, the final adjudicator, a
kind of human Hansard who knows those tiny little details and interprets
them’.43 Sir is a god-like figure, a judge, a human Hansard. Hansard is the
traditional name of the transcripts of Parliamentary Debates in Britain and
many Commonwealth countries, named after Thomas Curson Hansard
(1776–1833), a London printer and publisher, who was the first official
printer to the parliament at Westminster. Sir is therefore linked to the colonial power, the Judge in The Freedom of the City. To paraphrase Umberto
Eco in Postscript to the Name of the Rose,44 plays always speak of other
plays. The violent figure of the Judge peoples Brian Friel’s plays, with the
character of Father, the District Justice O’Donnell in Aristocrats, Grace’s
father in Faith Healer or Molly’s father in Molly Sweeney. Sir, the human
Hansard, sits on a stool with his ledger on his knees. According to Sir, ‘out
of some deep psychic necessity’ the characters themselves conceived this
ledger ‘a complete and detailed record of everything that was said and done
that day, as if its existence must afford them their justification’.45 Through
imagination, the characters gather again and again the day Frank Butler
committed suicide and reconstruct the past, ‘endlessly raking those dead
episodes’.46 Anna, the Irish Phaedra, Frank Butler’s young wife, shuffles the
pages of the ledger. She unveils her incestuous affair with her son-in-law Ben
Butler, or Hippolytus and the father, Frank Butler, King Theseus becomes
an earth-bound spirit, caught in a timeless cycle of violence, suffering, crime

43 Ibid., 177–8.
44 ‘Thus I rediscovered what writers have always known (and have told us again and
again): books always speak of other books, and every story tells a story that has
already been told.’ Umberto Eco, Postscript to the Name of the Rose (1984), 24.
45 Ibid., 177.
46 Ibid., 177.
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and powerlessness. He blames the unfairness of a violent death when everything was about to be attainable like Michael in his post-mortem aside in
The Freedom of the City.
Frank: […] The ledger’s the ledger, isn’t it? Nothing can be changed now – not a
thing. But an injustice has been done to me, Sir, and a protest must be made. […] it
does seem – well, spiteful that when a point is reached in my life, and late in my life,
when certain modest ambitions are about to be realized, when certain happinesses
that I never experienced are suddenly about to be attainable, it does seem spiteful that
these fulfilments should be snatched away from me – and in a particularly wounding
manner? Yes, I think that is unfair.47

The ghosts of Anna or Frank disrupt the play. The past is violently and
obsessively disrupting the present. For Hugh, in Translations, ‘To remember everything is a form of madness’.48 But the dead refuse to forget because
they powerlessly suffered a violent death. Obviously, beyond the grave
voices in Brian Friel’s plays speak to communicate, but also to conceal
traumas, to leave unspoken ordeals and injustices linger in the psyche.
Casualties of language are voices from beyond the grave of a dispossessed
and powerless people. For Friel, ‘ it’s back to the political problem – it’s
our proximity to England, it’s how we have been pigmented in our theatre with the English experience, with the English language, the use of the
English language, the understanding of words, the whole cultural burden
that every word in the English language carries is slightly different to our
burden’.49 Friel, like the poet John Montague, conveys a painful sense
of the disorientation caused by the colonial disruption of a linguistic
environment, of the shame of being lost between two languages and at
home in none. It shows the colonial process of linguistic dispossession
and disempowerment. The artist is Hermes, the translator, a fire thief,
or a Prometheus unbound, compelled to interpret between privacies.
The word translation derives from the Latin translatio (meaning ‘to carry
across’ or ‘to bring across’). The ‘returned dead’ in The Freedom of the City,
Volunteers or Living Quarters are interpreters, entering into a dialogue with

47
48
49

Brian Friel, Selected Plays, 240–1.
Brian Friel, Selected Plays, 445.
Delaney, Brian Friel in Conversation, 171.
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the violent past to grasp the meaning of the present and to influence the
future of those who come after them.
Antonin Artaud in The Theatre and its Double states that ‘ in the City
of God, St Augustine points to the similarity of the plague, which kills without destroying any organs, and theatre, which without killing, induces the
most mysterious changes not only in the minds of individuals but in a whole
nation’ (Artaud, 17). To incarnate violence and Artaud’s most mysterious
and cathartic changes, Brian Friel had to forge powerful beyond the grave
voices to whisper private things, to be in touch with some otherness because
for him the audience – a word that has its roots in the word for hearing –
loses its ‘ear’; it either becomes deaf or stone-deaf. Friel’s theatre becomes
a salute and a tribute to that otherness, the Hereafter, the spiritual, which
is so difficult to dramatise. Beyond the grave voices haunt the stage with
subversive counter-discourse to offer a truth just out of reach, disrupting
civility. Because ‘if too much obeisance is offered to manners, Friel said,
then in some way we lose or suppress the grumbling and dangerous beast
that’s underneath the ground’.50 Hence Brian Friel’s need for each play to
subvert something of its predecessors. Language becomes a cunning and
subversive trickster, a guide across boundaries weakening Ares and allowing Friel’s imagination to stretch in Heaney’s phrase ‘between politics and
transcendence’.51 Brian Friel’s hermeneutic, dauntless, and renewed experimentation is a cryptic, mesmerising, and grovelling voice both defeating
Thanatos and Ares and lifting the audience to seldom inhabited territories.
Manuscripts Consulted
The Brian Friel Papers, National Library of Ireland, Dublin. Quotations
allowed with the kind permission of the Estate of Brian Friel’.
I would like to warmly thank Simon Blakey from The Agency for
allowing me access to the Brian Friel Papers in The National Library,
Dublin. And I would like to thank the staff from the National Library
who facilitated my research.
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Ibid., 204.
Ibid., 219.
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